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Purposes of the American
Alliance For Health,

Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance

The American Alliance is an educational organization, structured for the pur-
poses of supporting, encouraging, and providing assistance to member groups
and their personnel throughout the nation as they seek to initiate, develop, and
conduct programs in health, leisure, and movement-related activities for the
enrichment of human life.

AllianCe objectives include:
1. Professional growth and developmentto support, encouraie, and provide

guidance in the development and conduct of programs in health, leisure, and
movement-related activities whkh are based on the needs, interests, and inherent
capacities of the individual in today's society.

2. Communicationto facilitate public and professional understanding and
appreciation of the importance and value of health, leisure, and movement-
related activities as they contribute toward human Well-being.

3. Researchto encourage and facilitate research which will enrich the depth
and scope of health, leisure, and movement-related activities; and to disseminate
the findings to the profession and other interested and concerned publics.

4. Standards and guidelinesto further the continuous development and
evaluation of standards within the profession ;or personnel and programs in
health, leisure, and movement-related activities.

5. Public affairsto coordinate and administer a planned prograni of profes-
sional, public, and governmental relations that will improve education in areas of
health, leisure, and movement-related activities.

6. To conduct such other activities as shall be approved' by the Board of
Governors and the Alliance Assembly, provided that the Alliance shall not en-
gage in any activity which would be inconsistent with the status of an educatiOnal
and charitable organization as defined in Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 or any successor provision thereto, and none of the said purposes
shall at any time be deemed or construed to be purposes other than the public
benefit purposes and objectives consistent with such educational and charitable
status. Bylaws, Article III
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Foreword

..

...

Physical education and sports, like other educational programs, have been
undergoing continual revision. In response to developments in the field, the.
Secondary School Physical Educdtion Council; a structure of the National Associ-
ation for Sport and Physical Education, has updated and completely revised the
popular textbook, Physical Education for High School Students. .

The earlier editions and now this rewritten third edition.have been the culmina-
tion of efforts of many concerned professionals who saw a need to provide the
secondary school student with a comprehensive and authoritative textbook on
contemporary physical education and sports concepts. This third edition carries a
new title, Physical Education and Sport for the Secondary School Student. The book
designed to provide the student with'ait overview of sports, information on skill
and technique acquisition, safety, scoring, rules and etiquette, strategy, &pip-
ment, and related terminology. In addition, several new chapters have been
included to keep pace with the trends in present-day programming. .

It is the intention of the National Association for Sport and Physical Education
that this book will assist the student, physical education teacher, and parent in
selecting and developing a well-balanced program of activities which today's
youth can value throughout their lifetime. ;

Roswell D. Merrick, Executive Director
The National Association for

Sport and Physical Education

NASPE is an association of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Reerotion and Dance.

r
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INTRODUCTION
A basic characteristic of all animal life is

the capaz:ty for independent movement.
Though styles of movement vary greatly
within the 'animal kingdom; the motiva-
,tions for movement are essentially the same
in animals ranging from the one-celled pro-
ztozoa to the higher order mammals. All
animals, regardless of size and structural
complexity, must move through their envi-
ronment to find food, seek shelter, and to
escape or defend against enemies. It is no
exaggeration to say that, for animals,
movement is the basis of life.

The human being, Homo Sapiens, is a per-
fect example of an animal species whose
survival has depended on the ability to
move effectively. Through most of his two
million years on earth man has lived as a
hunter and gatherer. His food supply, con-
sisting mainly of wild animals, and natu-
rally grown vegetables, was secured
through the use of physical abilities such as
endurance, strength, and speed. For early
man, a new physical fitness test was pre-
sented daily and the prize was a valuable
onesurvival!

Today, machines do much of the physical
labor which man used to do by hand. Ir ?
deed, the typical American of today is em-
ployed in a job which presents little or no
physical challenge. Most Americans use
automobiles for transpdrtation, employ
numerous 1M:16r-saving devices" in their

CHAPTER I

Health Fitness
RUSSELL R. PATE,

University of South Carolina,
Columbia, SC

However, oddly enough, the life span oC
the typical American has increas.ed Only
marginally since 1900. As indicated in Table
1, in 1900.the typical adult at age 20 could
expect to live for another 42.8 years, while
in 1976 the average 20/ear-old male was
expected to live 54.6 more years. It cannot
be denied that numerous medical break-
throughs have occurred since 1900. How-
ever, most of these advances have contrib-
uted to treatment and prevention of infec-
tious diseases such as smallpox, pneu-
monia, and tuberculosis. To date, medi-
cal science has not been successful in
preventing chronic diseases such as coro-
nary heart disease, stroke, and cancer.
Today most Americans die, not from the
infectious diseases which killed their
grandparents and great-grandparents, but
from chronic diseases and accidents (see
Table 2). It is perhaps ironic that mddern

Table 1. Life expectancy of Americans:
1900-1976.

Rethaining Life Expectancy in.Years

t

occdpations, and even use machines to,re-
duce the physical effort of leisure time ac-
tivities. Thus, modern man, if he chooses,
can lead a life almost totally void of vigor-
ous physical activity. Some -authorities
have suggested, partly in jest, that man's
species name should be changed to Homo
Sedentarius! -

The many technological advances of the
past century liave resulted in an enhanced
standard of living for most Americans.

Year At Birth At 20 Years #At 65 Years

1900 ' 47.3 42.8
1950 68.2 51.3 13.9
1960 69.7 52.4 14:3
1970 70.9 53.1 112
1976 72.8 54.6 16.0

T1142. Leading causes a death ;1119or and
1970 (deaihs per 100,000 population).

1900

influenza (202)
2 "uberculosis (194)
3. Inteltinal diseases (143)
4. Diseases of

the heart (137)
5. Intracranial

lesions (107)
6. Kidney diseases

(89)
7. Accidents (72)
8. Cancer (64)
9. Senility (50)

10. Diphtheria (40) .

1 -1
.4.

-. 1970
DiseasesA the_heact_

(362) s

Cancer (163)
Stroke (102)
Accidentl (56)

Pneumo;a and
Influt (31)

Certain 'dimes of
infant death (21)

Diaketes (19)
Arteriosclerosis (16).
Cirrhosis of liver (16) *
Bronchitis, emphysema,

asthma (15)

;



2 PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT FOR THE SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENT

technology, which has contributed so
much to our standard of living, has appar-
ently brought with it a series of health risks
for which science has yet to provide so-
lutions.

Mounting evidence suggests that an in-
active lifestyle, made possible by modem
technology, is a direct contributor to many
chronic diseases. Indeed, health profes-
sionals have coined a new term,
hypokinesis, to describe a style of living
characterized by lack of physical exercise.
The so-called hypokinetic diseases are
those- Which occur more frequently in
sedentary persons than in persons who
maintain high levels of physical activity.
Often listed among the hyPokinetic dis-
eases are coronary heart disease, obesity,
diabetes, high blood pressure, and low
back pain. Clearly, industrialization and
modern technology have left man vulnera-
ble to a deadly set of health risks. The
health challenge of the latter half of the 20th
century is to conquer these diseases of af-
fluence. Thus, the purposes of this chapter
are: to discuss the relationship between
exercise-habits and health; to describe the
specific components of physical fitness
which, if maintained at a high level, can
help prevent hypokinetic diseases and en-
hance the-quality of life.

A

CONCEPTS OF HEALTH AND
FITNESS

DEFINITIONS OF HEALTH

Twentieth century Americans are fortu-
nate to live in a society which provides
them wit considerable degree of secu-
rity.'T1E great affluence of today's society
has liberated them from the day-to-day
struggle for survival and has permittal
them=to strA for higher levels of human
existence. Today it is common to ponder_
ovet the "quality of life."

Certainly, good health maintenance is an
essential component of a high quality of
life. In the absence of good health, it is
impossible to enjoy the other benefits of an
economically and culturally wealthy soci-
ety. Since health is such a key aspe,-1 of the

13
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quality of life, it is not surprising that mod-
ern America has made a massive invest-
ment in health care and health promotion
America's health consciousness is evident
at every turn.

In 1979, for instance, Americans spent
$212.2 billion on health care. This figure
represented 9% of the nation's Gross Na-
tional Product (total output of goods and
services). Clearly, Americans believe that
health is important and are willing to pay a
hefty price to secure it.

DiseasesTreatment and Prevention

While 20th century Americans may be
paying more for health services than any
previous society, their basic approach too
health care is neither unique nor new. Most
organized health activities have been and
continue to be disease-oriented. Persons
have considered themselves healthy if they
have not suffered from the symptoms of
some ailment or illness. Indeed, health has
often been defined as a state of being free
from disease or pain.

Traditionally, most of man's professional
health care has been designed to proVide
treatment for existing disease conditions.
The earliest physicians spent most of their
time attempting to cure or reduce the symp-
toms of illnesses, the causes of which were
virtually unknown. Today, a much greater
understanding of the causes of disease is

, had and treatment procedures have be-
come highly sophistica ted _Still, most
health care professionals are, primarily
ttained to help sick people become well

'Nobody can argue with the need to
provide health care for the sick and dis-
abled. However, the inadequacies of a
health care system which deals narrowly
with treatmenCof disease while overlook-
ing, the benefits of disease prevention are
being rapidly recognized. Among the
weaknesses of a treatment-oriented health
system are: no adequate treatments exist
for many diseases (for example, no
emL:gency care facilities can help a person
who experiences a sudden lethal heart at-
tack), many diseases, even if tteated, leave
permanent disabilities; most diseases in-
volve paihfulbr irritating symptoms which

4



reduce the afflicted person's functional ca-
pacity; cost of medical treatment can be
massive.

Today, health planners are beginning to
place greater emphasis on prevention of
disease. A prevention-oriented approach
to health maintenance has the potential to
minimize the above-mentioned problems.
Since 1900 notable successes with the infec-
tious diseases have been recognized, many
of which now can be prevented through
inoculations. However, there is yet to be
success in preventing the chronic diseases
which are now the most common causes of
death. Since the chronic diseases are often
caused by societal and personal lifestyle
characteristics, e.g., cigarette sinoking,%
sedentary living, industrial pollution, pre-
vention of these diseases will depend on
changing human behavior. Some of those
changes, undoubtedly, will_be difficult 'to
achieve. However, sudh changes are possi-
ble, and they are necessary if further signif-
icant improvement in the health of the
population is to be gained.

Wellness
Relatively new to the field of public

health is the concept of wellness. Wellness
might be defined as a state of physical and
mental health consistent with optimal
human function. 'The wellness philosophy
is based on the assumption that improve-
ment of health variables, above the level
needed to avoid disease, enhances quality
of life. The wellness trend is an important
one in contemporary America and suggests
that the traditional definition of health, i.e.,
absence of disease, is no longer adequate.
Thus, a more current ,and comprehensive
definition of health might be a state of body
and mind characterized by absence of ill-
ness and by a level of vigor which permits
fulfillment of human potential.

DEFINITIONS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS

The term physical fitness is familiar to
almost everyone. Surveys indicate thaT tire
typical American appreciates physical fit-
ness, considers exercise to be4good health
habit, and understands that one's physical

v fitness is related to his/her exereisohabits. ,

Nonetheless, many Americans fail to exercise "

1

HEALTH FITNESS ,3
.0

regularly enough to maintain adequate physical
fitness and many others use exerfise improperly
and consequently fail to achieve the potential
benefits of good physical fitness. These de-
ficiencies suggest that many persons do not
have a clear understanding of what physi-
cal fitness is and how it can be attained. To
correct this problem it is important to de-
velop a clear definition of physical fitness.

Over the years, many definitions of phys-
ical fitness have been proposed. ,One
widely accepted definition suggests that
physical fitness is the ability to perform
daily tasks with vigor and alertness, with-
out undue fatigue, and with ample energy
to enjoy leisure-time pursuits and to meet
unforeseen emergencies. It is important to
note that this definition indicates that fit-
ness is something which pertains to every-
day lives. Physical fitness is not to be
equated simply with performance on cer-
tain physical fitness tests. Rather, the ulti-
mate test of physical fitness is the ability to
meet, efficiently and effectively, the physi-
cal demands of daily life. Also, this defini-
tion of physical fitness implies that fitness is
a matter of concern for everyone. Since
everybody encounters physical demands,
everybody needs to maintain an adequate
level of physical fitness.

In studying man's physical abilities, re-
searchers have identified several compo-
nents of= physical fitft,ss. These compo-
nents, which are listedand defined in Table
3, combine to determine an individual's
overall physical performance capacity. As
depicted in Diagram 1, all of the physical
fitness components can be important in the

Table 3. Definitions of physical fitness
components.

AgilitySpeed in changing direction or in changing
body positions.

BalanceMaintenance of a stable body position.
Body CompositionFatness, ratio of fat weight to

total body weight.
Cardiorespiratory EnduranceAbility to sustain

moderate intensity whole body activity for ex-
tended time periods.

FlexibilityRange of motion in a joint or senes of
joints.

Muscular EnduranceAbility to perform repeated, .
high intensity muscle contractions.

Muscular Streogth Maximum force apphecf with a
single musclC contractionY--

PowerMaximum rate of force gdneration and work
performance.

a 1 01
-14
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ATHLETIC
FITNESS

AGILIrl
POWER

CARDIORESPIRATORY
ENDURANCE HEALTH-

MUSCULAR STRENGTH/ RELATED
ENDURANCE PHYSICAL

BODY COMPOSITION FITNESS

FLEXIBILITY
SPEED

BALANCE

Diagram 1. Components ofathletic fitness and
health-related physical fitness.

realm of athletics; however, only a few of

the fitness components are known to be
related to health. These latter components
contribute to health-relatedphysical fitness
which is a state characterized by: ability to
perform daily tasks with vigor and without
undue fatigue; demonstration of physical
traits associated with minimal risk of de-
veloping hypokinetic disease. The follow-
ing sections of this chapter provide a Com-

plete discussion of the health-related fit-

ness components which should be of con-

cern to everyone.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PHYSICAL4fITNESS AND HEALTH

Throughout much of recorded history,

man has recognized physical fitness as a
key component of a healthy lifestyle. The
ancient Greeks were perhaps the first to,
actively promote exercise as a contributor to

good health. Their philosophy, embodied
in the Latin phrase mem sano in corporé sane

(a sound mind in a sound body), has sur-
vived through the ages and today provides

a philosophical basis for many health fit-
ness programs. Today it is clear that regular
exexise can contribute to good health by
reducing the risk of developing certain dis-

eases and by improving the body's ability to
function, which in turn contributes to well-

ness and the quality of life. Developing a
clear understanding of the values of physi-

cal fitness requires consideration of how
health can. be affected by regular exercise.

EXERCISE AND DISEASE PREVENTION

Evidence indicates that individuals who
exercise properly are less likely than inac-
tive persons to develop fhree sPecifichealtli

S.

problems: coronary heart disease; obesity;
low back pain. All of these diseases are
widespread in modern America and have
become more prominent as our population
has become more inactive. -

Coronary Heart Disease
Diseases of the cardiovascular system,

i.e., the heart and blood vessels, are
responsible for roughly one-half of all
deaths in the United States each year. Most

of these cardiovascular disease deaths are

due to a disease process called atheroscle-

rosis. Atherosclerosis involves_thebuildup
of fatty deposits, called plaque, on the inner

wall of the arteries. Arteries are blood ves-

sels Which carry oxygenated blood to all the

body's tissues. If these vessels become
clogged with plaque, blood flow and oxy-

gen delivery to vital tissues can be impaired

or completely shut off. If the arteries af-
fected by atherosclerosis are those which
carry blood to the heart hi uscle the result
carvbe coronary heart disease and, eventu-

ally, a heart attack. /
The catiSes of coronary heart disease are

not fully understood. However, sevejal
coronary heart disease risk factors have
Been identifiedf These risk factors are
characteristics which, if present, tend to in-

crease a person's chances of developing the
disease. The-primary and secondary coro-.
nary heart:disease risk factors are listed in
Table 4. It is important to note that physical
inactivity is now considered to be a risk
factor, for coronary heart disease.

The conclusion that physically active

persons are less likely than sedentary per-
sons to develop coronary heart disease is
based on several lines ofresearch evidence.
For one, several studies have shown that
persons who have very physically active
occupations are less likely than sedentary

Table 4. Coronary heart disease risk factors.

Primary Risk Factors

Elevated Serum cholesterol
High Blood Pressure
Cigarette Smoking

Secondary Risk Factors

Obesity
Physical Inactivity

Psychological Stress
Diabetes



workers to develop corpnary heart disease.
,Aiso, as shown in Table 5, physically fit

ersons tend to have fewer of the risk fac-
t s associated..with coronary heart disease
th n unfit individuals. In addition, studies
of sedentary persons who enter exercise
training programs have shown that many
of the physical results of exercise training
are beneficial in terms of cardiovascular
health (see Table 6), While it should not be
concluded that regular exercise can abso-
lutely prevent coronary heart disease, it is
likely that maintenance of good fitness can
reduce-the chance of-developing this dis-
ease.

Table 5. Coronary heart disease risk factors in
high and low fit adult men.*

Risk Factor Low Fit High Fit

Cholesterol (mg%) 237 217
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mm Hg) 86 80
Serum Glucose (mg%) 112 102
Triglycerido (mg%) 179 87
% Body Fat 29 18

*Cooper, K. H., Pollock, M. L., Martin, R. P , et al.
"Physical Fitness Levels vs Selected Coronary Risk
Factors. /AMA 236:166-9." .

Table 6. Effects of exercise training which may
reduce coronary heart disease risk.

Increased

Oxygen transport ability
Efficiency of heart function
Tolerance to stress
Glucose tolerance

Blood fat levels
Obesity
Arterial blood pressure

Obesity
Excessive body fatness, or obesity, is ex-

tremely common in the American popula:
tion and is a major cause of IV health. Obese
persons are much more likel)' than persons
of normal body fatness to develop diseases
such as diabetes and high blood pressure.
Also, obesity itself has been established as a
risk factor for coronary heart disease.

Obesity is the result of excessive storage
of fat in the body's tissues. This storage of
fat occurs whenever an individual con-
sumes more calories in food than are ex-
pended during daily activities. Obesity can
result from overeating and other poor die-
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tary practices. In addition, however, obés:
ity is often caused by physical inactivity.

Obesity is rarely observed in individuals
who are very physically active. Persons
who continue to exercise regularly
throughout adulthood tend to stay in
caloric balance arid to avoid the gradual
addition of body fat which can lead to obes-
ity. An increase in physical activity aliinost
always causes a reduction in hodyVriess
in persons who are moderal4nrAkeriely,
Obese.
Low Back Pain

One of the most common ,ailments ob-
served in adult Americans is low back pain.
Chronic pain in the loWhack.region can be
caused by numerous factors including
traumatic injury and genetic malformation
of the spine. However, very frequently low
back pain results from a condition called
lordosis which develops gradually over
several years. Lordosis, sometimes referred
to as "sway back," is an exaggerated curva-
ture in the lower spine (see Figure 1), fre-
quently developing from -lack of proper
exercise.

Lordosis and the low back pain it causes
are related to two fitness deficiencies:
weakness in the abdominal muscles; tight-
ness (shortening) of the low back and ham-
string muscles (see Figure 1). Weakness of
the abdominal muscles makes the organs of
the abdominal cavity protrude and pull
forward on the spine. Tightness in the
muscles of the low back and hamstring
areas tend to tip the hip bone forward,
thereby exaggerating the curvature of the
lower spine. Lordosis, if it becomes suffi-
ciently extreme, can cause pressure on spi-
nal nerves as they leave the spinal cord.
This pressure causes pain which may be-
come chronic and debilitating.

Low back pain is seldom observed in
regular exercisers, since they tend to main-
tain good strength in the abdominal mus-
cles and adequate flexibility in the low back
region. Exercise routines are often pre-
scribed by physicians for persons suffering
from low back pain. Exercise cannol pre-
vent or cure all cases of low back pain, but
evidence suggests that the incidence of this
problem would be lower if everybody exer-
cised prbperly and regularly.

1,
()
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Normal Cervical Curve

Head Carried Forwardeft
,

Prominent Abdomen

."1/
1

Normal Lumbar Curve

CORRECt POSTURE

Round Shoulders

Exasperated Lumbar Curve

Prptruding Buttocks

POOR POSTURE

Figure 1. Lordosis, shown on the right, can
-contribute to low-back-pain

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

The disease prevention benefits of rep-
-la-I exercise are highly significant. Most ,
regulartxercisers, however, report that the
primary benefit of physical activity is sim-
ply "feeling better." Many exercisers agree
that physicaeactivity makes them feel more
alert, relaxed, and vigorous. Persons who
improve their physical fitne'ss usually find
that they are less fatigued by their daily
tasks and are able to more comfortably par-
ticipate in strenuous activities.

These beneficial effects of exercise are
generally attributed to the increase in phys-
ical working capacity known to result from
training. A person's physical working ca-
pacity is closely related to hkslher ability to
use oxygen for the production of energy in
the muscle tissues. A person's ability to

1 ti
A. II

consume oxygen is limited by the func-
tional capacity of hislher body's cardiores-
piratory system, Le., strength of heart,
elasticity of vessels. Endurance exercise

.training improves the fitness of the car-
diorespira tory system and, thus, the body's
ability to use oxygen. These effects make it
easier for the physically fit person to per-
form those activities requiring sustained
exertion.

Regular exercise may also carry signifi-
cant psychological benefits. Many persons
find that vigorous exercise helps them relax
and to cope with the stresses of a busy life.
Some psychologists even use exercise as a
means for treating depression and other
psychological disorders. The psychological
effects of exercise are believed to combine
with its physical effects to produce the feel-
ing of well-being which most exercisers ex-
perience.



5.

COMPONENTS OF HEALTH-
RELATED PHYSICAL FITNESS

The contributions physical fitness Can
make toward the prevention of disease and
promotion of health-are highly significant.
Thus, it is crucial to know how to evaluate
one's own fitness and how to maintain
ancbor develop a good level of holthre-
lated fitness. This section wilhpresent sev-

. eral ,simple tests of health-related fitness
and will describe the types of exercise
known to improve the health fitness com-
ponents.

CARoIORESPIRATORY ENDURANCE

CardiorespiraLory endurance is a Per-
son's ability to exercise for long periods of
time. It is related to the fitness of the heart,
lungs, and blood vessds, all of which work
together to carry oxygen to the muscles.
During exerdse the active muscles require
indeased amounts of oxygen for use in en-
ergy production. Good cardiorespiratory
endurance enables one to perform adivities
like jogging or swimming w ithout tiring
rapidly. Persons who have good cardio-
respiratory fitness tend to EN less fatigued
by daily adiv Ines, and quialy recover after
strenuous exertion.

Cardiorespiratory endurance can be eas-
ily' measured with-tests ofdistame running
abiLty. . The mile run for time is one of the
tests of cardiorespiratory fitness designated
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by the American Alliance for Health, Physi-
cal Education, Recreation and Dance
(AAHPERD). To take the test, all that is
needed is a track or other accurately mea-
sured area, and a clock.Before running the
milg the subject should do some distance
running for practiceand should learn the
approximate 'pace of jogging or running
he/she can sustain for the entire mile. An
even pace is usually best; one should avoid
starting the rim at a pace whichis too fast.
Table 7 provides percentile scores against
which the siibject can compare his/her per-
formance. If his/her score ranks above the
50th percentile, he/she currently has a good
level of cardiorespiratory fitness. However,
those scoring below the 50th percentile
should strive ,to improve by starting a
proper Lardiprespiratory exercise program.

Cardiorespiratory endurance can best be
improved by regular participation in
aerobic exercise. Aerobic activities are those
which increase the heart rate for long
periods of time. Table 8 lists several of the
most popular aerobic activities. In design-
ing an exercise program one should select
an activity or set of attivities which he/she
enjoys and participates in regularly. Many
people combine the aerobic activities. of
Table 8 into an overall program which is
practit.al and enjoyable, such as playing
racqnetball once per week and jogging
twice per week.

Table 7. Norm scores for mile run (minutes and seconds).

GIRLS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PERCENTILES

95 7:59 7:46 726 7:10 718 7:39 7:07 7:26

75 9:30 912 8:36 8:18 8:13 8:42 9:00 9:03

50 11:06 10:27 9:47 9:27 9:35 10:05 10:45 9:47
25 12:54 12:10 11:35 10:56 11:43. 12:21 13:00 11:28

5 17:00 16:56 14:46 14:55 16:59 16:22 15:30 15:24

BOYS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PERCENTILES
95 6:56 650 6:27 6:11 5:51 6:01 5:48 6:01

75 8:10 8:00 7:24 6:52 6:36 6:35 6:28 6:36

50 919 ,. 9:06 8:20 7:27 7:10 714 7:11 7:25

25 11:05 11:31 10.00 8:35 8:02 8:04 8:07 8:26

5 14:28 15:25 1341 10:23 10:32 10:37 1040 10:56
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Table 8. Aerobic activities.

Walking
Jogging
Swimming
Cycling
Rope Jumping -

Aerobic Dancing
Racquetball
Handball
Ice Skating
Cross-country Skiing

Having selected an aerobic activity, it is
Important that the activity be used prop-
erly. Following are'some guidelines which
will help to design a successful cardiores-
piratory endurance ftaining program
1. FreqUency of exercise. Aerobic exercise

should be engaged in three or more
times per week. When first beginning an
exercise program, it is usually best to
exercise every other day. As fitness im-
proves, frequency of training may be in-

; creased to five or six sessions per week.
2. Duration of exercise. Aerobic exercise

should be sustained continuously for at
least 30 minutes per session. In, tarting a
program it is often wise to limit the dura-
tion of exercise to 15-20 minutes. How-
ever, within a few.,weeks most persons
are able to sustain 30 minutes of con-
tinuous, aerobic exercise.

3. Intensity of exercise. To produce im-
provement of cardiorespiratory endur-
ance, aerobic exercise must be used with
sufficient intensity. However, it is im-
portant to note that only a moderate in-
tensity of exercise is required. This in-
tensity will cause the heari rate and
breathing rate to increase, and wilPoften
bring about sweating. An easy way to
establish a proper exercise intensity is to
check the heart rate. This can be done by
feeling the pulse in the wrist or neck.
The procedure outlined in Table 9
should be used to determine the training
heart rate.

When beginning a training program it
is necessaty to experiment to determine
the intensity of exercise which will elicit
the selected iraining heart rate. As
shown-in Diagram 2, heart-rate tends to
increase as exercise intensity increases.
By checking his/her heart rate at several
exercise intenbities, the subject will find
the intensity corresponding to the de-
sired training heart, rate (see Figure 2).

Having identified the appropriate in-
tensity, the goal should be to sustain

Table 9. Method for determining a training
heart rate.

Step 1. Measure Resting Heart Rate (RHR).
Rest quietly for 5-10 minutes.
Count heart beats for 60 seconds.

Step 2. Estimate Maximum Heart Rate (MHR).
Maximal heart rate decreases withSge.
Estimate MHR with i.ie following equation.
MHR = 220 - age in years.

Step,3. Compute Trantutg Heart Rate (THR).
An appropriate training heart rate can be
computed,with the following equation:
THR = RHR + .6 (MHR -
Example

If, RHR = 60 beats per minute
and
MHR = 205 beats per minute

Then, THR = 60 + .6 (205 - 60)
= 60 + 87
= 147 beats per minute

Maximum -

HEART
RATE

Rest -

Rest Maximum
EXERCI5E INTENSITY

Diagram 2. Relationship tetween heart rate
' and exercise intensity.

that intensity for 30 minutes. However,
few beginners are able to accomplish
this, and should instead ose intermittent
exercise in which recovery periods al-
ternate with exercise periods. For exam-
ple, a beginning jogger might alternate 3

,niinutes of jogging with 2 minutes of
walking for a total of 20 minutes.

4. Warm-up and cool-down. Each training
session should. begin with light calis-
thenic exercises and/or some other form
of low intensity exercise. This allays the
body to gradually adjust to the demands
of aerobic exercise. Likewise, each ses-
sion should finish with a gradual cool-
down. Usually five minutes of walking
or light calisthenics is sufficient. Such,
activity allows the body to gradually re-
turn to the resting state.
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Figore 2. Methods for determining heart rate by
palpating the pulse.

pODY COMPOSITION ,

The term body compo'sition refers to the
relative proportions of lean tissue and fat
tissue in the body. Lean tissues, which con-
stitute most of the body weight, include the
bone, muscle, skin, and connective tissu'es.
Fat (or adipose) tissue consists of tiny fat
cells distributed throughout the body; In
particular, fat cells tend to accumulate
under the skin and around the internal or-
gans. Fat tissue usually represents between
10 and 30 percent of the total body weight.
A person's body composition is expressed
as percent body fat (% fat).

An estimate of an individual's % fat can
easily be obtained by measuring the thick-
ness of skinfolds at one or more locations
on the body surface. A domino* utilized
skinfold site is over the triceps muscle lo-
cated on the back of the upper arm (see
Figure 3). The thickness of the triceps skin-
fold can be,measured using a devicecalleg a
skinfold caliper (see Figure 4). The jaws of
the caliper should be placed over a double
thickness of skin and subcutaneous fat.,

The thickness of the triceps skinfold is
related to the total amount of fat in the

2u
Figure 3. Triceps skinfold.
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body: the thicket the skinfold,Ahe greater
the % of fat. Table 10 provides a normative
scale against which the subject can compare
hislher triceps skinfold. Those ranking
above the 50th percentile have good body
comp&sition. A ranking between the 25th
and 75th percentile indicates a greater per-
centage of fat than is proper. A loss of fat
would be beneficial. Those ranking below
the 25th percentile should initiate a pro-
gram to reduce % fat.

Changes in % fat occur with changes in
the balance between calories taken in
through the diet and calories used up
through daily exercise and activity. If more
calories are ingested in food than are ex-
pended witti daily activities, fat will be
st6red in the body. On the other hand, fat is
lost when caloric expenditure exceeds
caloric intake. Thus, there .are three basic
methods by which" the % body fat can be
reduced: diet modification to reduce-caloric
intake; increased exercise to increase caloric
expendituie; a.combination of the first two
methods.

For many persons the safest and most
effective approach to fat loss is to increase
caloric expenditure through exercise. In-
creased exercise can be combined with a
moderate reduction of caloric intaice to ac-
celerate this rate of fat loss. Some persons
can successfully lose fat through dieting
alone; however, severe "crash" diets
should be avoided. They are often nu-

Figure 4. MeaSurement of skinfold thickness
using calipers.

tritionally unsound, and cannot in any
event be maintained on a permanent basis

When initiating an exercise program to
lose body fat, the primary go.al should be to
burn more calories. Thig can be accom-
plished most effpctively by participating in
activities involving whOle. body, moder-
ate-to-high iiitensity exercise. Activities
such as walking, jogging, swimming, and
cycling are best. These, of course, are the
same aerobic activities recommended for
improvement of cardiorespiratory endur-

Table 10. Triceps skinfold norms.
GIRLS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PERCENTILE
95 6 6 6 6 7 7 8 8

75 9 9 9 9 11 12 12

50 12 ' 12 12 12 14 15 16 16

25 15 15 16 17 18 20 21 20

5 . 23 23 25 26 27 29 30 29

BOYS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PERCENTILE
95 5 5 5 4 4 . 4 4 4

75 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6

50 9 10 9 9 8 8 8 8

25 ., 12 14 13 13 12 11 11 11

5 20 22 23 23 21 21 20 20

2 I



ance. In general, the guidelines used to de-,
sign a program for improvement for c-ir:
cdorespiratory endurance should be used to

, help reduce the To body fat.

MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE -

Muscular strength is defined as the
greatest force which a muscle can exert in a
single, maximal contraction. Strength is
highly related to muscle size, the larger the
muscle, the greater its ability to generate
force. Muscular endurance reflects a muscie's
ability to perform repeated contractions
against a significant resistance. Muscular
endurance is related to muscular strength,
since when a muscle becomes stronger, its
ability to perform repeated contractions
usually improves as well. Muscular endur-
ance should not be confused with car-
diorespiratory endurance, which is depen-
dent on cardiovascular function, not mus-
cular strength.

Of particular concern in health-related
physical fitness is the strength and endurF
ance of the abdominal muscles. The abdom-
inal muscles run between the lower border
of the rib cage and the front of the pelvic
bone. These muscles serve to flex the spine,
as when performing a sit-up. The abdomi-
nal muscles also help to hold the organs of
the abdominal cavity in place. If the abdom-
inal muscles become w eak, the abdominal
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contents can fall forward and contribute to
iordosis, previously mentioned. Mainte-
nance of good strength in the abdominal
region is, therefore, an important preven-
tive to low back pain.

An accepted method for measuring ab-
dominal strength involves performance of
sit-ups. The specific test recommended by
the American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance is a timed
sit-up test in which the participant per-
forms as many sit-ups as possible in one
minute. For test purposes, the sit-up
should be done with kneQs be. t and arms
folded across the chest. A. path. -r should
hold the participant's feet and count he
number of sit-ups completed. Table 11
provides test norms for the sit-up test.
Those subjects scoring below the 50th per-
centile should begin a program to improve
abdominal muscular strength and endur-
ance. .

It is also important that adequate
strength be maintained in the muscles of .
the arms and the upper trunk. Often, in
daily activities, heavy objects need to be
carried. If the arm and trunk muscles are
weak, ability to lift and carry household
objects can be impaired. Such impairment
contributes to accidents and injuries, par-
ticularly among the elderly in whom mus-
cular strength tends to be low.

Muscular strength and muscular endur-
ance are best improved by exercises which

table 11. Norm scores for sit-up test*.
GIRLS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

PERCENTILE
47 50 52 51 51 56 54 54

75 39 40 41 41 42 43 42 44 (7-

50 32 34 ,:,,, 36 35 35 37 33 37
25 25 28 - -- 30 29 30 30 29 31
5 15 19 19 18 20 20 20 19

' BOYS

AGE 10 11 12 13 14 15- 16 17 .

PERCENTILE
95 50 51 56 58 59 59 61 62
75 40 42 46 48 49 49 51 52
50 34 37 39 41 42 44 45 46
25 27 30 31 35 36 38 38 38

5 15 17 19 25 27 28 28 25

'One minute bent knee sit-up with arms placed across chest.

2 ')
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significantly overload the active muscle
groups. Overload occurs when a muscle is
forced to work against a greater resistance
than normal. Strength improvement is spe-
cific to the muscles which are actively over-
loaded; to improve strength in several mus-
cle groups, several specific resistance exer-
cises are-needed.

An effective way to develop go0 muscu-
lar strength and muscular.enclurance is to
practice calisthenic exercises wnich over-
load the abdominal and upper body mus-
cles. Figure 5 presents a series of exercises
to improve abdominal muscle strength.
Figure 6 shows strengthening exercises for
the arms and upper body. As a general
guideline, 15-20 repetitions of a particular
exercise will ensure -maintenance of
adequate muscular strength and enduiance
in the exercised muscle groups.
Strengthening exercises should be per-
formed at least two tothree times per week.

When beginning a strength-building
exercise program, the subject should start
with exercises that can be properly per:
formed at least five to six times before 'en-
countering fatigue. As strepgth improves
and the subject performs 15-20 repetitions
with more or less ease, helshe should prog-
ress to a more difficult exercise. An example
would be starting with 5:6 repetitions of the
curl-up and, over a nurnber of weeks, pro-
'gressing to 15-20.repetitions of the full sit-
up.

Another approach to strength imProve-
ment is weight-training, the use of barbely,
i.e., free weights, or supported weights,
e.g., Universal Gym, Nautilus, totoverload
selected muscle groups. Weight- training
has become a popularoctivity and is cer-
tainly an efkctive way-to maintain good
muscular strength and endurance. Expen-
sive weight-training systems are not neces-
sary for maintenance of good health-
rela ted physical fitness. A more -detailed
discussion of weight-training is presented
in Chapter 23 of this publication.

REXIBILITY

Flexibility has been defined as the
maximum range of rnotjon ppssible in a
joint or series of joints. Joint flexibility can

determine a person's abilny to perform
bodily movements with ease and effi-
ciency. Poor flexibility, which is common in
our society, may make one liable to
muscle:joint injuries, or may make certain
movements impossible.

Joint flexibilityls determined by the elas-
ticity, of the muscles and connective tissues
which cross the joints. Each joint is held
together by. ligaments, tendons, and joint
capsules, all of which are composed of elas-
ticconneetive tissues. Also, the muscles in-
clude many layers of connective tissues. If .

these various connective tissues in the
muscles and joint tissues are maintained in
a stretchable state, good jbint flexibility, will
be maintained. However, if the mtiscle and
joint connective.tissu.es,1oseiheitelasticity,
the result will be poor joint flexibility. Flexi-
bility g highly specific to each joint; the
same person might be very flexible in the
shoulder joints, yet quite inflexible in the
hip region.

Flexibility is consklered a health-related
fitness.compobenOecause lack of flexibil-
ity can contribute tarow back pain. Poor
flexibility in the lower back and in the ham-
string muscles can be a cause of lordosis
and tbe Kin it causes. Thus, cmaintenance
of good 19w back/hamstring flexibility is an
impOrtant goal of lifetime fitness programs

Low back/hamstring flexibility can be
evaluated easily using the sit-and-reach
test (see Figt.tre7). This test involves reach-
ing as far forward as possible while seated

thp straight leg position. Using the ap-
., paratus depicted in Figure 7, 'distance kach

can be scored to the nearest' centimetgr.
AAHPERD scoring tables bk....the sit-and-
reach test are adjusted so thait a score of 23
centimeters cdrreiporuils tc toe level. Table
12 prizAfides norm,scores to determine one's

' relative rating for low back/hamstring flexi-
bility.

Flexibility i n thalow back/hamstring re-
gion can best be improved by usingstatic
stretching exercises, involving prolonge.d
maintenance of a stretched'position. As a
general guideline, a static stretch'should be
of sufficient intensily to cause moderaie

Aiscomfort (but no More) in the stretched
muscle. Excessige, painful stretching niay
damage muscle Or pint tissues and should be

9
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c. Leg raise prone.

d. Side leg raise.

e. Isometric sit.up.

Figure 5. Exercises to strengthen the abdominal
and lower trdnk region.

,4
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b. Modified push-up.

c. Pull-up.

/ ,ii / "

d. Parallel bar dip.

"IA
e. Back extension.

Figure 6. Exercises to strengthen the upper
body.

9
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Ti6Ie 12. Norm scores for sit-and-reach teSt (centimeters).*

AGE .

ARCENTILE

50
25

5

AGE

AID PERCENTILE
93

,75
i 50

25 a
5

GIRLS ,

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

.

35 37 40 43 44 46 46 44 ..

, 31' 32 34 36 38 41 39 40
28 29 30 31 33 36 34 35
24 24 23 24 28 ,31 30 31

16 ' 16 15 17 18 19 14

boys

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 .
33 34 35 36 . 39 41 42 I '
4 29 29 30 33 34 36 40
25 25 26 26 28 30 30 34

20 21 21 20 23 24 25 28If 12- . 13 : . 12 15 13 s 11 15

*Scale set so that 23 cm is placed at the soles of thefeet.
I/

*

'1Z

figure 7. Sit-and-reach test. 0
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.

.0

te

, a. Bend and reach.

//,4. ,

',stet,e
tiP14if

Li

c. Hip flExor stretch.

b. Hamstring stretcfht

d. SItancr-reach.

e. Upper back stretchei.

Figure 8. Static stretching exercises. !Es

"



avoided. A static stretch gimulci be sustained
for 10-30 second,s, Several ezampl6 of sta-
tic stretching etercises are depicted in Fig-
ure 8. Thitso exercises, employed three or
more times per Iveek7 will doielop and
maTnt3in d good revel of low back/
hamstring flexibility in most persons.

Ck. 4

FITNEA AND tHE;HEALTHY
LIFESTYL -

This chapter has discussecrthe contribu-
tion regular exercise can make to rherall
health. Major eMphasis has been placed on
the four coMponents of health-related
physical fitness, why they, are important,
and how each can be improved.

In concluding this chapter it is important
to emphasize that one's health status is de-
termined largely by his 9r her personal
habits and decisions. Recent studies have
demonstrated clearly that several of the
time-honored "good health habits" do in
fact make a difference to long-term health.
A recent study of 4,000 Californians found
that future health status could be predicted
on the basis ofthe five health habits listed in
Table 13. Persons who had all these habits
were significantly healthier than those per-
sons having few or none of them. Twd of
these, regular exercise and maintenance of
proper body weight, are directly related to
habits of regular physical activity.

- Table 13. Habits associated with maintenance
of good health.

Abstention from smoking.

Moderate alcohol consumption.

Regular exercise.

Sleep for 7-8 hours per day.

Maintenance of normal body weight.

In conclusion, the healthy lifestyle is
there for the taking. By selecting proper-
health habits, including regular exercise,
much can be done to reduce disease risks
and to enhance the quality of life. It is often
said tha t "knowledge is power," but
knowledge is powerful only if it forms the

1

.
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basis for action. The knowledge gained by
reading this chapter will be use furonly if it
is applied. klow is the time to go to work.
Reading about exercise'will notimprove the
reades's healthexercising will!

TERMINOLOGY

Aerobic Energy Production. k chemical pro-
cess by which oxygen, transported from .the

.atenosphere, is used by the cells of the body to
produce energy needed for biological work,
e.g., muscle contraction.

Atherosclerosis. A disease process by which
fatty plaque is deposited on the inner walls of
the arteries; may lead to coronary heart dis-
ease.

Body CImposition. The percentage.Of the body
weight which is fat (% fat). -

Cardiorespiratory Endurance. Ability to sus-
tain moderate intensity, whole-b-ody activity
for extended time periods.

Chronic Disease. A disease which develops
over long periods of time; often caused by
lifestyle and health habits.

Cool-down. A period-of low intensity exercise
perforfned at the conclusion of a training ses-
sion.

Coronary Heart Disease. Impairment of blood
flow and oxygen delivery to the heart muscle,
caused by atherosclerosis in coronary arteries.

Coronary Heart Disease Risk Factor. A per-
sonal characteristic or habit associated with
increased risk of developing coronary heart
disease.

Flexibility. Maximum range of motion possible
in a joint or series of joints.

Hypokinetic Disease. A disease associated
with sedentary living, i.e., lack of regular
exercise.

Infectious Disease. A disease caused by a
germ, bacteria, or other disease-producing
-agent; can often be communicated between
individuals.

-Lordosis. An excessive curvative of the lumbar
region of the spine. -

Muscular Endurance. Ability to perform re-
peated high intensity muscle contractions.

Musculir Strength. Maximum force which can
be applied with a single muscle contraction.

Obesity. Excessive body fatness.
Overload. A level of exercise intensity or resis-

tance which exceeds that to which.a person is
.already adapted.

Physical Working Capacity. Maximum rate at
which a person can perform physical exercise;
heavily' dependent upon the individual's ca-
pacity for aerobic energy expenditure.

Static Stretching. Method for improvement of
flexibility which involves maintenance of a
stretched position for 10-30 seconds.

28
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Warm-up. Period oft' light-to-moderate inten-
sity exercise which precedes a training ses-
sion.
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aerobic.capacity (p. 25)
, agility fp. 27)

anticipation timing (p. 29)
balanc:e (p. 28)
cardiovascular fitness (p. 25)
dynamic balance (p. 28) '
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INTRODUCTION
;

As individuals mature from childhood
through adolescence to adults, their ability
to perform the motor skills associated with
various sports and physical activities, Im-
proves. This increase in performance is due
toa number of factors. First, as people grow
they become bigger and stronger. Thus,
they can run faster, throw and kick farther,
jump higher. Secondly, regular participa-
tion increases the efficiency of one's heart
and circulatory, respiratbry, and muscular
systems, enabling better performance in
many sports skills. Finally as children get
older, they have performed more sports
ski:ls (due to paSt experiences). These expe-
riemes with a variety of skills increase
their ability to learn new skills in new
situations. All of these factors taken to-
gether are responsible for motor skill de-
velopment and result in increased levelsof
motor performance with increased age.

By high school most students can per-
form a variety of everyday motor skills and
many specific sports skills. Each of us can
probably catch and throw a softball, do the
standing broad jump, dribble and shoot a
basketball, as well as many other sports
skills. Individual interest in sports revolves
around one or more of the following ques-
tions:

what type of sport would I enjoy partici-
pating in on a lifetime basis?
how .do I choose sports which best
provide the health benefits of regular
exercise?

since my skill level is very good inseveral
areas, how do I select a varsity sport in
which I may excel?
can I learn certain sports that I can
participate in with my family and/or
friends?
In this chapter we .hope to demonstrate

how sports skills develop, how people
learhthese skills, and how to evaluate and
select sports that will best suit individual
needs. We will also discuss the basic motor
abilities that are essential in sports percor-
mance and ways in which these abilities can
be measured. A few simple tests of some of
these abilities will be described so that you
can test yourself and develop a perfor-
mance profile. Then on the basis of your
own abilities and interests you may be bet-
ter able to select a sport or sports in which
you should like to participate either recre-
ationally or as an athlete with some infor
mation as to your chances for succ
enjoyment. We believe regul participa-
tion in sports and physical activity provides
many benefits on a lifetime basis such as:

increased cardiovascular and respiratory
efficiency; -

Inghet levels of muscular endurance;
skillful movements in sports;
positive mental health;
fun and enjoyment;
opportunities to socialize with family
and friends.

MOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

A motor skill is the muscular activity nec-
essary to accomplish a task. The task may

31
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:nliolve big muscles and lots of movement
such as running, jumping, and turning
handsprings, or it may involve the small
muscles of the body and relatively little
movement such as in typing, sewing, and
talking. Many activities involve both large
and smail muscle tasks. Motor abilities, on
the other hand, are more general in nature
and help us develop motor skills. They in-
clude such things-as-strength muscular
endurance, cardiovascular endurance,
power, speed, balance, flexibility, agility,
and reaction time. The relasionship be-
tween motor skills and motor abilities can
be seen in the long jump. Motor abilities
such as power and speed, play an impor-
tant role in the development of the long
jump motor skill.

Let us turn our attention to several fac-
tors that directly affect ouc ability to learn
and perform motor skills.

Age changes in motor perform'ance. The
performance of fundamental skills (run-
ning, jumping, throwing, catching, strik-
ing, and kicking) increases in a rather con-
sistent fashion for both boys and girls dur-
ing the elementary school years. Diagram 1
illustrates that performance for these skills
increases at each age level for boys and girls

up to 11 years. While the average perfor-
mance of the boys is slightly better than the
girls, there is much overlap between the
sexes with girls' performance frequently
Pxceeding that of the boys. Most people
believe that the motor performance differ-
ences between boys and girls before age 11
is due to different cultural expectations for
males and females. Girls may not be ex-
pected to learn and perform the skills as
well: 4 is hoped,Awever, that recent fed-
eral laws (Title IX) which do not allow-dis-
crimination on the basis of sex will have
positive effects on girls' participation in
sports.

Beginning at about 11 or 12 years of.age,,
the boys' performance goes up raPidly
while the performance of girls begins td
stabilize. This is due to both physical and
cultural (home and community influence)
factors. When a boy reaches puberty, large
quantities of the hormone testosterone are
present in his body. Testosterone promotes
muscular development and the strengthen-
ing of bones as well as the secondary sex
characteristics of whiskers, a deeper voice,
and genital 'development. While small
amounts of testosterone .re present in
girls, it does not lead to excessive muscular

Boys

Girls

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

AGE

Diagram 1. Age and gender differences1n performance of fundamental motor skills.,
(estimated curve).
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development. Thc musLular development
in boys improv es, motor performance
w here the rapid application of strength
(called pow er) is important. Thus, skills like
running, jumping, throwing, etc., show
rapid gains during this time of develop-
ment.

Girls' performance begins to level off at
about 11 or 12 years of age. As girls reach
puberty and start to look more likeztheir
mothers, their bodies begin to have a
higher percentage of fat. This in combina-
tion with the lack of hormone-related mus-
cle devaiipment- tends-to -keep_sirls_Lpey:
formance on power tasks substaatially
below that of boys after puberty. Neverthe-
less, cultural factors are basically responsi-
ble for the leveling of performance. Many
girls no longer participate and practice
motor skills or specific seoyts skills. As
more and more girls participate in sport
and exercise on a regular basis after pu-
berty, performance should increase.

Factors that influence skill develop-
ment. A number of items influence the
normal development and learning of motor
skills. Physical fitness tends to vary only
slightly among younger children but can
play a substantial role beginning at about
the fourth grade. If you cannot run for very
long or if you are weak, there may be many
skills you will unsuccessfully perform. if
you are tired after 2-3 minutes of running,
for instance, no matter how skillful you are
in soccer, you won't be a very successful,
player. In this instance your cardiovascular
endqrance keeps you from effectiv/ely
demonstrating the skills. Look carefully at
the sports that interest you. Is your physical
fitness level restricting your success? After
completing this chapter you will be in a
much better position to answer/ this ques-
Jion and take action based upon your re-
sponse.

Motor abilities are also important in
learning sports skills. Most people believe
motor abilities such as/hand-eye coordi
tion and balance_pie inherited. Some
people have morebility than others. Your
success in whatever sport(s) undertaken is
directly related tO your motor abilities.
While you may improve your coordination
in specific sports skills (hitting the baseball,

for example) by continued practice, yo;.1
would probably do better to pick a sportin
which hand-eye coordination is not so/im-
portant (swimming, for example), if your
eye-hand coordination is not good.

We've talked a good bit about de,veloping
fundamental motor skills like throwing, run-
ning, jumping, etc. Once the s/kills are de-
veloped during elementary, sehool, you
should apply them to specific. sports. Even
though you may have a/good overhand
throwing motion, it iakes practice to apply
this motion to efficiently throw a baseball or
football. Spend much pf your practice time
in the correct perforynanceof the specific
skills for the sport(s) you choose. This con-
tinued practice, .calfed over-learning, allows
you to perform the skill in an automatic way
without having to think about the parts of
the movemenf. This overlearning of the
correct move/inent in a variety of situations
is what w, strive for in sport and what
practice is/all about. 9

How pleople learn skills. When learning
a new motor skill or practicing one already
known, both the nervous and muscular
systepts are involved. Suppose you ar,e
learning to hit a tennis ball with a forehand
stroke. Think about all the things involyed.
Fiyst the tennis racket is like a 2 1/2 foot
eAtension of your arm. You must learn to
grip it properly, swing it through a correct
arc, turn the racket face at the correct angle,
apply the proper amount of force to the
swing, Watch the tennis ball coming to you,
decide where to hit the bakon the other
side of the net, and then execute all of these
individual acts with correct timing. How
could anyone think all sport skills are phys-
ical? The brain and nervous systems are the key
factors in controlling movements.

We frequently refer to the brain's func-
tion as an information processing system
with three major components. The first is
called a sensony store where incoming infor-
mation is held very briefly; in the case of the
tennis forehand the eyes send signals to the

ain about the oncoming ball. In addition,
the uscles and joints send signals to the
brain out the position of various body
parts, ar s, trunk, etc. Much of this
information is taken from sensory store and
used by the second component called
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short-term store (STS). STS is where every-
thing happens. We integrate all of these
incoming signals to make sense of them.

The third component is called long-term
store (LTS1 and is where information is kept
for long periods of time. For instance, you
have a plan in LTS to control your arms,
feet, and trunk for performing the forehand
stroke in tennis. This plan has been built up
from all the times the stroke was done be-
fore. People who have learned this stroke
correctly and practiced it numerous times
have a very good plan that they can use
without thinking about it. However if just
learning this stroke, the plan is being de-
veloped and probably.. has many errors.
When hitting a tennis ball, the plan must be
adjusted for all of the signals received from
the senses, i.e., how fast the tennis ball is
coming, the player's position on the court,
and where the ball is to be hit. This all
happens.in

Once the plan is taken from LTS and
.adjusted in STS for all the current signals
from the senses, then the plan is §et into
operation, and the stroke is performed.
You are then able to see the results of this
stroke and make corrections in the plan if
need be, so that performance will be better
next time.

Information processing systems work
like this to control all motor skills. Two
things are important to remember:
1. For slow movements or movements that

take a long time, your plan can be cor-
rected for errors along the way. How-
ever, if the movement is very rapid, the
plan is quickly completed and correc-
tions can only be made for the next time
you a ttempt the skill. For example,
when you are going to catch a fly ball in
softball, you make adjustments as the
ball is coming toward you. You can con-
tinue to make these adjustments until
just before the ball arrives at your glove.
But when you are hitting a ball thrown
very fast, you don't have time tc. make
any more adjustments in your plan once
the bat swing is begun. That's why a
curve will fool you when you are expect-
ing a straight ball.

2. The basic objective of learning nearly all
motor skills is to make them as automa-

tic as possible. This means you don't
have to think about the parts of the skill
itself but can concentrate on other as-
pects of the situation. In the case of the
forehand s,troke in tennis, the stroke it-
self should be automatic so that you can
think about your position on the court
and where you want to hit the tennis
ball. You must practice a skill many
times in all the specific situations it will
be used to obtain the automatic control
of the movement.

To summarize, the most important factor
in learning and performing a movement is
to develop a good plan. A good movement
plan comes froM correct instruction, effec-
tive informaiion about the outcome of each
try at the skill, and sufficient practice to
make the plan automatically occur when
you need it.

One of the most important consid-
eracions when learning a new skill is being
able to determine when mistakes are made
in the movement. Results of mistakes can
be frequently seen, e.g., you hit the vol-
leybpll into the net or out-of-boUnds. But
what if the plan for the movement was in-
correct? Your physical education teacher
will help you analyze error's in your move-
ment. However, you should also learn to
do this yourself. Sometimes you will be
practicing or playing at times other than in
physical education class and there will be
no one to give you error information. Try to
be aware of where your body parts are as
the.skill is performed so that you can feel if
something is wrong. Remember how it felt
to do the skill correctly and try to make the
next movement in the correct way. This
ability to self-analyze and self-correct is very
important and will speed up your learning
of the skill. But remember, everyone's style
is little different, so what works for some-
one else may not work for you. Differences
in style do not mean poor form, just that
your body type as well as other consid-
erations may suggest slightly different
techniques. The main thing is don't get dis-
couraged, just continue to seek good instruc-
tion and practice; skills will improve so you
can have fun when you play and receive the
positive health benefits, both physical and
mental, of regular exercise.
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EVALUATING YOUR SKILLS

The remainder of this chapter is designed
to aid you in evaluating your skills to de-
termine the sport(s) in which you are likely
to be most successful. Of course none of the
techniques we are suggesting are fool,
proof. But we believe if you will use them
and judge yourself fairly,,you can find 'a
sport or physical activity in which you can
be successful, have fun, and get regular
exercise on a lifetime basis.

Physical fitness components. Cardiovas-
cular fitness involves the proper function-
ing of the heart, lungs, and blood vessels. It
is the ability to adjust to and recover from
the stress of exercise. Examples of indi-
viduals having very high degrees of car-
diovascular fitness are marathon runners,
long-distance Irack runners and swim-
mers, and cras-country skiers.

The term aerobic Lapacity is used in con-
nection with cardiovascular fitness. It refers
to the maximum amount of oxygen you can
consume per minute. In oth,er words, your
ability to vigorously exercise for a pro-
longed period of time is determined by
your body's ability to deliver oxygen to the
actie muscles and organs. Althou&h car-
diovascular fitness (and aerobic capacity)
can be improved through excicise, the
aerobic capacity is largely determined by
heredity.. This is why some people are just
naturally better-suited for dist.mce running
than others. The saying that "great runners
are born, not made" arises from this fact.

Cardiovascular fitne..ss can be measured
in several ways. TI.e most accurate mea-
surement is done in a laboratory in which

.an individual runs on a treadmill w hile the
air that is breathed out is analyzed for oxy-
gen and carbon dioxide content. The
maximum amount of oxygen that,can be
taken m per minute is thus determined
(aerobic capacity). Since this way of
measuring caidiovascular fitness requires
expensive equipment, other methods are
more commonly used, such as step tests
and distance runs. In the step tests, a per-
son steps up and down on a bench at a
specific rhythm for so, era! minutes. The
pulse rate is .then counted either im-

mediately afterward and/or during re-
covery.

Distance runs are most frequently used
in testing for cardiovascular fitpess. A gen-
eral recommendation is that a distance run
should involve at least five minutes of run-
ning. Consequently the most common dis-
tance runs are the 1-mile, 11/z-mile, 2-mile,
the 9-minute run, ahd the 12-minute run, A
person who has a higher degree of cai-
diovascular fitness will be able to ruri a cer-
tain distance, such as a mile, in a shorter
time or cover more distance }ñ a set time
period, sucii as 12 minutes, than a less fit
individual.

Strength is a very important aspect of
physical fitness. Simply stated, it is the abil-
ity to exert force. Strength is a necessary
component in,,most sports and is also an
important element in carrying out one's
daily activities effectively and efficiently. It
can be demonstrated in various ways..force
exerted during movement, such as lifting a
barbell, is dynamic (isotonic) strength.
Isometric strength is force exerted against
an immovable object, such as pushing or
pulling against a bar that is bolted to the
wall.

Dynamic, or isotonic, strength has.been
measured mostly by the use of barbells aud
weights. A 1 RM means one 'repetition'
maximum, which is the greatest amount of
weight a person can 'lift one time. Strength-
training with weights utilize multiple RMs.
For example, a person utilizing an 8 RM set
would select a weight that he or she could
only lift 8 times, As the individual grows
stronger the number of times the weight
can be lifted ...(repetitions) increases. When
the person can lift it 12 times, more weight
is added so that the maximum number of
repetitions drops to 8 again. This is the
basis for progressive resistance weight-
training. A major advantage of weight-lift-
ing is that measurement, i.e., knowledge of
results, is automatic.

Isometric strength-training is used to
supplement dynamic training. For exam-
ple, we are not equally strong through the
entire range of a movement. In other
words, a heavier weight can be held better
at hip level than when it's held at shoulder
level because of mechanical leverage. In lift-

ft
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in& weiihts, you can only lift as much as
can.11eluindled at the weakest point. There-.

fore if you concentrate at that "sticking
point" by maximum isometric contraction,
strength, can be improved at that specific
place, andlhus 'More weight can be lifted
thiotighout the entire range of the move-
m*en I. ,
. -Isornetkic strength-training is also done in
home.exdreise programs through pushiag

,and pulliffg against- doorways, walls, and
other iiirmpvable objects.'
°In isokinetic strentli-training, an indi-
vidiial applies maximum exertion through-
out a full range of mbtion. An example

4 ould be-if you pushed as hard as you
.... 'Could on a car as it was being raised on a

hydraul&'lift in 'a service station. No matter
,"how hard you push, the steady movement
of die, car would not be affected. Some ma-
c4ines are nQw used in strength-training

.that automatically adjust so as to provide
,.. .$

resistance equal to the force being applied
throughout the range of motion. This type

. Of training supposedly cbmbines the ad-
,. vantages of botll isotonic and isometric.. ...training:,

Muscular endurance is repeating a move-
ment which requires less than a maximum

., effort. One .typically thinks of exercises
*suctins sit-ups and push-ups as represent-
ing muscular endurance activities. There

0
are many daily tasks that involve muscular
endurance. Raking leaves, hammering
nails, painting, shoveling, and scrubbing
floors are but a few examples of such tasks.

Muscular endurancejs related to car-
diovascular endurance and also to
strength, buirthey are not the same abilities.
For example, a person may have high car-
diovascular endurance and In, able to run
many miles b,ut can do very few push-ups,
or a person mAy be able to lift a very heavy
weight but canno i do many sit-ups. Obvi-
ously there are a mber of factors that
influence the relationship between muscu-
lar endurance. and strength and cardiovas-
cular fitness. \

Although muscular endurnce seems to
be a rather simple clear-cut concept, the
measurement of it is not. For example,
push-ups supposedly measure muscular
endurance of the arms and shoulders. Yet if

Q c-0

a person isn't strong enough to push his
body weight up more than one or two
times, we -can't really say. that the person
has no endurance. The same can be said
about pull-ups, sit-ups, parallel bar dips,
etc. Because of the involvement of strength,
these test items are often referred to as
measures of strength and endurance.
Nevertheless, an exercise cannot be con-
sidered as endnrance unless it is submaxi-
mal (requires less than your greatest effort).
In other words, you have to do it re-
peatedly.

Flexibility is another part of physical
fitnessthe ability to move the body and
its parts through a .,y.ide i'ange of motion. It
is important in one's mobility in athletics, in
the avoidance of injuries, and in posture.

When a person gets "out of shape," one
of the first things noticed is Keduced flexibil-
ity. This is because our muscles shorten
when we do not regularly move and
stretch. A person with reduced flexibility is
more likely to suffer a "pull" or strain when
he moves suddenly or beyond the normal
range of motion. For this reason, teachers/
coaches usually- include a number of
stretching exercises as part of any training
program.

Flexibility, is quite specific to the indi-
vidual parts of the body. For example, an
individual who is very flexible in the trunk
and hips as evidenced by being able to bend
over with the knees straight and touch the
hands to the floor with ease, may.be very
"tight" in the shoulders, or, vice versa.
Also, there is what is called dynamic flexibil-
ity, in which mobility is demonstrated
rapidly, and static flexibility, which is a
slow steady stretching movement. In most
sports, dynamic flexibility is more impor-
tant than static flexibility.

Flexibility has been measured in a
number of ways. One of the most common
tests is whether or not you can bend over
and touch your toes, keeping the knees
straight. This is "non-specific" in that it is
pass or failyou either can or you cannot.
We can be a little more exacting if we put a
ruler between the feet and measure how far
from the floor you can reach, or by having
the person stand on a bench we can mea-

-
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sure haw far beyond toe level one can
reach.

The sit-and-reach test essentially mea-
sures the same aspect of flexibility as the
standing bend and reach. Most testers pre-
fer to use the sit- and-reach. There are sev-
eral other simple measures of flexibility that
require only a ruler or tape measure. For
exairiple, trunk (and neck) flexibility can be
measured by having the person to be tested
lie face down with the hands behind his
head. Someone holds the hips down on the
mat while the person arches back as far as
possible and holds this position momentar-
ily while the tester measures from the mat
to the chin. A measurement for shoulder
flexibility is done with the person lying face
down, arms stretched out in front, holding
a stick, such as a yardstick, in both hands.
Then, with the chin touching the mat, the
person raises his arms as high as possible
off the mat. The distance from the mat to
the stick is used as an indication of shoulder
flexibility.

Flexibility of specific joints such as the
ankle, knee, elbow, etc.; is sometimes as-.
sessed by physiotherapists and athletic
trainers using a protractor-type device
called a" goniometer. This is often done to
measure the patient's progress in regaining
range of motion in A joint following inactiv-
ity due to injury, such as having been in a
cast. There are also more accurate and ex-
pensive instruments available for measur-
ing flexibility in laboratory research.

MOTOR FITNESS COMPONENTS

Power is unquestionably one of the most
important elements in athletics. _Power is
the ability to exert maximum force in the
shortest period of time. The explosive
charge of the football player, the great
thrust of the shot putter, the long drive off
the tee in golf, the mighty sy, ing of the
baseball bat, and the knockout punch in .

boxing illustrate power in sports. In fact,
most of the popular teani and individual
sports are predominantly "powe:-
oriented."

Evidence of natural power, explosive-
ness, force, etc., is one of the first things a
coach looks for in new players in many

sports. Pre-sgason workouts and in-season
practice drills focus heavily on power de-
velopment.

The measurement of power is not an easy
task. Power is comprised of both strength
and speed, but it is the coordinated combi-
nation of the two abilities that actually con-
stitutes power performance. In other words
a person may be tremendously strong and
yet not be as powerful as a person of lesser
strength. Furthermore, increased strength
will generally improve power but certainly
not in direct proportion.

The standing broad jump and the vertical
jump have often been used as power mea-
surements. Less frequently, tests of such
skills as the medicine ball throw, shot put,
stair climb, and rope pull have also been
utilized as power tests. Nearly all of these
tests are quit5.easy to give and are accurate
measures. However, as with most tests,
they are specific to the part of the body that
is primarily involved. For example, the
standing broad jump primarily measures
the power of the legs, while the rope pull or
seated Machine ball throw tests the power
of the arms and shoulders.

Speed is another important aspect of a
number of sports. Speed of movement is
largely innate, which means that it is hered-

,1itary. You are either fast or you're not.
'Speed of movement, such as running, can
be improved to a small degree by the prac-
tice of proper starting techniques and
perhaps the development of better mechan-
ics of movement.*

Generally, speed is measured by some .

short run such as the 50-yard dash, the
100-meter run, etc. In football, the 40-yard
dash has gained widespread popularity as
the measure of speed for that sport, al-
though probably a much shorter distance
such as 5 yards would be considerably more
appropriate.

Agility is the ability to change direction
rapidly with a high degree of accuracy. A
runner in football who is able to dodge,
start, and stop quickly, and skillfully

'The start of a speed of movement task involves the
reaction to some itimulu s. such as the starter's gun or
the command "go," or the movement of some person
or object, will be mentioned under the heading of
Reaction Time.

9,1
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change direction displays outstanding agil-
ity. In fact some individuals without great
straightaway running speed are still very
effective because of their ability to shift
their body weight and change direction

< . quickly and accurately.
Agility does not have to involve running.

It can also be shown by rapid changes in
body position, such as in gymnastics, di-
ving, and wrestling.

Running tests of agility, commonly given
in practice drills in athletics, relate quite
highly to power. This is understandable be-
cause of the explosiveness that is required
in many agility drills that call for rapid starts
and acceleration. Obviously there are many
different kinds of agility, such as zigzag
runs, shuttle runs, squat-thruSts, and back
pedaling, that are part of the conditioning
and practice drills in athletics. A good
teacher or coach will use agility drills (and
tests) that involve the types of movements
necessary for tliat particular sport. ,

Balance is the ability to maintaih one's
equilibrium. It is an important element iry
carrying out our daily activities effectively
and efficiently. Balance is an important part
of the body movements required in many
sports as well.

There are different kinds of halance. One
kind is called dynmnic balance which is the
ability to maintain proper body position
while moving. Most sports require this
kind of balance, but in many different
ways. Obviously ice skating, roller skating,
skiing, and all forms of dance are excellent
examples of activities which demand
dynamic bplance. Any sport which in-
volves agility and running, such as football,
soccer, basketball, baseball, etc. also in-
volves dynamic balance.

Static balance is the type oNbalance in

which a stationary position must be main-
tained for a certain period of time. All of the

events in gymnastics require static balance.
Often in sports, static balance immediately-
follows movement such as when the bas-
ketball player leaps high to grab a rebound-
or pass and must land and keep from travel-
ing, when the gymnast-who turns a flip and

must land and maintain balance on the
beam, and in bowling, shot putting, discus,
and javelin throwing where the perforiber

(gri

must suddenly stop after release and main-
tain his balance to keep from going over the
foulline.

Another form of-balancingability in
volves balancing an object either when
moving-, such as trying to avoid spilling
coffee while carrying a cup across a room,
or when stationary, such as balancing the
cup on your knee whileseated. This kind of
balance is not too prevalent in sports, yet it
points out again the great amount of spe-
cificity of performance.

Because of the extreme amount of spe-
cificity, tests of balance are rarely included
as a part of fitness tests. One could, how-
ever, measure certain kinds of balance by
such tasks as walking on a beam, by stand-
ing on the ball of one foot as long as, possi-
ble, and by tumbling stunts such as
headstands and handstands.

Reaction lime is a criticai part of athletic
performance. Reaction time is the time-it
takes a person to react or move after a
stimulus hts been given. The stimulus
could be any number of things such as the
starting gun in a race, the snap count in
football, the iiihvement of an opponent, the
crack of the bat in baseball, etc. Success in
many sports depends on one's abpity to
recognize the correct stimulus and to react
accorllingly.

Although the definition is very simple,
reaction time is quite complex. Many things
influence reaction time. For example, the
type of stimulus (whether a sound, a sight,
or a touch) makes a difference in how
quickly you will react. The intensity of the
stimulus, i.e., whethera loud sound, bright
light, or a slap, will affect reaction. The
movement or series of movements one has
to perform after reacting greatly influences
the speed of reaction. A person ,can react
much faster if all that is requiredis to step
on the car brake when the signal light turns
yellow. On the other hand, if an individual
has to perform a complicated or delicate
Maneuver, the reaction time will usually be
considerably slower. An important point
here is that practice and skill attainment in
the required movement, or task, will
greatly improve the speed of reaction. This
is the reason why student pilots practice
emergency procedures over and over until
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the procedures betome virtually automatic,
so that when an emergcnty occurs the pilot
can react instantly without having to pause
and thinLof_the_sequencc_ofsteps.

A very similar situation is present in
sports. Through countless hours of prac-
tice, the athlete develops more and more
skill in the various aspects of the sport, thus
decreasing the need to think about what
hag to be done, which in turn enables a
faster response.

The measurement of reaction time in the
research laboratory is done with electrical
timers, which permit measurement of re-
sponse to different kinds.and intensities of
stimuli and simpleand Complex responses.
A very simple measure of reaction, can be
accomplished using a yardstick. In this
method, one utilizes the law of constant
acceleration of free falling bodies(gravity)
and merely converts distance to time.,

The tester holds the yardstick at the top
and lets it hang ketween4 the person's
thumb and index finger. The upper surface
of the thumb should be aligned with the
4-inch 'mark. The person being tested looks
at the 8-inch mark and is told to react by
catching :he stick when it starts to fall. The,
tester says "ready," and drops the stick,
varying the time between "ready" and the
release. The distance the stick falls before it
can be caught is 'changed to time by the
formula

(distances in inches)time (seconds)
5 6(32)

For example, if thf, stick cliops 6 inches,
the time that elapsed before the saject
could react, and pinch the fingers would be
.18 seconds.

16 inches
6(32)

0.18 seconds
NJ

Anticipation timing involves the predic-
tion of when an object such as a ball, an
opponent, a shuttlecock, etc., is going to
are. ve at a particular point. The outfielder in
baseball must determine where the fly ball
is going to land (and IA hen) to move under
it in time to make the catch. The tennis
player cOnstantly has to make decisions a3
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to where and shen to move and the foot-
work required to enable him to be in posi-
tion (not too close to the ball, not too far
away)-to return-the-opponent's shot:

This is quite complex. There is much that
is unknown about this kind of decision-
making. Teacherlcoaches constantly stress
"keeping your eye on the ball." Yet, in
many instances, we are simply not able to
keep our eye on the ball and rnalie the nec-
essary movement. For,example, to watch a
pitched baseball all the way to the plate is
impossible. Consequently,'we must decide
Whether we are going to swing, and if so,
start the swing sometime before the ball
arrives and hope that we have correctly-
judged where the ball is going to be and the
exact instant when it will be over the plate.
The faster our reaciton time the more time
we have before we have to begin the swing.
Moreover, the speed with which we can
whip the bat around can also be achiantage-
ous.

The more we practice-and the more expe-
rience we have in a sport, the more "clues"
we pick up that help us in anticipation tim-
ing. In tennis, for example, such things as
where the opponent is looking, the place-
ment of his feet, body movements, the
swii.g of the racket (its trajectory and
speed), and the sound of the ball as it is
struck gives us information that will influ-
ence our prediction as to the flight of the
ball. Naturally we are sometimes badly
fooled by some of these clues. A good
player often tries to take advantage of the
use of 'clues by., deliberately looking in
another direction and trying to disguise the
force and path of the swing.

The saying, ' 'keep your eye on the ball,"
is good advice even if it isn't always possi-

'ble. Undoubtedly as a result, the performer
concentrates More on the moment of con-
tact, maybe even creaIing an illugion of
seeing the bat or racket strike the ball.

OTHER MOTOR ABILiTIES

Skillful performance as is seen .in ath-
letics, dance, crafts, and many daily ac-
tivities requires coordination of different
parts of the body during inovement. Since
there are different kinds of movement, it
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'iollowa that there are. different kinds of
coordination. Some tasks primarily involve
the coordination of the hand and arm in
conjunction with vision such as in shooting
a basketball, pitching in baseball, passing a
football, and in bowling. These skills re-
quire eye-hand coordination.

A number of sports involve skillftlf
moyements of the feet and legs in which
eye-foot coordination is necessary. Place kick-
ing and punting in football and dribbling
with the feet in soccer are examples of the
need for this type of coordination.

The term general or total body coordination
is sometimes used to refer to the simultane-
dus movements required of the total body
as in a gymnastics routine, catching a pass
in football, dribbling and shooting a lay-up
in basketball, throwing the javelin, pole
vaulting, high jumping and hurdling in
track, and on and on. One thing to bear in
m:nd is the specificity of performance and
consequently, HI?. specificity of coordina-c'
tion.-We are prone to generalize too mucl-
and assume that because someone demon-
strates good coordination in a sport that he
will also be good in another or all sports.
While there may be some similarities in
movernent patterns and basic skills in sev-
eral different sports, success in one sport
does not guarantee success in another.

'IOW CAN YOU PREDICT IN WHICH
SPORTS YOU MIGHT SUCCEED?

Obviously, it is impossible to predict suc-
cess in sports with any degree of certainty.
There are simply too many factors in-
volved. Instead, one can try to narrow the
range of probabilities in accordance with
one's abilities and characteristics.

It might be easier to rule out sports for
which one is obviously not suited. For in-
stance; a person who is tall andlor heavy
should not dream of becoming a jockey. By
the same token,.an individual who is small
and slow will probably be unsuccessful in
football. Hence, genetics (heredity) does
place limitations with regard to the chanzes
of succeSs in a number of sports. We should
hasten to add, however, that there is al-
ways the exception. High levels of drive,
ambition, and perseverance have been
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known to make up for limitations in size
and natural abilities.

In the following section, some basic
physical_perfotrnance tests are_described.
All of them can be done with very little
-equipment, and the directions,are
You may have performed these tests at one
fime or another in your physical education
classes.

These te^4.- represent measures of motor
fitness which are basic to athletic perfor-
mance. Naturally, they should not be taken
too seribusly. In other words, just becalise
you are.below a-verage on-a test does not
necessanly mean that you are hopelessly
weak in that area. These tests should,be
thought of as mere indicators of abilities in
certain areas. Remember, the various
abilities such as speed, power, agility, and
endurance that arc involved in a sport are
quite specific in the way in which they are
utilized. Nevertheless, a profile can be con
structed on these different kinds of abilities
which may aid in predicting whether you
are better-suited for some sports than
others.

TESTING YOURSEI:F ON
MOTOR PERFORMANCE

One-yniIe run (cardiovascular endur-
ance). It is best if you have a 440-yard track
for this test, but the mile run can be done
practically anywhere that you can lay off
the correct distance. The only equipment
necessarY is a stopwatch or any wristwatch
that can indicate the elapsed time to the
nearest second.

When ready, start the watch (note the
exact time to the second) as you start to run.
Stop the stopwatch as you cross the finish
line (or note the time to the exact second on
a wristwatch). Note: it is important that you
practice distance running for awhile to get
into some kind of shape as well as establish-
ing the best pace for yourself. To try to get a
realistic measure of your ability to run a
mile if you haven't been practicing is a
waste of time.

50-yard dash (running speed). Measure
off exactly 50 yards, preferably on a run-
ning track. A stopwatch is needed to that
you can record the time to the nearest tenth
of a second.
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You can score yourself or have somebody
time you. In either case, the watch should
be started as soon as you start to move ane
stopped at the exact instant that you cross
the finish line. Take at least two.trials and
use the best score.

Standing broad jump (explosive power).
All that is needed for this test is a yardstick
or tape measure and a flat surface to jump
on: You can score yourself, but it probably
is a little easier to have someone spot your
exact heel placement in the event that you
move after landing.

Stand with Your feet comfortably apart,
toes, just behind a startifig line. Swing your
arms back and bend ,your knees; then
spring forward as far as you can swinging
the arms forward.

The measurement is taken from the start-
ing line to the heel nearest the starting line.
In other words, if you land with one foot
slightly ahead of the other, the heel of the
trailing foot is u...,c1 as the point of landing.
Take three trials and use your longest jump
measured in feet and inches as your score.

Push-up (muscular strength and endur-
ance). No equipment is necessary for this
test. Begin by lying down with your chest
on the floor and your hands about shoulder
width apart. Push up to a straight arm sup-
port and return keef3ing your body stiaight
throughout-. The total number of repe-
titions without rest is the score.

Bent knee push-up (muscular strength
and endurance). The'only difference in the
bent knee push-up is that the weight is
supported by the hands and knees rather
than the hands and feet. The starting posi-
tion is thus hiodified to the extent that the
knees are bent while lying face down. As
you push to a straight arm support, the
body must be kept straight from shoulders
to knees.

Shuttle run (running agility). You need a
good smooth running surface such as a s

gymnasium floor with lines 30 feet apart.
The starting position is on the hands and
knees with the hands just behind the start-
ing line.

A starter gives the commands, "get set,
gor On the command "go," scramble to
your feet and sprint to the other line that is
30 feet away. Touch your hand to the floor

just beyond the line and turn around and
race back to the other line, touch the floor
again just over that line and then sprint
bpck across the starting line. (Hence, you
run between the lines,4 times and touch a
hand to the floor 3 times.)

The timer starts the watch on the com-
mand "go" and stops the watch as your
chest crosses the finish line. The score is to
the nearest tenth of a second. Take three
trials and use your fastest time as the score.

Squat-thrust (body movement agility).
A timer with a stopwatch should help you
take this test. Start in a standing position.
When ready move to a squat position with
hands on the floor, thrust the legs back-
ward to a push-up position with weight
resting on the hands and feet, return to the
squat position, and rise to a standing posi-
tion.

Each of the 4 parts of the squat-thrust
counts one point. In other words, one com-
plete squat-thrust is worth four points. The
score is the number of points acquired
within ten seconds. The timer starts the
watch on the command "go" and stops the
watch at the end of 10 seconds, at which
point, he yells "stop!" Percorm three trials
and use the best score.

DEVELOPING YOUR)
PERFORMANCE PROFILE

Belovir are some standards of perfor-
mance in the six tests based on many scores
from boys and girls approximately 15 years
of age. You can plot your own profile ac-
cording to how you scored in each of tile
tests.

Sam2le Profile. A 15-year-old boy who is
5'6" tall and weighs 130 pounds had the
following scores. Mile (7.48), 50-yard dash
(6.9), Standing Broad Jump (8'0"), Push-
ups (55), Shuttle Run (10.1), and Squat-
thrusts (32).

In this example, the boy demonstrated
excellent explosive power, muscular
strength and endurance, ar4.1 body move-
meta agility. His cardiovascular endur-
ance/ running speed, and running agility
were fair to average. With the boy's size, he
probably would not excel in a sport such as
football or pe,rhaps basketball or baseball.

AV-,
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Excellent Good Average Fair

1-mile Run

50-yard Dash

Standing Broad Jump

Push-ups

Shuttle Run

Squat-thrusts

He also would probably be at a disadvan-
tage in track and field. On the other han
he may be admirably suited fcr sports suclt
as gypmastics or wrestling in which his
strength, muicular endurance, explosive
power, and body movement agility would
be helpful. This is merely a very limited
example of how motor fitness abilities with
respect to possible sports participation
might be rated. There are, of course, many
other sports in which th e boy's abilities may
or may not be well-suited. Remember also,
that one's desire and determination can
play a very important role in whether or not
a person will be successful in any sport.

In this chapter we have tried to describe
some of the processes that are involved in
developing motor skills and some of thern
abilities that are necessary for success in
sports, dance, and other activities. By test-
ing yourself on some of these important
physical abilities you should be better
equipped to decide what sport(s) might be
best suited for you.

Regardless of the chosen sport and for
what purpose (recreation, fitness, or var-
sity competition),it is selected, it will take
lots and lots of practice before you will be
highly skilled. In addition, as you get more
skilled you will get more enjoyment out of
playing the sport. People usually will not
play a sport.for fun if they are very poor
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performers unless they can see that they are
improving. For example, tennis isn't much
fun if the ball is constantly hit into the net or
out-of-bounds. The ball has to be kept in
play. But don't get discouraged right away.
rnyrovement comes with practice, and
with improvement comes enjoyment and
satisfaction.

Practice regularly. Try to evaluate prog-
ress so that you can chart improvement. In
tennis,_for example, count the number of
times the ball can be hit against the wall and
the number of times the ball is served into
each service court. If this is regularly done,
improvement is obvious. The same kind of
self-testing can be done in any sport.

Also, remember that by improving motor
Oilities such as strength, endurance, flexi-
bility, etc., skill performance can be im-
proved:For example, if you get tired very
easily, reactions and speed of movement
are slowed, and you can't get into the
proper position quickly, which means you
can't make a good play. ay improving
stamina you will find thai you can play a
higher skill level for a longer time.

So get in shape, listen to your instructor,
or coach and practice, practice, practice'.
You'll find that the joy of effort, the thrill of
the challenge, and pride of accomplish-
ment will carry over and enhance all as-
pects of your life.
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Table 1.
Standards for Fifteen Yearold Boys

Excellent Good Average Fair Poor

1. Cardiovascular Endurance 6 min. & under 6:10-6:40 6:50-7:20 7:30-8:10 8:25 & over
(1-mile run)

2. Running Speed 6.2 sec. & under 6.4-6.7 6.8-7.0 7.1-7.3 7.5 & over
(50-yard Dash)

3. Explosive Power 7'9" & over 7'6"-7'1" 7'0"-6'6" 6'5"-6'1" 5'10" & under
(Standing Broad Jump)

4. Strength and Endurance 48 & over 45-38 37-32 31-28 25 & under
(Push-ups)

5. Agility-Running, 9.4 sec. & under 9.5-9.9 10.040.3 10.410.e 11.0 & over
(Shuttle Run)

6. Agility-Body Movement 32 & over 31-28 27-16 152412 10 & over
(Squat-thrust)

Standards for Fifteen Year-old Girls
Excellent Good Average Fair Poor

1. Cardiovascular Endurance 7:10 min. & under 8:209:15 9:20-10:30 10:45-12:15 12:30 & overt.
(1-mile Run)

2. Running Speed 7.3 sec. & under 7.5-7.9 8.0:8.3 8.4-9.0 9.1 & over
(50-yard dash)

3. Explosive Power 6'3" & over '6'1"-5'7" 5'6"-5'1" 5'0"-4'7" 4'6" & under
(Standing Broad Jump)

4. Strength and Endurance 31 & over 30-25 24-13 12-7 6 & under
(Bent Knee Push-ups)

5. Agility-Running 10.3 sec. & under 10&11.0 11.1-11.6 11.7-12.4. 12.5 ez over
(Shuttle Run)

6: Agility-Body Movement 30 & pver 29-26 25-14 13-10 9 & tinder
(Sejuat-thrust)
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INTRODUCTION__
Archery belongs to a select group of ac-

tivities that offer participation for all ages.
" Once the basic shooting skills of archery

have been learned, many enjoyable ac-
tivities open up to the archer. For young
archers, there are junior programs in some
local clubs, a national Junior Olympic Ar-
chery Development Program, and archery
programs at some high Schools and col-
leges. Regardless of age, bow hunting is an
enfoyable pursuit. No matter what equip-
ment is used, the basic shooting technique
is the same.

For all archers, there are loc-alstate,
regional, and national championships in
which one can participate regardless of pro-
ficiency in skill. If you work hard and truly
become an expert, there are opportunities
for international and Olympic competition.
On any of these levels, there are many
stimulating experiences as well as chances
to meet people from many different areas.

The t5ought of expert shooting may
seem far away, but remember, no matter
what level of achievement' is attained, it all
starts at the same pointlearning the basics.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

When beginning to shoot, practice at 10
yards until enough accuracy and confi-

*The material in this chapter is from the Guide for New
Archers available from the National Archery AsSocia-
bon, 1750 E. Boulder Street, Colorado Springs, Col-

°orado 80909.
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dence is attained to move farther from the
target*. Remember that any arrow shot is your
responsibility, whether it hits the target or not.

Stand so that an imaginary line that
touches the toes of both feet will, if ex-
tended, go to the center of the target. This is
a square stance. The feet should be shoul-
der width apart with the weight evenly dis-
tributed on both feet.

When confident enough to draw, an-
chor, aim, and, let down with control, then /
nock an arrow by placing the arrow nock on /
the nocking point of the bowstring with the /
index fletching away from the bow. Place/
the fingers on the bowstring with the inde
finger above the nocking point and the sec-s!
ond and third fingers bclow the nockfng
point. When shooting an arrow, the index
finger is above the arrow and the othr two
are below. Place the string in the fst joint
of the fingers.

Once the fingers are placed on/the string,
extend the bow arm toward, the target,
keeping it at about shoulder level. The
pressure of the bow upon/the bow hand
should be on the bottom part of an imag-
inery Y formed by the index finger and the
thumb. The bow hand position is correct if
the bow has no tendency to slide in any
direction when the hOw hand and fingers
are relaxed. A relaxedbow hand means that
the fingers can be moved when at full draw.
The bow does9 have to be gripped or
squeezed; use the sling..

With the fipgers on the string, the bow
arm extended, and the bow hand position

Aset,
it is absólutely essential that the elbow

* *4

1,`", 45
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. joint of the bow arm be rotated downward,
that is, the elbow joint is set so that the arm,
if bent, will move in a plane parallel to the
floor, npt upward toWard the head. This
can be accomplished without changing
either the shoulder or wrist position after
some practice. Admittedly, it feels awk-
ward at, first,'but keep at it. It will be a lot
less painful than hitting the elbow with the
bowstring. Do not rotate the bow hand
outward on the bow so that the main pres-
sure of the bow is on the thumb. This won't
solve the problem, and it will create more
problems later. Practice this arm, position
by placing the hand on a wall and rotating
the elbow. Note that the elbow of the draw-
ing arm is in line with the arrow at shoulder
level, not pointed downward. Now draw
the bowstring back, keeping the drawing
hand relatively close to the bow arm..The
elbow of the drawing arm moves parallel to
the floor at ghoulder level. When the full
draw is attained, anchor so that the chin is
toUching the top of the indeic finger; the

V t.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 5.

bow string touches the center of the chin
and t/ife tip of the nose. If doing this is
pn)blematic, fasten a kisser button onto the
s,tring. Position it so that it touches the lips

/when the string hand is just touching under
/ the chin.

Once a good anchoris attained, and pail
are in a full draw; tighten the muscles
in the center of the back between the shoul-
der blades to hold the string gild arrow at
full draw. This does not necessarily in-
crease the draw, but it does ensure that the
arrow will not creep forward on the arrow
rest.

While holding, aim by- placing the sight
on the center of thetarget. For shooting at
ten yards, the sight should be about ,the
same distance fióin the arrow as the eye is
from the chin. If practicing without an ar-
row, let down after aiming.

Once yqz are aiming steadily, tighten
the back3.friusc1es a little more while re-
leasing the bowstring. The release is sim-
ply a relaxation of the fingers of the string
handnothing more. Because the muscles
gcross the baak have been' used, and thet 8

Figure 6.



weight has been released, the string arm
will move away from the target and the
hand along the neck in an involuntary mo-
tion. Allow it to do so, and once the hand
has stopped moving, maintain this af-
terhold position until the arrow hits the
target. Then relax and rest.

Figure 7.

When all arrows have been shot .pull
them from the target (or the ground, if the
target was missed). Pull the arrows from -
the target by placing the back of one hand
against the target, with a finger on either
side of the arrow With the other hand,
grasp the arrow cloM4he point of enti3/
into the target and pull str ght eackward,
making sure no one is be ind the body.
Pulling directly backward is extremely im-
portant to keep from bending aluminum
arrows. Hold any arrows pulled ,under
the thumb of the hand that is afiainst the
target, or place them in a quiver.
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If the arrow has buried in the target up
past the fletching, go behind the target and
pull it the rest of the way through. An
arrow buried in the grass should be re-
moved by finding the point and pulling it
through the same direction it entered the
ground. Do not pull upward any more than
necessary as doing so will bend aluminum
arrows, and may break wooden or fiber-
glass arrows.

After the arrows have been shot and are
keeping on the target, it is likely that they
will be in a group, but not exactly in the
center. Move the group by adjusting
sightupward if the group is high, to the
left if the group is left, etc. Always move the
sight in the same direction as the group is
from the center of the target.

Self-testing fi
1. Shoot two ends of six arrows from a ais-

tance of ten yards at a 36-inch target face.
2. Students in grades 7-9 should have ten

hits on the 36-inch target face.
' 3. Students in grades 10-12 should have

ten hits in the inner three circles of the
36-inch target face.

NEW SHOOTER'S PROBLEMS

It may not seem easy or significant, but
concentration is extremely important to
consistent tierfoirmance. Quite Often some-
one who is just beginning to shoot, will
really concentrate on every detail of the
shooting sequence and shoot a really good
group. Then on the next end he/she will
mentally relax, thinking that "Now I've fi-
nally got it," and scatter the arrows. After
that he/she concentiates again and shoots
well, only to relax later on and again shoot
poorly. Concentrate on shooting each
arrow wtll. More groups can then be shot

. successfully and consistently.
, One of The first things many people at-

tempt to do is draw the bail string with the
string arm elbow pulling downward in-
stead of in line with the arrow. It is impos-
sible to shoot this way. The string arm must
be in a line.that is parallel to the floor. Once
at full draw, raise the elbow to help get full
use.of the back muscles that are necessary

for proper shooting.
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If the arrow falls off the rest while draw-
ing the string back, it is most likely due to
one of five things. curling the fingers and'or
bending your wrist, pinching the nock of
the arrow between the fingers, gripping the
bow anclior improper bow hand position,
not keeping the bowstring close to the bow
arm when drawing, not using the muscles
of the back and shoulder while drawing.

In the beginning there may be difficulty
getting to a full draw. The primary reason is
usually that the draw weight 8f the bow is
too heavy at this time. Be sure not to reaCh
for the string with the head. When drawing
the string back the only movement should
be of the arm and the back muscles. Set the
head and don't move it after that. ,

Almost invariably at some point the
archer will receive a "bow bite"a bruise
on the elbow Or arm caused by the string
hitting the arm. To avoid this be sure the
elbow is. turned down. But be careful
don't allow either the shoulder or bow
band to change position. Yet, it is possible,
and this will prevent hitting of the bow arm
with the bow string at release. Until the arm
can be kept in the proper position, wear the
long armguard that covers the arm from the .
wrisi to the bicep.

If missing the target consistently to one
side, keak to be sure that the proper eye is
being dsed when aiming. Review the eye
dominance test that is described at the be-
ginning of the equipment section. If the
dominant eye is not being used for aiming,
it should be closed or covered.with an eye
patch.

For first attempts at shooting, it would be
quite helpful to have a friend watch for a
number of potential trouble spots. If errors
can be eliminated now, shooting will be
that much more pleasurable. (If wotking
alone, try practicing 'the draw and anchor
sequence withou? an arrow in front of a mir-
ror. Do not release the string when doing
this, as it may damage the bow.) Be aware
of:

Whether the bow is vertical. The arrows
will group in the direction in which the
top limb is tilted. This is called canting.
Having your jaw closed on each shot. If
the teeth are not together on each shot,

,
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the shot will be erratically high and-low
on the target.
Whether standing straight. Body posi-

. tion should be just as it is if standing at
attention with the arms at the sides. Do
not lean toward or away from the target,

- nor forward or backward on the feet.
.The need for strins clearance. Be sure to
use a square stance and keep the string
close to the bow arm wheri coming to a
full draw.
Maintaining full draw. If the arrow is al-
lowed to creep forward while at full draw
a low shot will result (this cannot be ob-
served if using a mirror, because there is
no arrow),
Peeking. If the head or bow arm is moved
to watch the arrow in flight or watch it hit
the target, it is almost guaranteed that
movement will occur before the arrow
has left the bow string or cleared the
bow. Therefore the arrow will not hit the
center of the target. Of course this will
not happen unless actually shooting, so .400s,

have someone observe the shooting.

.

EQUIPMENT

If learning to shoot and not wishing to
have equipment be a hindrance, some at-
tention must be giyen to the type of equip-
ment used. If buying equipment, choosing
the proper pieces need only involve a mod-
est investment. The equipment described
here is the minimum quality needed while
learning. More expensive pieces are cer-
tainly acceptable but not required at this
point. If choices must be made in price and
therefore quality, preferably choose a better
arrow.

Before bluying or borrowing a .bow, de-
termine the aominant eye since this will
decide whether the shot should be made
right or left-handed. Hold tne hands out in
front with the fingers crossing one another
and the thumbs on top of-each other. This
will create a hole between the thumbs and
the fingers. With both 'eyes open, look,,at
some object through this hole and, with
moderate speed, move the hands toward
the face, keeping the chosen object in view

,JhroikiZihe hole. If the hole comes to the41.1
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right eye, you are right eye dominant ahd
need to shoot a right-handed bow, and vice
versa.

The bow _should be constructed ofwooa
and fiberglass laminations. The solid wood

or solid fiberglass bows, while less expen-
sive, will give an unpleasant recoil when
the bow string is -released. The handle of
such bows is usually so poorly shaped that
it is almost impossible to have a consistent
bow hand position. For these reasons it is
difficult to shoot well with these types of
bows.

For target shboting, the taller the archer,
the longer the bow that is needed, for
shorter people the reverse is true. A good
rule of thumb in selecting a bow length is to

Upper
Limb

Tip
String otch

Back I Face

Sight
Window

Handle
Riser Shelf -0-

Handle

Lower.
Limb

Recurve'

Diagram 1.
1
(t

glring

II

have the upper tip of the bow come be-
tween the nese and chin when the bow is
strung and held vertically with the lowerbp
set on the foot. If short, finding a bow of the
proper length may be difficult, but try to
come as close as possible.

Therule for the draw weight of the bow is
to keep it as light as possible, particularly if
borrowing or renting equipment. As the
muscles become -conditioned and the
-archer gets more proficient, increasing the
draw weight may produce better perfor-
mance, but if the draw weight has to be
fought while learning to shoot, it is almost
guaranteed that problems will develop that
will only be a hindrance. As strange as it
may seem, the Muscles used for shooting
properly are seldom used in this manner
exceift for archery. So no matter how strong
the archer is, it is very likely that those
muscles are not in the condition required to
shoot well. Learn to shoot properly and
give the muscles a chance to become
stronger. Find a lightweight bow-15-25
pounds for girls and 20-30 pounds for boys.

The bow string should be-made of dacron
with nylon servings. If the sti'ing is new,
add a nocking point and a kisser button.
These may already be on used or rented
bows; if not, add them.* Be careful with

Draw Length and BoW Weight
Measuring Point

Arrow
Plate

-Nocking

Nock Locator Point

Arrow Rest

Pivot
Point-

Handle

Nocking
Height

Diagram 2.

<

String-A.

*The nocking point should be set 1/4" above perpen-
dicular ,from the 1.est. Use a bow square or have an
instructor put a nock locator on the string. The kisser
button ts attached to the string at a distance above the
necking point that allows it to touch the lipsor a tooth.



used strings they should neither be
frayed nor worn on any part of the string.

The bow usually has ,an arrow rest al-
ready installed. If It is necessary to add one,
an adhesive-backed plastic rest is easy to
apply and quite ,durable for normal shoot-
ing. Also, some type of pressure point in-
eluded with the rest is very important.

Some type of bow sight is necessary-,
the style and cost of a sight depends upon
personal taste and budget. If the bow has
stabilizers the can be used, they are not
really necessary at this point pnd iiThey
make the bOw too heavy to hold thrbugh-

-oul the practice session, do not use them
until stronger.

The type of arrow chosen is a matter of
preference but remember they are an in-
vestment and if possible an arrow that will
be durable and that wilt perform well
should De chosen.

Index Feather Nock
(Vane)

A

7- Arrow Head
or Point Shaft

t
Crest of
Cresting

Fletching

Diagram.3.

Wooden arrows will warp and break
easilythey are not a good buy despite
their price. Fiberglass arrows are tooheavy
for long-distance shooting but are a good
choice because they are durable. Once pro-
fitient and desiring to shoot long disEfiies,
aluininum arrows will be needed.

If borrowing or buying used arrows, be
sure they are in good conditionthat they
ate---nQt_cracked or bent, that the points
properly Tit the end of the arrow shaft, and
that the nock is neither chipped nor
cracked. Shooting a damaged arrow is ex-
tremely dangerous to the archer and sur-
rounding persons. Check the arrows after
each end for damage.

The arrow size needed is dependent
upon the draw length andlhe weight of the
bow. For anyone just beginning to shoot,
it is imperative that the arlow be an inch
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longer than the draw length measured to
the back of the bow. Th 3 is a safety,margin
which MIA be observed. If the araw length
does not increase after shooting for' several
months, the arrows can be cut off if the
extra length is bothersome.

Arrows fletOed with feathers are highly
desirable for people just learning tb shoot.

In addition to the 13ow and some arrows,
every archer needs an armguard, some sort
of finger protection, preferably a finger tab,
and a sling to keep the boW in the bow
hand. J.

SAFETY

Any bow can be dangerous, whether it is
used for hunting Or for shooting at indoor-
targets. It should be treated with respect.
Always shoot in such a way that there is abso-
lutely no possibility that anyone could stray into
the Mooting area or get hit with a wild aiTow. In
general, allow 50-100% more area as a
safely buffer than neCessary.

The three *cardinal rules of shuoting
safely are:

1. Never run on an archefy range or while
carrying arrows.

2. Never indulge in any silliness or horse-
play when handling equipment (or put
the equipment away).

3. When an arrow is nocked, never draw
the string back unless aiming at a target.

For personal safety and comfort, re-
member a'few things before shooting. First,
do What is necessary to keep anything from
citiflthebw string. Clothing should be
relatively tight-fitting and preferably with-
out. pockets; at least any shirt pockets
should be empty. Pin back any ;ong hair
that falls in the face or over the shoulders.
Secondly, always use a stringer to string
the bow. Finally, as mentioned in the
equipment section, be sure that the prrows
are at least one inch longer than the draw
length: While learning, everything about
shooting will change, including the arrow
length. Accidentally overdrawing an arrow
ofINg rest and then releasing it means it
coald go anywhere, including a strike of the
hand or Wrist.
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.
, TEAMINOLOGY

Bow. A device made of a piece of flexible m'ate-
nal that-is used to propel an aProw, A bow-
string connects the two ends.

Raw Siglit. A mechanical device placed on the
bow with which the archer can aim directly at
the target.

B w Square. A device, usually shaped in a T
sed to measure string height and nocking
eight.

C nt. To tip or t;old the bow to the right or left of
vertical while at full draw. The reference to
right or left is determined by the position of
the upper limb.

Creep. To allow the arrow to slowly move for-
ward before the release; to mit maintain full
draw before release.

Draw Weight. The -.Tight, measured in
pounds, used to bring the bow to full draw.
The weight of the bow drawn to the standard
draw length.

End. A set number of arrows that are shot be-
fore going to the target to score and retrieve
them.

Field Archery. An archery round in which the
-( archer shoots from a variety Of distances in

woods and fields.
Fletching, The feather, plastic ...,res, or other

devices that are attached to The arrow shaft to
stabilize the flight.of-the arrow.

Handle. That part of the handle riser wfwre the
hand is in contact with the bow.

Index Fletching. The-fletching that is set at a
right angle to the slot in the nock.'

kisser Button An indicator or protrusion, usu-
ally constructed from plastic, placed on the
bow strings so that it touches tiu,.. lips or teeth
while the archer is at full draw.

Laminated Bow. A bow made of several layer..
(usually two layers of fiberglass and

5 4

/

,
hardwood;core) of different material, glued to-

flether.
Let Down. Relurning from full draw to the un-

,drawn pbsition.w: control without releasing
tfie string.

Nock. To place marrow onthebow_string, The
attachment on thepar end of the Irrow
is placed on the bow string aiid holds the
arrow on the string.

Nocking Point. The area of the bow string coy-
ered by the nockp

Peek. To move the head or bow ain't_ in order to
watch either the anow in flight or where it hits
the target.

Pressure Point. The spot on the arro* plate or
regt against which the arrow lies, and presses
when the 2w string is released.

Quiver. A-deVice used to hold arrows.
Spine. The stiffness or aniount fp arrow bends,,

determined by hanging a two:pound weight
from the centerpf the arrow and measuring
the-amount of the bend.

Square Stance. The position of the feet in whieh
an imaginar, straight line would touch' the
toes of both feet and extend to the center of the
target. .

Stabilizer. A piece consisting of a weight whiCh
is extended at a distance by a relatively lighter
rode mounted on the handle riser. Any weight
attached to the handle- riser to iminimize
torque.

Standard,Draw Length. When the bow string is
drawn back to 261/4" from the nocking point to
the pivot point, and then addingl3/4"; not to
be confused with the ',manufacturer's true
draw length (nocking point to pivot point) or
the archer's draw length (arrow length re-
luired by each archer).

Tt; rque. An ur;desirable twisting of the bow by
the bow hand or of the bow string by the string
hand.

,
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drive serve (p. 51)
drop shot (p. 48)
fault (p. 58)
feints (p. 59)
hairpin (p. 59)
high clear serve (p. 48)

. high clear shot (p. 48)
love (p. 57)
love-all (p. 57)
net flight (p. 60)
offensive (p. 50)
one hand down (p. 57)
"poona" (p. 47)
rally (p. 57)
ready position (p. 59)
receiver (p. 48)

. server (p. 48)
service (p. 48)
setting (p. 57)
short serve (p. 48)
shuttlecock (bird) (p. 47)
side-out (p. 57)
slung (p. 59) s

smash (p. 48)
two hand's down (p. 57)
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INTRODUCTION
,

Badminton is a court game that can be
succesSfully played with 'njoyment by
most players after a brief practice period.
Like most sports, it is-played at many levels
of skill, from the beginner to the advanced
player who engages in world-wide compe-
tition.

Badminton can be played ara backyard
relaxation change-of-pace game or it can be
played as a highly competitive, fast-
moving contes(requiring great speed and
agility as well aS fine 'hand-eye coordina-
tion and quick judgment. Since the indoor
shuttlecoek (bird) is very light and slows
down rapidly with certain stroke actions,
the pace and the flight of the bird make the
contest one of strategy as well as one of fine
exeçu Hon of fundamentals.,(Many times, in
fact, players find that court knowledge,
placement of the shuttle, and position an-
ticipation are as important in winning
matches as powerful shots and physical
prowess.)

All that is needed to begin play is to iden-
tify boundaries, and to possess a racket and
an appropriate shuttlecock. The
shuttlecock for outdoor play is much
heavier arrd travels much farther wiih a lest
powerful hit. It therefore, is not affected by
light winds The playing court boundaries
are 20 feet by 44 feet for doubles (4 players)
and 17 feet by 44 feet for singles (2 players).

Badminton has been played for almost
100 years with equipment similar to that of
today. Modern equipment has been refined
and carefully manufactured, however, to
allow the player to complete many shots
more difficuA with poor equipment. Ap-
parently a game like badminton called
"pOona" was first played in India. A,British

CHAPTER 4

Badminton
v .

ARNE L. OLSON,
East Stroudsburg State College,

East Stroudsburg, PA

army officer brought the game to England
where it gained popularity at a place like
Badminton house where the net was in a
rathei narrow but high doorway and the
court boundaries were in an hourglass, oval
shape.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

GRIP AND STROKING ACTION

The important consideration in gripping
the racket is that it should permit the player
to develop great racket head speed and yet
make contact with the bird squarely so that
it can be sent to the desired spot on the
court. The stroking action is usually one of
rotating the forearm in combination with
wrist action so that the racket head moves
quickly. The forehand stroke is used most
frequently and a correct grip is demon-
strated by placing the palm of the dominant
hand flat against the strings of the racket.
Then slide the hand down the racket, keep-
ing the face of the.racket and the palm in the
same relative position, until the end of the
handle is almost even with the edge of the
hand. The handle should lie diagonally
across the palm of the hand. Close the fin-
gers and thumb around the handle in a
natural but slanted manner. Spread each
finger slightly and spread the index finger
as far as possible while still having it
wrapped around the handle. This should
make a gap about finger width between the
index and middle finger.

The backhand grip is taken by placing the
thumb directly in back of the handle instead
of at an angle. This position gives the player
a stronger grip to react to the bird and also
helps accelerate the racket head to hit the
bii41!(see Figure 1)., .
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a. Forehand. b. Backhand.

Figure 1. Note that the thumb closes around the grip in the forehand;
in the backhand it is extended down the back of the handle.

SERVICE

The contest and each point is started
by having the player (or side in dou-
bles) who has won the last rally serve
the bird with an underhand niotion. Tech-
nically the racket head must be lower than.
thr server's serving hand and the bird must
be 'contacted below the server's waistline.
The server generally hits the bird high to
the back of the opposite court, low, just
over the net, to the front ,of the receiving
court, or quickly straight at the player who
is receiving the serve (the receiver). More
long serves in singles and more short serves
in doubles are typically used because of the
size of the court and the requirements nec-
essary to cover the court. The court is long
and narrow in singles and short and broad
in doubles.

The high shot is called the high clear
serve because it is intended to be hit high
enough so that it will be out of reach of the
receiver and come down vertically on the
back boundary line. The short shot is called

,r1 $"

the short serve and it is intended to get
down behind the net near the short serve
line so that the receiver will have to hit the
bird up in the air to retuht the serve. The
server will then have the option of rapidly
hitting the bird down (smash), of slowly
hitting the bird down (deep shot), or of
hitting a "high clear" shot.

High Clear Serve
The high clear serve is hit with a

powerful underhand action attempting
to hit the bird "out" so that it gets deep
into the court as well as high. Height is
useful to give the player time to prepare
for a return and also to give the bird a more
straight up and down descent making it
harder to hit. The server must remember
that it is against the rules to "step into" the
serve and, therefore, that the server cannot
move his or her feet until the shuttlecock is
struck. A weight shift from the back foot
forward is helpful, however, to add power
to the shot. Beginners may find it helpful to
stand a little sideways and almost hit the
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' Figure 2. Sequence of the high clear serve.
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shuttle out of their hands. More experi-
enced players will probably face the oppo-
nent more directly and hit the bird after
dropping it. Dropping the bird also allows
the server to disguise the type of serve until
the last moment. The server should place
hislher non-dominant foot forward 12-15
inches and start with the racket arm ex-
tended backward with the weight primar-
ily on the.back foot. The racket should be
about waist high as the bird is dropped and
as the weight is shifted forward the wrist
should uncock as the forearm is rotated in-
ward rapidly. The follow-through should
be high and extend over the opposite
shoulder and actually pull the entire body
into a square position (ready position) so
that movement is easy in any direction.
Height and depth are to be emphasized (see
Figure 2 for the high clear serve sequence).

The Poole Long Serve Test can be used to
evaluate your high clear serving ability. The
court is marked with 1- or 2-inch lines as
shown in Diagram 1. Four lines have to be
drawn each 16 inches apart. The first .is
drawn parallel to the court lines and 2
inches in back of the back boundary lines as
shown. The shots landing in the various
zones are scored 5-4-3-2-1 if the serve is hit
legally and goes over the extended ann and
racket of a. player who stands 11 feet from
the net in the 15-inch marked square. Shots
hitting the line are considered to be in the

highest point zone. The best 10 out of 12
serves are scored with 50, a perfect score. A
rope or extra net across the court 11 feet
away from the net and 9 feet high can be
substituted for the player although the op-
ponent standing in the court makes the test
seem more gamelike. The test can be short-
ened to the best six out of eight trials with
similar results for most students.

Short Doubles Service
Since the depth of the service court is less

io doubles than in singles and the basic
strategy in doubles is to hit the'bird down-
ward whenever it is possible, the basic
serve in doubles is the short, low serve
which usually forces the receiver to hit the
bird up so that the serving team can take the
offensive. The starting posture should be
similar to that taken for the high clear serve
except that some players shorten the prepa-
ration backswing so they can contact the
bird quicker before the receivet can recog-
nize it and, therefore, prepare for the short
shot. (The receiver cannot move until the
bird is struck either.) The shuttle is con-
tacted higher and more or less "guided"
over the net rather than being "struck."
The stroke has a flat sweeping motion that
is made without uncocking the wrist
almost pushing the bird over. The bird
should be on a downward path as it crosses
the net and usually is served at the front

16" 16"
16" 16" 2"

I I

1 2 3 4 5

Diagraml. Court markings for the Poole Long Serve Test.

'
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Out

Stay back from
short serve line

..
Hit outnot up
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Too close to
serve line

Diagram 2. Short serve paths (out and low to the net rather than up and downshort of service
line).

center corner of thecourt. Only change-ups
or surprise attempts are made to the ,ide
corners because the receivers have better
angles on the return from the outside and
can put the servers off-balance im-
mediately.

A modified version of the French Short
Serve Test is recommended to evaluate the
short serve performance. The test is de-
signed to evaluate the placement accuracy
of a low short serve that would be difficult
to smash. The shot should actually reach its
highest point on the server's side of the net
and be on a downward path as it crosses the
net (see Diagram 2). A rope is stretched
tight 14 inches al ove the net and fastened to
the net standar is. One- or two-inch wide
markings are laced as shown in Diagram
3. The areas are 6 inches apart with the
primary tarvt 12 inches from the center
corner. Straight lines of one-inch tape make
preparation much easier and does not alter

Net

the scores in most cases. A prepared
cardboard "target" makes the test easy to
administer and convenient to use in prac-
tice since it can simply be placed on the
court and then removed when no longer in
use. The point values are 5-4-3-2-1 and
shots on the line are given the highest point
value. The best 10 out of 12 trials are totaled
for a test score and six out of eight can be
used for most students. The server stands
2-3 feet from the short serve line in his/her
proper service court.

Drive Serve
The drive serve is a quick "change-up"

action usually sent directly at the receiver or
possibly attempting to be hit past the re-
ceiver. The shot is disguised until the last
instant and then performed with the racket
head down in a "flick" type action. It
should just miss the top of the net.

Rope

-

)

Subject A

,

B Scorer

Diagram 3.. Court markings for the French Short Serve Test.
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Good Arc
Hard to Hit\

..... ->"S ---* -...
N.. . ".,' \ \/ N/4"-- Poor Arc

Easier to Hit

Diagram 4. Arc of clear or serve.

-OVERHEAD STROKES

The overhead strokes are divided into
forehand and backhand motion with ,the
desired bird flight being the deciding factor
in the type of action. For the high clear
return, the bird is usually contacted as high
as possible and in front of the body. This
makes it easier to,hit the bird "out and up"
and to get it to the back baseline where it
should come down at a steep angle (see
Diagram 4). At times a player will find it to
their advantage to hit an offensive clear
shot. This shot will not take as much time to
get to the court since it is hit just out of the
reach of the opponent trying to get the bird
"down" behind the opponent (see Diagram
5). You should take an action stance that
will place most of your weight on the foot
on the racket side With the opposite foot
well forward. The position and action is
very much like throwing a ball a long dis-
tance. In preparation, you let the racket
head drop low down your back and lead the

fCrward action.with your elbow high. Just
before contact is made with the bird, the
elbow is straightened, the forearm is ro-
tated, the wrist uncocked, and the whole
arm fully extended to reach up at the bird.
High racket head speed is important as
weight istransferred from the back foot to
the front and as the grip is tightened as
contact is made. To hit the bird downward
(an offensive smash) try to get the racket
face a little on top of the bird and build
speed in the same manner as the overhead
clear (see Figure 3). For the drop shot, the
action should appear the same to your op-
ponent but the forearm rotation ancLwrist
action are held back until after the bird is hit
and only the arm moves rapidly to disguise
the action. The bird is hit flat and at the top
of the net, dropping quickly to the floor
once it is over the net. Contacting the bird
in front of your body is a key concept for all
basic overhead shots.

\
/ oe ..--- --
/

_ev, ...... ..../1P. .44%

410VI°. I(1)
I X \/

I X
\

i
(2) 1

\
I I 1 I I I

Diagram 5. Defensive clear (1) and offensive clear (2).
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a. Correct arm
efand wrist

alignment.
Bird is directed
downward.

Fipre 3. Arm and racket angles in smash.

The Poole Forehand and Backhand Clear
Tests are recommended to evaluate the
player's overhead clear performance. The
court is marked as shown in Diagram 6. A
15- by 15-inch square is drawn 11 feet from

BADMINTON 53

b. Poor alignment. Wrist
is ahead of the
racket. The flight
of the bird is too
horizontal.

the net to show the "opponent" where to
stand for the test and to establish if the clear
is high enough so that it would not be an
easy "kill" shot. Another 15- x 15-inch
square is marked at the intersection of the

61/2.--)4444 61/eo44 21/2 14-

1

11'

2

-0,1
3

1

0
\

2 j 3

)

1

Diagram 6. Court markings for the Poole Porehand and Backhar Clear Tests.
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Diagram 7. Trajectory of the different strokes.

A. Singled.
B. Clear.
C. Drop.
D. Smash.

doubles long serve line and the centerline
on the other side of the net as shown. The
person taking the test must keep one foot in
this square until' the bird is hit. The point
values are 2-4-3-2-1 as shown with shots on
the lines given the larger values. The player
taking,the test places a bird. with feathers
(or plastic) down on the forehand side of
the racket, tosses the bird in the air, and
then hits a high clear forehand or backhand
shot depending upon the test. Tossing the"
bird in this manner takes some pragtice for
beginners. The test consists of the points
gained from.the best 10 of 12 trials. To save
time, six of eight shots usually give similar
results.

E. Doubles (low) score.
F. Net clear.
G. Net (hairpin) drop.
H. Drives.

SIDEARM AND UNDERARM SHOTS

Like the oveinead shots, the racket head
speed, direction of the action, and the angle
of the racket face, as well as a clean contact
in the center of the racket face are all impor-
tant to a good execution of the sidearm and
underhanckshots. The bird flight desired is,
once again, the determining factor in the
manner in which the bird is hit. It is really
just that the bird is down in front of you or
to your side which makes the shot seem
different. The type of action required is the
same as for the overhead shots (see Dia-
gram 7 for trajectory lines of the different
strokes).

Ready Position

Diagram 8. Court location for ready position.
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FOOTWORK IN GENERAL

The purpose of working on footwork is to
enable you to get in position to hit the bird
effectively. The ready position is an impor-
tant part of footwork. If you are balanced
with your knees bent and your weight on
the balls of your feet, it is easier to start to
move. The ready position is usually taken 2
to 3 feet behind th e. short service line a little
to your "non-racket" side (see Diagram 8).
This location helps protect the backhand
and alqo helps the player move to the front
corners of the court. A high clear shot is
necessary for the opponent to get to the
back corners and then, of course, the bird
fligiit will give you more time to get to the
back corners. The racket is normally held
about waist high with its head up and
square to the net just to the backhand side
of your face (see Figure 4). A good drill for
footwork practice is to rally with another
player trying to hit the bird to the "four
corners"--no "kill" shots. After each hit
you should always try to return to the ready
position.

Figure 4. Ready position.
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Footwork to the left front court. To move to
the front left court in anticipation of a
right-handed underhand clear or net shot,
the following steps are taken: ,)
1. Take a small "get ready" step backward

with,the left fobt. This movement gets
the player into a delicate balance posi-
tjon which helps him move his/her
whole body quickly. The right shoulder
moves forward and the left shoulder
back as weight is shifted to the left foot.

2. The second step is a cross-over step with
the right foot in the direction the player
wanfs to move. The backswing is taken
near the end of this step.

3. The next step with the left foot is ad-
justed depending upon the bird loca-
tion.

4. The last step before the bird is hit is
always with the foot on the racket
sidethe right in this' case. Shift the
weight to this foot, stretch, hit the bird,
step up close to the -right foot with the
left, and start the return to the ready
position by almost falling backward at
the start and then taking small quick
steps to get back.

Footwork to the right front court.
1. The first step is taken with the left foot

again to put the player in delicate bal-
ance and to give direction .to your
movement.

2. Then step with the right foot toward the
target as the backswing is taken.

3. Adjusting the left foot stride for the bird
position, take the last right foot step
with a body and leg stretching action
and hit the bird with most of the weight
on the racket side foot.

4. As you follow through from the shot,
bring the left foot up near the right and
again, in a nearly falling action with the
body lowered, return to the ready posi-
tion with small quick steps.

Footwork to the left (backhand return of
smash or drive).
1. The left foot moves back in a small "jab"

step to get you on delicate balance, the
right shoulder is turned so the 1;ack is
toward the net and the weight is shifted
to the left.,.. 4

I .
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2. The second step is a cross-over step with
the right foot toward the bird location as
you take the backswing and shift your
weight to the right foot and stretch to the
bird.

3. After the shot, move the left foot to a
position next to the right and fall back-
ward to the ready position by taking
short quick steps.

Footwork to the right (to smash a return or
hit a drive or drop shot).
1. Remember to start all movement from

the ready position, racket up, weight on
the balls of the feet, and the knees
slightly bent.

2. Pivot to the right on the balls of the feet,
shifting the weight to the right and turn-
ing the left shoulder toward the net.

3. Take a short step to the right with the
right foot.

4. Take a short step with the left to get on
balance and set up for the hit.

5. The last step is with the right foot (al-
ways the racket foot) adjusting the
length to the bird position.

6. After hitting, push off the right foot and
return to the ready position by taking
small quick steps.

Footwork to the back left (for deep back-
hand).
1. Pivot to the left on the balls of the feet

and shift weight to the left.
2. Take a small step forward and left with

the right foot to give a small base lined
up in the direction you desire to go and
push off the right foot to start the
movement back.

3. Rotate the body hard to the left and step
backward with the left foot.

4. Step toward the anticipated bird Posi-
tion with a long right stride.

5. Take a medium step with the left foot
and combine this motion, with the
backswing as you adjust to the bird posi-
tion.

6. The last step is with the racket foot (the
right if right-handed) in a stretch toward
the bird.

7. Step toward 'the racket foot with a small
step with the left, shift your weight to-
ward the ready position and return to it
with small quick steps.

.9.

Footwork to the back right (for overhead
forehand strokes).
1. The left foot steps forward to set up the

line of mtwemerit but the weight re-
mains primarily on the right foot as you
pivot on the ball of the right foot.

2. Push quickly with the left leg as you step
down the line of movement with the
right and rotate your body to face the
sideline.

3. Step with the left foot to a spot close to
the right toe with your weight heavy on
the right.

4. The last step is made with the racket foot
(the right) as you adjust to the bird loca-
tion and prepare for the hit.

5. Lean toward the ready position on the
follow-through and return to the base
position with short quick steps.

In summary, all the footwork is designed
to move the player quickly into position to
make the desired shot and then return tO
the ready position. Wide stances are stable
but time-consuming. Narrow positions are
unsiable but permit the player to move
quickly if he/she can have his/her center of
gravity headed in the right direction.

SAFETY

Most injuries in badminton are due to
lack- of warm-up followed by fast quick
movements and consequent pulled leg
muscles or in tournaments where players
overextend themselves. A hundred or
more smash shots in a one-day doubles
tournament, for example, may result in in-
jury to the elbow or shoulder joint. Players
should be aware that tbey'should warm up
completely before a match and then not
play in extended tournaments without
being in g9od physical shape. They should
remember to pace themseles in this sport
which requires fast, quick movements.

Occasionally in doubles, two players
who are not regular partners will both go
for the same shot and either hit the other
play er or hist her racket. Voice signals
should be used when there is time to call
"I've got it" when going after a slow, short,
,high shot. A typical exami.k. occurs when
'the player in the backcourt is coming up to
hit the bird hanging over the partner who is
in the front court.

.411{



RULES

STARTING THE GAME

A racket spin or a coin toss is used to
determine w ho gets the choice of courts or,.
to serve or receive at the beginning of a
match. If the racket spin is used, some mark
is identified which is only on one surface of
the racket and the opponent is asked if they
prefer that mdrk or the other side. (M or W
on the end of a handle of a Wilson racket for
example.) The player then places the head
of the raeltet on the floor and spins it as it is
turned loose to fall tc) the floor. The side
that is up determines w ho gets the ehuice of
court preference or to serve or receive. The
other side gets the alternate choice.

The side w inning the sect e starts the eon-
test with a serve from their fight-hand court
(as they face the net). The server must serve
so that the bird would land in the right-
hand receiver's court (as the receivers face
the net). The rally continues until, one
player fails to return the bird to the playing
area. If the side serving commits an error,
the serve and storing opportunity goes to
the opposite team. No points. If the receit
ing team eommits an error, a point is scored
and the sect mg side sect es again, this time
from the left service to the left receiver's
eourt. The sert er should announce the
seore just before the next serve is made
(Example. saying the sect er's score first,
1-lot e, no hands dot% n). Lot e means nu
store, hands dow n means the number of
times the Sun ing team has lost in this sect
ing turn. The usual terms used are no
hands dow n, one hand down, and side-out.
With two hands down, the side is declared
"side-out" and the other side serves first
from the right-hand eourt and announces
their sem. first, 0-7, nu hands dow n (sub-
stitute the original team's score for the
question mark).

In doubles, the side taking the first serve
starts with "one hand down," as though
they have made a mistake in that sect ing
turn. When they lose the serve, they are
"side-out." After the first person serves,
:.owever, each side gets two "hands
down," before they are "side-out." When
your side earns the say e in doubles, the
player who has the right eourt serving or
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receiving responsibility serves first. This
player continues to serve, alternating ser-
vice courts until,thé serving team makes a
-fault or an error. The service and receiving
court locations for players in doubles are
determined according to the players' re-
sponsibility a, the beginning of the game.
The player who was on the right on the first
point should always be there when serving
or when receiving when their team kore is
even (0, 2, 4, 6, etc.). When the team's score
is odd, the players should be in the oppo-
site court to the court they were in at the
beginning of the game. On the serve, the
player w ho is in the receiving court must
return the bird. After the serve, either
player may return the bird. After the first
serve for each side in singles, the side win-
ning the serve serves according to their
score (from the right side if their store is
et en and from the left side if their score is
odd).

SCORING

Badminton scores are made when a
player is serving and the opponent fails to
return a serve or a following shot during a
rally. If the server eommits'an error (faults)
on the serve or is not able to return a shot
after the serve, the side is out (loses the
serve) or the side uses one of its allowed
errors while the team is serving in doubles.
The point total required to ivin a game is 15
in men's singles or any doubles match and
11 in women's singles. If the score is tied at
13, the side getting to 13 first has the option
of "setting" the final total to 5 additional
points (18) or playing to the iegular total of
15. If the score was not set at 13 and the
score is tied at 14, the side getting to 14 first
has the option of setting the final score at 3
additional points or playing to the regular
total of 15. After the game has been set, the
score is called "love-all" and the side which
first gets to the 5 or 3 points wins the game.

In women's singles, if the score is tied at
9, the player who reached 9 first has the
option of "setting" the game to 3. If the
game was not set at 9 and the score is tied at
10, the player who reached 10 first has the
option of "setting" the game to 2 points. In
handicap games, setting is not permitted. A
Match is usually two out of three games.

4
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and Long Service Line for Singles
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a. Doubles court.

Diagram 9.

THE COURT

The court in badminton is 20 feet wide
and 44 feet long. One and one-half inch
lines divide the court into specific areas for
the service conditions and playing condi-
tions of the game (see Diagram 9).

The posts shall be 5'1" from the floor and
placed on the side boundaries of the court.
The net shall be 5'0" at the center with a
3-inch white tape at the top.

The outside lines mark the boundary area
for doubles play. The line is always good.
The singles court does dot include the alley
areas on either sigie of the court.

The service courts are bounded by the
short serve line and centerline in singles

17"-wl
Back Boundary Line

and Long Service Line'

iv

Back Boundary Line
and Long Service Line

17'

b. Singles court.

and doubles. The doubles service court is
shortened by not including the back alley
while the singles court is narrowed by not
including the side alley (in sunimary, dog-
bles short and fat, and singles long and
thin). Serves are made on a" diagonal
pathright service court to right ieceiving
court.

FAULTS

Faults a're violations of the rules that re-
sult in points or loss of the serve.
1. Both tlie serwer and the receiver must

stand within the proper service court
when serving and neither can move
his/her feet until tche bird is struck.

4



2. On the serve, the bird muSi be contacted
below the server', waist and the server's
racket Ilead must be lower than the
server's hand.

3. No prelimihary feints or movements Can
be made by the server or the receiver
prior tO the server striking the bird.

4. If the bird touches the top of tile net and
cohtihues to the correct court, the bird is
legally in play. (This is not a, Wilt.).

5. The shuttlecock can be hit oxer the net
only with the racket, and it can only be
contacted once oh each-side of the net.

6. If a player touches the bird with.his/her
racket, itis a fault and it cannot be ton-
tacted again by that:side.

7. If you do holreturn the shuttlecock to
the,proper area, it is a fault unless it is
touched tiy an opponent or hislher rac-
ket before.it iouches

8. A player or his/her racket may not touch
the net,,reach over the net, or cross
under the netyhile the ird is, in play.

9. The s1uttleco4 mus be contacted
cleanly. If it is hit twice, mes to rest on
the ritket b 'efly, or I 'slung" off the
racket,.this is a e bird rbay be hit
with any part of the racket.

STRATEGY

BIRD FLIGHT STRATEGY

The' badminton player tries to get the
opponent`to hit the bird up in the air so that
he'she can hit it down toward the court. If
the bird comes across the net fast, most
shots are returned just over the net in a
drop shot action so that the original player
will have to hit, the bird up in the air and,
therefore, be on the defensive. Since
neither p!ayer prefers to be on the defen-
sive, a common return for a drop shot is to
retkrn a drop shot just over the net in a
'hainiin"-like action. When a pia:. a over-
plays a position, an opponent frequently
tries to get the bird down to the court be-
hind the receiver to,an open shot. This shot
is designed to force the oppositiop to make
a mistake and hit a weak return, thus set-
ting up a kill shot (a smash);,.

a
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SINGLES STRATEGY

In singles, most players play a waiting.
game and move the bird around the court
until their opponent makes a mistake. If the
bird is smashed too early, like when you are
in the back alley playing a high clear, an
experienced opponent can frequently drop
the bird.back to your front court before you
can finish .your follow-through and, there-
fore, wins the rally% on the smash. Varying
shot velocity and Placement while trying to
unbalance the opponent and being patient
to search for weaknesses, is basic singles
slrategy. The most difficult shot to return
for most players is deep to the.backhand
side, especially if the player is leaning for-
ward to cover net shots. This, in effect, is
trying to "get the bird down behind the
opponent': as previously mentioned. The
basic serve in singles is high and deep to the
back alley near the center of the court so the
opponent does not have sharp angles to use
on your position and also so that you can
respond in time to the bird when it is re-
armed to yaur court.

DOUBLES STRATEGY

The basic serve in doubles is short, low,
and just over the net to the center corners.
This serve gives the opponent only angles

which must pass your "ready position" and
also forces the opponent to hit the bird on
an upward trajectory. Because most serves
are short, the receiver crowds the line a
little and if the bird is up a little, the receiver
looks for a quick smash. To counter this
"crowding" action, the server keeps the re-
ceiver honest by occasionally serving a low,
fast, clear shot to get the bird down b'ehind
the receiver, serving a drive serve at the
receiver to force an errcr or a weak return,
or -plays serv9 to the outside alley tomer
to catch the reCeiver off-balance. These al-
ternatives cannot be overused because they
give the receiver good angles back to the
server's.court, especially if the shot is not
perfect. Any imbelance of the receiver from
your shot is nullified in doubleS by the
partner who can simply cover a little more
court, on the next shot. In doubles, all
,players look for the chance to hit the bird
dbivnward and go on the rffensive. On the
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serve, the basic court coverage is for the
server and the receit,er to play short and
cover the short shots. If one pla n. is not as
strong as hislher partner on the overhead
shots, the team may decide to have the
weaker player always play up on the net
and take all short shots after the serve. The
simplir court position for a team to choose
is a side-by-side position where each
player, in effect, plays his/her half of the
court. On shots down the middle, 'the

° player on the forehand side usually take.;
the shot unless they are out of position or
definitely a weaker player. When a team
has made a mistake and hits the- bird
weakly up in the air, the best defense for
the expected smash return is also the side-
by-side formation because the court is more
easily covered. When a player hits short
they should go to a short position neaiqhe
net to cover a ha:rpin net flight return un-
less their partner is "playing up" and,
therefore, is responsible for the net posi-
tion. When a player hits a smash shot, the
partner should move to the net to cover
weak returns or attempts to drop the bird
just over the not. The rules do not allow a
player to hit the bird until it has crossed to
your side. You cannot hit the net although it
is permissible to follow through over the
net if you do not touch the net or the oppo-
nent. -

Most skilled doubles teams play varying
formations depending upon the position of
the bird at the time and the expected net
shot. This is called the "combination sys-
tems" of play.

EQUIPMENT

RACIUTS

1 le ..,-Ket used can help shot-making
ability. Some outdoor rackets are light and
'flimsy and make it difficult to control the
bird or hit it with power. Prices for rackets
may vary from about $1.98 to $40.00. Qual-
ity corresponds with price but rackets cost-
ing $8.00 to $15.00 will be wood, fiberglass,
zr steel or other light metals and have the
durability and quality that is sufficient for
beginners or even intermediate playss.

Nylon strings can be strung tighter and
usually last longer than gut strings
Wooden rackets are usually a little heavier
than metal or fiberglass and although it
may be difficult to move them rapidly, they
have a larger mass which gives more "reac-
tive force" tO the bird. Wcoden head rac-
kets should be kept in a press if they are
stored where the humidity is high or varies
alot.

SHUTTLECOCKS

The shuttlecock or bird as it is commonly
called, is usually nylon with a rubber tip. In
tournaments, birds of goose feathers are
used. The range of weights available is from
73 to 85 grains with the heavier bird flying
further and used in heavier or colder air.
The correct bird is determined by the
players at the beginning of the game. Each
player serves a few high clear serves and
the bird should come down near the back
baseline to be correct for the players and the
conditions of play. If you are using feath-
cred birds, they should be .kept in a damp
area to keep the feathers moist and to pre-
vent breakage. The nylon shuttle can last
10-15 games while a goose-feathered shut-
tle lasts from a few hits up to two or three
games.

TERMINOLOGY

A1lit3, The 18..indi extension on cach side of thc
singles court used only in doubles play.

Back Alley. The area between the back bound-
ary line and long service line in doubles. This
area is 30 inches in depth and is used in both
singles and doubles.

Baseline. The back boundary line of the court
on both ends. (The long service line is 30
inches short of this line for doubles service
only.)

Base Position. The position approximately in
the center of the court which a player tries to
return to after making each shot.

Bird. Another word for shuttlecot.k. The com-
mon structure is nylon and for most tourna-
ment play, of goose feathers.

Block. Placing the racket in front of the bird is to
make it drop to the opponent's court. Very
little stroke movement is made in this shot.

Carry. Holding the bird on the racket during a
stroke. This is an illegal stroke.



Cross-court. A stroke lit, diagonally from one
side of the court to the other.

Double Hit. Hitting the bird twice on the same
shot. This is an illegal stroke.

Drive. A hard flat shot, which usually passes a
player close to the net or is a shot right at a
person.

Drop Shot. A bird which just cleared the net and
immediately starts to falLin the opponent's
court.

Fault. A viokuon of the rules.
Foot Fault. A violation of the rules in which the

feet of the server or receiver are not in the
position required by the rules. This could be
an illegal position (outside the receiving court
cr serving court by the server or receiver) or a
movement on the serve.

Hairpin Net Shot. Astroke made below the net
to just over the net with the bird dropping
close to the net on the other side.

inning. The time during which a player or team
is serving.

Kill Shot. A fast downward return which cannot
be returned.

Let. On the serve or during a rally when play
must be stopped due to interference from out-
side the court, when the players are not sure
of the call, if the shuttle hits the net and falls in
the proper court on the serve, it is i good
serve.

Love. A term used to indicate no score.
Match. A match is usually 2 out of 3 games.
Match Point. The point which. if won by the

server, wins the match.
Obstruction. This fault is called when a player

hinders or interferes with an opponent when
they are making a shot. It usually occurs when
a playerhas made a weak high shot and then
yells or waives hislher racket to distract the
opponent.

Overhead A stroke played from above the
playeec head.

Rally. The exchange of strokes when a shuttle is
in play.

Ready Position. The basic position that a Aver
takes just before the opponent serves. It is
isually taken w ith slightly bent knees and the
racket held about chest high.

Receiver. The player who is positioned in the
proper court and scheduled tp receive the ser-
vice.
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Round-the-head Shot. The forehand stroke
made on the backhand side of the body. Usu-
ally it is hit overnead and can be either a clear,
drop, or smash shot.

Second Service. The term used in doubles play
to indicate that one person has lost the service
and is down although the player's partner will
still take his/her turn.

Server. The player who delivers the service or
who is scheduled to do so.

Service Court. The area into which the service
must be delivered.'

Short Service Line. The line six and one-half feet
from the net that serves must get to in order to
be long enough to be legal.

Shuttle Cock. The official name for the shuttle or
bird.

Side-by-side Formation. A doubles formation
that is used where the players play primarily
on one-half of the court and cover their own
territory.

Side-in. This term refers to the side serving.
Side-out. This occurs wnen the side that is serv-

ing loses the serve and becomes the receiving
team.

Smash. The hard overhead btroke hit downward
with great force to the floor. It is a principle
point maker in badminton.

Underhand. A stroke made when the shuttle is
contacted below the level of the shoulders and
the racket is below the hand. It is usually used

or to hit the bird upward to cross the
net.

Wood Shot. The shot which results when the
shuttle is struck with the frame of the racket.
This is a legal shot.
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INTRODUCTION

Basketball is unique in the annals of
sports. It was developed to satisfy an ag-
gressive group of football players with
nothing to do until springtime in the New
England winters. It was in this setting that
Dr. James Naismith met this need. Basket-
ball is now one of sport's most popular
games. More people have witnessed bas-
ketball than baseball and football com-
bined. The 1982 NCAA championship
game played before over 60,000 people set
an indoor stadium record.

Basketball is played by two teams of 5
players each. The goal of each team is to
score a basket by throwing the ball into the
team's own basket while preventing the
opposing team from scoring. The thirteen
original rules of basketl5all are still basically
the same. Probably the most important
characteristic is the placement of the goal
area above the floor. This provided the chal-
ienge which has made the game what it is
today. What is the player's first impulse
when looking up at the goal? Most com-
monly, "Can I put it through the hoop?"

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

DRIBBLING

Dribbling is the only manner in which a
player may independently move die ball
down the court. To accomplish this, use a
soft touch with the fingers and wrist with a
slight forearm movement to push the ball
downward. Never slap at the ball. Always
keep-the head up so that other players can
be seen. The body should be in a flexed
position for better ball control. For protec-

CHAPTER 5

Basketball

GENE DOANE,
Seneca Valley High School,

Gaithersburg, MD

tion of the ball always keep the body be-
tween the ball and the opponent. When
tightly guarded keep the free forearm up to
ward off this pressure. There are two basic
forms of dribbling: high dribble for speed;
low dribble to protect the ball. Points to
remember when dribbling the ball are:

use both the right and left hand;
pass off the dribble;
keep the ball slightly out in front;
dribble to a stop and pivot;
dribble sharply to the right or left (change
of direction);
use a change of pace.

Dribbling Exercises
1. Dribble in a restricted area while chang-

ing speeds and directions. Vary the size
of the area.

2. Set up five obstacles, e.g., chairs, cones,
etc., and dribble weave around them.
Obstacles may be placed in a straight
line or in a random pattern.

3. Go 1 on i with Eire defender being pdb-
sive. Try to get from one point to another
within a relatively narrow lane. Vary the
lane width from approximately 10' to 5'
as skills improve.

4. Go 1 on 1 with the defender being ag-
gressive:

Self-testing
1. Speed dribble the length of the court and

back. How much time did it take and
how many dribbles were used?

2. Low dribble around five chairs 6 feet
apart and time how long it takes to
weave around and back again.

PASSING

Passing is the foundation for all scoring
plays; its importance is second only to
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Figure 1. Proper dribbling position.

shooting. The fundamental requirements
of every pass are that it be accurate, well-
timed, quick, and the proper type for that
situation. A passer must approach 100%
effectiveness to be considered a good pas-
ser.

The primary passes are the chest pass,
2-handed bounce pass, and the 2-handed
overhead pass. There are other passes like
the hook pass, baseball, and behind-the-
back that require more skill. For the chest
pas; hold the ball directly in front of the
body, chest high, with the fingers on the
sides of the ball and the thumbs in back
(parallel to each other). The elbows are
close to, but not against, the body. Push the
arms forward. Snap the fingers and wrist
with the weight shifting to the extended
foot as. the pass is executed by stepping
toward the receiver. An easy-to-handle
back spin is imparted at release. The bounce
pass is the same as the two-handed chest
pass except for the release. The ball should
strike the floor two-thirds of the way to the
receiver and bounce to waist height. The
overhead pass is one of the most effective
passes that a player can master. The ball is

held on each side and toward the back with
widespread fingers. The thumbs should be
pointed toward each other. With the ball
held over the head, the pass is begun by a
quick, sport step in the direction of the re-
ceiver. The ball is released by extending the
arms and-flicking the wrists and fingers
downward. Aim for the receiver's shoul-
ders. The follow-through causes the
thumbs to turn downward. The following
should be remembered when performing a
pass:

in the beginning, execute passes slowly;
emphasize correct form;
execute passes while in motion to a mov-
ing player while progressing;
always try to flit a receiver in the chest
area;
do not telegraph passes, which is un-
knowingly telling the opponent where
the pass will go in advance;
control the ball with the fingers;
put a back spin on the ball;
follow through.

Passing Exercises
1. Pass the ball to a target area approxi-

-mately chest -high on the- wall.
2. Two players pass the ball back and forth

while stationary and then Moving down
court using the chest pass, bounce pass,
or other types of passes.

Self-testing
1. Pass ten times to a chest high target at a

clistaime of 8', 14', 18'.
2. Repeat the above test. Keep track of the

time it takes to make those 10 passes and-
count the total number of times the
target was hit.

CATCHING

There are certain fundamental tech-,
niques that equally apply to the catching of
any pass. First, "see" the ball into the
hands. Second, the eyes should track the
ball in flight while the hands intercept and
give with the ball. What this does is permit
the hands, wrists, and arms to absorb the
impact of the ball, preventing a fumble.
Whenever possible a pass should be caught
with both hands, while stepping to meet
the ball. The following points should be
remembered when attempting a catch:

=
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Figure 2. The chest,pass.

:
Figure 3. The overhead pass.

r
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Figure 4. The bounce pass.

whenever possible catch the pass with
both hands;
see the ball into the hands;
step toward the passer with either foot;
extend both hands chest high in front of
the body;
the palms should be facing each other
with the fingers widespread;
catch the ball with the fingertips;
permit the arms to naturally give towarsl
the chest.

Catching Exercises
1. Have a teammate throw various passes.

Have the speed of the pass and the areas
of the body To whkh the pabb i thwwn
varied.

2. Turn your back to a teammate 15 feet
away. Have him/her throw a pass then
yell "ball." Upon hearing the sound,
turn, locate the ball, and catch it before it
hits the floor.

Self-testing
Stand 3 feet from the wall and bounce the

ball off the wall for 30 seconds, See how
many passes can be caught in this time,

SHOOTING

One skill everyone enjoys practicingip
shooting. It is without a doubt the main
offensive factor in the game. It is challeng-
ing to the individual to develop personal r

h

abilities to the point where he/she can be
considered a "great shooter."

The Lay-up
The lay-up shot is the first shot the bas-

ketball player learns. The ball is laid on a
spot about a foot and a half above the rim to
the right, left, or center of the board so that
the ball will fall into the basket. The palm of
the shooting hand should be facing the
backboard as the ball is released. Take off
(jump) on the foot opposite the shooting
hand. Be a high jumper, not a long jumper.
That means to jump as high as possible.
Extend the shooting arm and release the
ball at the hPight of the jump with a full arm
extension. When performing a shooting
exercise the following points should be re-
membered:

keep the eyes on the spot on the back-
board where the ball is going to be laid;
place the ball softly upon the backboard;
shoot left-handed on the left side and
right-handed on the right side;
whatever die speed used when ap-
proaching the basket the lay-up should
always be released with the same soft
touch.

Shooting Exercises
Two lines, one formed from the right and

one from the left, alternately dribble ond
shoot.
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Figure 5. Catching a pass.

a. Lay up with a soft touch. b. Take off on the foot opPosite the shooting hand.

Figure 6. The lay-up.
76
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Self-testing
Alternate shooting right- and left-

handed lay-ups for 60 seconds. Count the
number of shots attempted and the number
made.

The Free Throw
The free throw shot should become as

mechanical and reflexive as possible.
Therefore, all preliminary actions and foot
positions should be the same fcr every at-
tempt. Select one style and stay with it.
Move up to the line and set the feet in the
exact position that is always used for free
throws. Shoot to have the ball hit the mid-
dle of the target (rim). The ball should be
balanced in both hands about chest high in
the starting position. Take the ball up with
the shooting hand, With the elbow staying
in and the arm continuing through with a
full extension toward the basket. This is
done in one motion. Have a high release
with a good follow-through. When execut-
ing the free throw the following points
should be remembered:

II

relax, concentrate, and think of only this
shot;
control breathing by slowly inhaling and
exhaling;
spin the ball in the hands to kquire the
proper.feel before shooting;
bounce the ball on the floor a few times
before shooting to relax the arms and
body;
practice, practice, practice.

Shooting Exercises
Face a partner 9 feet away and practice

form by shooting to each other for 5 min-
utes. Move out 2 feet at a time until 15 feet
apart.

Self-testing
1. Shoot 100 free throws in a row daily.

Keep a record while striving for a 70%
average.

2. Shoot 25 one plus ones in which if the
first is missed the second is not received.
Total the number of first one plus ones
made.

Figure 7. Free throw shooting.

"



The Jump Shot
The jump shot is really an extension of

the one-handed set shot. The ball is held in
the fingers of the hand with the fleshy pads
of the palm rather than the center of the
palm touching lightly. This is where
"touch" comes from. The shooting hand i5
behind the ball, with the non-shooting
hand to the side of the ball to give better ball
control. Face the basket with the hips and
shoulders square with either a staggered
stance or parallel feet. The feet should be
shoulder width apart. Think in terms of
shooting the ball over the front rim into the
center of the hoop. The power for the shot
comes from the legs. Bending the knees to a
flexed position and good wrist action are
very important. Sight over top of the ball
with the elbow in toward the body.

One of the most important areas of shoot-
ing is rotation. This is achieved by bringing
the fingers under the ball when the wrist is
bent (flexed). Use good wrist action or snap
in every shot. As in. hitting a golf ball,
baseball, or tennis ball, the follow-through is
essential. A nice arm extension after the
shot creates good rhythm, good motion,
and makes for a smooth shot. Extend the
hand and fingers on the follow-through.
After release, the body should have a slight
forward lean.

At this point transfer these mechanics to
the jump shot. What is important in the
jump shot is not to jump too high, but to be
comfortable. The ball should be released a
split second before a personal peak is
reached, not at the peak of the jump. Know
personal range and do not go beyond it as
this will put a strain on motion. When
executing the jump shot the following
points should be remembered:

lay the ball in the hand with the fingers
comfortable and the thumb slightly up;
make sure the wrist is relaxed (if it isn't,
the fingers and thumb are probably
spread too wide);
keep the elbow in toward the-body;
flex the knees and lean slightly toward
the target;
have good wrist and finger action on the
follow-through for rotation;
have a high release for a high arc;

,^
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release the ball a split second before the
peak of the jump is attained;
make sure the jump is a comfortable one;
concentrate.

Shooting Exercises
1. Stand 2 feet in front of the rim and place

the ball in a correct shooting position.
Now_shoot as many times as necessary
to develop the proper release.

2. In the same position as above, jump.
After each shot back up one step until
out of range. Now work back one step at
a time. Repeat.

Self-testing
1, Shoot from 5 spots on the court working

from the right baseline to the left
baseline. Shoot 20 shots at each spot and
record the percentage at each spot.

2. Have a teammate rebound after each
shot. Shoot for 60 seconds at each spot
and see how many shots are done and
how rnady are made. This is a quickness
drill.

, Figure 8. Hand position for the jump shot.

;
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Figure 9. Knee flex for set shot.

REBOUNDING

Two of the most important aspects of re-
bounding are timing and balance. To main-
tain balance a wide, strong base from which
movement is made must be established.
The knees should be slightly bent, the hips
lowered, with the body braced to receive
contact should it occur. The elbows should
be held wide at shoulder level with the
upper arms parallel to the floor. The
forearms and hands are held high in a verti-
cal position. The hands are facing the bas-
ket with the fingers spread. Have the body
lean slightly forward with the weight on the
balls of the feet.

The timing of the jump is very critical. It
is even more important than the height of
the jump. What must be known is the
height and direction of the rebound. Con-
sidering this, the rebounder jumps into the
ball. The ball should be caught at the high-
est point of the jump. The legs and elbows
should be spread wide with the buttocks

-extended for maximum room. Catch the
ball with one hand above aritdbhe below it.
Land with the feet and elbows Wide and the
hips low with the buttocks pushed out.

Figure 10. Follow-through for the jump shot.

Bring the ball into the chest for protection.
Some points to consider for offensive re-
bounding are:

great ccncentration is required as well as
a desin: to get the ball;
try to determine the rebound area of the
ball (shots from the right usually go to the
left if missed and vice versa);

o maneuver around a player who tries to
block hisiher opponent out;
if unable to attain possession of the
try to tip it until possession can be
gained.

Important rebounding ppints to consider
are:

take a wide, arms out, feet apart stance
facing the basket.
don't follow the flight of the bail im-
mediately but concentrate on the oppo-
nent and then pick up the ball;
pivot in `front of the opponent, blocking
hislher path to the basket;
after sighting the 'ball, time the(jump so
as to reach it at the peak of the 'jump;
go for it, high, wide, and with'authority.
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Figure= The jump shot.

80
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Figure 12. Rebounding form.



Rebounding Exercises ,
1. Stand in front of the backboard and toss

the ball off it, while timing the jump to
reach the ball at a peak.

2 Work with another player, one defen-
sive rebounding the other offensive. The
offensive player loss'e the ball against
the backboard. Players can switch poSi-,
tions. ,

Self-testing
1. Place the bill in a Circle at the free'throw

area'. 'Face the ball with another player
behind the body. See if the other player
an be blocked away from the La for 60
seconds.

2. Stand on the doV line in the 3-secohd -
lane facing midcrtirt. Have a shooter
move atound and,take shots aiming for
the rim. Turn, locate thf ball, and go for
the rebound. Ste how many can be got-
ten before the ball hits the floor.

3-. Jump and touch the rim or net re"-
peatedlS, 6 times without shlfting Weight
or floor position. Rest 10 seconds, then
repeat. Do, this ten times.

SAFiTY

In basketball;as in most spórts, the best
methol of self;protection is physical fit-
ness. Basketball is ail all-out fast-paced
game that requires the body to be gradually.
worked into shape. Since many injurieg
occur due ,,to lack of warm-up, it is very
important to properly warm up before prac-
tke and games. Flexibility exercises are vital
to an athlete play ing basketball due to the
violent quick stops and starts as well a the
effects of constant jumping and twisting.
All the sliding to the right and left on de-
fense causes severe strain in the groin area.
Therefore stretching is very irnportanoth.
before and after practice.

The eyes can be protected with spec:.1
goggles or by switching to contacts.(if glas:
ses are worn). Shoes are the most'irfipor-
rant part of a playes equipment. Make
sure that shoes fit properly and wear two
pairs of socks to cut down on friction. Socks
should be white. In case of a blister, the dye ,-
from a colored sock can cause an infea" n.
To avoid early seaston 'blisters andttscle

n. A
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pulls, do not start yactice with new shoes.
Try to gradually break ta..:m in before prac-
tice. This will help prevent blisters and
ankle sprains. Check the playing area for
dangerous objects such as unpadded posts,
backboards with no pads, or loose b&rds in
the floor, etc. When outside, check for ob-
jects rch as rocks and glass.

RULES

The playing court is a rectangular surface
with dimensions not greater than 94 feet by
'SO feet. There should be two backboards

, (one at eachend of the court) with rims and
nets. The rim is to be 10 feet from theofloor.
The official ball is made of leather or a syn-
thetic material. Its sircumference is be-
tween 30" to 291/2", with a weight of be-

tween 20-22 ounces.
A basketball team consists of fivse players,

usually) divided between the following po-
sitions:

centerthe player who is the tallest or
best leaper usually plays this position; he
or she Will jump center at each quarter.
forwardsthere, are two players in this
position; they' are generally good re-
bounders with one of them being a good
shooter while the other one excels on
defense;
guardsthere are two, with bne being a
shootthg guard (called 2-guard) and the
other being the point guard (the Point
guard sets up and runs the offense).
The game of basketball in the high school

con.ists of four quarters of 8 minutes dura-
tion. The game is started with a jump ball at
midcourt,which is taken by the centers. All
other players must be outside the circle and_
be tationary. Each quarter is startvl this
way. The team tfitt gains the tap is on of-
fense and will attack in the direction its'

,.:center was faciniat the toss of the ball.
Play continues uninterrupted until a rule

infraction occurs, or the ball is passed out-
of-bounds. When a basket is wored, play
continues kminteri apted as the other team
brings the ball immediately in-bounds and
goes to the other end of the court in an
attempt to score.

Two points are awarded for each success-
ful field goal. On a field goal attempt where

-82
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g
Rectangular backboard
is 72" wide.

Fan-shar.-.1%..,..'kboard
g tis 54" wide.

2" wide by ,, 4--
3" deep

If court is less than 74' long it should
In divided by two lines, each parallel

to and 40' from 04, farther endline.

Division 1
4, 3, I 3, 11 3, 6' radius Line

outside

'Le (

.
qi-
L._____`18, 10"1----01

---4119' to center
of circle

2-inch line

6 feet radius
outside

Optimum length 84' inside.
All lines shall be 2" wide (neutral zones excluded).

1

2' radius
inside

2" wide by
8" deep

28

12" wide by
8" deep

The color of the lane space marks and neutral zcne
marks shall contrast with the color of the bounding
lines. The midcourt marks shall be the same cohr
as the boundinf lines.

Left end
shows
large
backboard.

Minimum of 3 Feet
Preferably 10' of unobstructed space
outside. If impossible to provide 3
feet, a narrow broken 1" line should
be marked inside the court parallel
with and 3' inside the boundary.

Semicircle Broken Lines
For the broken line semicir-
cle in the free throw lane, it is
recommended there be 8
marks 16" long and 7 spaces
14" long.

Diagram 1. Regulation basketball court.

one fouled in the act of shooting, a bonus
free throw is awarded. If, however, an at-
tempted field goal was unsuccessful two
free throws would be awarded. Each team
is put into a bonus one plus one, after the
fifth team foul. When shooting the une plus
one, two free throws are not awarded.

When it becomes necessary for an official
to stop play due to a rnie infraction, the
clock is stopped. After the infraction has
been dispensed, play res mes.

For further explanatio of the rules of
basketball, the reader is r ferred to the cur-
rent rulebook of the Nati nal Federation of
High School Associations.'

STRATEGY

The primary function of an offense is to
obtain a high percentage shot. The primary
attack is generally employed by two or
three players, while the other two or three
use tactics to distract their opponents atten-
tion away from the focal point of the attack.

t53

Right end shows
small backboard.

Rebound responsibility, defense balance,
and secondary shooting, etc., must also be
carried out.

There are as many different approaches
to offense as there are coaches to teach it.
What is important is that they should be
based on sound fundamentals and utilize
the abilities of each player to best advan-
tage.

Defensive strategy is based on individual
defensive fundamentals and must be coor-
dinated so that players function as a unit
whether evenly matched with an opponent
or not. Each team must be prepared to react
to every offensive tactic. To accomplish this
strategy they must have mental alertness,
aggressiveness, hustle, and anticipation,
among other things.

EQUIPMENT

Basketball clothing consists primarily of
shorts, a shirt, and shoes. The iiiportance
of comfortable, perfect-fitting shoes that



grip the fluor firmly Lan nott overstressed.
There is no article of wearing apparel more
important to a player. The shoe should
have one-half inch at the end of the shoe.
This is to permit roorn for the big toe to
nun e %. hen making thuse quick turns and
sudden stops. A player must determine if
the shoe is to be primarily worn indoors or
outdoors. Should play occur indoors a sof-
ter rubber sole should be used, while in
outdoor play a harder rubber sole should be
used.

TERMINOLOGY

Bounce Pass. A two-handed or one-handed
do ow to another player which rebounds off
the floor about two.thirds of the distance away
from the passer.

Changing Directions. To dart quickly from
right to left or vice versa.

Follow-through. The continuation of body
movement after the ball is shot or passed.

Foul. An infraction of the rules, which is
charged and penalized.

Free Throw. An unguardid shot at tht basket
which is awarded to a player fouled in the acr
of shooting or when the fouling team is over
the team limits on fouls.

High Dribble. For speed in an open court area.
Jump Shot. A shot executed while the shooter is

in the air.
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Lay-up. To gently place the ball above the rim
onto the backboard.

Low Dribble. Dribble used for protection of the
ball in congested areas.

Overhead Pass. A two-handed throw to another
player which is initiated from above the head.

Passing. To throw the ball either two-handed or
one-handed to another player.

Pivot. The act of turning by lifting one foot off
the floor and turning on the ball of the other
foot to face in a different direction.

Rebounding. To jump up and catch the ball after
it missed its mark and bounced off the rim or
backboard.

Rotation. The back spin that is imparted on the
basketball as it is released.

Shooting. To throw the ball at the target, in this
instance, the basket.

Take-off Foot. The foot opposite the shooting
hand on a lay-up that is used for pushing off
the floor.

Touch. The feel tor the ball in the fingertips.

.
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

Bowling may be enjoyed by all indMdu-
als regardless of age and size. In its simplest
form, bowlingis a game in which a player
(bowler) attempts taknock-down ten bowl-

--infOins by4olling a ball some 60 feet down
a smooth, level lane. A game consists of ten
frames with a maximum score of 300.
Knocking all pins down with a legal first
ball is called a strike (X), and knocking all
the pins down with two balls is called a
spare (/). If neither a strike nor spare is
made, then it is either a miss, open, blow,
or split.

HISTORY

Bowling may be one of the oldest non-
comba tive sports. Egyptian children med
small round stones to knock over sticks or
tall stones in a form of bowling about 7000
years ago. The Italian game of Bocci, bowl-
ing a ball at a target ball on the grass, dates
back to 50 B.C. Early Polynesians in the
Pacific had a game which resembled bowl-
ing as they used flat stones to knock over
other stones or sticks, their alley was 60 feet
long (the same as the distance from our
foulline to the head pin in our present ten-
pin game).

Around 1100 A.D. the Kiag of England
outlawed bowling-on-the-green since men
were bowling-on-the-green too much and
not practicing archery. During the 15005
Rev. Martin Luther standardized the rules
for the popular game of nine-pins. Flowling
was brought to this country by settlers from
Holland in the early1600s. Many cities had
places :or bowling-on-the-green. Bowling
moved between buildings (alleys), then the
lanes were covered and became so popular

0

CHAPTER 6

Bowling

NORMAN E. SHOWERS,
Southern Illinois University,

Edwardsville, IL

later on that some New England legisla-
tures outlawed the game of nine-pins be-
cause too many people were betting on the
game. Shortly thereafter an enterprising
man added a !enth pin, changed the pin
Vositioning, increased the width of the
lane, endclevised- the present ten-pin
game.

Attempts to standardize the ten-pin
game failed until a group of men met irr
New York City in 1895 and formed the
American Bowling Congress (ABC) which
governs all aspects of the game. The Wom-
en's International Bowling Congress

.-(WIBC) organized in 1916 in St. Louis, Mis-
souri governs women bowlers. The Ameri-
can Junior Bowling Congress (AJBC)
started in 1941 in Chicago, Illinois to ac-
commodate student-age bowlers. Other or-
ganizations such as the, National Bowling
Council (NBC), the Professional Bowlers
Association (PBA), and the Women's Pro-
fessional Bowlers Association (WPBA)
were later gstablished to promote bowling
at various levels. The Bowling Hall of Fame
and Museum, located in St. Louis, Mis-
souri, includes lanes, equipment, pictures,
etc. from the pdst. More than 60,000,000
bowlers make this sport the largest partici-
pant sport in the United States, of which
More than 11,000,000 are regular league
bowlers. Annual tournaments sponsored
by the ABC (men) and the WIBC (women)
involvc more than 35,000 participants in
each tournament making them the largest
participant tournaments in the world.

GOALS

The goal of bowlers is to bowl a perfect
game (300) with 12 consecutive strikes in a
row. An immediate goal within feach of
most,bowlers is a 200 game. Top flight bowl-
ers usually cowilf a 200 average per game.

o
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Aiming
Arrows

41-42"

--- 60'

Diagrnn 1. Ten-pin bowling lane.

8 7

Foulline

--- 12' Dots

-- 15' Dots



36"

36"

-4-- 12" iv-

Diagram 2. Nine-p
i

Scores depend upon consistency and accu-
racy. Studies done by N. Showers' and R.
Showers2 on league bowlers, dem-
onstrated that men bowling a 200 average
or a woman bowling a 190 average occurred
about one time out of every 1000 bowlers.
The average league-average for a man is
about 154 and for a woman is 126.3

'Showers, Norman E. "A Statistical Analysis of
Bowling Averages (Men)." Illinois Journal of Health,
Physthal Education and Recreation. Fall, 1975.

2Showeis, Robert G. "A Study of Certain Factors
' Affecting Bowling Performance of Female Bowlers."

Illinois Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recrea-
tion. Winter, 1970.

3Showers, Norman E. "informal Study of 40,0(K)
Men and Women League Bowling Averages." 1975..
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in bowling lane.
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SKILLS AND 4CEINIQUES

,There are many different ways to bowl.
kach individual will have his/her own style;
however, there are better ways to become
more proficient.

PROPER STANCE AND HOLDING ME BALL

Witb a properly fitted,bell and shOes, a
stance should be assumed that permits
freedom of movement while maintaining
body balance. First, Stand so that the body
wt...ght is evenly distributed on both feet
(see Figure 1),. This is done by keeping both
feet even. If one foot is-placed forward, the

88
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Figure 1. Starting stance, side view.

body will usually turn, which may cause a
problem.

Second, hold the ball so that some of
the baR weight is supported in the non-
throwing hand. Put the thumb and fingers
all thevay into the. ball. This will permit a
more relaxed grip and better ball control
during the pushaway.

Third, keep the wrist and forearm in a
straight line. The wrist should be straigl
and firm, not rigid. Do not cup the ball o
bend the wrist. Keeping the wrist straight
and fhm permits a better pushaway and
allows the ball to swing close to the body.

Fourth, hold the ball near Waist level
and next to the body (see Figure 1). The
ball may need to be held at about chest
level. Holding the ball near the chin or
higher is not desirable as the weight of the
ball, dropping the extra 1-11/2 feet, can
create balance and delivery problems
B'ending forward is the least effective way
to hold the ball is this method, coupled
with the weight of the ball, tends to cause
severe body control problems. Holding the
ball close to the body is most desirable.

Holding ,the ball away from the body may
cause the body to lurch forward on the first
step.

PUSHAWAY

A properly executed pushaway is ex-
tremely important. The pushaway deter-
mines, in most cases, how well the bowler
will walk to the foulline and, how well the
ball will be released. Hold the ball in close to
the body, about waist high (no higher than
chest high), with the thumb and fingers
completely in the ball, wrist straight on the
outside (see Figure 2a), elbows next to the
side with the ball partially supported by the
non-throwing hand. Now, without walk-
ing, push the ball forward and down so that
the ball swings freely; keep the arm relaxed;
let the weight of the ball work for you. As
the ball comes down and back, the wrist
should be straight (see Figures 2b and 2c).

What is done at the beginning of the
pushaway will affect the rest of the ap-
proach, delivery, follow-through, and the
final pin fall.

WHICH TARGLT? SPOT OR PINS?

The selection of the aiming target is most
important. There are two basic targets.
(I) Spot (arrow) bowling is looking at and
rolling the ball over one of the small trian-
gular darts beyond the foulline. Keep an
eye on the target arrow until the ball is
released.

The most advantageous, arrow for a
right-handed player is the second arrow
from the right side. For the left-handed
bowler it is the second arrow from the left.
Studies completed by N. Showers4 anct R.
Showers5 revealed that spot bowlers aver-
aged at least 10 pins per game more than pin
bowlers. The idea is that a target some 12-15
feet away is easier to hit than pins 60-63 feet
away. The bap goes straight most the
way down the lane before curving so a
player does not have to make allowance for

"Showers, Norman E, "A Study of Certain Factors
Affecting Bowling Performance (Male)." Illinois Jour-
nal of Health, Physical Echicallon, and Recreation. Winter,
1970.

55howers, Robert G., 1970.
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Diagram 3. Target arrows for the right-handed
and the left-handed bowlers.

a curve in the same way as when pin bowl-
ing. (2) Pin bowling is looking at the pin or
pins as the ball is released. When pin bowl-
ing, allow for the ball curve which usually
means looking somewhere different than
where the ball is to be hit.

APPROACH

When the bowler is in the correct stance,
has the pusha way ready, and is !coking at
the proper target arrow, the next phase is to
determine how many steps should be
taken. The best bowlers use either 4 or 5
steps. ..

Prior to trying the 4- or 5-step approach,
the player must determine how far away
from the foulline to begin the steps. This is
done by starting at the foulline and faking
41/2 normal walking steps for a 4-step ap-
proach or 51/2 steps for a 5-step approach
away from the foulline. Most females will
have their starting position at or near the
12-foot dots, and males will usually start
about halfway between the 12-foot and 15-
foot dots and tales using 5 steps beginpear
the15- foot dots. When pacing steps be sure
to take normal walking steps. The extra half
step is for the slide during the final step.

.>
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(Steps in bowling are not really steps, they
should be more like a shuffle. If a bowler
lifts hislher feet off the floor more than a

. fraction of an inch, tho player tends to lose
balance which causes problems.) Practice
the walk at home without a ball.

4-step Approach
The sequence of a 4-step approach is very

rhythmical. Keep the eyes focused on the
target arrow, the second arrow from the
channel. Step 1. The ball is held near waist
high, as mentioned befote, then the ball
and starting foot (right foot for right-
hand rs, left foot for left-handers) move at
the same time. The first step should be short,
just e ough to get the momentum started.
Step 2. The second step continues with the
ball still moving in a forward and down-
ward movement and beginning back-
ward. The second step is longer than the
first step and a little faster. Step 3: This step .
has more momentum, the ball continues its
backward arc and reaches its highest point
(it should not be higher than shoulder
level). Step 4; This is the final step and
includes tfie slide. Tht ball is now moving
forward in its downward arc and continues
forward through the release. The sliding
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a. b.

d.

C.

Figure 2. Moe 4:step approach (side view).

e.



foot should.be Mraight and facing toward
the target. The upper body should be lean-
ing forward from the waist (not bent or
hunched). The balance should be on the
shding foot with the knee bent, the trailing
foot should be off the floor. The arm should
continue the follow-through, with the
middle fingers bent into the palm and the
arm staying on the same side of the body
(not across the body). It is very important
that the eyes be focused on the target arrow
all the time during the approach. Continue
to watch the ball as it crosses over the target
and stay at the foulline until the ball is seen
to hit the pins (often a player is off-balance
at the foulline; one of the causes is taking
the eyes off the target as the ball is re-
leased).

The 5-step Approach
The 5-step approach approximates the

4-step with the exception that when start-
ing, the first step is started and then the ball
is started forward. The final step-slide
movement is similar to picking up all object
on the floor by stepping forward, bending
the knee and swinging the arm down, and
picking up the object while continuing the
arm movement.

RELEASE AND FOLLOW-THROUGH

A very important part of bowling is the
proper release of the ball and the arm
follow-through. Even though the ball is re-
leased jast after the bottom of the arm
swing, the follow-through is a continuation
of the total movement. The ball path, rota-
tion on the ball, and accuracy are all af-
fected by proper arm swing and follow-
through. The arm from which the ball is
released should continue in an arc (pen-
dulum style) so that the arm does not cross
the body. Proper arm swing and follow-
through permits the ball to be properly re-
leased off the fingers; these in turn impart
the proper rotation to the ball.

DELIVERY

The four main delivery styles are the
curve, hook, backup (reverse curve), dnd
straight ball releases. The hook ball or curve
ball are the best deliveries. Bowlers who
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use the hook ordcurve ball release aver-
age 10-15 pins higher than those players
IN ho use the backup delivery and abou: 20
pins better than those who use the straight
ball. The main reason is the action of the
ball w hen hitting the pins and this action is
caused by proper hand, arm, and finger
action at the release point. Until the player
becomes proficient, he:she should concen-
trate on the ball release which approxi-
mates the handshake release, then con-
tinue the arm movement forward and up
(see Figures.2c and 2d). The arm should be
relaxed and the grip firm but not rigid.

STARTING POSITIONS

There are seven basic positions that per-
mit nearly all of the spares to be made.
Learn these starting positions. As the
player becomes more proficiern some final
adjustments may be necessary. All refer-
ences made are to the placement of the right
foot for right-handed bowlers and for the
left foot for left-handed bowlers. Use the
best angle and lane width possible. The
center of the foot should be placed on the
same board as the starting dot.

The key to this system is to walk in the
same straight line that is being faced as
noted by the foot position and dotted line.
When a right-hander is trying for the strike,
2-, 4-, 5-, or 7-pin leave, he/she faces square
to the foulline and walks straight ahead. A
left-hander walks straight ahead when at-
tempting the strike, 3-, 5-, 6-, or 10-pin
leave. When a right-harlder attempts the
right side spares (3, 6, 10) he/she should
walk in the same lirection that he/she is
facing. Left-hander trying for the left side
spares (2, 4, 7) neec to face in the direction
of rlierr walk. Alwa3Is roll the ball the same
way; do not alter the delivery style-,

. There are times when a player needs to
"bowl at a pin that is not standing. Deter-
mine where the pins and ball will deflect.
Some of the types of combinations of spares
are as follows: strike positions-generally
when the 5-pin is in the set-up such as 5,
5-8, 5-9, 1-5-9, 1-5-8; 2-pirt1-2, 2-8, 1-2-10,
1-2-8, 4-5, 5-10, 2-4-5-8; 3-pin-3, 3-9,
1-3-9, 3-5-6-9, 5-7, 5-6; 4-pin-4, 2-7, 4-7,

,4-7-8 2-10, 5-pin -same as striker 6-1

Pin-6, 3-10, 6-9-10, 6-10, 3-7; 7-pin -7',

9 2
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Diagram 4. Ball paths for the left-
handed bowler (B-back-up, C-curve,

H-hook, S-strthght).

4-10, 4-7-10; 8-pinsame as 2-pin;
9-pinsame as 3-pin, 10-pin-10, 6-10,
6-7, 6-7-10.

STRIKES OR SPARES: WHICH IS MORE
IMPORTANT?

Obviously Strikes are what the game is all
about, but most players do not get many
.strikes, so spares become a very important
part of the game. As previously noted, until
bowlers average 200, they will.be trying for
many more spares per game than they will
strikes. There is a saying, "Get your spares,
and strikes will take care of themieives."
The more accurately spares are made, the
more accurately will strikes eventually be
made.

1

Diagram 5. Ball paths for the right-
handed bowler (B-backup, C-curvei,

H-hook, S-straight).

There are certain kinds of spare leaves
that almost defy being made; the object is to
knock over as many pins as possible. Pin
combinations that fall i4to this category are:
8-10; 7-9; 7-10; 4-6; 4-6=7-10.

PRACTICE

As noted in the bowling studies com-
pleted by the Showers brothers, the more
one practices andlor the more leagues ;in
which a player bowls, the better his/her -sr-

erage. For the average bowler tliis means
two or three practice games and two to
three leagues per week. When practicing,
do not worry about scores but keep track of
the completed frames. Attempt either the
10-pin or 7-pin, or 4-pin or 6-pin, or 2-pin
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Diagram 6. Left-hander's placement
of IA foot for various pin leaye

positions.

Foulline

Basic Pin
Leaves
and

Direction
of

Walk

ur 3-pin w ith the first ball and then attempt
a strike with the second ball since the head
pin should be left and other pins should be
remaining. When practicing, be sure that
positive action is being done, do not perfect
an imperfection- by continuing to do
something that is mechanically poor. Each
bowling establishment has a person qual-
ified to help.

COMMON MULTS

The most common fau ts for a bowler to
look for are as follows: three steps, pin
bowling, straight or backup ball delivery,
walking too fast, walking too slow, turning
the sliding foot, throwing the ball too hard,
throwing the ball too slow, bending or
slumping at the waist, leaning backward,
leaning to either side, dropping the shoul-
der, holding the ball too high, holdihg the
ball too low, no pushaway, no backgwing,
missing the spot, using the wrong angle for
spares, standing up too straight at the foul-
line, not bending the sliding foot knee at the
foulline, not keeping the body balanced, no
follow-through, hqpping or skipping when

er..
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Diagram 7. Right-hander's

placement of right foot for various:pin
leave positions.

w diking, sw inging the ball around the back;
not using the proper weight ball; noj hav-
ing the ball fitted to the hand's size. These
are the most important. All bowler'will
have some of these faults but every player
should attempt to minimize them. Have a
qualified person tawatch the player's bowl-
ing performance.

PLAYING THE LANES

An experienced bowler ,will learn to de-
termine how the lanes pre to be played.
First of all, keep in mina how the ball is
bowled on the best lane in the regular bowl-
ing establishment. When attempting to
bowl and after warming up, compare re-
sults with how the good lanes worked; then
make any adjustments. If the lanes are
slow, keep the same target arrow and ad-
just the starting foo. position 2-3 boards to
the right for left-handers and 2-3 boards to
the left for right-handers. If the lanes are
slic'k (fast) make adjustments 2-3 boards to
the right for a right-hander or 2-3 boards to
the left for a left-hander from the normal
starting positions. Shadow balls are an ex-
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tellent methud to help determine w hether
the lanes are fast, slow, or just right.

Remember that lane conditions may
change dunng a bowling sessiun. As more
players bowl, the lane dressing changes,
w hich vill usuall!, cause a "breakdo'An" of
the.surface dressing w hich in turn causes
the ball to, have niore curve.

ANALYZE THE GAME
a

When bowling, keep a mental or physical
record of what pins are continually left
standing after the first ball. Ligh(hits not
hitting the pocket well mean that the
player's starting. position needs .o be
moved a couple of boards toward the out-

. side of the normal starting position.If cross-
pin or hitting high on the

head pin, move the starting position to-
ward the center orthe lane 2-3 boards.
Some causes may be throwing the ball too
hard (light hits) or too slow (high hits) or
taking the eyes off the target.

SAFETY

Safety considerations in bowling are
rather minimal, as can be seen below.
1. Pick up the ball ivith both hands on the

side of the ball. Picking up the ball wifh
the hand exposed to an oncoming ball
may result in a smashed hand.

*2. Be careful of practice swings. '

3. Wear loose-fitting clothes. Tigl)t-fittirig
clothes restrict movements.

4. Don't step in liquids. Getting the sliding
shoe wet cause the player to stop
tOo quick! .

5. Make sure, the thumb and finger holes
are not tight.

6. It is a good idea to test the sliding area on
the approach prior to bowling.

RULES

The game of bowling has many rules.
Some of the ,more common ones are.
1. Fouling. Many players step over the

foulline or touch a wall or support be-
yond the foulline. These are fouls even
though the automatic foul light detector
does not activate. Players and/or team

members should call a foul just as if the
foul detector had been activated. Delib-
erate fouls may disqualify a player.

2. Sandbagging. Players who deliberately
bowl a low score may be banned from
league and/or tournament bowling.

3. Illegal Pin Fall. If the ball goes off the
bowling lane surface for any reason and
then comes back on to the lane surface

'and knocks over any pins, those pins
must be respotted or not counted. Often
a ball thrown into the channel (gutter)
will bounce out and knock over the 7- or
10-pin. If a pinsetterAhocks over any
pins left standing o/Veyen if a pin is
touched by the pin'setter while the pin is
falling down, the pin or pins must be
respotted or not counted. This often
happens wfien a pin moves off spot after
the first ball in a frame.

2

ETIQUETTE

Bowlin-g has some unwritten customs or
etiquette. Those which are most common:
are listed below.
1. "Be ready to bowl when it is your turn.
2. Do not talk to a,player who is ready to ,

bowl.
3. Wait your turn. Make sure tile bcrwlers

on the Wes next to you are not ready to
bowl.'

4. Use your own ball.
5. Stay on your approach.
6. Do n6t foul.
7. Make sure the pips are ready.
8. Do not" put powder orother foreign
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substances on your shoes.
. Make sure there are no liquids on the

soles Of your bowling shoes.
10.. Do not loft the ball.
11. Always exhibit good sportsnianship.

SCORING

Boivling has'its own unique scoring sys-
tem. Once the process is understood, scor-
ing is not as difficult as it may seem. Exam-
ine the rules for scoring (see terminology
for definitions).
1. A strike (X) counts as 10 plus a bonu; of 2

balls (pins knocked down with the nextj
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-

10+ 5 5 + 3 10 + 0 '0 + 6 5 + 0 10+10+8 10+8+2 10 + 10 10+10+1 10+10+10

15 + 8 +.10 + 6 + 5 + 28 + 20 +20 + 30 + 30

Diagram 8. How to score the game.

two balls). Exception occurs in the tenth
frame when awarded two more balls for
making a.strike with the first ball. (Con-
secutive strikes are denoted with a small
2.)

.. 2. A spare (I) counts as 10 plus a bonus of
ode ball (pins knocked down with the
next ball). Exception occurs in the tenth
frame; no bonus is permitted on a last
ball spare.

3. Miss, open, glow pr split not converted
into a sparecount only the total pins
knocked down with both balls in the
frame.

4. 4foul counts as zero (0) for that ball.
Now examine the game score given in

Diagam 8.
Frame 1-7 pins knocked down with first

ball, 3 pity; with second ball. ThiS.counts
as a spare (/). Frame total is 15 (10 + 5 for
first ball in second franie).

Frame 2-5 pinr, with first ball plus 3 pins
with second ball. Total for frame is 5 + 3
= 8. Cumulative score is 15 + 8 = 23.

Frame 3:-9 eins"with first ball, 1 pin with
second ball counts as a spare (1). Score in
frame is 10 + 0 (foul on first ball in fotirth
frame). Total score is 23 + 10 = 33.

Frame 4-0 pins With first ball (foul) plus 6
pins with secOnd ball. Total for frame is 0
+ 6 = 6. Cumulative score is 33 + 6 = 39.

Frame 5Total for frame Is 5 (5 with first
ball, 0 with second ball). Grand total is 39
+ 5 = 44,

2 3 4 5

Frame 6Strike with first ball. Score for
frame is 28 (10 + next two balls which is 10
(strike in seventh frame),,4:8 (first ball in
eighth frame)]. Grand total is 44 + 28 =
72.

Frame 7Strike with first bali. Score for
frame is 20 [l) for strike + 10 for spare (8
+ 2) in eighth frame]. Grand total for
frame is 72 + 20 = 92. (Note: Score for a
frame is automatically 20 when a strae is
followed by a spare.)

Frame B'-8 pins with first ball and 2 pins
withisecond ball ior a spare. (The large 0
in th4mall box denotes.a split which was
picked up for spare.) Score for frame is
20. (Note: Score for a frame is automati-
cally 20 when spare is followed by a
strike.) Grand total is 92 + 20 = 112.

Frame 9Strike with first ball. Score in
frame is 30 (10 + 10 + 10). (Three consecu-
tive strikes count as an automatic 30 since
the player receives 10 + next two balls .
which were 'also strikes.) Gidnd total is
112 + 30 = 142.

Franie 10Three consecutive strikes. Score
in frame is 30 (10 + 10 + 10). (Three con-
se utive strikes ,is an automati 30.)
Bo us balls are allowed only fcfjfirst
strike. Final game score is 142 + 30 172.

T your scoring skill with the pra tice
game. The answer is in the diagnostic quiz
Good luck.

6 7 8 9 10

is
You

I71/ t
LE 1314I LA 16V 3 5 1 713 JK81/j4
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' b
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Diagram 9. What is the game saire?
-96
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STRATEGY

Bowling has strategy but is different from
other sports. There is no defense in bowl-
ing; it is an offensive-based sport. A bowler
can not be kept from taking hislher turn, so
other considerations become paramount
e.g., placing players in certain positions in
the team lineup. Usually the best player is
listed last (anchor), position; the next best
usually bowls first and the lowest average
player is in the middle with the other
players either second or fourth. Another
consideration occurs in the last framees the
bowlers take their turns; the player on the
right bowls first and this may be important
if the game is close.

Additional sirategy occurs when certain
types of splits are attempted, When in
doubt, always try to get as many pins as
possible. Examples are splits such as the
7-10, 4-6, 8-10, 7-9, awl 4-6-7-10. These
splits are next to impossible to convert into
spares, so try for the count, that is, the sure
pins. The only time to attempt these split-
spares is if the game depends on making

ON I

"4 to
a.

the spare which usually occurs only if the
player is the last person to bowl.

EQUIPMENT

A big advantage in bowling is that all
bowling centers have available equipment.
Bowling balls are furnished at no cost and
bowling shoes may be rented. However,
after bowling for a more extensive period, it
is advisable to purchase a ball and shoes.
Studies completed by N. Showers6 and R.
Showers' revealed that players who cwned
shoes averaged about 5 pins more per
game, and players who owned a ball aver-
aged about '10 pins more per game than
players who did not own bowling shoes or
a ball.

A properly fitted ball and shoes are a
must if one wishes to bowl well. Most bowl-
ing centers have a resident pro to help with
equipment.

6Showers, Norman E., 1970.
7Showers, Robert G., 1970.
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Figurea. Fitting the ball: (a) conventional
grip; (b) semi-fingertip grip; (c) fingertip grip.



SHOES

Bowling shoes should be the same size as
street shoes. Bowling shoes have rubber
heels and a composition sole for sliding
Some shoes have a leather sole for sliding
on one shoe and a rubber sole 'for traction
on the other. Most rental shoes use compo-,.

sition soles.

MLL

Bowling balls come in assorted weights,
colors, and hardnesses. The conventional
(3-finger) grip is recommended because
bowlers usually do not have the necessary
control to master the special grips such as
the semi-fingertip or the fingertip until
their league average is at least 180. When
selecting a ball, two things should be con-
sidered. weight, size of thumb and finger
holes. Ball weights will vary from the usual
10 pounds to 16 pounds (maximum). Some
balls are even lighter in weight. As a ball is
selected, find the heaviest weight ball that
can personally be handled. high school
girls, 10-12 pounds; high school boys, 12-16
pounds; junior high school girls, 9-12
pounds; junior high boys, 11-14 pounds.
After selecting the proper weight, insert the
thumb all the way inthe thumb should be
able to move in and out with easedo not
bend the thumba thumb hole that is just
larger than the thumb is needed, with the
thumb all the way in the thumb hole,

. stretch .the hand across the ball so that the
middle two fingers extend over the finger
holes. The first finger joints should extend
about 3/4 inch beyond the near edge
(nearest the thumb hole) of the finger
-holes, hold the ball alongside the-body. The
ball weight should not be too noticeable
and the ball should hang on the hand. The
bowler should not have to squeeze or bend
the thumb or fingers; helshe should have
no more space between the palm and the
ball surface than the thickness of the little
finger. Swing the ball along the side of the
body, the ball should feel comfortable. A
note of caution. a ball that fits correctly will
not feel heavy; a lightweight ball that
doesn't fit will usually feel heavy.
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THUMB PROBLEMS

Many times thumb problems occur when
the thumb hole is too tight, too loose, or the
span (distance between the thumb hole and
finger holes) is too narrow or too wide.
Sometimes thumb problems occur because
of the way a ball is released, usually spin-
ning the ball off the thumb.

CLOTHING

Bowling may be done in almost any type
of normal clothing; however, the player
should use comfortable loose-fitting gar-
ments. Tight clothing is restriciive to swing-
ing, walking, bending, and sliding.,

LEAGUES

Most players bowl 1n a league. Several
players get together to form a team, and
then join a league which normally bowls
three games, one day per week, for about
35 weeks. (Summer leagues are much
shorter.) Most leagues.are handicapped so
that all teams have a good cLapce to win.
Most high average players select a scratch
(no handicap) league.

DIAGNOSTIC QUIZ

Following are some questions that can
aid the player to bowl better from the be-.
ginning.
1. What are the differences between

house balls and custom-fitted balls?
2. Are there differences in bowling shoes?
3. Which is better, a curve or straight ball

delivery?
4. Which is better, the pin or spot method

of sighting?
5. Why is it better to take 4 steps rather

than 3 steps?
6. Why is a medium walking speed best?
7. Is a ball thrown fast better than a

medium speed ball?
8. Where should the player stand to pick a

2-pin spare? a 10-pin spare? a 5-pin
spare? a 4-7-pin spare?

9. Name the proper target pin in the fol-
lowing spare combinations: 3-10 pins;
2-7 pins; 1-2-8 pins; 1-3-9 pins; 5-10
pins; 5-7 pins; 1-2-4 pins; 1-3-6 pins.

9 8
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10. Which grip is best for a beginner to use?
11. Is practice worthwhile? How should a

player practice?
12. Did you get a score of 165 for the game

shown in Diagram 9? Frame by frame
totals are 20-39-48-68-81-89-97-125-
145-165.

TERMINOLOGY

ABC. American Bowling Congress. Men's gov-
erning body.

AJBC. American %Junior Bowling Congress.
Governing organization for school-age boys
and girls.

Anchor. Last bowler on a team. Usually the
- team's best bowler.
Arrows (also spots). A series of seven triangular

darts, 12 to 15 feet beyond the fOulline. Spot
bowlers use these aiming taigets.

Automatics. Term used to designate the pinset-
ting equipment.

Average (also grand average, composite aver-
age). Add all games bowled in a leagtie and
divide by the number of bowled games. (Drop
all fractions.)

Baby Split. The 3-10 and 2-7 splits.
Backup Ball. Ball that curves to the right for a

right-handed bowler, or to the left for a left-
handed bowler.

Blind. A predetermined score used for a miss-
ing player.

Blow (also miss, open, error). Failing to get a
strike or a spare in a frame.

Bonus. The number of additional pins scored
after getting a strike or a spare.

Brooklyn (also crossover). Ball hitting to the left
side of the head pin for a right-hander, or to
the right side of the head pin for a left-hander. .

Bucket. The 24-5-8 and 3=5-6-9 pin leaves.
Channel Ball (also gutter ball). Throwing the

ball into the shallow 9-inch wide trough on
eilher side of tildbowling lane.

Chenry (also chop). Knocking down at least the
front pin or pins during a spare attempt and
leaving adjacent or rear pins, such as knock-
ing down the 6-pin front the 6-10 set-up;

1 2 3 4 5

Convert. Ability to make a spare. (also picking a
split).

Count (Pin Count). Failure to get at least 9 pins
in a frame or 9 pins on the first ball following a,
spare or multiple strikes.

Curve. A ball that is rolled toward the outside of
the lane which then curves back toward the
center of the lane.

Dead Ball. A ball rolled on the .wrong lane or
out of turn; also, a delivered ball that causes
little or no pin action.

Dead Mark. 'Last ball spare or strike in tenth
frame; no bonus is allowed on a dead mark.

Delivery. Rolling the ball. Used to designate
either the curve, hook, backup, or straight ball.

Double (also called a chicken). Two consecutive
strikes in a game.

Double Pinochle. Leaving the 4-7-6-10 split
after the first ball.

Doubles. Team consisting of two players.
Dutchman or Dutch 200. Alternating strikes

and spares in a game.
Fast Lanes. Term used when the ball doesn't

curve very much due to a slick lane.
Foul. Touching or going aver the feulline when

delivering the ball. It is also a foul to touch
anything beyond the foulline even if the foul
light does not 'go on. A foul counts as a ball
rolled but a zero is received for that ball.

Frame. A game consists of ten frames per
player; either one ball (strike) or two balls are
rolled per frame, except in the tenth frame, an
extra ball is received if the player gets a spare,
and two extra balls if the player gets a strike on
the first ball.

Handicap. A score adjustment based on the dif-
ference between team or individual averages.
Usually 75% of the difference is used.

Hook. A ball rolled so that the ball takes a
straight path and then takes a sharp turn
(hook) at the end.

Kegler. Another name for a bowler.
Kingpin. Name given to the number 5 pin.
Lane (also alley). Name given to the wooden

surface that extends from the foulline to the
end of the pin deck.

League Bowling. Bowling in a regularly sched-
uled league is a good way to bowl. Usually

6 7 8 9 10Ne:IIONONOWAS
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Diagram 10. Dutch 200 games.
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teams are coinposed of five play ers. MoM are
handicap leagues. League sessions are usually
for three games and players alternate lanes,
that is, bowl first frame on one lane, second
frame on the adjacent lane, third frame on
same lane as first frame, etc. .

Mark. A strike or a spare. A mark is tallied for
each strike (two for each consecutive strike)
and spare. Each mark represents approxi-
mately 10 pins on one's game. Keeping track
of a team's marks will let the bowler know
how the teams are doing against each other.

NBC. National Bowling Council.
Nose Hit. Ball that hits the number 1 pin

squarely.
Perfect Game. A score of 300. Twelve consecu-

tive strikes in a ganie.
Pin. The regulation pin is 15 inches tall and usu-

ally weighs between 3 pounds 2 ounces and 3
pounds 6 ounces.

Pin Bowler. Player who looks at the pins w hen
releasing the ball.

Pin Deck. The area where the pins are spotted.
The pin deck is 41-42" wide.

Diagram 11. Call pins by number.

Pin Spots. Spots on the pin deck. Pins are
placed 12 inches apart, center-to-center, form
ing a 36-inch triangle.

Pit. Area at the, end of the pin deck into which
the pins fall.

Pocket. The 1-3 pins for nght-handed bowlers
and 1-2 pins for left-handers.

-PBA. Professional Bowlers Assodation. Men's
organization.

Return. A track on which the ball returns to the
bowler.

Sandbagger. Player who deliberately bowls a
low score.

Scratch Bowling. Player does not get any hand-
icap.
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Seiies..Usually three games, such as in a league
session.

Singles. Bowler competing as an individual.
Span. Distance between the thumb hole and

the finger hoses on a bowling ball. There are
three basic spans: conventional; semi-finger-
tip; and fingertip grips.

Spare. Knocking down all 10 pins with two balls
in a frame. Aspare counts 10 plus the number
of, pins knocked down with the next ball.
There are 1023 different spare combinations.

Split. When an intermediate pin is missing in
any series of pins, providing the heacryin is
not standing after delivering the first ball in a
frame. Typical splits are: 5-10; 5-7; 3-10; 2-7;
7-10; 8-10,4-5: 5-6; 4-6; 7-10; etc. There are 459
different splits.

Spot Bowler. A player who uses the target ar-
rows or boards rather than looking at the pins
when releasing the ball.

Steps. Refers to the number of walking steps a
player takes when walking to the foulline.
Most bowlers use the 4-step approach.

Strike. Knocking down all 10 pins with the first
ball in a frame except in the tenth frame where
the bowler may have three chances for strikes.

Tournament Bowling. Tournaments are usu-
ally based on handicaps. Players are handi-
capped from a predetermined score either as
teams, doubles, or singles. Final standings are
based on total score plus handicap.

Turkey.. Three consecutive strikes in a game.
WIBC. Women's International Bowling Con-

gress.
WPBA. Women's Professional Bowlers Associ-

ation.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the ages dance has been an
important aspect of all cultures. Among
primitive cultures, dance was a major form
of religious ritual and social expression.
Men and women danced to gain the favor
of the gods who provided food, shelter,
health, and safety. They danced to express
their joy in birth, their happiness in love,
their courage in war, and their sadness 'in
death. Their movements were inspired by
naturethe movement of animals, the
flight of birds, and the beauty of a rising
and setting sun.

Dancing has become a part of Ainerican
tradition. The Indians, the immigrant col-
onists, and the black slaves have contrib-
uted tlieir dance forms to this tradition.
Today Americans enjoy one of the richest
cultural traditions in the dance world.

Dance forms appeal differently to each
person. It may simply be an enjoyable so-
cial activity performed at the community
center or at the school prom, it may be a
demanding performing art, it may be a
highly Lompetitive as well as colorful, cul-
tural expression of dance. Each person has
a basic need to express himself/her-self in
movement. Dance provides many recre-
ational and artistic opportunities for every-
one.

Do you remember moving naturally and
spontaneously to the sound of music as a
child? Do you remember the fun you had in
the square dance 'Class? Do you recall your
first dance at the high school prom or the
wedding dance where you saw your par-
ents dance for the first time' Several forms
of dance are described in the following
pages. Perhaps,, these descriptions will in-
spire you to join the world uf.dance.

CHAPTER 7

Dance in Education

DENNIS FALLON,
University of Missouri,

St. Louis, MO

SOME FORMS OF DANCE'1N
AMERICA

UV

BALLET

Ballet is the supreme classical form of
dance in the western world. Born in Italy,
ballet came to life in the courts of France
during the 16th and 17th centuries. Ballet
flourished throughout Europe and Russia
in the 18th century ultimately reaching a
new artistic height in the early, 19th cen-
tury. The year 1841 mar'..3 a zenith in the
history of ballet with its full introduction of
the pointe'd shoe and the era of the bal-
lerina. Ballet in the 20th century is experi-
encing a renaissance period and major bal-
let companies can be seen throughout the
world.

The movements of ballet include tradi-
tional positions of the feet, arms; and body.
The movements are performed standing in
place, springing or leaping into the air, or
traveling through space. The classical na-
ture of the form is recognizable with the
strong vertical alignment 9f the body as
well as the turned-out position of the legs.

Many students study ballet just for the
love and beauty of the art. Others, a select
few, join companies as members of the
corps de ballet. If a girl is an outstanding
performer, she may become a ballyrina. If a
boy is an outstanding performer, he can
become a danseur. ^

MODERN DANCE

Modern dance in Ametica emerged as a
new fofm of dance free from the traditions
of ballet and responsive to the vitality of the
American pioneer spirit. In The early 20th
century, Isadora Duncan felt that dance
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Figure 1. Ballet.

should reveal riot only the natural and pure
beauty of the human body but that it should
be a truthful expression of human emotions
and ideas as well. Other dancers like
Martha Graham and Doris Humphrey de-
veloped techniques of theatrical dance that
expanded the expressive and virtuosic
range of the body in motion.

Beginning dancers are introduced to
,Nnciples of movement relative to space,
tempo, flow or continuity, and the force. As
they apply these principles dancers dis-
cover and create new movement patterns.

Professional modern dancers ',spend
many years developing their bodies for ar-
tistic expression. They learn to improvise
with dancers, sets, costumes, props, and
sound. Ultimately, they learn to organize
their movements and materials into formal
choreography. Aithough ky will choose a
professional career in modern dance, it can
still be appreciated as a performing art.

JAZZ DANCE.

-Jazz.dance is a splendid combination of
European and African dance, characterized
by syncopa ted and complex rhythms,

103
Figure 2. Modern dance.



European folk dance stepjcombined w ith
African rhythms.

During the early 20th celury, jazz dance
gained,Acceptance in minstrel shows and a
new theatrical form called Vaudeville. The
increased visibility of black performers had
a marked influence on the emergence of
social dances, such as the Turkey Trot,
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African rhythmic foot patterns all have con-
tribute& tó our American tap dance.

The purpose of tap dance has usually
been entertainment. Popularized in the
minstrel shows of the 19th century and by
such entertainers as Bill Robinson and
Sammy Davis, Jr., in the 20th century, tap
dance captures the energy and rhythm of

Figure 3. jazz.

Charleston, Black Bottom, the Shimmy of
the 1920s, and the Lindy Hop of the 1930s.

Today jazz dance combines its ethnic
heritage with modern dance and is fre-
quently referred to as modern jazz dance.
Students who are interested in careers in
the theatre usually study jazz dance and
ballet.
TAP DANCE

Many of the early Europeap and African
-dances_were characterized by distinct heel
and toe moyements. The Irish Jig, the Eng-
lish Clog, the Spanish Flamenco, and the

this country. The early tap dancers in-
vented their own steps and variations
featuring fast footwork, vigorous body
movements, humorous talk, and ,songs.
During the, days of Vaudeville the dancers
de% eloped a smoother and mere polished
styk of dance. Some specialized in sand
dancing, soft shoe, and various forms of
clog dancing.

Tap dancing has always been an impor-
tant piirt of theatrical entertainment in
Amerka. Today it appeals to many people
because of its artistry and showmanship.

.1.(i 4
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SQUARE DANCE

Square dance originated from the trench
quadrilles and the country dances of the fe
British Isles. Today it is Very much a part of
American culture.

'Square dance is social dancing in its most,
vivacious form. Because it is relatively eSsy
to learn, it is popular witliboth children
and adults. With its rural or country flavor,
square dance is extremely popular in met-
ropolitan areas where men in cowboy
boots and women in full skirts frequent
their local clubs to square up and dance to
country music.

The unique feature of square dance is the
caller. The calleE establishes the rhythm of
the dance and cues or directilhe dancers
through known figures changing the danc-
ers of a sguare. Each square consists of four
couples. The couples are numbered one,
two, three, and four in a counterclockwise
direction around the square. Couples
number one and three are also referred to as
the head couples and two and four are re-
ferred to as the side couples.

Originally, square dancing used a few
simple figures dancing as One couple vis-
ited another and then moved on to the
other coup!es to-repeat the figure. Today,
many figures are used as the eight dancers
move in intricate patterns. Because of the
increased complexity of square dancing,
The National Federation of Square Dance
Callers was formed to establish standards
and order in square dance. Most callers
have their own clubs where they teach the
fifty basic figures of square dance. The sim-
ple qures, such as, swing, promenade, cir-
cle, and star form the foundinidn fimore
difficult figures.

Today there are two 'kinds of square
dance. One is danced to singing calls, the
other to patter calls. Singing calls are cOm-
posed to the lyrics of a popular song and
consist of predetermined figures. Between
the figures of a singing call the caller will
sing some lyrics of the song. Patter calls
consist of patterns of figures that the caller
spontaneously arranges. Between figures
the caller will insert illything 'phrases (pat-
ter) that provide a rhythmic quality to the
call.

f" 1

The square dance is a trulyAmericanfolk
dance. Unlike ballet and modern dance
which emphasize theatrical performance,
square tlance invites everydne fo dance.

FOLK DANCE .
folk dance is an international experience

'that reveals the distinct tradition, dress,
and character of a nationality through a
common mediunt, dance. The highlights of
every festive national holiday are the folk
dances that remind people of their heritage
and ancestry. Persons today are returning
to the true ethnic nature of,folk dance by
using the original musical instruments, the
national dress, the style, and the precision
of the dances.

Folk dances range from simple to corn=
plex dances. Some dances consist of walk-
ing steps in simple patterns while others
include steps, hops, and jumps in various
rhythms-and in intricate patterns. In eithey
case enjoyment is derived from dancing in
stile and rhythm akin to the music.

A rather attractive aspect efolk dance is
the varied formation and grouping used in
dancing. Some dances use lines; circles,
groups of three or more, couples, and indi-
viduals. Some dances are performed by
men, some by women, and some by both
men and women. In every dance the group-
ing tells the happi,and sad storig from the
past about religious and secular beliefs,
birth.and death, courtship and marriage,
victory and defeat.

Every year over one million people im-
migrate to the United States. They bring
with them their cultural lieritage and t

-energy. -Folk -dance, -indeed, ,is_a_cultura
experience enjoyed by all persons.

BALLROOM DANCE

Ballroom dance is an enjoyable form of
social dance performed by men ard women
dancing as couples in recreational settings,
clubs, ancLballrooms. Ballroom dance has
its roots in the peasant dance tradition of
Europe. In the 16th and 17th centuries, the
peasant dances were refined by the aristoc-
racy into extraNagant, elegant, and highly
social dances. Some of the early court
dances were the courante, the pavane, the
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Figure 4. Square dance.
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allemande, the gavotte, the gigue, and the
gaiard. In the 18th and 19th centuries the
contredanse, the quadrille, the cotillion,
the mazurka, the polka, the schottische,
and the waltz, gained popularity in Eygope
and America. Today the polka and the
waltz are popular\ ballroom dances in this
cotaitry

The music and dance of millions of Afri-
can slaves, strongly influenced populr
music and dance in The 19th century. By
1890 Black culture manifested itself in the
only original art form, jazz. Brass bands
popularized jazz, ragtime, and slow
mournful blues during the "Roaring Twen-
ties." The foxtrot and the swing, tWo of
today s more pftpular ballroom dances, be-
came popular across the country. .

ImMigrants from Latin and South
America during the early 20th centu6/
brought with them stvetal ballroom dances
titat are popular tda t. the tang5, the
rumba; the cha cha. Ballroom dance in the
United States, indeed, is a multi-cultured
experience, one that can be enjoyed 44

P

recreatiopal level or pursued at a' competi-
tive level in I4cal, regional, national, and
international clitests. Incltu4d in the final
section of this cbapter are basic steps of
selected ballroom (dances.

POPULAR DANCE

Popular dance refers to'that form cif social
dance that is currently favored by most
people. Heavily influenced by, popular
music the dances reflect the moo.' and in-
terests of the time.

In the early part of this century people
danced to the Turkey Trot, Grizzly Bear, -
and the Bunny Hop. sLater they boogied to
the Varsity Drag, I300gie, Shag, and Suzie
Q. Possibly the most popularodance to
sweep the country was the Twist which
appeared during the 1960st During the.
1970s the Bump, Bus Stop, Rope, and H...is-
tle were danced. These are forms of disco
dance, a kind of dance iSopularized in clubs
calletl discotheques.

Most popular dances have very simple
foot patterns and ohvious body movements

Figure6. Ballroom dance.
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Figure 7. Popular (disco) dance.

that allow for personal interpretation.
Disco dance is performed both individually
to felt rhythms and patterns c.nd with a
partner.

SKILLS ANT) TECHNIQUES

The skills and techniques of dance like
the skills and `techniques of sport are
founded on the ,basic laws of motion. Al-
though the skills and techniques of ballet
and modern dance differ from those of ball
room dancing and the skills and tech-
niques of basketball differ from those of
tennis, dancers and basketball players learn
the basic skills of dance and sport rather
easily. The basic reason for this is that dan-
cers have learned to apply the basic laws of
motion.

In dance, students continually search for
beautiful movement while in sport they
strive for productive movement like hits
and runs. As dancers acquire skill and
technique their movements become more

beautiful. They begin to apply the lmys of
gravity to their posture and movement and
begin to control their energy in various
movements. Dancers become more aware
of lines and begin to distinguish tempo
of movement as they begin to move into
beautiful flowing patterns.

Dance is loconlotor movement. Persons
move by walking, running, skipping, hop-
ping, galloping, leaping, and slicEng. Th
point their feet forward, touch them to the

..side, dot them behind, and kick them high.
When the basic locomotor movements of

dance can be performed, put them into a
sequence. Try these:

Disco Lihe Dance

Beat Foot Direction

I Right Forward
2 Left .L. Forward
3 Right : Forward
4 Left . Kick
5 Left Backward
6 Right Backward
7 Left Backward
8 Right Kick

1 V 8
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Basic Waltz Step

Bent Foot

1 Left
2 Right
3 Left
4 Right
5 Left
6 Right

Direction

Forward
Forward
Close
Backward
Backward
Close

Note. The-girl-begins-this-pattern-by-stepping
backward on the right foot.

Country Westem_two-step
Bent Foot Direction
1 &. 2 Left Forward
3 Right Forward
4 Left Close
5 & 6 Right Backward
7 Left Backward
8 Right Close

Note, The girl begins- this-pattern by stepping
backward c the right foot.

The first pattern is easy because it is ba-
sically walking to the beat of the music
rithout a partner'. The second pattern is
also a walking pattern but performed with a
partner. The third pattern is similar to the
second except that the first and fourth steps
are'slow and take two beats while the other
steps are quick and take one beat each. If
this pattern can be mastered, the polka,
schottische, rumba, and samba, can be at-
tempted.

SAFETY

Injuries occasionally occur to a dancer's
feet. Blisters, callouses, sprains, and stress
fractures are common injuries. Most in-
juries can be prevented if dancers pay at-
tention to their bodies' warning signal,
pain. There, of course, must be space for
the dancers to move freely and the floor
should be a finished, non-slippery
hardwood upon which they can glide with
bare feet, soft sandals, or lightweight danc-
ing shoes.

Other injuries like pulled muscles can
happen when students attempt movement
without sufficient warm-up or beyond their.
capability. Students, therefore, should
learn the basic movements of dance and
acquire the necessary strength, flexibility,
and timing for them before attempting
more advanced movements. This advice
should serve as a basic rule of s,fety.

I

SCORING, RULES, AND ETIQUETTE

In conipetitive, solo, ballroom, and disco
dance there are rules and scoring proce-
dures similar to those used in competitive
figure skating. The dancers must perform
compulsory (required) as well as free dance
niovements, and they are generally scored
on precision, shownianship, and use of
dynamics.

Eti t_a_tene and form are significant aspects
of dance. Through dance we acquire an ap-
preciation for courtesy, graceful move-
ment, and correct posture.

EQUIPMENT

Compared to snost sports there is little
personal expense for dance-equipment For
ballroom and popular dance, dress attire is
often appropriate. For folk and square
dance, many dancers wear appropriate
ethnic and western attire. Modern dancers,
ballet dancers, and jazz dancers usually
wear leotards for practice sessions and
complimentary attire for performances.
The clothing, of course, must fit well and
permit free movement. For social dance,
tap, and ballet dancing, shoes and slippers
must be comfortable and of good quality.

TERMINOLOGY

Allemande. A square dance movement during
which the designated man and woman grasp
forearmb and turn each other around once.

Arabesque. One of the basic poses in ballet.
Cha Cha. A social dance from Cuba performed

in slow-slow-quick-quick-slow rhythm and
4/4 time.

Chasse. A side, close, side step pattern.
Choreography. The grouping or patterns of a

dancecomposition. _

Close. Bringing the4eet together.
Curtsy. A dip performed either forward or

backward.
Danseur. The male ballet dancer.
Danseuse. The female ballet dancer.
Do-sa-do. A square dance movement during

which the man and woman pass right shoul-
ders, move around each other back to back,
and return to a facing position.

Gallop. A basic form of movement in a diagonal
direction and a step, close, step, close pattern.

Grapevine. A sideward dance movement in a
side, behind, side, front pattern.

Hesitation. A social dance step in a step, touch,
step, touch pattern.

1 "t./ 4.,
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Hop. A form of movement where one jumps
and lands on the same foot.

Jitterbug. An American social dance performed
to fast jazz music. Also called the Lindy.

Kick. A quick, fast movement forward, back-
ward, or sideward without a transfer of
weight.

Leap. A form of movement where one jumps
from one foot to another.

Lindy. See Jitterbug.
Measure. A grouping of musical beats made by

the regular occurrence of a heavy beat.
MeterRefers-to-timaimmusic_orsrouping.of .

beats to form the underlying rhythm in a mea-
sure.

Pas de Deux. A ballet dance for two.
Pirouette. A turn on the balls of the feet.
NM. A bending of the knees.
Point. Pointing the toe of the free foot in a

specified direction.
Polka. A Bohemian social dance performed in

time an a op, s ep, c ose, s ep pa ern.
Promenade. A square dance movement per-

formed by couples moving counterclockwise
around the square with the boy on the inside
and the girl on the outside of the circle.

Rumba. A Latin American dance performed in
414 time and quick, quick, slow or slow, quick,
quick rhythm.

Samba. A Latin American dance performed in
414 time and quick, quick, slow rhythm.

Schottische. A dance, done in 414 time and a
step, close, step, hop pattern.

Skip. A form of movement where one steps and
then hops on the samq foot:

Slide. Form of movement where one moves
sideward in a step, close, step, close pattern.

Square. The basic formation in square dance. A
square consists of four couples facing the cen-
ter of the square with the boys on the left side
of their partners.

Syncopation. A musical term referring to the
accenting of the second and fourth beats
rather than the usual first and third beats of
a measure.

Tango. A Latin American dance from Argen-
tina performed in 214 or 414 timeslow, slow,
quick, quick, slow rhythm.

Touch. A fast movement without a transfer of
weight.

Two-step. A dance step performed in 214
timea step, close, step pattern and quick,
quick, slow rhythm.

Waltz. A social dance from Austria performed
in 314 time and a three-step, even rhythm.
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INTRODUCTION

F-ield_hockey is a fast, exciting game
played by men and women of all ages
around the world. Using a curved, wooden
stick and a small leather or plastic ball, two
teams attempt to maneuver the hockey ball
down the field while trying to score a goal.
Basic skills include dribbling, passing,
dodging, and tackling. The game is played
on a grass or synthetic-surfaced field, and
can be adapted for indoor play.

The sport was first introduced in the
United States in 1901 by Constance
Applebee.of England. With extraordinary
zest for the game, "The Apple" promoted
hockey for its development of speed,
endurance, coordination, and cooperative
teamwork. Field hockey generates an
enthusiasm that is shared by everyone
regardless of skill level. Field hockey was
one of the first organized team sports for
women. Since the early 1900s, op-
portunities to participate in the sport
have expanded to include programs in
schools, colleges, clubs, and assoCiations
across the country. The United States Field
Hockey Association (USFHA) governs play
for women and the Field Hockey
Association of America, Inc. governs play
for men.

Involvement in field hockey can lead to
exciting experiences in international
competition as a player, coach, or an
official. The sport is a recognized Olynipic
event for both men and women. Imagine
how exciting it would be to represent a
country at an international match before a,

CHAPTER 8

Field Hockey

BARBARA J. BELT,
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packed stadium of 65,000 cheering fans!
Just such a crowd was on hand to watch the
U.S. women's team-play the English team
to a 2-2 tie at London's Wembley Stadium
in March, 1978.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

There are several basic skill techniques
that must be developed by each player.
These include the dribble, the push, and
the hit (often called the drive). Learning
and practicing these skills will enable each
player to become more involved in the

-game. The more advanced skills, such as
the flick and the scoop, are natural
extensions of the basic skills.

A player must learn to receive a pass and
to tackle and regain possession of the ball.-
Dodging is a more advanced ball-handling
skill that enables a player to evade an
opponent without losing the hockey ball as
a result of a wayward dribble or pass.

The following section of this chapter
explains the basic skills needed to play field
hockey. Each explanation includes
examples of specific practices that can be
used to improve individual skill.

THE DRIBBLE

The dribble is the technique used to
advance the ball while running. The left
hand is placed at the top of the stick,with
the back of the hand facing forward. The
left wrist must remain straight and the left
elbow must be held well away from the

,'side. A straight line should be able to be

112W
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drawn from the stick through the wrist and
up to the elbow. At no time should the
elbow collapse into the side (see Figure 1).

The right hand is held approximately 6
inches below the left. The ball is contacted
in front of the body and slightly to the right
and is advanced forward with alternate
short taps. This should be practiced until a
real feel for the ball on the stick is obtained.

The feet should point forward and the
body should lean slightly forward. The
head can move slightly to permit the eyes to
watch the ball and to look for the position of
the opponents.

It is best to practice the dribble at various
running speeds since individual speed will
vary depending on the game situation.

Practice DrillThTDribble
1. Practice dribbling 50-100 yards moving

at different speeds and changing
speeds.

Figure 1. The grip.

I

Dribble on a gym floor following the
lines of the court. Establish a course on
the court; dribble the course making
cerfain that' the ball stays on the line.
Record the length of time required to
complete the course. Add a half second
for every time the ball goes off the line.
Attempt to lower individual time and
reduce the number ot errors.

3. On a gym floor or a similar hard even
surface, set up 10 traffic cones, 3 yards
apairThibble around the cones; when
the last cone is reached, dribble straight
back to the starting point. Record the
length of time. Repeat 5 times each
practice time (see Diagram 1).

THETUSH

The push is a technique used to pass the
ball a shott distance from one player to
another. The left hand is held at the top of
the stick with the back of the hand facing
forward. The right hand is slightly below
the left, similar to the dribble position. The
body, is sideways so that the left shoulder
faces the line of the pass. The left wrist must
be straight and the left elbow away from the
body. The left foot is forward and the ball
should be off of the heel of the left fat. The
feet are astride with the feet pointing in the

Diagram 1.
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Diagram 2.

same direction as the pass. The stick is
placed behind the ball, and pushes it. This
is executed by a synchronization of a hard
aush hr,mh the ball with the righin
as the left hand simultaneously pulls back
and the weight shifts from the right to the
left foot. There is no back swing. The body
must remain low. The stick,should follow
through in the direction of the pass (see
Figure 2).

racti&Thills: ThCPush
1. Push the ball against a wall, from a

distance of 5-7 feet. Increase the
distance and the force of the pass.
Emphasize the follow-through in the
direction of the pass. Concentrate on the
stroke and the transfer of weight.

2. Push the ball back,and-forth with a
partner from a stationary position about
3 yards apart. Increase the distance and
change directions by passing to the left
and the right side of each other.

3. Push for accuracy with a partner, using
target of two traffic cones. As accuracy
improws, narrow the distance between
the cones and increase the distance
between partners (see Diagram 2).

THE HIT

The hit is a technique used to move the
ball long distances or to move a shot on the
goal. Jhe left hand is held at the top of the
stick with the tight hand immdiately
below it.

The feet are about shoulder width apart
and the ball is placed opposite the left foot.
On the back sw:ng move the stick back
keeping the left arm straight and cocking
the wrist. The head of the stick should be
slightly above the wrist and the right arm
should be away from the body. The weight
is on the right foot. The weight shifts to the
left foot at the start of the down swing. At
the moment of impact with the ball the

A A

40. ood.

Figure 2, The push stroke. Note the position of the hands and the follow through to obtain maximum
accuracy.

u 4
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A

Diagram 3.

wrist should be firm and the stick should be
tightly gripped.

All the muscles in the arms and
shoulders are-tensed as the ball is hit; the
arms are straight. As with all of the
techniques, the eyes must be kept on the
ball. The follow-through with the stick
should be in the direction of the hit. The
stick must be controlled by the wrist and
shotild not come above the waist.

Hitting to the left is a relatively easy
move. Simply move the ball in front of
the left foot, swing through the balt so it
moves to the left, and follow through
.(see Figure 3).

,s Hitting to the right is more difficult. The
ball is overrun, or pulled back so it is
opposite the right foot. The trunk of the
body is twisted so the right shoulder is
pulled back and the left shoulder turns
toward the target.

Practice Drills: The Hit
1. Practice in a stationary position hitting

the ball against a wall or some other hard
sufface concentrating on the' swing,
transfer of weight, and contactirig the
ball squarely, and the follow-through'.

2. Hit with a partner. N.

3. Set up a target of traffic cones between
paktners. Hit for accuracy between the
cones. As accItracy improves, narrow
the distance between the traffic cones
and increase the distance between
partners (see Diagram 3).

4. Dribble the ball and hit it while on-the
move; hit left, right, and straight ahead.

RECEIVING ME BALL

Due to the nature of the game it is
necessary to receive the ball from all
directions, i.e., left, right, and behind. To

Figure 3. "Lon themove.
4. a



successfully receive the ball the eyes and
mind must be kept on the ball. If either are
taken off the ball, it may be missed. When
receiving the ball straight ahead, the stick
sould be held-at right angles to the ground
with the right hand well down the stick.
The-left hand should be farther away from
the body than the right hand to trap the
ball. As the ball approaches the stick, give
with it so as not to create a deflation. A
deflection or rebound is likely to permit the
opponent to steal the ball: A ball that is
well-received will be controlled and will
permit immediate play. The ball can be re-
ceived while the player is stationary or on
the move.
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Receiving from the Right

When the ball comes from the right it is
slightly more difficult to field since the
trunk must be twisted in that direction. The
feet should continue to point in the
direction of the opponent's goal as does the
left shoulder. The left elbow is high and
well away from ihe body and the reft wrist

kois straight so as to form a straight line from
where the left hand grasps the stick to the
left elbow_(see Figure 4)..

Common mistakes to avoid when
receiving tbe ball:

1. Pushing at the ball rather than giving
as it hits the stick.

2. llending_theieftiwrist.

Receiving from the Left

If the ball approaches from the left side,
allow it to cross ovef in front of the left leg
and field it inside of the right foot. The grip
on the stick is the same as the dribbling
position.

3. Putting the left elbow in the side.
4. Taking the eyes off the ball.

Practice Drills: Receiving

1. Have someone roll the ball to the player
while the player is stationary. Practice
stopping the ball with no deflection.

Figure 4. Receivingifrom the right.

1 16
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2. Same as #1 but increase the speed of the
ball.

3. Same as #1 but move forward to meet
the ball and control it immediately on
the stick.

4. Stand behind a' line and have a partner
hit or roll the ball to the player. See how
many balls can be stopped directly on
the line.

5. Hit thq ball into a Wall on the left. Play
the_rebound so.that the ball is received
from the left. Repeat, sending and
receiving the ball from the right.

TACKLING

-ackling I equiresa greatdeal of
self-discipline. The timing of the skill is of
the utmost importance. It requires
concentration, timing, poise, and
technique. Rushing on to an opponent who
has control of the ball can be a serious
mistake. Do not permit the player to be
bluffed by the opponent. FaCe the
opponent, if possible. The feet should be
shoulder width apart, kndes bent, head
down, eyes' on the ball, weight evenly
distributed, and the back should be bent
c.--wa,rd, The ,dribbler will attempt to
deceive or fake the tackler into a mistake.
The better the ball control, the more likely
the dribbler will be able to deceive the
tackler with footwork and body moves.

The tackler must retain balance and not
be pulled to one side or the other by a fake
move. The tackler can increase the reach by
removing the right hand from the stick ang,
holding the stick at the top with the left
hand. The tackler must watch for an
opportunity when the ball is not controlled
on tlAdribbler's stick. At this point the ball
can be taken from the dribbler's control. It is
easy to foul when attempting a tackle. Be

. careful nOt to place the body between the
dribbler and the ball so that there is an
obstrtiction.

If the dribbler has passed a player then
the player must run to catch up and
overtake the person with the ball. It is

preferable to do this on the goalside of-the
player to prevent them from ,moving
toward the goal. When attempting to
overtake/the dribble, be careful not to
obstrtfcTor to interfere with the stick of the

1 1

dribbler. This violation will result in either a
penalty corner or a penalty stroke to the
offense.

Practice Drills: Tackling
Tackling is a difficult skill to practice. The

dribbler must work to keep the ball and not
just give it up to the tackler. The skill
practice requires concentration on the part
of both players.

A 1-on-t situation is one of the best
practice drills that can- be had. Set=off=an
area about 10' by 10'; one person is the
offense (dribbler); the other person is the
defense (tackler). This is the same situation
as playing 1-on-1 in basketball.

After.this has been practiced awhile, set
up a scoring system to determine how
successfully the ball is being captured from
the offensive.player.

THE PLAYERS

The game of field hockey is played
between two teams of eleven players each,
including a goalkeeper for each team. The
other players are a variety of forwards and
defenders whose positions depend on the
style of play that best suits the players'
skills. :Various lineups can be used to
include forwards, halfbacks, links,
fullbacks, a sweeper, and a goalie (see
Diagram 4).

The forwards are the wings, inners, and
centers of the team's attacking front line
These players mtist possess excellent
stickwork for dribbling, passing, eand
receiving. They should also be able to move
quick.ly with or without the ball and
anticipate the next action on the field, so
that they can create scoring opportunities
A skilled forward should keep the defense
guessing by dodging and 'faking and
constantly changing speed and position
Although forwards are concerned with
scoring, they must be rody to play defense
When needed to help regain possession of
the ball.

The links and halfbacks are mid-field
defenders. These are the play-makers,
constantly sending passes to the forwards
as the team moves into scoring position
The links are expected to move through
onto the front line when needed ori attack
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dD 11 til1

CF
(left (left (center

wing) inner) forward)

LH
(left halfback)

LB
(left

back)

CH
(center

halfback)

R1---RW
(right (right
inner) wing)

RB
--"`(right

back)

RH
(right

halfback)

I

(goalie)
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In

HD

111 T1

RI- RW
(left (left (right

wing) inner) inner)

LL
(left
link)

CH
(center

halfback)

(right
wing)

RL
"(Fight
link)

LH RH
(left back) s (right back)

(sweeper)

h -

(goalie)
I I G I I

Diagram 4. Sample line-ups for hockey positions.

and they recover to take-up defensive
assignments as well. The halfbacks are
more defense-oriented. They rover an

t, area or mark a p14er as the action gets
closer to the goal. They should be strong
tacklers and they must anticipate the
passing angles for making interceptions.

The fullbacks, sweeper, and goalkeeper
are responsible primarily for defending the
goal. The sweeper and fullbacks intercept
the long, through passes and they mark
any free player who comes into the circle.
They should posse'ss good stickwork and a
strong drive for use in clearing the ball.

A skilled goalkeeper is the last line of
defense and the first line of attack for a
team. A properly cleared shot on goal will
determine where the team will be able to
pick up the action and move down the field
on attack.

All eleven players must work well as a
team. They must cover and support each
other. Good teamwork is based on strong

stickwork, excellent conditioning, and the
ability- to quickly analyze a situation. These
are improved through training and daily
work on skill techniques and strategies of
game play.

THE GAME

fhe game begins with all players
on-sides or within their own defending half
of the field. A bully is taken at the center of
the fiela between two opposing forwards,
each facing a sideline with his or her own
goalline to his or her right. In the bully, the
players tap their sticks first to the ground
and then together over the ball. This
sequence is repeated three times. On the
third tap of sticks, t.he ball is in play and the
action begins. All players must remain five
yards away until the bully has, been,
completed.

A goal is scored when the ball crosses
completely over the goalline between the

118
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goalposts and under the cross bar. The ball
must be hit by an attack player within the
scoring circle although the player taking the
hit may be outside the circle. Each goal
counts one point.

During the game or match, fouls occur
that result in free hits for the opposing
team. A free hit is an undefended
opportunity to pass the ball to a teammate.
All players must be five yards away ,until
the hit-is-taken.-The-free_hit..must_beinad
from the point where the foul occurred
except for those fouls that occur inside the
scoring circle. (These result in various
set play situations.)

intermission. There are no aim-Outs except
for an injury or a penalty stroke.
Substitutions may be limited or unlimited
depending on the rules followed by each
school, club, or association.

Field hockey has been adapted for,indoor
play in a gy mnasium. Specific rules 'have
been established. The-grind* difference_s______
involve using only the dribble and
push-pass to maneuver the ball on the

ecourtBy_using_teams_o_f_5, 6, pr 7playdrs
(maximum), the activityis fast and furious
and the enthusiasm for indoor hockey is on
a rapid rise.

As with most other sports, field hockey
undagnesexperimentir=rule-changThe following are considered common

fouls: sticks; advancing, obstruction;
offside, using the round side of the stick;
swinging dangerously at an opponent;
unnecessary roughness; interfering with an
opponent's stick; picking up or throwing
the hockey ball. Several of these fouls are
defined in the terminology section at the
end of this chapter.

There are various set play situations that
occur during a match. The push-in is the
method for putting the ball in play when it
goes out-of-bounds over the sideline. Thd
penalty corner is taken by the attacking team
when the opposing defense commits a foul
within the scoring circle. A corner is taken
by the attack when the defense
unintentionally sends the ball over the
goalline and a goal is not scored. The
penalty stroke is taken by one attack player
when a deliberate foul is committed that
prevents-a goal from being scored.

When the attack commits a foul in the
circle, a defense hit is taken on any spot
within that circle or from any spot within 16
yards of the goalline on a line drawn
through the place Where the foul occurred

land parallel to the sideline. If the attack
fouls outside the drcle but within 16 yards
of the goalline, the defense takes a 16,yard
hit. This is from any point on a line running
out 16 yards from the goalline through the
point of the foul and parallel to the sideline.
All-players must remain- five yards away
while these various types of plays are taken
by each team.

A match is played in two halves of 30-35
minutes each. There ig a 5- to 10-minute

I

from time to time. These are initiated on the
international level and then applied to the
secondary school level with varying
degrees of modification.

Recently, several new rules were tested
during competition. The "bully" was
replaced with a *s back to a teammate or a
pass forward into the attack (similar to
soccer). The stick can be raised above the ".

-should,er only if it does not create a
dangerous situation with other nearby
play6rs. If the ball goes out-of-bounds over
the sideline, players may use a hit or a
pushTin to ,put the ball back into play. A
plaYer may move within 5 yards of a
teammate taking a free hit as long as all
playerre more than 5 yards away from
any circle. The long corner will be replaced
with a free hit situation with all _players
from both teams permitted to move no
closer than within 5 yards of the player
taking the hit from the endline. If these and
other-rule changes prove to be assets to the
game, they will become permanent.

TACTICS AND STRATEGIES
A player's individual skills are used to

develop game tactics and strategies with
teamtnates. There are many smaller games
happening constantly within the larger
game on the field. By remaining aware of

what is happening, all players become
more efficient at moving with or without
the ball to create a space, to meet the pass,

,and to be an active part of the hockey game.
Much of the play involves creating and

maintaining triangles within the total team



concept. Defenders work to maithain a
triangle by staying goat-side and ball-side
of the opponent with the ball. Attack
players attempt to maintain a triangle by
spacing themselves to permit through, flat,
'and back passes. These are more difficult to
intercept than the diagonal pass. -
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This section includes sample drills and
suggestions for self-evaluation. These can
be used while learning basic tactics for
game play. Beginning and intermediate
players should concentrate on small game
situations prior to playing with' an entire
team.

Drills: Pass Run ..... Dribble
1. Fill-the-corners using an imaginary square, pass and move to the empty corner; reversP

directions.

A c (b) A(a) ' (c)C

I

I

A .414 c (cl)contintie

I

A B

2' Pass-to-empty corner: playej moves to meet the pass, passer moves to fill the spot left by
the receiver.

(a) A

C

(b) C A

/
B AL_ , A

(d) continue

. . .
3. Moving triangle: using tht length' of the 4 C A #

field; switch roles each time down the I .., t / t

field and use the flat pass to the right;
B

maintain spices while receiving on the A sends flat pass to c
move. - c sends Uack pass to B

B sends through pass to 'A

4. Through pap. maintaining spaces, moving to receive the pass:filling the open position.

(a)

(b) "t1
/`

N.
A C B

5. Weave: always follow the

(a)

A

(c)

A

pass; receive On the move; use flat passes.
-

- I

- --10.
C

A 37.= C

J.

(c)

(d) .

c

120

A

-t

(e) continue

(e) Zontinue
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6. Rei ;eat #5 and add one defender-3 v 1;
rdpeat '#5 and.add two defenders-3 v
2.

Beginning.and intermeaiate players
should play small games of 3 v 3, 4 v 4,
5 v 5, and 6 v 6. These are excellent

.ways to learn skillwork and concepts
of _team play. The 11-player game
should be used by the moreadvanced
players.

Questions' for
self-evaluation:

1. Were your passes cris'p ari0 direct?
3. Coidd you receive a pass onto ,your

stick and maintain contrôl? .

=3. bid you maintain.spaces by Moving' to
receive the pa5s or supporting your
teammate(s) from the ?ide? . .

4. Was it difficult to maintain spaces after
adding a defender? If so, why? If not,
why not?,,

small group and,

3

EQUWMENT

Basic equipment for the game consists of
a hockey ball and stick. The solid ball has a

Goal
Cage 4"

Penalty Corner
Mark

Sideline

white leather kir plastic covering. It weighs
not mere than 53/4 ounces nor less than 5,1/2
ounces; its circumference is not more than
91A-inches nor less than 8 13/16 inches. The -
wooden stick has a handle With a curved
toe. The handle has a leather, towel, oi
rubber grip. The stick is flat on the left-hand
side and rounded on the right-hand side.
Hockey sticks measure 26-38 inches in
length and 12-23 (women) or 28 (men)
ounces in weight.

To determine the proper length for a
stick, stand straight with the stick resting
'against the iight side of the body and place
the right hand on the stick. There should be
just .enough room remaining for, the left
hand to he placed on the stkk betweenthe
right, hand and the end Of the handle'(grip).

The hockey field measures 100 yard.. by
60 yards. It is flat ond free of obstructions
with a grass or synthetic surface. The goals
are rectangular wooden Or metal, frames
covered by a net. Each goal is 12 feet wide, 7
feet highand 4 feet deep with a white
wooden facing (see Diagram 5).

The goalkeeper is the only player who
can legally kick,the ball during.play, and
then only when inside the scoring circle.

I
Corner
Marks

4-

Scoring
Circle

S Yds.

5 Yds. A

I 4 T

J 4 16 Yds.

5 Yds.

5 Yds.

_),.
16 Yds.

1.41--- 100 Yds.

Diagram S. Tibld markings and dimensions..

1 2 1

^
4 Yds.

16 Yds.

60 Yds.
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Goalies wear leg pads, kickers (over the
shoes), gloves, and a face mask. The glove
fits tightly with extra padding for the palm.
The faee mask is sin ilar to that worn by ice
hockey goalies. It must be made of plastic or
another synthetic material.

The traditional team uniform worn by
women includes a kilt, lightweight sport
shirt, pullover sweater, knee socks, and
rubber-cleated shoes. The uniform forinen
is similar except that shorts are worn
instead ,of kilts. In addition, most players
wear mouthguards and shinguards as extra
protective equipment.

TERMINOLOGY

Attack (Offense). Team that has possession of
the ball.

Advancing. Foul called when using any part of
the body to move the ball or any part of the
body except the hand to stop the ball.

Bully. Method to begin play at. the start of each
half or after a goal'is scored.

Circle. Scoring area around each goal,
Corner. Set play awarded to the attack when the

defense unintentionally sends the ball over
the goalline without a goal beinic scored.

Cutting. Moving to meet the pass or creating a
space into which the ball can be hit by a team-
mate.

Defense. Team that does not have possession of
the ball.

Defense Hit. Free hit taken after the attack
commits a ioul in the circle.

Dodge. Method for avoiding an opponent with-
out losing possession of the hockey ball.

Dribble. Short taps taken to move the ball while
maintaining control with the stick.

Drive. A hard, direct pass or shot on goal.
Flick. Type of stroke with the ball lifted to knee

level (no backswing); a natural.extension of
the push-pass.

Free Hit. Method for putting the baW into play
following an opponent's foul outside the cir-
c,le.

Marking. Defending against a player by staying
close (stick-to-stick) and not permitting him to
be free to make a play.*
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Obstruction Player places any part of the body
or stick between the ball and an opponent
who is trying to play the ball.

Offside. Player is ahead of the ball in the oppo-
nent's half of the field and there are fewer than
two opponents between himlher and the goal-
line at the time that the ball is hit.

Penalty Corner. Awarded tdthe attack when the
defense commits a foul inside the circle.

Penalty Stroke. Awarded to the attack when the
deiense commits a deliberate foul that pre-
vents a goal from being scored.

Push-in. Method for putting the ball in play at
the point where it went out-of-bounds over
the sideline.

Push-pass. Hockey ball is pushed along the
ground directly off the stick (no backswing).

.Scoop. Hockey ball is lifted into the air using a
shoveling motion (no backswing).

Square (Flat) Pass. Type of pass that travels
across the field (right or left) perpendicular to
the siUelines.

StiEks. Foul called when any part of a player's
stick comes above the shoulders at anytime
during that player's possession of the ball.

Tackle. Method for taking possession of the
hockey bail from an opponent.

Through Pass. Type cif pass that travels straight
down the field parallel to the sidelines.
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carrying position (p. 120)
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scrimmage play (p. 122)
shotgun formation (p. 116)
3-point stance (p. 115)
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touchdown (p. 123)
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CHAPTER 9

Coed Hag Football

INTRODUCTION

The fasdnation that-the public has for the
game of football is evidenced by the many
programs that exist from youth leagues to
professional-football-cordexences_Man.y
individuals, who for various reasons can-
not participate in highly competitive foot-
ball programs, are not content in the spec-
tator role. These are the men and women
who are becoming actively involved in
some form of recreational football. These
recreational leagues range from flag or tag
football teams for men and women to pro-
grams involving coed flag football competi-
tion. Various- recreational programs in
cities, high schools, and colleges have
utilized the rules and strategies of regula-
tion football, flag football, and tag football
programs. These modifications make the. game safe, enjoyable, and comyetitive for

'the participants.
A coed flag football team is composed of

eight participants (four men and four
women) although the game can be mod-
ified, to accommodate from six to ten
players. The playing field (40 x 100 yards)
has four 20-yard zones and 10-yard end
zones. Scoring takes place by a touchdown
(6 points),.conversion (run or kick-1 point),
safety (2 points), or field goal (3 points). The
ball is advanced as in regulation football by
running or passing although some modifi
cations are stipulated in the rules. Progress
of the player in possession of the ball:is
stopped by pulling off one of the flags at-
tached to a belt worn 4round the waist. All
the skills and strategies of regulation foot-
ball, with the exception of contact, are
utilized, thus making coed flag football fun,
challenging, and physically demanding.

; .

MARYANN DOMITROVITZ,
Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, PA

SKILIS AND TECHNIQUES

OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE STANCE

, In the game of coed flag football, blocking
(physical contact) is not permitted. The
emphasis, therefore, is not on physical
strength, but on quickness. On signal, the
offensive lineman's responsibility is to
mbve quickly and screen for a teammate
whether it is for a run or pass play. (A
screen is a player maintaining a position,
without use of contact, between a defender
and the ball carrier. The arms and elbows of
the screener must remain in contact with
the body.) Defenders must be just as quick
ahd controlled, for they are expeded to
move'around the screen and rush the quar-
terback or ball,carrier. Because both the de-
fensive and offensive players are expected
to move quickly at the snap of the ball, the
stance used by both is similar. If a 3-point
stance is used, the feet are placed shoulder
width apart, and the hand reaches forward
and rests on the ground. The posterior is
raised so that the back is nearly parallel to
the ground and the free arm rests on the leg
above the knee. To ensure balance, the
weight should be equally distributed on the
feet and the hand, with the head raised and
the focus forward. A 3-point stance is hot
specified in the rules; therefore, it is accept-
able for the lineman to be positioned on the
line with the knees flexed and the hands
resting on the legs just above the knee. The
rule enforced is that the offensive.lineman
must be motionless prior to the snap. This
Tule, however, does not apply to the defen-
sive lineman.
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15'

Diagram 1.

Offense versus Defense Drill

DDefense 0Offense +Cone
How long can the defense be prevented from touching

the cone?
How quickly can the offense be out:maneuvered and

the cone tagged?

13rocedure
1. Designate a spot 15 feet from ele cone for.the of-

fense and defense.
2. Offense must assume a 3-poi M stance.
3. Defense may cross the 1ine when offense moves

from a 3-point stance.
4. Offense may not make contact with the defense

when trying to obstruct the defender's movement
to the cone.

5. Defense must move around the offense and tag the
cone.

CENTERING AND RECEIVING ME
FOOTBALL

Before offensive play can take place the
ball must be exchanged between the center
and the quarterback. This is done either by
positioning the quarterback directly behind
the center or in a shotgun formation ten to
fifteen feet behind the center. Since flag
football is primarily a passing game, most
teams utilize 'the shotgun formation be-
cause it gets the ball deep into the backfield
and more time is permitted for the decision
to pass or run. If the direct exchange is
used, the center assumes. the 3-point
stance, focuses forward,,and grips the ball

-4144Crs"-.40,

Figure 1. The 3-point stance.
04

in the same manner as for the throw. With a
secure grip, the ball resting on the ground,
and the nose of the ball pointing forward,
the center sweeps the arm straight back and
up between the legs. As the ball is being
swept back, the center rotates the ball one-
quarter turn so the ball can be.: placed se-
curely into the hands of the quarterback. It
is most important that the swing of the arm
and the rotation of the football be simulta-
neously executed.

To receive the ball the quarterback should
form a pocket by placing the heels of both
hands together, spreading the-fingers, and
placing the throwing hand on top. Both
hands are positioned under the center with
the back of the top hand pressed against the
buttocks of the center. The quarterback;
with the knees bent, feet parallel, and
shoulder width apart, calls the signal for
the exchange. Movement away from the
center should not occUr until the ball has
been exchanged.

If the shotgun is used, the center widens
the stance, looks at the target and eliminat-
ing the one-quarter turn,, spirals the ball
kack to the quarterback. This action is very
similar to throwing a pass under the legs.
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,

Figure 2. Centering the ball.

15'

4B

Diagram 2.

W Centering Drill

C-Center QB-Quarterback X-Ball

How successfully is the football being centered to the
muarterback? .

Procedure
1. Center is positioned 15 feet from the quarterback.
2. Quarterback counts the number of successfulsnaps

out of 10 attempts.
3. A succèssftil attempt is any ball reaching the quar-

terback between the waist and the shoulders.

_/
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Handoff and Pitchout

After receiving the snap, the exchange
(handoff)-between-the-quarterback-and-the
backfield player occurs. The backfield
player, preparing to receive the ball, raises
the arm nearest the quarterback to chest
level. The near arm must be parallel to the
ground with the open hand facing down
and the elbow bent at a right angle so the
forearm is across the front of the body. The
far arm, also parallel to the ground, is
across-the waist with the palm-up. As'the
ball is placed in the stomach, the hands
quickly close on the football. The ball is
then placed in a secure carrying position
prior to running down field.

If the play is designed as a pitchout, the
quarterback places the hands -under the
football and tosses the football underhand
to the backfieid player. The football is
tossed so that it is received at chest level.
The backfield player must concentrate on

X

QB

15'

k,F 5'
HB

Diagram 3.

5' 4)

the football until it is caught in the hands
and then tucked into the armpit.

GRIP AND PASSING

The football must be securely gripped in
the throwing hand with the thumb and
index finger comfortably spread before the
pass. The thunib and index finger should
be on the circle of the football with the re-
maining fingers placed on the laces. The
non-throwing hand shobld press the foot-
ball into-the throwing hand and beithliatid§-
assist in raising the football to ear level. As '
the football continues to be brought back
behind the shoulder, the shoulders and
body rotate so that the non-throwing side
of the body is facing the direction of the
pass. When the non-throwing hand can no-
longer remain in contact with the football, it
should be extended in the direction of the
intended target. The rear foot (plant foot)
bearing the majority of the weight, should
initiate the throw by pressing into the
ground to transfer weight onto the forward
foot which'is pointing in the intended direc-
tion of the pass. As the weight is being

Pitchout Dill

X-Ball +-Cone
QB-Quarterback HB-Haliback

How successfully. is the ball being pitched to the
halfback?

How successfully are pitchouts being received?

Procedure
1. Halfback is positioned 15 feet behind the quarter-

back.
2. On signal from the quarterback, the halfback cuts

left/right.
3. Quarterback pivots and pitches to the halfback.
4. A total of 10 pitchouts, 5 to each side, is attempted.
5. A successful attempt is one that reaches the

halfback between the shoulders and the waist.
6. Quarterback counts the number of successful at-

tempts.
7. Halfback counts the number of successful catches./" I

Figure 3. The grip.



transferred, the hips and shoulders should
unwind resulting in the chest facing the
intended_target_The_throwing_arm,_led.by
the elbow, is whipped torward over the
shoulder. As the arm is extended, the wrist
and fingers snap downward on the release,
thus imparting a spiral to the ball. Follow-
through occurs as the throwing arm is ex-
tended in the intended dii ection of the
pass. After the ball is released, the arm is
drawn downward to the non-throwing
side. Tilt throw is completed with the
weight on the forward foot and the passer
concentrating on the target of the throw.

CUTTING, RECEIVING, AND CARRYING

Prior to receiving a pass, the offensive
player must manetalednto an_open area.

10 Yds.

+ (1)

10 Yds.

- (2)

Diagram 4.

5 Y4s.

PassIng and Catching Drill
+-Cone P-Passei R-Receiver

How many passes can be successfully thrown?
How many passes can be successfully caught?

Procedure
1, On a signal from the passer, the receiver runs to-

ward the first cone, cuts behind the cone, and
heads toward the second cone.

2. Passer, must throw the football after the receiver
passes the first cone but before reaching the second
cone.

3. Receiver must be ready to catch the pass after cut*
ting behind the first cone.

4, 10 passes are attempted, 5 from each side.
5. A successful throw is orfe that reeches the receiver

between the waist and top of the head.
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This can be accomplished by running a
pre-determined pass ,pattern. The quick
change of direction (cut) needed to put the
offensive player in an unguarded position
is executed by pushing off of the inside of
the foot that is on the opposite side of the
intended cut. Therefore, if a player wants to
cut to the right, the push is off the inside of
the left foot. This cut can be facilitated by

ing anadt rt 81 I etdh tba k i n g ensdhi

the knees. After the cut has been mastered,
a fake which can be done with the head
and/or shoulders should be incorporated
into the movement. Once the cut i ade
into an open area, the o sive plhyer
should turnface the quarterback, and con-
centrate_on_the flight of the football. This
concentration must continue until the foot-
ball rests in the receiver's hands.

As the pass approaches, both arms
should be extended with the palms facing
the football and the thumbs pointing in-
ward. The fingers should be relaxed and
spread. As contact occurs, both the arms

figyfe,4. The carrying position.
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and fingers give and-pull-the football-into
the body. If the pass is thrown below the
waist the fingertips point downward and
the little fingers face inward. Once in pos-
session of the ball, the receiver should im-
mediately put it into the carrying position
by spreading and extending the fingers
over its point. The football is then tucked
h:gh up and under the arm and held tightly
against the body. Moving down field, the
ball carrier must combinespeed, quick cuts;
and pivots to prevent removal of a flag.
Since contact is not permilted in flag foot-
ball, utilizing teammates for screening pur-
poses is a strategy that must be incorpo-
rated into the offense.

PUNTING

When a team fails to advance the desig-
nated distanceforalirst_dowtvorscore,one
of the options available to the offense is
punting the football. In coed flag football,
rushing the kicker is not permitted; there-
fore, complete concentration should be
placed on the punt execution. After receiv-
ing the football, the punter rotates it so the
laces are on top. With hands on either side
of the football, the punter simultaneously
extends both arms forward while taking
one short step onto the kicking foot fol-
lowed by a normal step onto the support
foot. As the kicking leg swings forward, the
football is dropped, allowing 6ntact to

DOWN AND IN

HOOK IN

HOOK AND Gb

e
Z OUT

Dkagram 5. Pass patterns.

DOWN AND OUT

HOOK OUT

<
Z IN

QUICK IN



5 Yd.

10 Yd.
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occur on the upswing. Contact, with a firm
ankle and the-loe pointing-down-, is made
on the instep of the foot at apProximately
-eighteen-to-twenty-four-inches-off-the 2--
ground. Maximum distance is achieved by
a full extension of the kicking leg with the
follow-through continuing to shoulder
height. When the support foot leaves the
ground, both arms are extended to the side
to ensure balance and control.

6

15 Yd.

Diagram 6.

Punting Drill

P-Punter

How far cArj ttie football be punted?

Nixed ure
1. Punt the ball from behind the designated line.
2. Measure the best punt out of 5 attempts.
3. Measure the punt from the line to the spot where

the ball hits the ground.

Figure 5. Holding the ball for'the place kick.

1

PLACE KICK

In most instances, place kicking in coed
flag football (kickoff, field goal) is done
without a tee; therefore, the mechanics for
the kickoff and field goal attempts aresimi-
lar. After the holder receives the football
the laces are turned forward and the foot-
ball is placed on-the ground with a slight
backward tilt. The kicker, with the head
down, approaches the football and. focuses
on a spot below the center where contact
must occur. The support foot, pointing in
the direction of the kick, is planted to the
side and slightly to the rear 91 the football.
As the kicking leg is brought forward, the
knee is bent and tbp ankle is flexed and
firm. The swing of the leg must be forceful

15 Yds.

Diagram 7.
Field Goal Drill

K-Kicker

How many field goals can be successfully kicked?

.4 Procedure.
I. Count the number of successful field goals out of 9

attempts.
2. Take 3 attempts-5 yards, 10 yards, and 15 yards

from the goalline.
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Diagram 8

2.

3.

4.

6.

with full extension forward and upward
using the arms to aid in maintaining bal-

,oance.
SAFETY

Due to the game's structure, the outdoor
setting, and the variety of weather condi-
tions under which the game is played,
numerous types of injuries can occur in
coed flag football. Many of the sprains and
strains can be prevented by adequately
warming up prior to the game. Improper
running, throwing, catching, and kicking
techniques also result in ankle, finger, el-
bow', and shoulder injuries. 'These can,
however, be prevented by proper teaching
and coaching.

Too often, more serious injuries occur as
a result of collisions caused by.one or more
participants playing in an uncontrolled
manner. A player,unable to quickly stop, .
turn, or change direction can be a hazard to
other participants. Therefore, the no-
contact rule must be strictly enfor.ced. The
fndiyidual supervising or offieiating the ac-.
tivity must not permit the participants to
confuse -cod flag footbSIr with regulation
football where the participant has the ad-
vantage of protective equipment.

Acceptable playing conditions, adequate
I. warm-up, proper technique, good coach-

ing, and responsible officiating all contrib-
ute to safe and enjoyable participation in
this activity.

COED FLAG FOOTBALL RULES,
1. Team. Eight (8).players, fouir Men and. .

^ four women, shall constitute a team..

Field. The playing field shall be 100
yards long and 40 yards wide. There
shall be a 10-yard end zone at each end
of the field. Goalposts will be placed on
the 1?ack line of the end zone. The field
shall be marked by lines dividing the
field into* four 20-yard zones. The in-
bounds line shall be 10 yards from the
sidelines. .

Time. The game shall be played in
halves of 20 minutes each. Teams will
switch ends ot the field at halftime
only. The rest peiiod shall be five Min-
utes at the half. Each captain may call
one time-out (1 minute) each half.
Start of Game. The team captain* Win-
ning the coin toss may elect one of the
following: kick; receive; goarto defend
during the first half. At the start of the
second half, teams will reverse field
positions, and the team who kicked Off
at the start of the game will receive:
Kickoff. The kicRoff *shall be made
from the kicking team's 20-yard line. It
must be a place kick and the ball cannot
be teed up in any manner. The receiv-
ing team must position five players on
the midfield line. The kick must travel
20 yards before becoming a free ball7
Scrimmage Plays. Prior to start of play,
the offensiVe team must come to a "set"
position for one second. One player
only may be in motion, but cahnot be
moving toward the scrimmage. line.
Advancement via the run from behind
the line of scrimmage is restricted to
girls only. There are no advancement
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restrictions for a male once he has ob-
tained possession of the ball beyond
the line of scrimmage.

7. -FirSCDOWns. A team shall be allowed
four downs to advance the ball across
each zone line (20 yards apart). Each
time a team adVances the ball across a
line it is awarded a first down and will
be allowed fomr more downs to make
the next zone line. Upon a change of
team possession, the line to gain shall
be that line immediately down field
from the spot where'the ball becomes
dead.

8. Detached Flag. Ball becomes dead
when ball carrier's flag becomes de-
tached from the flag belt. The ball car-
rier cannot use hands or clothing to
prevent opponents from pulling the
flag.

9. Blockin$. No blocking is permitted.
Offensive players may screen for the
ball carrier by keeping both arms in
contact with the body and moving la-
terally into the path of an opponent. No 14.
contact is permitted.

10. Passing. All forward passes must be
thrown from a point behind the line of
scrimmage.
Restrictions on use of the forward pass:
a. 'During a 4-down series, males are

restricted to only one forward pass
attempt. If the down in which Hie
pass was attempted is repeated be-
cause of a penalty or if a new series
begins, he may again attempt one
pass in the series.

b. Male pass receivers must receive all
forward passes beyond the line of
scrimmage.

c. There are no restrictions on female
passing or pass-receiving.

11. -Fumbles. All fumbles are ruled a dead
ball and maynot be recovered by either
team. The offensive team retains pos-
session.

12. Dead Ball. The b IT becomes dead
when:
a. The ball carrier's flagecomes de-

tached from the flag bel (pulled or
falls off).

b. When any part of the ball rrier's

13

;

15.

16.

17.
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body other than the hands and feet
touch ground.

c. Following an incomplete forward
pass.

d. Following a fumble.
e. When the-ball goes out-of:bounds.
Kicking. When the offensive team
elects to kick, it must call the play
"kick." -Defensive team must have 5
players on the line of scrimmage. No
player on either team may cross the line
of scrimmage until the ball has been
kicked.

A punt- or kickoff may be made by
either sex, but advancement of the ball
from either of these two techniques is
restricted by the following:

The male punt or kickoff receiver
cannot advance the ball forward
from his point of contact with the
ballJut may, however, move back-
ward or perpendicular hi, that first
point of contact. Advancement is
only possible by a female ball carrier.

Scoring. Touchdown-6 points. Try
after touchdown-1 point (kick or
run). Field Goal-3 points. Team must
announce intention to attempt field
goal. Neither offensive or defensive
players may cross the scrimmage line
until the ball has been kicked. The kick.
must be made fro,m a spot directly be-
hind the point from which the b'all is
centered. The ball shall not be teed up
in any manner for placement attempts.
Safety-2 points. A safety rdsults
when the offensive team is responsible
for grounding the ball behind its own
goalline.
Substitutions. Unlimited substitution
is permitted.
Equipment. Plastic or metal spiked and
cleated shoes are prohibited. Gym
shoes, street shoes, or shoes with
molded rubber cleats are permitted.
Players may not: wear any device that
might cause injury to othei partici-
pants. Two flags, attached to the flat
beltin a proper manner, shall be worn
by all players.
Tie Games. If teams are tied in score,
the team with the most first downs will
be declared the winner. If teams are

-
'1 '4 0
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s

0 0

QB

LB

D

O 0

HB HB

S
CB CB

LB LB LB

D

HB

QB

0 0

Offense

C-Center HB-Halfback
0-Offensive Lineman F-Flanker

QB-Quarterback

Defense
D-Defensive Lineman

LB-Linebacker
CB-Corner Back

S-SMety

Diagram 9. Offensive and defensive formations.

e'
tiea in scoie and first downs, an over-
time series of plays will be run. The ball
shall be placed on the midfield line,
and oner te'am will start a series of four
downs (choice of first offensive series
by toss of coin). Team "A" (offense)
will attempt to advance the ball as far as,
possible into "B's" territory in four
consecutive downs. Team "B" will then
take over the ball at the Toint where
"A's" series ended. The position of The
ball at the cbnclusion of "B's" four
downs will determine the winner. If
the ball is in "A's" territory' then "B" is
the winner.
...An interception by opponents will,

terminate a team's series of downs. The
recovering team will start play from the
point where the interception run-back
ends.

No punting or field goal attempts are
permitted in the overtime series.'

18. Penalties.
Offside-5 yards.
Illegal motion-5 yards.
Intentionally grounding ballloss of

down and 5 yards from spot of pass.
Illegal fOrward passloss of down and

5 yards from spot of pass.
Illegal advancement by rnale.-5 yards

from line of scrimmage and loss of
down; 5 yards 'from spot of illegal
advancement on punt or kickoff.

-I 3

Illegal wearing or protecting of flag-
15 yards.

Unnecessary roughness-15 yards and
disqualifica tion of player.

Defensive pass interferenceoffen-
sive team ball at point of foul; au-
tomatic recorded first down.

Offensive Pass interference-15 yards
and loss of down.

STRATEGY

OFFENSE

Since the game of coeti flag football is
primarily a passing game, the offensiVe
strategy should be composed of a variety of
passing plays with available running op-
tions. Basically, the offensive skills that are
most essential for successfully advancing
the football are throwing, catching, and '
open field running. A variety of options
should be incorporated into the strategy
because everyone is eligible in coed flag
football to run, throw, and receive the ball
except as specified in the rules. The limita-
tion on the number of forward passes that a
male quarterback may throw, emphasizes
the need for a skilled female quarterback. It
is also important that the offensive linemen
are agile and skilled in executing screens to
prevent the rushing defensive players from
getting,to the quarterback.



DEFENSE

The defensive strategy irk the game of
coed flag football is to pressure the quarter-
back and prevent the ball from being ad-
vanced via.the run or. pass. This pressure is
the responsibility of the defensive linemen
who must evade the opponent's screen,
contain the quarterback, and remove one
flag before a pass can be attempted. While
the quarterback is being subjected to this
pressure, the linebackers and corner backs
must remain with their assigned opponent.
Usually, man for man coverage is used in
coed.flag football. Each defender must con-
stantly maintain a position between the
opponent and the goalline. If an opponent
does gain possession of the football, a flag
must be quickly removed. This can be.ac-
complished by the defender moving to-
ward the opponent, focusing on the waist,
and reaching out and quickly pulling a flag
from the belt. As soon as tke flag is re"-
moved, the defender immediately raises
the flag above the head so that the official
and players are aware that play has
stopped.

EQUIPMENT

FOOTBALLS

The size of the football sglected for play is
dependent upon the age level 4af partici-
pants in the activity. . What must be taken
into consideration is the fact that coed flag
football involves women throwing and
catching the football; therefore, the size of
the football is of prime consideration. A

outh size football should be considered for
the younger participants while an inter-
mediate size is more appropriate on the
high school and college level.

A rubber-covered football, ranging in
cost from $11.00 to $15.00 depending on
size, is more durable, for teaching, in-
tramural, and recreational situations,
whereas, a leather-covered football costing
from $15.00 to $25.00 may be more appro-
priate for competitive situations.
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FLAGS AND DEUS

Consideration must be carefully given to
the selection of the type of flags and belts to
purchase. Regardless of the type of closure,
rings, or velcro, the belt should be easily
adjusted as needed by the participants...The
mcst functional attachment of flags to the
belt seems to be with velcro on flags and
belt. Although the most common material
used in the construction of flags'and belt is a
flexible plastic, a heivy canvas fabric which
seems to be the most durable is also avail-
able from some companies. Prices range
from $17.00 to $23.00 for one dozen belts
and twenty-four flags.

It shoulcralso be pointed out that strips of
any durable fabric can be tucked into
waistbands of gym shorts or warmup suits
permitting the game of flag football to be
introduced without an expensive invest-
ment in equipment.

DOWN MARKER

Although official down markers are
available and range in cost from $85.00 to
$115.00, a plastic pylon, thirty-six inches in
height, 'cap also be used. In situations
where first-downs are determined by cros-
sing into a designated zone, the pylon, with
the downs painted around the side, is all
that is needed.

TERMINOLOGY

Center. The offensive lineman who snaps the
football to the quarterback.

Defense. The team that does not have posses-
sion of the football.

Fake. A move made by a player for theTurpose
of deceiving an opponent.

Field Goal. A three-point score w hen the fout-
ball is kicked from a place kick over the
crossbar and between the uprights.

First Down. The first of four attempts to move
the football forward into the next 20-yard zone
or end zone.

Forward Pass. A pass thrown from behind the
iliin.neeof scrimmage toward the opponent's goal-

' I-fandoff. An exchange of the football from the
quarterback to a teammate.

Offense. The team that has possession of the
football.

134
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Offside. Movement across the estatilished line
of scrimmage before the Tootball is snapped.

Safety. An offensive player invogession of the
football is downed in own end zone (2 pants).

Screen (Block). An offensive player posilioning,,
the body between an opponent and the ball
carrier.

Scrimmage Line. Imaginary line drawn from the
forward tip of the football to the sideline.,

Touchdown. An offensive player hdving pos-
session yf the football in the opponent's end
zgne.
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Golf is a game ih which all individual
can play regardless oftize, strength, age, or
sex. It',s a game in which an individual may
plaralone or with others. It may be Olayed
for fun or ior competition.

Tlie 'exact origin of golf is unknown.
However, it is speculated that shepherds

_ 1 While tending their flocks played a game
similar to golf in which-theylhit stones and
'pebbles with their crooks. Through,the cen-
hides a stroking game similar to that of the
shepherds evolved. Golf as we play it today
on a golf course with 9 or 18 holes had its
origin in St. Andrews, Scotland.

'The game of golf was introduced in the
United-States around-1880,4_Robert Reid.
Reid was a Scotsman who had immigrated
to the United States and settled in Yonkers,
New York. Since that time the interest in
the game has grown. Today there are close
to 16 million people playing at least 14
rounds of golf a year. Golf is a verr exciting
game. It provides an ongoing challenge for
all those who participate in it.

SKILLS AND TIGINIQUES

There are two basic skills which must be
learned to play golf: the golf swing (full and
short);..Putting. The golf, swing is used to
get the -bail airborne. The design of the
equipment enables the golfer to select a
club for tfie various required trajectories
and distances. Therefore, the same basic
golf swing is utilized. Putting is a skill simi-
lar Co croquet in that the ball is rolled along
the ground. This skill is used primarily on

'Mt concepts courtesy of The National Golf Foun-
dation.

A

Golf

DEDE-GWEN
National Golf Foundation,*

.West Palm Beach, FL
,

the green to get tp bail into the hoie. -A

putter ik used and designed specifically for
this purpose.

GOLF:SW1NG.

FUR Swing
Tcy picture the motion of the golf swing,

viSualize a child swinging in the paik. The
swinging motion is continuous from be-
ginning to pd. Thelnotion is repeatable.
There is a constant arc with the height of the
swing on one side the same as on the other
side. The motion is rhythmical and flowing
(not jerky). There is a swing center around
which .th'e motiodevolves.

The golf swing has the same characteris-
tics as those describing the sWini in the,
park. Tty to visualize a picture of the golf
swing as a flowing motion involving the
body working. as a whole.

Grip .

The grip is the first and most importafit
concept. The hands are the only part of the
body which come in contact with the golf
club. It is ifnportant,therefore, to have the
hands positioned on.the club so that they
are noronly comfortable but efficient.

:Two grip positions ate recommended.
Both gc)sitions should be attempted to find
,the one most comfortable for each mdi-
vidiThl. Both positions are- efficient and
whichever chosen, will become more,com-
fortable withEpractice.

Target Hana (Hand on Top Nearest the Intended
Target)
1. Stand wjth the shoulders in line with an

imaginary target,.
2. Hold the club (grip encl)afong the target

side (side closest to the. target) With the
club head on the ground and the club
facing pointed toward the target.'
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a. Interlocking...,

Figure 1. The grip:

3. With the target arm hanging in a relaxed
position, place the target hand on the
club as if to shake hands witb the club.

4. Bring the club head off the ground in
front of the body with the target arm
extended.

,Rear Hand (Bottom Position)
Extend the rear hand as if to shake hands

with the club.

Overlap Grip
Place the little finger of the rear hand

between the index and middle finger of the
target hand.

Interlocking Grip
Interlock the index finger of the target

hand and the little finger of the rear hand.

Set-up
The set-up position is the "ready posi-

tion" of the body for swinging a golf club. It
is important that the set-up permit easy
freedom to move the entire body. The more
consistent the set-up, the more consistent

b. Overlapping

will the swing become. The set-upis always
taken as it relates to a target. The following
steps are suggested for achieving an effi-
cient set-up.

Alignment
Establish a target (anything will do). Take

two clubs (sticks, lines on a gym floor) and
plate them on the ground like railroad
tracks (see Diagram 1) The ball is on one
track (target line) and the feet are on the
other track (body line). The feet, hips, and
shoulders are parallel to the direction of the
intended ball flight. This is called a square
stance. Repeat this without the parallel°
clubs.
Stance

The feet should be about shoulder width
apart (measured from the inside of the
heels).

Weight
The weight should be centered over the

middle of both feet with the weight on the
balls of the feet. (Hint: it should be easier to

13s



Target Side .

f Ball Rear Side

i_s_ Target Line

Target. , W-111. Body Line
1

1

r -

Diagram 1.

tap the heels (both feet) 'than to tap the
toes.)

Posture
1. With the back straight, bend forward

from the top of the thighs to about a 45°
angle.

2. The arms and hands should be relaxed
and hanging freely from the shoulders.

3. There should be a slight flex in the knees
- with just enough motion to mobilize

them.

Ball Position
The ball should be positioned in the

stance just-to theAarget sideef center,

Dia5rarrk-2..._

Full Swing Motion
The golf swing is a continuous motion in

which the body parts work sequentially.
The parts are synchronized to produce the
rhythmical and flowing motion. The vari-
ous stages of the golf swing which follow
are described with illustrations and cues.

Practice Drills

Without Club
1. Place two clubs parallel on the ground so,

that each is pointed toward a .arget.

r-

A
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2. Take the set-up position with the arms
hanging freely from the shoulders over
the parallel clubs.

3. Maintaining the posture position, swing
around the swing center, begin swing-

ort1 011 1 0

swings to begin with, and with the arms
relaxed. (Imagine the arms amhe swing
chain.)

4. As the arms get hi0er gradually allow
the lower body to :ake on the rhythm of
the arms, feel the weight shift from one
side to the other (target side to rear side,
rear side to.target side).

5. Try to establish a rhythm and tempo:
slow back; then accelerate coming
through to the target side.

6. As the arms are swinging, let the target
knee touch the rear kneerear knee to
the target knee. This helps the weight to,
shift and the heels to come off the
ground.

7. Feel the motion in the lower body.
8. At the top of the swing, feel the back to

the target (coiled as a spring), swing
through (uncoil), and check that the belt
buckle is pointed-toward-the-target.

9. Swing the arms and turn (backswing);
turn and swing the arms (forward
swing).

With the Club
- 1. Repeat the same sequence without a ball

(remove parallel clubs).
2. Repeat the same sequence (without par-

allel clubs), hitting a tee instead of 4 golf
ball.

3. Repeat the same sequence (without par-
allel clubs), hitting balls off a tee.

4.. Repeat the same sequence and hit balls
from the grass without a tee.

Checkpoints
1. Top of swing..

a. Back to target. 4

b. Target knee close to or touching rear
knee.

c. More weight on rear foot.
d. Drive high.

2. Follow-through.
a, Arms and hands in high finish.
b: Belt buckle to target.-
c. Weight on target foot.
d. -Rearkneetouching-target knee.

13 9
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a.
Feet shoulder width
apart.
NU forward of center in

- sta
Body in "ready"
position.

Target arm extends; rear
arm hinges.

b.
Takeaway sequence;
hands.arms-shoulders.
Hub steady and behind
ball.

Steps of 'the Golf Swing
1. During the takeaway, the triangle,

of the fiands, arms and shoulders will
move the club head along the ground on
the extended target line. The heid re-
mains steady to ensure that the swing
center, or "hub" (that point, once again,
just above the sternum), will also remain
steady.

2. As the swinging action expands,
the upper body 'coils': Of "winds" as It
turns away from the target. The right
elbow will bekin to hinge,

3. At the top of thebackswing you will
feel maximum turn of the shoulders and
hips away from the target into a fully
coded position. To sustain the constant
arc, the hub remains steady and the
target ann is farrdy extended, but not

4. As the forward swing bens,'the
first major move is in the lower body,
with the legs leading, triggering a steady
unco3ing of power to accelerate club
head speed.

5. To help you realize the sequential
moves taking place in the swing, note
the position of the club, arms, and hands
In relation to the hips.

d.
Back to the target
Weight shifted to inside
of rear foot.
Hub remains steady.

Figure 2. The full swing.
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6, At the moment of impact you
should feel all body movement and en:
ergy directed toward the targetThe hips
will have begun to turn, and by now are
well out of the way, permitting the arms
and hands to swing freely, fully extend-
ing the dub head out toward the target.
Think of swinging through the ball not to
the ball,

7, In the follow-through strive to
maintain full extension of both arms
until the diminishing momentum of club
head speed carries them to a natural rest-
ing position.

S. At thecompletion of the swing, the
shoulders and hips will have completed
their rota lion, shifting the majority of the
weight to the target foot and forcing a
natural lilt of the rear heel from the
ground. The arms and hands should
finish high,

Summary:
'Think of the (on going stages as one

con-famous movement governed by bal.
a nce and timing that will maneuver the
club head into position to strike the ball
squarely and at its greatest speed

e.
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Legs dnvelaterally
toward target.
Arms follow
Hands delay

f.
Weight shifts to target
side.
Hands and arms
produce "square"
dubface at impact.
Hub remains steady
behind the ball,
Club head at MixiMUT
speed.

h.
Arms and hands in high
finish.
Majority of weight on
target foot.
Body faces target.

4.04
g.

Arrns rotate liter
impact.
Hub continues to remain
steady.

1 4.
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SAort Swing
During a round of golf, the distances

from the ball to the target continually vary.
As a result, a full swing or distance swing is
not always required. The short swing is

Figure 3. Practicing the approach
shot (full swing). .

primarily used when approaching the
green when accuracy is the major objective.

The short swing has the same swing
characteristics as the full sWing. However,
because accuracy and not distance is the
major objective, there are differences in the
set-up position, and the length of the
backswing and follow-through.

To produce a shorter swing the changes
in the set-up pOsition help the boay to
create a different feel from the full swing.

Set-up Position
1. Feet closer together.
2. More weight on the target foot.
3. More bend from the top of the thighs.
4. Grip the club closer to the shaft (choke

up on the grip).
5. Ball position is slightly farther back of

center.

Figure t. Ihe short swing set-up position.

1
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Figure 5. The short swing.

6. Hands, arms, and swing center slightly
in front of the ball.

To establish a feel for the short swing,
imagine a clock as the one illustrated. The
length of the backswing and follow-
through will help determine the distance
that the ball will go. As skill level advanCes,
varying the speed of the. swing will also
influence distance. Initially, concentrate on
the techniques and vary the length of the
swings with a constant speed: 7:00 to 5:00;
8:00 to 4:00.

The swing is initiated and continued by
swinging the arms and hands as a unit,
back and through. There is very little mo-
tion in the lower body. This is primarily an
arm and shoulder swing. Permit the lower
body to respond naturally. Avoid being still
and rigid in the lower body.

The purpose of this shot is to land the ball
on the green and get it rolling to the hole,
hopefully ending with the ball close to the
pin. The technique which has been pre-

;
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sented may be used with any selected club.
Initially the more lofted clubs should be
used (9, 8, 7) to provide for the highest ball
flight. As the skill progresses, variations in
the short swing can be learned. However,
the prime objective in the beginning and
intermediate skill levels is to get the ball on
the green and directed toward the target.
With practice the short swing can be
quickly learned.

Practice Drills

Without a Club
1. Place two clubs parallel on the ground

directed toward a target.
2. Take the set-up position with the arms

hanging over the clubs and hands ex-
tended.

3. Place the hands together with the palms
facidg.

4. Point the target hand toward the rear
side.

5. Swing the arms and hands back and
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forth as a unit between the clubs. Vary
the swing lengths (7-5, 8-4) as illus-
trated by the clock.

Checkpoints
1. Motion is straight back along the track

and straight through. .

2. The back of the target hand is facing the
taitet throughout the motion.

3. No wrist break.
4. Motion is with the arms and shoulders.

With the Club
1. Place two clubs parallel on the ground

directed toward a target. The clubs
should be a little wider than the length of
the club head.

2. Take the set-up position with the club
between the parallel clubs. The clubs
will then form a guide for a straight
swing.

3. Swing the club back and forth between
the clubs.

4. Vary the length of the swing (7to5,8to
4,9to3).

5. Swing back, through,I3nd hold the
follow-through for a few seconds.

6. Repeat: placing a tee in the ground and
hitting the tee; hitting balls from the tee
(place the tee close to the ground); hit-
ting balls without the tee; removing par-
allel clubs.

Checkpoints
1. The back of the target hand and clubface

point toward the target throughout the
motion.

2. Hold the follow-through, cheCk position
of the clubface. Is it toward the target?

3. The hands and arms should be slightly
ahead of the clubface prior to and at the
end of the swing.

PUT1ING

The putting stroke is used on the green.
The ball should be rolled on the ground.
There is no air time as with the full and
short swingq. A specifically designed club;
the putter, is used. The blade or face of the
club is vertical to permit a rolling motion,
and the angle of the shaft with the ground is
more upright.

The technique of the putting stroke is
similar to the short swing. The stroke is

Figure 6. The putting grip.

very short and compact. The length of the
backsWing and forward swing are the
same. The motion is smooth and contin-
uous. The stroke is initiated with the arms
and shoulders.

There are differences between the put-
ting stroke and short swing (as well as the
full swinein the grip and set-up positions.
These differences are due to the club design
and the purpose of the stroke, which is to
roll the ball. To more readily understand
these differences, take one of the suggested
grip positions with the putter and eithe'r the
short or full swing set-up positions. Notice
that the putter is shorter than the other
clubs and that the putter does not rest flat
on the ground. Therefore, a few adjust-
ments in the grip and sekrup are necessary
for an effkient putting stroke: "

Grip
The full or short swing grip is modified by
turning both hanc6 away from the grip of
the club. This new position places the
palms of both hands facing more upward as
opposed to facing each other in the regular
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grip.. The presSurAemains in the last three
fingers of both hands. This grip also per-
mits the elbows to separate frbm the,ex-
tend ed position of the full and short
swings. The arms .should bend with the
elbows pointing away from the body.

Set-up
As in the full and short swing, the set-up
position for putting is important in de-
veloping consistency in the stroke. It
should be noted that a set-up is basically
the same as the full and short swing except
the arms are closer to the, body and the eyes
are over the ball. The following steps are
presented as a review for getting an effi-

_cient set-up with the differences italicized:

Alignment
After taking the ,putting grip, place the

clubface behind the ball square tothe in-
tended target. The feet, shoulders, and
hips should be parallel to the target line of
the ball.

Stance
The feet should be about shoulder width'

apart (meaSured from the inside of the
'heels).

Weight ,

The weight should be toward the middle
of both feet.

Posture
The back should be relatively straight

and bending from the top of the thighs. The
arms should be bent or flexed vith the el-
15-o-ws pointing away from the body on a line
parallel to the intended direction. There
should be a slight flex in the knees.

Eyes
The eyes ,slibuld be positioned over or

slightly behind the ball.

Ball Position
The ball should be positioned in the

stance just to the jarget side of center.

Putting Stroke
The stroke is a pendulum motion. There

is no motion in the lower body. The stroke
is accomplished with the arins and shoul-
ders working as a unit (one-piece) back and
through the ball. The club is a part of the

t
7
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Figure 7 Eye position for putting.,

unit. There is initially no hand or wrist pc-
tion. As the kill level advances, greater fed
will develop for the stroke and some hand
and wrist play may be added. The stroke
should be kept low to the ground, back and
through. The length of the backswing and
forward swing are the same,

Putting Practice (Carpet or Carpet Stripes!
GreenlGym Floor)

The drills below are designed for practic-
ing stroke techniques, and distance and di-
rection judgment.

Without the Ball
1. Place two clubs parallel on the ground

just a little wider than the width of the
putter blade on line and 10 feet apart
from a target on a wall or backstop.

2. Practice taking the grip and set-up
position.

3. Practice the stroke technique back and
through between the two clubs.

4. Stroke back through and hold the finish.

1 15
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Key Points
1. Emphasis

Table 1. Summary of key points.

Full Swing Short Swing
Distance and Direction' Direition

GOLF 139

Putting
Direction

xi p Ovikap_or Intprinric nvPrlap_orinterlock Modification of Overlap_ZS_
Interlock

3. Set-up
A. Alignment Parallel to the Intended Same Same

Direction

B. Posture

C. Stance Feet Shoulder Width Apart Feet Narrower than Feet Shoulder Width
Shoulders Apart

D. Weight A. Middle to Balls of the " A. Same A. Same
Feet

B. Weight Evenly Distrib- B. More Weight on the B. Weight Evenly Distrib-
uted between Both Feet Target Foot uted between Both Feet

E. Ball
Position

Target Side of Center Center to the Rear Side
of Center

Target Side of Center

F. Swing,
Center

To the Rear Side of the
Ball

To the Rear Side of the
Ball .

Even With the Rear
Side of the Ball

4

Checkpoints
1. The blade should go back and through,

low to the ground.
2. From the set-up position, check eye

alignment by dropping a ball from the
bridge of the nose. The ball should fall
between the clubs°.__

3. Hold the finish and check in relation to
target: -
a. Blade alignment to the target (square

is desired).
Etjade in relation to ground (low is
desired).

c. Length of forward swing (equal to
desired backswing).

d. Arm and hand position (same unit
posture as set-up).

P.

ETIQUETTE AND SAFETY

Golf, as other sports, has a code of
behavior, or recommended actions for the
participants, known as golf etiquette. Golf
etiquette helps individuals to enjoy the
game, to keep play moving on the course,
to encourage safety, and to protect the
course from 'unnecessary damages'.
Examples of golf etiquette are:

1. The player who hits first on the tee has
honors. Honors is decided on the.first
teeby flipping a coin or drawing lots.

\
\

After the fiist tee, the player with the
lowest score on the previous hole hits
first on the next tee.

2. On the fairway, the player whose ball is
farthest from the green, hits first.

3. When a player is hitting, other players...
should stand quietly. They should
stand to one side of the person hitting,
not in front.

4. Players should be ready to hit their
shots when their turns come. .

5. A player should not hit until the
players in front of them are safely out of
their hittIng distance.

6. The warning cry "fore" should be
yelled if a ball is in. the air and other
players are in danger,ofbeing hit.

7. The score on a hole (for example, hole
8) should be recorded on the next'tee
(for example, hole 9).

8. AQplyer should be sure no one is in
front or behind when swinging a club
or hitting a ball.

9. A player should never throw clubs.
10. A player or group of players who are

playing slowly should let the player(s)
behind them go through to avoid slow
play.

Most injuries in golf occur when a club is
swung recklessly or carelessly or a golf ball
is hit without attention to its direction and
those around. Injuries may be avoided by
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being more aware of golfoticjitate and its
implications for safety.

THE GAME OF GOLF

6DuasEs'

Golf courses are cymposed of 9 or 18
holes and each course is different in
appearance, length, terrain, and difficulty.
A course has unique characteristics which
reflect the design of different golf course
architects. Just as an artist paints different
pictures, an architect designs each hole
with its own personality. The holes vary in
the type of hazards or obstacles (water and
sand), the length of the holes (short, long,
Medium), and- the contoyr of the greens
(large or small, round and kidney-shaped).
The covises may.vary from very flat .and
boring layduts to extremely rolling and
highly wooded terrain which presents ex-
citing challenges.

Golf is played on courses which may
have 9 or 15 holes. An 18-hole ccourse is .

usually considered a regulation course.
Courses with 18 holes vary in length (total
yardage) from around,5,000 yards or less to
as long as 8,000.yards.

HOLES

Individual golf holes vary in length from
about 85 yards to 60q yalds., Holes are
categorized by che length or total yardage
from the teeing area (point for beginning
each hole) to the cup or traldle of the green.
The holes are labeled. short (55 yards or
less to 245 yards), m.yhum (245 to 445 yards),
long (445 yards to 600 or more yards).

GOLF 141

Golf holes have a unique personality as
reflected in the architectural designs. Given
the uniqueness, there are basic compo-
nents that the majority of golf holes and
courses will have. These are labeled in
Diagram 3. Sand and water on a golf course
are considered hazards or obstacles which
may or may not induce penalties. The use
and placement of waterhazards (direct and
lateral) and sand traps in a golf hole will
depend on course design. They may or may
not appear on a holeor holes. Out-of-
bound (0B) markers ,define the outer
perimeters of a course. They are most often
seen where a course is bordered by roadsor
housing developments.

SCORING

The objeCtive in golf is to progress frontil
the teeing area to the green (see diagram)
and into the hole in the fewest number of
sirokes. The total number-of strokes taken
on the hole is recorded as a score. At the
end of the 9 or 18 holes, the scores on each
hole are added for a total score for the'golf
round.

Td make scoring easier a score card is
provided at golf comses. A sample score
card is illustrated in Diagram 4. Note the
term par on the score card. Each hole has a
designated pa'r which is the established ,
stroke standard for thq given length of hole
in yards (tbtal yardage). The designated
pars are 3 (short holes), 4 (medium holes),
and 5 (long.holes). Generally, an 18-hole
course will have 4 par 3 holes, 10 par 4
holes, and 4 par 5 holes.

The score car'cl is divided into.two sets of
9 holes (hokis 1-9, holes 10.-18) with (he
holes numbered consecutively from 1 to 18.

Yardage 510 326 137 365 342 160 490 362 382 3074 325 380 485 130 3651290 500 151 351 2975 6049

fjandicap 1 13 17 7 11 15 3 9 5 . 12 6 4 18 8 14 2 16 10

Par 5 4 3 4 4 3 5 4 4 36 4 . 3 4 4 5 3 4 36 72

Hole 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Front ,10 11 12 13 14 lg 16 17 18 Back Total

Sue

John '
Mary ' -' . .
George . r

Diagram 4. Sainple score card.
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Each 9 holes and the total 18 holes liave a
designated par. This is obtained by,aciding
the individual pars on the first 9 holes
(holes 1-9) which is called the frontside pnd
adding the individual parson the second 9
holes (holes t)--18) which is called the back
side. The total for the front side and back side
is the designated par for the course.
Referring to thescore card, par on the front
side (holes 1-9) is 36,and par on the b.,ack
side (holes 10-18) is 36. The course par
(holes 1-18) is the front side 36 plus the back
side 36 for a total of 72.

When an individual goes to play golf,
he/she is trying to ob,tain a scd're which is

0 equal to, or lower .1.1an par. However, nota
everyone is a Nancy Lopez-lvfelton or Jack
Nicklaus and capable of shooting a score
equal to or lower than par. Par is, howevqr
a standard of excellence against which
individuals may evaluate their own skill.

Terminology of Scoring
The following terms are ...3sociated with

scOring. The terms are defined with refer-
ence to Tar and 'a numerical example.'Par
for this hypothetical hose is 4.

Par\ = stroke standard on a'hole = 4

Birdie = 1 stroke less than par = 3
Eagle = 2 strokes less than par = 2
Bogie = 1 stroke more than par =

Double
Bogie = 2 strokes more than par . = 4

;Triple
Bogie =. 3 strokes more than pm = 7

. RULES
,

To give order and direction to the game of
golf, rules were established. As in other
sports, situations arise during play ,,vhich
may or may not in-yoke penalties. The rules
of golf are established bv the United States
Golf Association (USGA), the ruling body,
of golf in the United StatesThe rules gov
ern situations on golf courses which are
direct results of-the actiOns of a, player in
attempting to hit the ball, eneresults of

, hitting the ball, or the conditions of the
course over which the player has no con-
trol. 4

An undérstanding and knowledge of the
rules help the players to make accurate de-

1 =

cisions in situations Which require an in-
terpretation .a f the rules during the golf
round. Rules -overning particular situa-
tions may impose 0,1, or 2, strokes on the
player's score. The most stringent penalty
is-disqualification and may occur in certain
situations when in competition. The most
common rules encountered on the golf
couise will be presented by the number of
strokes imposed. Some of the rules permit
the players to decide how they wantto put
the ball back into play and are called op-
tions. Some options are not always possi-
ble.

No Penalty Strokes
Casual .water. Water Nirhich is not nor-

mally on the course and is the result of rain
or faulty watering systems.

_ Arbon: The player may lift and drop the
bâ1l al the nearet;t point of relief for swing
and stance not nearer the hole.

Gidund under repair. Marked area On
the course which is under construction.
Usually indicated by a sign or coded in
white paint.

Action. The player may lift and drop the
ball at the nearest poinf of relief of swing
and stance not nearer the hole.
'Hole made by a burrowing animal.

Holes made by moles, snakes, and other
burrowing animals are often found on the
course.
t'Action: Player may lift and drop the ball at

the nearest point of relief of swing and
stance.not nearer the hole.

One (1) Stroke'Penalty
Out-of-bounds (OB). The outer perime-

ter of a tolf course is usually marked by
white stakes. A balltlying outside the inner
edss_of the takes is considered OB and
out of play.

Action: Player must drop (if on tee, rnay'
re-tee) a bi%ll and hit from the spot where
the last ball was hie0B.

Lost ball. A ball Nhick was hit and can-
not be found within five minuted of search-

,.
ing.

Action: Player must drop a ball (if on tee,
may re-tee) and hit from the spot where the
lost ball was hit.

Lhiplayable lie. A player may declare the
position of any ball unplayable. Normally
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an unplayable position is such that swing-
ing a club or taking a stance is difficult or
unsafe to equipment or ihe golfer.

Action: Three options. (a) Player may re-
turn to the original spot and drop a ball
where the ball was originally hit. (b) Player
may take two club lengths relief in a half-
moont area from an unplayable ball posi-
tion. (c) Player may go back on a line as far
as he/she desires from the unplayable ball
position keeping the spot between the
player and hole.

Water hazard. Defined on the course by
yellow or i-ed stakes. All area within the
stakes is considered part of the hazard. If
there are no stakes, the water is considered
the hazard bounclItY.

Lateral hazard (red stakes). Water
hazard that is parallel to the fairway.

Action: Three options: (a) Player may play
the ball from where it *lies in the hazard (no
penalty strokes). (b) Player may drop the
ball within two club lengths of the point
where it last crossed the margin of The
hazard, on either side of the hazard. (c)
Player may go back to the point and drop
the ball where the last ball was played.

Direct hazard (yellow stakes). Water
hazard that crosses the fairway.

Action: Three options: (a) Player may play
the ball from where it lies in the hazard (no
penalty stroke). (b) Player may drop the ball
on a line anywhere back from the point
where the ball last crossed the margin of the
hazard keeping that spot between him/her
and the hole. (c) Player may go back and
drop the ball at the point where the last ball
was played.

Whiffing or missing the ball. An attemp-
ted swing at the ball and missed contact.

Action: The ball is played where it lies.
Ball moves. A ball that is moved acci-

dently by the player while addressing the
ball (except when teed) or removing debris
from around it in preparation to hit.

Action: Ball is replaced to its original posi-
iion prior to moving.

Two (2).Stroke Penalty
Playing-the wrong ball. A player hits a

ball other than own.
Action. If the error is dikovered before

hitting the next tee the player may go back
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and play his/her own ball with the 2 stroke
penalty and not count any of the strokes
played with the wrong ball.

Grounding the club in a hazard. A player
may not sole the club in a hazard when
addressing the ball. Doing so results in the
designated penalty.

Hitting an unattended flagstick. A
player w hen on The green must have the
flagstick held by another player/caddie or
removed from the hole and placed out of
the line of the putt. Failure to do so and
having the player's ball hit the flagstick
(either in the hole or lying on the green)
results in the designated penalty. The ball is
played from the final resting spot.

Hitting another player's ball on the
green. When putting, a'ball in the line of
putt should be marked by the owner. If
there is failure to have it marked, and the
ball putted hits another, the penalty is as-
sessed and the hit ball is replaced.

Thel2 are, however, other rules which
are less commonly encountered and are de-
scribed in greater detail in the USGA Rule
Book and four volumes entitled Decisions of
the USGA.

The rules of golf are meant to make the
game more fair and challenging. Learn the
rules and abide by them.

STRATEGY

Strategy may be phrased simply as a plan
of action. A golfer's strategy has two steps:
the selection of the route or target areas for
each shot; selection of the club to reach the
target areas.

STEP 1: SELECTION OF ROUTE

The golfer standing on each tee must de-
termine the route to the green. The route is
the direction he/she woule like to hit each
shot. The route or Step 1 of the plan of
action or strategy is pre-planned. The best
route is one which avoids potential penal-
ties or trouble as water, sand, out-of-
bounds, or woods. It is important to re-
member, the best route is not always the
shortest route.

Planning the route or selecting target
areas is not difficult. Two things must be
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/

considered: the strengths and weaknesses SEEP 2: CLUB SELECTION

ef the golfer; the strengths and-weaknesses / -/
of the golf hole. Through practice, both on

In selecting the club to reach the chosen
/

the practice tee and.the golf course, a golfer
target area (Step 1), three questions must be

learns strengths and weaknesses. The / asked by the golfer. The questions can eas-
'

golfer learns how far and short each club,'
ily be remembered by the letters LTD:

can be hit and in which direction the ba4
L 1. What is the lie of the ball?

tend to go when they are hit right, left,
T 2. What ball trajectory (or height) is

straight, high, or low. Practice is very impor-
needed?

tant in helping a golfer learn what his/her
D 3. What is the distance to the decided

abilities are and the areas requiring 'im-
target area?

provement.
The lie of the ball refers to the ball's posi-

A golf hole has strengths and weak-
tion in the fairway, rough, or hazards.

nesses, just as a golfer. These are observa-
These positions may be good (easy to hit

ble by standing on the tee and looking
from) or bad (more Clifficult to hit from).

down the fairway. The strengths of a golf
Generally, the more of the ball which can be

hole are sand traps, water hazards, out-
seen, the easier the shot. Therefore, the

of-bounds, narrow fairways, wooded areas
better ihe lie, the greater the club selection

(trees), and/or small _greens. They are or more choices of clubs to use.

strengths because they are potential trouble
The trajectory of the ball is the height and

areas for the golfer which may or may not
the angle of the ball after it is hit. Diagram 7

result in penalties (discussed in Rules).
demonstrates various heights and angles, of

The'weaknesses of a hole are wide fair-
. the ball when hit by different clubLNotice

ways, fairways or parts of fairways with no
the higher the trajectory the less roll or dis-

trouble as traps or water, open areas in
tance after the ball lands. Basically, as the
clubs go progressively down in number (9,

front of the green with no hazards, and/or
large gceens. These ar weaknesses be- creases and the distance increases8,

7 . . .) as illustrated, the trajecto. ry de-
6

cause the areas are free of trouble and lack .

challenges.
The distance to the target areas is assessed

A golf hole may have few or many
by "visual feel" or hy actually stepping the

,
strengths, few or many weaknesses, or, a

distances off. Through practice a golfer vis-

combination of strengths and weaknesses.
ually learns to make estimations of the dis-

*

Each golf hole must be viewed individually
tance each club will go when hit. If a course

for strengths and weaknesses. . ,

is frequently played, actually stepping offt.
For review, Step 1 (selection of target

he yardage from markings on the course
,

areas) of strategy is pre-planned. The key tc\
becomes very helpful. More advanced

the selection of target areas is for the golfer \
players regularly do this.

to use strengths'against the weaknesses of ' Considerations in Club Selection
the golf hole. In other words, avoid poten- The following general rules in club selec-
tial trouble areas. Play toward the open tion (LTD) should be learned.
areas in the fairway. and ,..in front of the 1. The better the lie, the greater the number
green. Play away from the trouble. \ of options available in selecting a club.

3 2



As the lie gets worse, there are less clubs
to choose. It is better to favor a more,
lofted club with bad lies. (L)

2. The higher the trajectory needed, the
more lofted club should be selected
(higher' numbers). The less trajectory
needed the less lofted clubs are selected
(lower numbers). (T)

3. The greater the distance required, the
less lofted and longer clubs are selected
(smaller numbers). The less the distance
required, the more lofted and shorter
clubs are selected. (D)

SUMMARY OF GOLF STRATEGY

Playing golf becomes more exciting and
challenging when a golfer feels in control.
Not every shot planned will end up in the
decided target areas. Not every club selec-
tion will be the right one, but, the time
taken to think, about the shot and develop
strategy will draW the golfer closer to a
more consistent performance. Remember,
strategy begins with practice to develop an
understanding of abilities and strengths
and weaknesses. Practice, time, and pa-
tience are needed to develop the desired
consistency.

SELECTING EQUIPMENT

CLUBS

A set of golf clubs is composed of both
woods and irons. The maximum number of
clubs which may be carried by a player is 14
under USGA rules. However, this does not
prevent a player from carrying fewer than
14 clubs.

The advanced or intermediate player may
have a complete set of clubs. The set may
include the following clubs. 1, 3, 5 woods,
2-9, pitching and sand irons, putter. Some
players may substitute a 4 or 7 wood for the
2 iron.

The beginner may initially only want a
starter set which may have a 5 or 7 wood, 3,
5, 7, 9 irons, and a putter. Once the player
feels comfortable using these clubs, acquir-
ing the other clubs would be suggested.
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Selection
Two considerations in selecting golf

clubs.are the fit and cost. The first and most
important consideration is selecting a club
which is appropriate for the player. Clubs
may be purchased in different lengths and
weights. The appropriate club for an indi-
vidual depends on height, strength, and
hand size. Using a club which is too heavy
or light or too long or short is detrimental to
developing good technique. Club fitting
charts, available in most golf shops, help an
individual select the appropriate length,
weight, and grip size in golf clubs. Most
golf professionals and teachers can lend as-
sistance in fitting clubs and their assistance
is advised.

The second consideration in selecting
clubs is cost. New clubs may be a costly
adventure, but the money invested in buy-
ing a good set is worth it. A set of clubs can
feasiblylast a lifetime. New, clubs can range
in price from $10.00 or less to more than
$40.00 for an iron or wood. A complete set
(14 clubs) range from $150.00 to $600.00. A
starter's set (6 or 7 clubs) ranges from
around $50.00 to $100.00. Used clubs may
pe purchased for much less and often are as
equally good for an individual to use
provided they fit appropriately. Used clubs
may be obtained singularly or in sets.
Sources for new and used-sets are golf
shops located at golf courses, discount
houses or golf shops, drivilg ranges,
friends, or family.

BALLS

Golf balls on the market today are either a
wind or solid ball. A wind ball has a liquid
(acid) center within a. rubber casing fol-
lowed by many layers of rubber winding.
The cover (white) niay be Surelyn which is
tough and dprable or Balatta which is softer
and more easily damaged. The solid ball
has a solid core with a durable cover. For
the majority of players, the solid ball is bet-
ter because it does not cut or damage as
quickly. It retains its shape (roundness)
longer.

The cost of new golf balls ranges from
$.85 to $1.75 each. Used balls may be pur-
chased for much less. Used balls are often

1
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very good balls (often new balls) which
have been found and are being resold.
These balls are fine to play with; however,
they should be round and free of deep cuts.
Cuts reduce the effectiveness of the ball for
distance and direction.

TERMINOLOGY

Addressing the Ball. Preparation to swing the
club by taking a stance and placing the club
behind the ball.

Apron. Short grass around the green.
Away. The ball farthest from the hole.
Birdie. One stroke less than par.
Bogie. One stroke more than,par.
Divot. Turf removed from the ground while hit-

ting.
Dogleg. Curvature in the fairway.
Double Bogie. Two strokes more than par.
Eagle. Two strokes less than par.
Fairway. The short grass between the tee area

and green.
Fore. A warning to individuals in the direction

of play-t4at the ball is coming.
GreerirN putting service (closely mowed

grass).
Hazard. Term used to indicate sand traps and

water on the course.
a. Lateral waterwater that runs parallel to

the fairway.
b. Direct waterwater that runs across the

fairway.
Honors. Order of teeing off (lowest score on

preceding hole).
Hook. Curvature of the ball to the left (right-

handed player).
Obstruction. An artificial object (house, shed,

ball washer, etc.) on the golf course.

1
Oboe

t.I

Out-of-bounds. Area that is not part of the golf
course.

Par. Standard score set for a hole.
Path. Direction in which the club is swung.
Provisional Ball,. A second ball hit when the

first ball is thought to be lost or out-of-
bounds.

Pull. Starting direction of the ball to the left
(right-handed player) of the desired target
area.

Push. Starting direction otthe ball to the right
(right-handed player) of the desired target
area.

Rough. Tit long grass parallel to the fairway.
Slice. Curvature of the ball to the right (right-

handed player).
Target Area. Desired landing area for the ball.
Tee. A peg on which the ball may be placed on

the teeing area.
Tee Area. The designated area for beginning

each hole.
Unplayable Lie. A position of the ball from

which it may be difficult to hit.
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INTRODUCTION

Tumbling is a series of self-testing ac-
tivities which offer the discovery and ex-
pansion of movement capabilities in a chal-
lenging and exdfing setting. Unlike many
other sports, tumbling is not only a compe-
titive activity but a self-improvement activ-
ity as well. The goal of tumbling is to de-
velop overall performance by increasing an
individual's strength, flexibility, power,
endurance, balance, agility, and coordina-
tion. This occurs through the use of pre-
scribed exercises or skills which range in
difficulty from a basic balance like the front
scale to a difficult twisting maneuver like a
twisting back somersault.

Over the years a wide variety of skills and
apparatus have been developed to assist
the person in discovering and expanding
movement- capabilities. The basic forward
roll, for instance, has at least twenty varia-
tions which can be used to add variety and
challenge when learning a basic forward

- rotary movement. Tumbling offers some-
thing for everyone regardless of entry level.
If patient and diligent when working
through the progressions provided by the
instructor, many things can be accom-
plished that at first seemed impossible.

Media coverage of gymnastics in the
Olympics has given a glimpse of what the
sport isdike at advanced levels, but what is
not unattainable. Gymnastics covers a wide
range of activities and is, in fact, several
sports rolled into one. There is tumbling,
vaulting, the balance beam, rings, tirt;
evens, ever* the horizontal bar, andsthe

;
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sidehorse, each of which requires spedal
abilities. Regardless of the one you choose
recognize that a strong tumbling back-
ground is important.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

MOVEMENT SEQUENCES

The sole purpose of any tumbling routine
is to provide the performer with an orga-
nized means of demonstrating control of
the body while moving through space, at
varying speeds and different levels. A truly
good routine will be composed of small
units bf activity which emphasize varying
degrees of difficulty in the areas of flexibil-
ity, agility, power, strength, endurance,
and balance. In combination, these smaller
units, which are known as movement se-
quences, represent the totality of an indi-
vidual's movement capabilities.

Like the sentences in a paragraph these
movement sequences are composed of
many separate elements. If the elements in
the sequence, like the words in a sentence,
are carefully chosen and placed in the
proper order, they will permit the creator or
in this case the tumbler to effectively ccim-
municate t? the audience.

To be effective, each movement sequence
in a routine should include at least four of
the element's listed below:

locomotorpovements which can be per-
formed
1. forward backward, or sideward.
2. at a hig , medium, or low level.
3. fast, me ium, or slow.
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4. on different parts of the body
5. along different pathways (straight,

zig-zagged, or curved).
nonlocomotor movements (bending,
stretching, twisting, curling, etc.) which
can be performed
1. rhythmically or arhythmically.
2. at a high, medium, or low level.
3. by a varying number of body parts.
4. symmetrically or asymmetrically.
5. at a fast, medium, or slow pace.
balances which can be performed
1. at a high, medium, or low level.
2. with any number of points of contact

with the floor.
3. in a symmetrical or asymmetrical po-

sition.
4. in different body positions (inverted,

sideways, etc.).
5. in different styles (angular, straight,

rounded).
flexibility movements which can be per-
forined
1. while moving or stationary.
2. in the air or in contact with the

grou nd.
3. using different joints.
strength movements which can be per-
formed to show strength of different
body parts
1. in a slow sustained manner or an ex-

plosive manner.
2. by moving slowly through the range

of motion or by holding a specific po-
sition.

rotary movements which can be per-
formed
1. at a high, medium, or low level.
2. in different directions.
3. in contact with the poor or freely in

the air.
4. at different speeds.
springing movements which can be per-
formed
1. at a high, medium, or low level.
2. from many different body parts.
3. in different directions.
Below are three movement sequences

Which are written in general terms. Think
about each element that is listed. Next to
each one write a skill that you can do in
order to accomplish that element. Practice
the sequence as you have written it. When

z
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you can move from one element to the next
in the first sequence so that your move-
ments are fluid, work on sequence number
two and then three until you carl perform
them with equal success. When you have
completed.each sequence write your own
in the fourth space provided, then connect
all the sequences together so that you can
move from sequence number one to se-
queng number four without stopping.
When you are finished you will have com-
pleted a tumbling routine.

I. Movement Sequence Number One.
A. From a stand move slowly into a

one-point balance.
B. Do a rotary movement into a ba-

lanced position.
C. Spring to a balanced position at a

high level.
D. Do a forward locomotor move-

ment for at least three beats.
E. Do a symmetrical jump.
F. Do a rotary movement backward.
G. Do a two-point balance at a

medium level.,
Movement Sequence Number Two.
A. Do a moverhent which demon-

strates flexibility of some joint.
B. Do an inverted balance position,

hold for three beats, rock, or roll
out.

C. Spring, and do a one-half turn in
the air.

D. Do a rapicil-orward locomotor
movement.

E. Move sideways in an inverted po-
sition.

F. Balance at a low level.
III. Movement Sequence Number Three.

A. Spin out of a low level pose into a
high level pose.

B. Do a rapid forward locomotor
movement, changing types of
movement at least twice.

C. Do a movement onto the hands,
with the feet momentarily leaving
the ground.

D. Do a half turn.
E. Do a backward movement onto

the hands with the feet momen-
tarily leaving the ground.

F. End in a movement which dem-
onstrates flexibility of the legs.

tl.
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Performance Checklist
Ask your partner to watch your routine

and evaluate your performance according

1. Were the movements creative?
2. Were the movements performed with

maximum amplitude (with
greatest stretch or height
possible)?

3. Were the movements controlled
(performed without a wobble)?

4. Was the sequence performed
fluidly?

5. Were the movements co qpatible
(was,it easy to go from
one to the next; was extra
movement needed)?

to the guidelines provided below. Be sure
they include .comments for each category.

Good Fair Needs Improvement

G. Move to a balance which demon-
strates abdominal strength.

IV. Movement Sequence Number Four.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

TUMBLING SKILLS

I. Forward Tuck Roll
A. Description.

1. From a stand, squat, and
place the hands on the mat,
shoulder width apart ap-
proximately one arm's length
from the feet.

2. Place the chin On the chest
and elevate the hips.

3. Push off by extending the legs
while placing weight on the
hands.

4. As the hips come forward
overhead use the arms to
gently lower the shoulders,
keeping them rounded back,
to the mat.

5. Remaining in a tight tuck,
with the heels close to the but-
tocks, continue rolling onto
the feet.

16

6. Keep the hands reaching for-
ward as though you were
going into another roll so that
you can stand up.

B. Spotting.
A spotter can assist the beginner
by placing a hand behind the per-
former's head to ensure that it is
tucked.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Were the hands
properly,placed in
front of the body?

2. Did the hips elevate _
before moving for-
ward?

3. Was the head tucked?
4. Did the arms lower

the body to the floor
with the shoulders
making the first con-
tact?

5. Was the performer _
able to stand without
having to touch the
floor with the hands?

D. Variations.
1. Straddle to tuck.
2. Lunge to tuck (the straight leg

should be dragged across the
floor until it meets the oppo-
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site leg which is now also ex-
tended.

3. Pike to tuck.
4. Straddle to straddle. (stay

tightly compressed through-
out the roll and use the hands
in between the legs to return
to the straddle stand).

5. Pike to pike.

II. Backward Roll.
A. Description.

1. From a stand, squat and place
the hands slightly above the
shoulders with the palms fac-
ing the ceiling.

2. Rest the Chin on the chest,
with the forehead,toward the
knees; keep the elbows close
to 'the body.,

3. Remaining in a tight tuck,
rock ba ck wa rd on to a
rounded back (be sure not to
open).

4. As soon as the palms contact
the floor push against the
floor while extending the el-

. bows (remember to keep the
elbows close to the body).

5. While pushing with the arms,
quickly place the feet on the
floor directly overhead (avoid
shooting the feet into the air).

6. As soon as the feet are firmly
on the floor and your head is
free, immediately rise to a
stand.

B. Spotting.
1. Kneel at the performer's side.
2. The spotter should place the

hand closest to the per-
former's back on the Ver-
former's near hips As the roll
begins and the hips start off
the floor the other hand
reaches around the per=
former's back to, grasp the
other hip.

3. To prevent any strain on the
neck, the spotter should per-
form a lifting action of the
hips as the hips rise above the
shoulders and the body
passes over the neck.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Was the bydy tightly
tucked at the be-
ginning of the skill?

2. Did the body remain
tightly tucked
throughout the skill?

3. Did the elbows re-
main close to the
body throughout?

4. Did the arms push
evenly after contact
with the floor?

D. Variations.
1. Tuck to tuck.
2. Tuck to straddle.
3. Tuck fo straight leg (pike).
4. Straddle to straddle.
5. Straddle to straight leg (pike).
6. Straight leg to straight leg

(pike).
7. Tuck to knee scale.
8. Tuck to front scale.

III. Headstand.
A. Description.

1. Start in a lunge position (see
Figure 1), and place the hands
and front knee on the 'floor.
The hands should be placed
under the shoulders in line
with the knee.

2. Place the hairline on the mat
so that it forms the top of an
equilateral triangle A which
is made by the hands and
head. Be sure you can see
your hands.

3. Slide the straight leg forward
until the hips are abolie the
head then slowly, with con-
trol, lift the leg to a vertical
position as the bent front leg
begins to straighten and slow-
ly joins the other leg in the
vertical position. As you do
this you will feel your weight
shift from the hairline to the
top of the head. Keep the
neck straight throughout this
movement.



4. Use the fingers and heels of
the hands to maintain bal-
ance.

5. In case of overbalancing or as
an alternate means of coming
down, pull the chin toward
the chest, bend at the hips,
and pike the legs toward the
face and continue rolling to a
stand.

B. Spotting.
1. Stand close to the performer

facing his/her side.
2. Grasp the performer's leg as it

hies the vertical position,
thereby aiding in balancing.

3. If the performer 'chooses to
roll out, the spotter should
keep the legs in a vertical po-
sition until the performer can
lower them in a controlled
manner to a tight compres-
sion (verbally instruct them to
maintain straight knee posi-
tion to avoid injury).

Figure 1. The lunge,position.

C. Self-analysis.
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Yes No
1. Did the hands and

heAd form an equilat-
eral triangle?

2. Were the hips placed
directly above the
head?

3. Did the neck remain
straight throughout
(or did a relaxed neck
cause a roll-out or
arch to occur)?

4. Did the legs lift in a
controlled manner?

5. Was the performer's
body absolutely
straight at the top of
the headstand or was
there a pike or arch
that pulled the head-
stand off-balance?

6. If the performer
chose to roll out was
it with control and
straight legs?

D. Variations.
1. Tripod to headstand, forward

roll.
2. Tip up to headstand, forward

roll.
3. Kick up to headstand, for-

ward roll.
4. Kick up to headstand, to stag

(pose), forward roll.
5. Kick up to headstand, to

double stag, forward roll.
6. Straddle to headstand, for-

ward roll.
7. Drag-up headstand (start in a

prone position and with the
hands by the shoulders, drag
the hips over your head; the
legs should remain straight
throughout), and without
bending the legs bring them
up over the hips.

N. Handstand.
A. Descriptica.

1. From a standing position step
forward thrOugh a lunge posi-
tion, (the arms should remain-
overhead).

1 6.2
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2. Bend forwarcU at the waist
while lifting the back leg and
placing the hands on the floor
approximately two feet ahead
of the forward leg and shoul-
der width apart.

3. Gently push off the forward
leg, while continuing to lift
the back leg until the legs
meet in a vertical position.
The arms must remain per--
fectly straight throughout.

4. The head should be in a neu-
tral position, not lifted -or
tucked, with the eyes focused
on th e floor hetween the
hands. The back should be
perfectly flat with -7o pike or
arch.

5. To return to a stand the per-
former can split the legs and
step back down to a lunge po-
sition or, bend the arms, tuck
the head, and slowly, with
control, lower the body to a
forward roll with the legs re-
maining straight.

B. Spotting..
1. The spotter should stand

slightly back from where the
performer will place the
hands and slightly to the side.
'(It is better to be too far than
too close to the performer as it
is. easier to move forward to
compenclte for the distance
than,back.)

2. As a performer kicks to a
handstand . the spotter
reaches forward and grasps
the performer's thigh with
both hands to keep the per-
former fronigoing over and to
help support the performer's
weight.

3. Under no circumstances
should the performer's leg be
pulled into a vertical position
if he/she does not have
enough leg lift,

4. If the performer chooses to
step down, the spotter cani
shift the hand nearest thet

.0
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belly side of the performer to
under the performer's
stomach to help lower him/
her down. If the performer
chooses to roll out, the spotter
should remain in contact with
the performer's thigh, lifting
up to support as much of,the
performer's weight as pos-
sible as the roll-but occnrs.
(Remind the performer to roll
slowly, tuck the head, and
keep the knees straight.)

C. Self-analysis.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Did you begin in a
perfect lunge?
Did yov love your
body tu .vard the mat
in a straight line posi-
tion?
Did you lift your lead
leg into place?
Did you maintain a
straight body posi-
tion while upside
down?
Were you able to hold
your balance for at
least three saconds
without breaking
form or moving hand
position?

Yes No

,

D. Variations.
1. Handstand to stag pose.
2. Handstand to double stag

pose. 0.

3. Handstand snap down.
4. Forward roll to a handstand

forward roll.
5. Headstand, pop into a hand-

stand (draw knees to chest be-
fore popping legs upward).

6. Backward roll to immediate
handstand (back

7. Side handstaact (half a cart-
wheel).

8. Handstand chest roll.
9. Handstand to a split.

10. Handstand pirouette.
11. Press up handstand.



V. Back Extension.
A. Description:

1. From a standing position,
bend the knees and squat to a
tuck position. The arms
should move from a stretched
overhead poSition to a bent
losition slightly above the
noulders With the palms fac-

ing the ceiling.
2. As in the backward roll, the

chin should be toward the
chest, the elbows close fo the
body, and the back should
remain rounded to make the
rolling action easier.

3. Begin to roll backward while
remaining in'a tight tuck. As
the hands contact the floor,
extend the elbows -so that
they art totally straight. At
the same time open the hip
angle and shoot the legs
straight toward the ceiling to
end in a handstand, split the
legs, and step down to a
stand. (If the timing is correct
you will extend sour body
slightly before the vertichl po-
sition is attained becau'se the
backward momentum will
carry you right to the vertical
by the end of your extension.
The total opening action
should have an explosive
quality.)

4. Key 'timing and execution
probtems to look for: if you--
are short of the handstand or
falling back toward the di-

. rection from .which yo
started, then _your push 'is
premature; if you are over or
beyond th9 handstand your
push was too late and/or too
slow; lifting your head as you ,

open will eause an unde-
sirable arch instead of a
straight body handstand.

B. Spotting.
1. Stand to'the side of the per-

former near the spot where!,

C.
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his/her hands will make con-
tact with the floor.

2. Watch for the hands to con-
tact tbe floor and immediately
grasp the performer's closest
thigh with both hands.

3. Exert your force upward to
help the performer-reach a
balanced handstand position.
Sti=pport the performer's
weight in case the aims do not
straighten quickly or com-
pletely.

4. Be aware that:
a. An early push by the per-

former may cause himlher
to be falling toward the
back. By grasping the
thigh early you can pull
the performer to a band-
stand or quickly instruct
him/her to tuck the head
and roll out as you iower
him/her to the floor.

b. A late push would cause
the performer to land in a
push-up position. You
can prevent this bypick=
ing the_thigliiiie-arly and
als-tiby giving a verbal cue,
e.g., "now," so that the
performer lePrns to push
,as the hands contact the
&or,. If the performer has
already passed the vertical
position, quicldy shift
yotir hand that is on the
front of the thigh to the
performei's waist to break
the fail and allow them to
step down.

Self-analysis.

1. Was the body tightly
tucked at the be-
ginning of the skill?

2. 'Were the elbows held
c!ose to the body
throughout?

- 3. Did the legs shoot
upward as the hands
*made contact with
the floor?

1 6,1

Yes No
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4: Did the legs shoot up _
toward the ceiling
(not toward the front
or back wall)?

5. Did the legs and body _
straighten ex-
plosively?

6. Did the arms push
evenly?

D. Variations.
1. Tuck to extension and snap

down.
2. Tuck to extension, and walk

out (one leg comes down at a
time).

31 Tuck to extension, and roll
out forward.

4. Straddle to extension.
5. Pike to extension.

- 6. Tuck to extension to split.
7. tuck to extension to double

leg shoot-through.

VI. Cartwheel.
A. Description.

1. This entire skill will be per-
formed with the body travel-
ing sideward along a straight
line.

2. Perform:a sideward lunge
and place the closest hand on
the floor arm's length from
and in line with the bent front
lunge leg. At the same time
lift the straight rear leg over-
head toward the ceiling.

3. As the bent front leg extends
and pushes from the floor,
the second hand should now
make contact with the floor
along the same straight line at
a minimum of shoulder's
width from the first hand; the
body should now be in a
stra,ddled handstand.

4. Your momentum should con-
tinue to pass smoothly
through the vertical position
as the first leg over the head
contacts the floor. The first
hand down will now lift off
the floor and straight over the
head. Then the second hand

will lift off over the head, and
finally the pushing leg will
land on the floor along the
same straight line.

5. This entire wheeling action
should have-a 1,2,3,4 rhythm
(hand, hand, foot, foot).

6. The elbows must remain
straight throughout, and the
head should remain in a neu-
tral position,- neither lifting
upward nor with the chin in a
tucked position.

7. The path of your cartwheel
should be on a very straight
line and through a vertical
position.

B. Spotting.
1. The front of the spotter's

body should be facing the
perforiner's back and the
spotter should be positioned
with-the feet in a stride posi-
tion at the approximate spot
where the performer's hands
will make contact with the
mat.

2. As the wheeling action be-
gins, the spotter shonld place
the hand closest to the per-
foemer on the hip of the lunge
leg. As the performer's hand
contacts the floor the spotter
should place the second or
hand farthest away on the
performer's other hip which
will now be leading.

3. The spotter may have to ac-
tually grasp and lift the hips
to help the performer attain
the vertical position and to
support the weight in case the
performer bends the elbows.

4. Instruct the performer to re-
main tight and to keep the
legs straight throughout the
skill to prevent the spotter
from being kicked by bent
legs

5. Guide the performer through
the skill until he/she is stand-
ing.
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Right Hand
Left Hand

Diagram 1. Hand and foot placement for the round-off.

C. Self-analysis.

1. Did you start in a per-
fect lunge?

2. Did you stretch for-
ward as you went to

-place your hands
down? .

3. Did you maintain a
wide straddle
throughout?

4. Did you maintain an
even tempo through-
out, i.e., hand, hand,
foot, foot?

D. Variations.
1. Cartwheel quarter turn at the

end of the skill either in or

2. One-handed cartwheel with
the near arm.

3: One-handed cartwheel with
the far arm.

4. Cartwheel, close the legs in a
handstand position at the top
of the wheel.

5. Quarter turn at the start of the
cartwheel.

6. Dive cartwheel.

Yes No

*The easiest turning cartwheel to perform is one that
begins with a one-quarter turn of the body in toward
the direction you will go or ends with a one-quarter
turn of the body back toward the direction from which
you came.

1. A round-off begins in the
same way a cartwheel does
but builds much greater
speed and the performer
lands on two feet.

2. Start in a lunge position with
the knee in front of the ankle
so that your lower leg is at a
450 angle to the floor.

3. Hand placement is quite var-
ied but in general the wider
the hand plac'ement the more
power that, can be exerted.
The`fingers of the first hand
down should point toward
your lunge leg, while the fin-
gers of the second hand are
facing the same direction as
your back. Arms should re-
main next to the head
througho, t.

4. As the back leg drives over
the head and the front leg
pushes powerfully from the
floor, the hands are placed on
the mat along a straight line,
while the head is kept in a
neutral position throughout.
Lifting the head creates an
undesirable back arch.

5. The performer should push
very hard off the lunge leg so
it can meet with the other leg
before the vertical position is

1
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attained. A pirouetting action
or quarter-turn of the body
occurs as thc legs snap to-
gether. Quickly snapping the
legs together will permit the
trick to proceed at maximum
speed;

6. As the feet contact the floor
the arms should be con-
tinuing overhead and the
body should now land fadng
the direction_ from which it
came.

7. There are two very important
methods. of this last stage of
the round-off called the
snap-down.
a. Block underthe feet are

snapped down to thelloor
as close to the hands_as
possible so a backward
momentum is continued
so that a back hand-
spring (this action should
not be done unless a
spotter i standing behind
you to stop your momen-
tum or unless you are con-
tinuing to another skill
such as a back hand-
spring).

b. Block outthe feet are
placed back away from
hands so as to stop back-
ward momentum and
convert it to upward mo-
mentum. Blocking out
would be used if the
round-off were to be fol-
lowed by a vertical jump
or a somersault.

B. Spottrng.
1. The spotter should stand on

the same side as the per-
former's lead leg and in the
approximate spot' yrhere the
performer will vOlace the
hands.

2. Grasp the performer's second
arm down with your near arm
and place your far arm in the
performer's hip area to assist
in landing.

: 11 6 7

3. As the performer's feet con-
tact the floor switch your far
arm to the performer's back to
prevent over-rotation.

4. An advanced spotting tech-
nique for a powerful blocked
under round-off would be to
stand to the side and behind
where the-performer's feet
will contact the floor. As the
legs pass by, you must
quickly reach in and grasp the
performer's waist to prevent
over-rotation. Your nearest
hand should go on the per-,
former's closest hip. Your
second hand should reach
around back to the opposite
hip. Be sure you are standing
on the sairte side as the per-
former's lead leg and do not
step in until the legs have
passed you.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Did the skit!, begin in _
a good lunge posi-
tion?

2. Were the handg
placed wide apart?

3. Were the hands
placed in the proper
pattern?

4. Did the arms remain
next to the head
throughout?

5: Did the back leg kick'
quickly, upward?

6. Did the front leg ex-
tend and push off
forcefully?

7. Did the legs meet be-
fore they reached the
vertical?

8. Did the pirouette
begin as the legs
snapped together?

9. Did the hands push
off the floor and con-
tinue overhead as the
feet made contact
with the floor?



D. Variations.
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b. Place your far arm behind
1. Round-off, snap down. the performer so that your
2. Round-off, walk out. arm stretches across the
3. Round-off, back extension. small of his or her back
4. One-handed round-off. and your hand grasps the
5. Round-off, flip-flop. waist.

VIII. Lead-ups for Limbers and Walkov-
ers.
A. Back Bend.

1. Description.
a. Stand with the feet side by

side and approximately
shoulder width apart,
with the arms stretched
toward 'the ceiling, the
stomach in, and the head
facing forward.

b. Stretch the fingertips up
and back as you begin to
arch the upper back. The
head should move back
with the arms as you begin
to look for the floor.

c. As you continue back-
ward your lower back will
arch. The knees and hips
should not move forward
but should remain directly
over the base of support.
The hands should contact
thee floor with control
permitting the shoulders
to move to a proper bridge
position. The hands
should be shoulder width
apart.

e. To return to a standing
position rock the hips up
and forward, taking care
not to pike at the hips.

f. Push from the hands as
you rock forward, keeping
the head back between the
arms.
Continue movement until
you arrive back to the
starting position de-
scribed in "a."

2. Spotting.

g.

a. Stand to the side of the
performer in a wide stable
stance.

c. The other arm should
stretch across the front of
the performer.

d. As the performer reaches
backward, gently lower
himlher to the mat and
provide support in the
bridge.

e. As the performer returns
to a standing position,
give gentle assistance as
the back and hips move
upward and forward.

3. Variations.
A ,back limber could be per-
formed following step "d" of
"Description" by pushing off
both feet siMultaneously as
the hips move up and back.
As the body reaches a flat
body handstand, pike at the
hips anti bring both feet to a
standing position on the
floor. Lift the chest, head, and
arms to end in positiOn "a" of
"Description."

B. Bridge Kick-over.
1. Description.

a. Start in a bridge position
with the feet on a raised
surface such as a folded
mat.

b. Lift one leg toward the
ceiling.

c. Begin to bridge the shoul-
ders (move the shoulders
beyond the fingers, away
from the folded mat), and
gently lift the support leg
off the mat as the body
moves toward a flat back
handstand with the leg in
a split position. The arms
should remain very
straight throughout.

d. While in a vertical position
with the shoulders di-

I. 6 8
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redly over the hands, ro-
tate the hips toward the
floor and bring the lead leg
down as close to the hands
as possible without letting
the shoulders move from
the position directly above
the hands. Now lift the
chest, head, and arms as
the back leg lowers to a
lunge position. (Allowing
the shoulders to move
forward during this last
phase could cause the
gymnast to collapse for-
ward.)

2. Spotting.
Spotter #1
a. Stand to the side of the

perfoimer so that you are
facing the direction to
which he/she will be kick-
ing (face their hands with
your back to hislher feet).

b. Reach under the per-
former's bogy with the
arm that is closest to his or
her hip and grasp the

c. Place the other hand on
the hip that is closest to
your body.

Spotter #2
a. Stand to the side of the

performer so that you are
facing the direction to
which he/she will be kick-
ing (face their hands with
your back to hislher feet).

b. Reach under the per-
former's body with the
arm that is closest to his or
her hip and grasp the
waist.

c. Place the free hand under
the performer's shoulder
to stop the arms from col-
lapsing during the skill.

d. As the performer kicks
over, lift the hips up and
gently rotate forward.

IX. Forward Limber-over.
A. Description.

1. Begin as you did in the hand-
stand. Upon reaching the ver-
tical position, attempt to
move your shoulders back
toward the direction from
which you came, so that your
shoulders are now behind
your wrists (this bridging ac-
tion will permit a soft, con-
trolled landing).

2. Continue your forward mo-
mentum as you arch your
lower back and place the feet
softly on the floor in a bridge
position with the hands as
close to the feet as possible
without an extreme back
arch. Ideally the feet will be
placed side by side but as a
beginner you may have to
place the feet shoulder width
apart. Your knees should be
only slightly bent upon con-
tact with the floor.

3. Your hips should continue to
move upward and forward,
with your head back. The
arms remain next to the head
as you rise to a stand (be sure
to keep the head back until
thelips are over your base of
support).

B. Spotting.
1. The spotter stands to the side

of the performer's pa& of ac-
tion and, as in the spot for the
hanclgtand, grasps the per-
former's nearest thigh.

2. As the performer safely
reaches the vertical position
the spotter's hand on the back
of the leg slides clown the
body to the middle back,
while the hand on the front of
the thigh moves to grasp the
performer's nearest upper
arm (during this phase it will
be necessary for the spotter to
bend the knees or widen the
stance to stay in contact with
the performer).

3. Use the hand under the per-
former's back to assist in lift-



ing the hips up and forward
and the hand on the upper
arm to assist with the forward
lifting momentum and to
keep the arms in line with the
head. The hand on the upper
arm can also be used to pull
the performer's weight back-
ward if over-rotation is oc-
curring as the performer is re-
turning to a standing po-
sition.

4. Another advanced method of
spotting could be used after
the performer is capable of at-
tempting the skill with less
physical lifting and is ready
for more assistance with the
correct technique. This
method would have the
spotter kneeling next to the
performer and placing the far-
thest hand on the performer's
shoulder, and the nearest
hand on the performer's
waist. The spotter would then
assist the performer in feeling
the correct shoulder action by
gently pushing the per-
former's shoulders back to-
ward the direction from
which they came.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Did you begin in a
perfect lunge?

2. Did you stretch for _

4. Did' you rely on an _

5. When your feet

3. Did you move into a _

upper back arch

back arch?

landed did you push
with your hands?

6. Did you watch your _
hands throughout
ihe exercise?

straight body?

handstand position

rather than a lower

the mat with a

without an arch?
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7. Was your head the _
last body part to come
up?

X. Front Walkover.
A. Description.

1. From a standing position,
step forward through a lunge
position, with the arms over
the head. (It is best to step
forward onto the leg on which
you do the best side split.)

2. Bend forward at the waist
while lifting the back leg and
place the hands on the floor
shoulder width apart a0-
proximately two feet ahead of
the forward leg.

3. Gently push off the forward
leg, while continuing to lift
the back leg.

4. As the body moves toward a
vertical position, keep the
legs in a wide split and begin
the shoulder bridging action
as described in the limber-
over, where your shoulders
move back toward the direc-
tion from which you came.
Your shoulders are now be-
hind yotfr wrists. Your el-
bows should remain very
straight throughout the entire
skill.

5. Continue the bridging action
as you arch your back and
place your lead leg on the
floor as close to your hands as
possible without an extreme
arch, and with your knee only
slightly bent.

6. As you rise to a stand, your
second leg should be held in a
horizontal position or above,
the hips should line up over
thd support leg with the
stomach pulled in; the arms
should remain by your ears,
and your head should remain
back until your weight is over
your base of support. 1hen
focus directly forward.

B. Spotting.
1. The spotter stands to the side

1 7
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of the performer's path of ac-
tion and as in the spot for the
handstand, grasps the per-
former's nearest thigh.

2. As the performer safely
reaches the vertical position
the spotter's hand on the Pack
of the leg slides down the
body to the middle back,
while the hand on the front of
the thigh will move to grasp
the performer's nearest upper
arm (during this phase it will
be necessary for the spotter to
bend the knees or widen the
stance to stay incontact with
the performer).

3. Use the hand under the per-
former's back to assist in lift-
ing the hips up and forward
and the hand on the upper
arm to assist with forward lift-
ing momentum and to keep
the arms in line with the
head. The hand on the upper
arm can also be used to pull
the performer's weight back-
ward if over-rotation is oc-
curring as the performer is re-
turning to a standing po-
sition.

4. Another advanced method of
spotting could be used after
the performer is capable of at-
tempting the skill with less
physical lifting and is ready
for more assistance with the
correct technique. This
method would employ the
spotter in a kneeling position
next to the performer and
placing the farthest hand on
the performer's shoulder,
and the nearest hand on the
performer's waist. The
spotter would then assist the
performer in feeling the cor-
rect shoulder action by gently
pushing the performer's
shoulders back toward the di-
rection from which they
came.

C. Self-analysis.

XI..

Yes No
1. Did the body begin in _

a good lunge posi-
tion?

2. Were the hands
placed approximately
two feet ahead of the
forward leg?

3. Were the hands
shoulder width
apart?

4. Did the front leg push
off as the hands made
contact with the
floor?

5. Did a bridging action _
take place?

6. Was there a wide split
throughout?

7. Did the elbows re-
main straight
throughout?

8. Did the lead leg land
on the floor close to
the hands?

9. Was the trailing ieg
held in a horizontal
position upon
landing?

10. Did the head remain
back until the weight
was over the base of
support?

D. Variations.
1. Front scale, front walkover.
2. Front walkover, forward roll.
3. Front walkover, front walk-

over.
4. Front walkover, split.
5. Front walkover, handstand

double stag, roll-out.
Front Handspring.
A. Description.

1. From a standing position,
step forward to a lunge with
the knee ahead of the foot.

2. Bring the hands quickly to the
floor without breaking the
shoulder angle and with the
back in a hollow position
(shoulder blades spread,
stomach in). The hands must
contact the floor before the

1 71
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forward leg straightens;
otherwise a diving action
onto the hands will occur and
this is not desirablEkin the
front handspring.

3. As your hands are beginning
to contact the floor you must
already be anticipating piish-
ing off the mat so you can
push immediately upon con-
tact. At the same time your
back leg should be driving
straight overhead and your
forward leg should be ex-
tending and pushing power-
fully from the floor.

4. Your legs should join before
attaining the vertical position
if you are performing a two-
foot landing. If you are doing
a one-foot landing you
should feel almost a stopping
action of the first leg before
the vertical position is at-
tained. (To avoid pressure on
the lower back it is recom-
mended that the beginner
learn this skill by landing on
one foot, or landing on a soft
mat with the assistance of a
spotter.)

5. The push-off should be be-
fore the vertical position is at-
tained so that flight (a mo-
ment in the air without floor
contact by the hands or feet)
occurs after the push but be-
fore the feet land.

6. The landing should be such
that the foot or feet are di-
rectly underneath the hips.
The arms should remain
stretched beside the head at
all times. The head should
remain back until the very
end when a shift is made to a
forward focus. (Never tuck
the chin as this breaks the
body line and cuts off rotation
causing a sitting action at the
end of the skill.)

B. Spotting.
1. The spotter stands to the side
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of the performer's path of ac-
tion and, as in the spot for the
handstand, grasps the per-
former's nearest thigh.

2. As the performer safely
reaches the vertical position
the spotter's hand on the back
of the leg slides down the
body to the middle back,
while the hand on the front of
the thigh moves to grasp the
performer's nearest upper
arm (during this phase it will
be necessary for the spotter to
bend the knees or widen the
stance to stay in contact with
the performer).

3. Use the hand under the per-
former's back to.assist in lift-
ing the hips tip and forward
and -the hand on the upper
arm to assist with forward lift-
ing momentum and to keep
the arms in line with the
head. The hand on the upper
arm can also be used to pull
the performer's weight back-
ward if over-rotation is oc-
curring as the performer is re-
turning to a standing po-
sition.

4. Another advanced method of
spotting could, be used after
the performer is capable of at-
tempting the skill with less
physical lifting and is ready
for more assistance with the
correct technique. This
method would have the
spotter kneeling next to the
performer and placing the far-
thest hand on the performer's
shoulder, and the nearest
hand on the performer's
waist. Assist the performer in
feeling the correct shoulder
action by gently pushing the
performer's shoulders back
toward the direction from
which they came.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1, Did the body begin in -
,

o
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a good lunge po-
sition?

2. Did the hands conie
to the floor quickly
a. without breaking

the shoulder angle?
b. with the back

in a hollow
position?

c. before the forward_
leg straightened
completely?

3. Did the straight leg
whip upward and
forward forcefully?

4. Did the legs join to-
gether before either
reached the vertical
position?

5. Did.the push-off
occur before the ver-
tical position was at-
tained?

6. Did the arms remain
stretched alongside
of the head through-
out?

7. Did the head remain _
back until the land-
ing?

8. Upon landing did the _
head shift forward
(but not downward)?

9. Was there an ex- _
tended air moment
(lime when the hands
and feet are off the
floor simulta-
neously)?

D. Variation.
1. Handspring walk-odt.

XII. Back Walkover.
A. Description.

1. Start from a standing position
on one leg (the support leg)
with your other leg lifted off
the floor (the lifted leg should
be the leg on which you do
your best split). The arms
should be stretched over the
head, the support leg
straight, and the stomach and

.9
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back muscles pulled tight
without any arch or sag.

2. As you begin to arch back-
ward you should feel as
though you're going up and
back as opposed to straight
down and back. Start by lift-
ing your free leg, slightly
arching your back,- lifting
your arms up and back, as
your head watches your
fingertips stretch toward the
floor. The support leg should
remain straight throughout
and the hips should remain
over the support leg without
moving forward.

3. The hands should contact the
floor softly, shoulder width
apart, and as close to the sup-
port foot as possible without
an excessive lower back arch.

4. As the hands contact the
floor, the shoulders should be
in a good bridge position so
that the support leg can just
gently and with control lift off
the floor.

5. As you pass through the ver-
tical position, your back
should straighten as the
shoulders are extended. The
head should be in line with
the straight arms, and the legs
should be in a wide split (see
Figure 2).

6. Continue your movement
through the vertical position
as your hips tilt toward the
floor and the lead leg keeps
stretching toward a spot on
the floor approximately ,1-2
feet from the hands. Land on
one leg with the free leg held'
up as the arms, chest, and
head lift as one unit tOthe ver-
tical position.

B. Spotting.
1. Stand to the side of the per-

former facing the performer's
shoulder.

2. Reach across the small of the
performer's back and grasp
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the performer's waist with
your far arm.

3. The spotter on the lead leg
side should place the hand
under the performer's thigh.

Figure 2. The back walkover.
i
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4. Ae the performer reaches
backward gently lower the
hands to the mat.

5. Assist the lead leg as needed.

C. Self-analysis. .

Yes No
1. Was the body

stretched throughout
the skill?

2. Was the lead leg
straight throughout
theskill?

3. Were the shoulders
in a good bridge
when the hands
made contact with
the floor?

4. Did the head stay
everi with the arms
throughout?

5. Was a wide split
maintained?

6. Did the hands land
softly on the mgr?

7. Was the skill per-
formed smoothly?

8. Did the hands push
off of the mat?

D. Variations.
1. Back walkover to front scale.

Figure 3. The valdez.

t 1 74
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2. Back walkover to split.
3. Back walkover to chest roll

(stop in handstanctand chest
roll-out).

4. Back walkover to kneeling
pose.

5. Switch leg back walkover
(lead leg stops when it is ver-
tical to the floor; trailing leg
bypasses lead levand lands
first).

XIII. Valdez.
A. Description.

1. A valdez is a back walkover
from a sittine position (see
Figure 3). The leg you would
normally lift first for a back
walkover is the leg that
should be extended while you
are sitting. The other leg
should be bent in a tuck posi-
tion with your heel close to
the body. The arm on the
same side as the straight leg
should be extended and held
parallel to that leg. The other
arm should be placed on the
floor behind the back and
held as close to the body as is
comfortable with the fingers
facing away from the body.

2. To begin the valdez, lift the
straight leg up and back and
while straightening the bent
leg, lift the hips up toward the
ceiling. Keep the head facing
forward; do not look back
immediately. Have the eyes
follow the fingers of ihe for-
ward arm.

3. The forward arm should lift
straight up and back and then
stretch toward the floor
alongside the other hand. The
main thing to remember with
the back hand is to keep your
elbow straight and gently let
your wrist rotate so that your
fingers slide to point forward
when you pass through the
vertical handstand position.
The head should follow the /

I .1

movement of the forward
arm.

4. You will pass through a
bridge position with one leg
extended in the air; as you
come to this point, you will
bridge your shoulders al-
lowing your support foot to
gently lift off the floor. As the
body moves to the vertical
position, straighten the back,
extend the shoulders, and
continue as you would in a
back walkoyer.

5. Place the foot on the floor by
tiltifig the hips downward
and stretching the lead leg
toward the floor a few inches
from the hands. Keep tfie
shoulders over the hands'and
as the back leg comes down to
lunge position lift the arms,-
head, and chest to a vertical
position. (A lead-up for this
'kill would be to go from a
sitting position to a brislge
with the extended leg Med
and then return back to a sit-
ting position. Concentrate on
keeping the arms straight,
going straight up and back as
opposed to going around the
side or pushing the hips for-
ward. The spotter should be
used for the first few at-
tempts.)

B. Spotting.
1. Kneel next to the performer

on the extended leg side.
2. Place the far hand on the per-

former's back at the top of the
hips.

3. Place the near hand under the
thigh of the extended leg.

4. As the performer lifts up and
back, gently lift the hips and
rotate backward.

5. Assist the leg when needed.
C. Self-analysis.

1. Did the head face
forward as the hips
moved upward?

Yes No

4,



2. Did the straight arm
stretch up and back
before going toward
the floor?

3. Did the back arm re-
main straight?

c- 4. Did the lead leg re-
main straight
throughout?

5. Did the bent leg ex-
tend vigorously?

6. Did the body move
into a good 'bridge"
position, i.e., shoul-
ders over the support
hand?

XIV. Tinsica. c-Y

A. Description.
1. Begin as in the front walk-

over, from a standing posi-
tion stepping forward
through a lunge with the
arms overhead.

2. The chest and arms lower to
the floor as the rear leg lifts.

3. The hands are placed on the
mat one at a time in a split
position. The first hand con-
tact is made by the same side
as the forward lunge leg. The
second hand should be
placed along a line straight
ahead of the first hand down
and as far away from the first
hand as possible. The fingers
should be facing forward and
theshoulders should be on a
slight diagonal line.

4. As you reach the vertical posi-
tion the back should be
straight, the legs split, and the
shoulders extended.

5. At the vertical position your
shoulders pill twist slightly
back toward a normal hand-
stand position. Then your
shoulders will bridge as your
first foot seretches toward the
floor and the lower back

--arches slightly to pass
through a _bridge position.
The first hawl down lifts off
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the floor, followed by the sec-
ond hand lifting off the floor.

6. You will rise to a stand as in
the front walkover by align-
ing the hips directly Zwer the
landirig foot, while keeping
your head back, and the arrns
stretched alongside of- the
head. As you come to a stand
your focus will move forward
and the stomach muscles will
be pulled inward to allow you
to bring your second leg
down with control.

7. This skill has the rhythm of a
cartwheel (hand, hand, foot,
foot) and the appearancepf a
walkover.

B. Spotting.
1. The spotter stands to the side -

of the performer's path of ac-
tion and, as in the spot foi the
handstand, grasps th6 per-
former's nearest thigh.

2. As the performer safely
reaches the vertical position
the spotter's hand on the back
of the leg slides down the
body to the middle back,
while the hand on the front of
the thigh moves to grasp the
performer's nearest upper
arm (during this phase it will
be necessary for the spotter to
bend the knees or widen the
stance to stay in contact with
the performer).

3. Use the hand under the per-
former's back to assist in lift-
ing the hips up and forward
and the hand on the upper
arm to assist with forward lift-
ing momentum and to keep
the arms in line wiih the
head. The hand on ihe upper
arm can also be used to, pull
the performer's weight back-
ward if "Over-rotation is oc-
curring as the performer is re-
turning to a standing po-
sition.

4. Another advanced method of
spotting could be used after

1 7 6
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the performer was capable of
attempting the skill with less
physical lifting and is ready
for more assistance with the
correQt technique. This
method would have the spot-
ter kneeling next to the per-
former and placing the far-
thest hand on the performer's
shoulder (upper back), and
the nearest hand on.the per-
former's waist. The spotter
would then assist the per-
former in feeling the correct
shoulder action by gently
pushing the performer's
shoulders back toward the di-
rection from which they
came.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Was the skill done in
a four-count rhythm
(hand, hand, foot,
foot)?

2. Did the body begin in _
a good lunge posi-
tion?

3. Were the bands
shoulder width
apart?

4. Did the front leg push
off as the hands made
contact with the
floor?

5. Did the bridging ac-
tion take place?

6. Was there a wide split _
throughout?

7. Did the elbows re-
main straight
throughout?

8. Did the lead leg,land
on tilt floor close to
the hands?

9. Was'the trailing leg
held in a horizontal
position upon
landing?

10. Did the head remain _
back until the weight
was over the base of
support? "."

D. Variatiotks.
1. This skill may also be done

beginning in a complete
sideward po'sition as de-
scribed in the cartwheel and
at the vertical$position shift-
ing the hips and shoulders to
finish as with a forward walk-
over.

2. Tinsica right.
3. From a front scale.
4. To a front scale.

XV. Back Handspring (Flip-flop).
A. Descripdon.

1. You can begin the flip with
your arms in a variety of posi-
tions (overhead, forward at
horizontal, or by the sides of
the body). The important fac-
tor is that you do not let your
chest come forward as you
begin. For our purposes we
will start with the arms at the
sides shice having the arms
overhead sometimes gives the
feeling of a lack of momentum

Figure 4. The fall for the back handspring.
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Figure 5. Contact with the

and the arms in a horizOntal
position creates a down-up
wind-up which usua.11y
causes the chest to move for-
ward.

2. Standing with the arms at the
sides begin to fall backward
from your feet without letting

' your chest or knees come
forward.

3. As you begin to fall bend your
knees slightly to give power
for the push-off (see Figure
4). Every body part should be
behind your base of support.

4. Next you will very quickly
and powerfully extend the
knees and push from your
feet as your arms are thrown
overhead.

5. You should contact the floor
with your shoulders over the
hands, and the legs not quite
vertical (see`Figure 5).

6. The last and final phase is
called the "snap-down."
Zrom a slight tight arch with
the shoulder blades pinched,

floor in the back handspring. o

move quickly to a hollow
body position with the stom-
ach in and the -shoulderO
blades extended-10 a very
broad position.

7. Where you snap your legs
down to the mat will depend
upon the trick that follows.
As in the round-off if you
wish to do a selies of flip-
flops you must "block
under," i.e., bring the feet
down.very close to the Fands
to contimie the backward
momentum. It-you plan to
continue td..a somersault or
stop your .momenfum yo
Mustblock out; put,your eel
far from tbe harids to convert
your speed to an upward di-
rection.

8. The verbal cues for 'the flip-
-flup are "fall - Sit CO"

9. The verbal cues for the snap-
- down are "Arch-Hollow!!:-

B. Spoiling.
1. Standor kneel to the side and

slightlybehind the oerfOrmer
J. u .c
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so that you rii4 facing his/her
shoulder.

2. Place (he far hand on the per-
former's bark at the top of the
Hps.

3. Place (ne near hand under the
performer's thigh.

4. As the performer begins the
skill, gently lift and rotate the
hips over.

5. Assist the thigh as necessary.
6. Be sure that the performer's

hips are lifted high enough to
allow him/her to place the
,hands down so that the
shoulders are above them.

C. Self-analysis.
Yes No

1. Did the body fall
backward from the
feet rather than the
waist?

2. Did the chest and
knees stay behind the
base of support
(ankles) during the
initialphase?

3. Did the body extend
rapidly and power-
fully?

4. When the hands
made contact with
the mat
a. were the shoulders_

over the hands?
b. were the legs

almost at a
vertical position?

c. was the head
facing the mat?

5. Did the head stay
even with the arms
throughout?
During the snap-
down, did the body
move to a "holloW"
position?

D. Variations.
1. Back handspring, back hand-

spring.
2. Back handspring, walk-out

(one leg down at a time).
3. Round-off, back handsprin4 m-r

t.

CONDITIONING

To meet the physical demands of tum-
bling and to be successful in learning new
skills it is essential that the performer
achieve a certain degree of strength and
flexibility. Since it will be necessary to con-
stantly support your own weight while
doing stunts like handstands and
cartwheels, the minimum strength re-
quirement would be the ability to support
your own weight with your arms.
Adequate strength not only permits you to
perform your moves with control but en-'
sures a greater degree of safety.

Flexibility, or range. of motion of the
joints, is another key component for safe
and successful gymnastics. Flexibility not
only protects your muscles from injury but
is also essential for the performance of cer-
tain skills such as walkovers and splits.

In order to achieve the_grea test degree of
improvement, flexibility exercises should
be performed daily and strength exercises
performed a minimum of three times
weekly. The exercises listed below are not
warmup exercises but exercises that should
be incorporated into a regular gymnastics
conditioning program.

ARM AND SHOULDER STRENGTH

Pull-ups
From a straight hang on abar with the

hands in an overgrip, bend the arms and
pull the body upward so that the chin is
above the bar.
Lead-ups
1. Bent arm hanghave a partner lift you

into a bent arm position and hold this
position as long as possible not to exceed
one minute.

2. Modified pull-upsperform pull-ups
on uneven bars with the feet resting on a
low bar if you are not strong enough to
lift the body weight from a straight
hang.

Push-ups
In a prone position with the hody totally

straight, lower' the body by bending the
arms as close to the floor as possible; return
to a straight elbOw support.

Lead-ups
(4. Assume the same prone position as
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Figure 6. The planche dip.

above and remain balanced in that posi-
tion for 15-30 seconds.

2. In the prone position as above, place the
knees on the floor and lower and raise
the body by bending the arms.

Variations
1. With the feet on a raised surface so that

the hips are over the shoulders, bend the
arms to touch the head to the floor and
return to support.

2. While balanced in a headstand position,
bend the legs slightly and push the arms
straight to a handstand.

Dips
1. Stand between parallel bars or betv. een

two beams placed approximately shoul-
der width apart ar raised to at least
elbow level.

2. Jump to a straight arm support.
3. Raise and lower the body by bending the

elbows to a 90° angle.

Lead-ups
1. Bend and straighten the arms only

Slightly until your strength is, adequate
enough to support a full range of move-
ment.

2. jump up and down from the floor ,to a
starting position (the performer dan start
with the bars low and eventually raise
them to chest height).

Variation
1. Planche Dip (see Figure 6)dip with the

legs in a tuck position in front of the Indy
and with the hips raised so that the back
is parallel to the ceiling. (A lead-up for a
planche would be to just maintain the

. position without dipping.)

ABDOMINAL STRENGTH

Sit-ups
The sit-up is one of the oldest yet most

appropriate developers of abdominal
strength.
1. Lie on the floor, with the hands clasped

behind the head, the knees bent, and the
feet flat on the floor.

2. Curl up starting with the head until the
chest touches the thighs.

3. Curl down starting with the lower back
to a starting position.

Lend-ups
1..Do sit-ups with a spotter holding your
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Figure 7. The L-hold.

hands and assisting in raising and lower-
ing during the sit-up.

2. Do sit-ups with the hands overhead and
use the momentum of the arms swing-
ing forward to help lift the body.

Variations
1. Do sit-ups on a slant board with the head

at a low portion of the incline board and
the feet at a high portion.

2. V Sit-upswith the hands behind the
head and the legs straight, lift the head
and chest at the same time as when lift-
ing the legs to a V balance. (To increase
difficulty of the V sit-up, raise to the V
andlower to an open pos;tion where the
shoulders and legs come within inches
of thefloc* but do not touch.)

L-Hold (See Figure 7)
1. Sit on the floOr in a pike position.
2. Place the hands next to the legs near the

top of the thighs with the fingers point-
ing forward.

3. Lift the legs and rear from the floor so
that the entire body weight is supported
on the hands.

4. Hold the position as lorig as possible,
118 1

Lead-up
Perform the same exercise as above but

with a spotter assisting with balance and
support of weight by graSping the per-
former's toes and lightly lifting upward.

Variations
1. Straddle holdsame as the L-Hold ex-

cept the legs are in a straddle position
and the hands are placed between the
legs insk ad of on the outside of the legs.

2. V-hold after achieving the L position,
shift the hips forward and the shoulders
back to counterbalance and attempt to
hold.

Leg Lifts
1, Start in a straight body hang with the

hands on a sturdy bar raised high
enough so that the feet cannot touch the
floor.

2. Pike at the hips and liffthe legs with the
knees perfectly straight to touch the bar
between your hands.

3. Slowly lower the legs back to a hanging
position.

4. Attempt to use the abdominal muscles
rather than to swing in this exerciset
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Figure 8. The push-out hold.

/ I ,

Figure 9. The body lever.

Lead-up
Perform the eAercise as above but raise

and lower the legs only to a horizontal posi-
tion. Perform the leg lift with the spotter
g.asping under one thigh and helping to lift
the legs and then, if possible, lower the legs
alone.

Variation
Perform a leg lift in a straddle position so

that when you lift the legs, your feet touch
the bar on the outside of the hands.

GENERAL OVF.RALL BODY
CONDITIONING

Ptish-our Holds (See Figure 8)
1. Assume a push-up position.
2. Gradually extend the shoulder angle

backward, so that the shoulders are

moving farther and farther beyond the
hands (the feet will slide slightly back-
ward).

3. Continue to push back until the shGul-
der angle is as straight as possible and
your whole body as one straight tight
unit is as close to the ground as possible
without touching (see Figure 8).

Chin-up Pullovers
1. Start by hanging by the hands 'n an

overgrip on a sturdy bar raised high
enough so that the feet cannot touch the
floor.

2. Bend the arms and pull the chin over the
bar.

3. Immediately lift the legs straight up and
over the bar you are holding onto, and
end in a front support.
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4. Bend the arms and slide down the bar
with the chest toward the bar to return to
the long hang position.

Body L (See Figure 9)
1. From a upine position on the floor and

with the legs straight, the arms straight
overhead, the hands grasping the stable
floor bar or a partner's ankle.,, lift tucked
legs toward the ceiling so that a partner
can grasp the ankles.

2. Attempt to slowly lower the body as a
unit back to a starting position so that
the feet, legs, and back touch the floor at
the same time. (The only break in the
body line should be at the shoulders.
The arms should remain straight.)

LEG STRENGTH AND POWER

Straddle/Pike Jumps
1. Alternate jumping into the air with the

legs straddled on the first jump and the
arms stretched sideward to touch the
toes.

2. On the second jump, lift the leg straight
forward to a 900 angle pike position with
the arms forward.

Running
1. Running is still one of the best leg

strength- and power-developing exer-
cises. To increLse leg strength and power
it is best to do quick, short sprints, or
alternate jogging with quick burst
sprints.

SAFETY

Tumbling is an activity which permits a
person to experiment and discover the
outer limits of hislher movement
capabilities. As such, those who participate
in the sport often find themselves moving
through space or performing in a way that
is unfamiliar to them. While experiencing
something for the first tinle can be exciting,
it can also be risky unless we take the
proper precautions to protect ourselves.

Being cautious in tumbling means three
things. First of all, it means being aware of
the possible outcomes of an ackpity. Sec-
ond it means being awam of the Procedures
that can be used to eliminate any negative
outcomes associated with that activity and

third it means being alert and practicing
safety.

For your safety and for the safety of those
around you, become familiar with the
safety checklist that follows and resolve to
practice it regularly.

BFFORE PERFORMANCE

Clothing Check
Remove all jewelry, including rings and
earrings when you perform.
Be sure your hair is worn so that it does
not block your vision or hamper your
spotter's performance.
Be sure to wear appropriate footwear.
Heavy sneakers or shoes can be ex-
tremely dangerous to you and your spot-
ter.
Never have anything, i.e., gum, candy, in
your mouth.
Wear clothing that will allow you to per-
form freely.
Wear clothing that is comfortable but not
baggy. Baggy clothing makes it difficult
to. spot.
Be'sure your clothing is free of belts, but-
tons, rivets, or zippers.
Eyeglasses should be secure.

Performance Area Check
Be sure the area is sufficiently matted for
the skill you are going to perform. As a
general rule, the less familiar you are
with the skill andJor the more difficult it
is, the more matting you should have.
Check the matting to be sure that it is not
slippery and that it is free of faults such as
rips or gashes.
If using more than one mat be sure they
are securely fastened together.
Check the landing surface to ensure that
it can absorb the weight of a landing or
fall. After years of use, mats lose their
resiliency and landing on them is like
landing on the floor.
Be sure tumbling strips or individual
mats are placed in such a way as to per-
mit ample space between each area for
traffic or spotter movement.
Be sure that mats are located a sufficient
distance from walls or other pieces of
apparatus.
Check the area to be sure it is free of
equipment that is notin use or is inap-



propnate, i.e., scooters, balls, equipment
carriers.

g- :Be sure the pathway you jriave chosen for
your tumbling run doe0ot cross anyone
else's pathway.
When yuu are not performing be sure to
first yield the right-of-way to performers
using vaulting runways, tumbling areas,
and landing mats.

Performer and Spotter Check
Do not attempt a skill with a student
spotter unless your instructor has &iven
you permission to do so.
Twcrspotters-should be used at all times
unless the use of two people interferes
with the safe flow of movement.
Be sure you have a thorough understand-
ing of how to execute the skill.
Determine whether you have the neces-
sary prerequisites to safely perform the
skill.
Determine whether you are in the proper
physical condition to safely execute the
skill. Be sure your body is well-
conditioned with regard to strength, flex-
ibility, and muscular and cardiovascular
endurance. Do not attempt a skill beyond
youi present physical ability.
Be sure you understand the proper prog-
ression.
Be sure your spotter knows what exer-
cises You, would like to try and that
he/she knows how to spot the skill.
Be sure your spotter is strong enough to
spot a person of your size.
Be sure you trust your spotter and that
your spotter is confident in assisting you.

AT PERFORMANCE

Area Check
Be sure the insttuctor is present in the
gymnastics area.
Be sure the instructor is aware of and has
given you permission to attempt the skill
you are about to perform.

Performer Check
Warm up sufficiently.
Stop and rest when you or your spotter
become fatigued.
Follow the progression step by step just
as the instructor has outlined.
Only attempt skills in which instruction
has been given.
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Perform at your own level and not above,
just because someone else is performing
a skill.
Always use a spotter.
Follow a skill through to its completion;
never change your mind in the middle of
a movement, because you could seri-
ously hurt yourself as well as your spot-
ter.
Be sure your spotter knows exactly when
you are ready to begin.
Use gymnastics chalk to keep your hands
dry so that you won't slip.

SCORING

The scoring system for gymnastics and
tumbling has become quite elaborate, with
competitors not only receiving credit for
excellence of performance but also for orig-
inality and virtuosity. The highest possible
score on each event is a 10.0. A woman can
receive a maximum of 3.0 points for the
difficulty of her routine, 0.5 for bonus
points for original and risky moves, 2.50 for
how well her routine is composed, and 4.0
for execution and virtuosity. A man re-
ceives 3.4 for difficulty, 1.6 for the value of
his combinations, 4.4 for his mannet of
execution, and 0.6 bonus pcints for rare,
original, or virtuous moves.

In a national level competition there are
four judges who make deductions as the
gymnast performs such errors as form
breaks tindg falls, lack of amplitude (which
includes stretch of the body and height of
each move), insufficient difficulty, and lack
of originality. The score of the high and low
judge are dropped and the middle two
scoresgre averaged o derive the gymnast's
final score.

At the conclusion of the meet all the
gymnasts individual scores (4 for women
and 6 for men) are added to determine what
is called the gymnasts' all-around score.
Next time you see a high level meet see if
you can come up with a score by deducting
.1 fo: every small error observed such as a
fie*.ed foot or a slightly bent knee, .2-.3 for a
medium error such as a large arm bend or a
very low leap and .5 for a major error such
as a fall from the apparatus, then compare
your score to the flashed score.

A
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INTRODUCTION

The jogger, once a rarity, has become a
common, sight on American streets. The
decade of the 1970s witnessed a pheno-
menal growth in jogging participation,
which has continued at a rapid pace. Ap-
proximately 30 million Americans jog regu-
larly. Girls, boys, men, and women in all
parts of the country have been attracted by
the benefits of jogging, and can be seen
loping on city streets, through suburban
neighborhoods, and down country roads.
indeed, a visitor from a foreign country
might well conclude that America has be-
come a nation of joggers!

Jogging has become such a widespread
fitness and recreational activity because of
its great benefits for those who properly use
it. However, like any activity, jolt: ing can
be misused or used without positive ef-
fects. The purpose of this chapter is to pro-
mote jogging and to provide the reader
with the basic information necessary to de-
sign an effective jogging program. Follow-
ing the guidelines outlined in this chapter
will ensure the reader of jogging safely and
in an enjoyable and beneficial manner.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

FUNDAMENTALS OF JOGGING

Jogging is a familiar activity, and fortu-
nately one which requires minimal skill.
Jogging is slow running. It is similar to run-
ning in that, during each stride, both feet
leave the ground for a brief period. In walk-
ing, one foot is always in contact with the
ground (see Figure 1). Thus, unlike walk-
ing, both running and jogging have a
"flight phase" (see Figure 2).

There are many different, individual,.
styles of jogging. While there is no single

-

,

CHAPTER 12

jogging

RUSSELL R..PATE,
University of South Carolina,

Columbia, SC

correct way -to jog, there are certain basic
principles which proper jogging styles have
in common:
1. In jogging, as the foot comes forward to

strike the ground, the heel should make
contact first. Often this is difficult to see
with the naked eye and it may appear
that the foot is flat at contact. One
should avoid "running on the toes"
which involves contacting the ground
with the ball of the foot. Such an ap-
proach can cause soreness and lower leg
injury.

2. The jogger should maintain an erect
Oeure, neither leaning backward nor
ekessively forward. The muscles of the

Figure 1. In walking one foot is always in
contact with the ground.

1s6
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Figure 2. In jogging and running, both feet
leave the ground during a "flight phase."

trunk and neck should be as relaxed as
possible.

3. The arms should be kept at a low car-
riage and should be permitted to move
freely and to travel slightly across the
front of the body. The arms, hands, and
fingers should remain as relaxed as pos-
sible.

4. With jogging, only a moderate knee lift
is required. The high knee lift used by
sprint runners is too vigorous for long
duration activities.

5. The jogger should breathe in a relaxed,
natural manner. It is not necessary to
consciously regulate breathing. One
should breathe through both the nose
and the mouth.

a BENEFITS OF JOGGING

There are many reasons why jogging has
become one of the most popular fitness ac-
tivities in America. One of the most impor-
tant reasons is the increased recognition by
the American public of the health benefits
of regular aerobic exercise. Millions of
people have initiated jogging programs be-
cause they feel that it can help redUce the
risk of developing chronic diseases such as
coronary heart disease, make them feel
more ely and energetic, burn extra
calories during a weight control program,

t

and improve their body composition and
appearance.

The health benefits of aerobic exercise
such as jogging are quite significant (see
Chapter 1 for a more detailed discussion).
Nonetheless, one might wonder why jog-
ging, in particular, has become so popular?
The answer may lie in the practicality of
jogging: -

I.. Jogging is an,easy skill. Nearly everyone
can jog because running is one of the
fundamental movement patterns that
can be learned as a child.

2. Jogging is inexpensive. The only signifi-
cant expense associated with jogging is
the cost of proper running shoes. No
expensive equipment or club member-
ships are needed:

3. Jogging is an individual activity. While it
may be fun to jog with a partner or
group, no partners are really needed.
This means that one can jog whenever it
is personally convenient without worry-
ing about coordinating the activity With
a friend. This is the major advantage
jogging has over many other sport ac-
tivities.

4. Jogging requires no special facilities. One
can jog virtually anywhere: home;
school; work. The only facilities needed
are a place to change clothes and a facil-
ity in &Mich to wastrafter jogging. With
proper dress, jogging can be done out-
side ear-round in most parts of the
United States. Thus, no special tracks,
gymnasia, machines, or courts are
needed.

DESIGNING A SUCCESSFUL JOGGING
PROGRAM -

A basic goal of any jogging program is to
improve or maintain cardiorespiratory fit-
ness. To achieve this goal a jogging pro-
gram must be organized in accordance with
certain basic principles of twining. Impor-
tant considerations are the frequency, du-
ration, and intensity of exercise.

Frequency
Research evidence indicates that one

Must jog on an average of three or more
times per week to be sure o: developing
andlor maintaining a good level of car-
diorespiratory fitness. Two sesSions per
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week Lan help mamtam a given fitness level
for several weeks but w ill only improve fit-
ness in persons who are originally very
sedentary. A training frequency of less than
hip(' sessions per week is unlikely to cause
much improvement or to maintain a good
level of cardiorespiratory fitness.

Frequencies of training higher than three
sessions per week are recommended for
persons who are already accustomed to
jogging. Many people enjoy a daily jogging
session and find that such regular exercise
helps them to feel more energetic and re-
laxed. Certainly, for most persons, partici-
pation in daily exercise such as jogging is a
reasonable and worthy goal. Persons who
attain this goal arc almost certain to main-
tam an exLellent level of carchorespiratory
fitness and a fine body composition (%
body fat).

Duration
To optimally benefit from jogging, the

duration of each jogging session should be
at least 20-30 minutes. Ideally, the exercise
should be continuous, i.e., without re-
covery breaks. However, studies show that
little is lost by taking periodic rest breaks as
long as the total jogging time is at least 20
minutes. Jogging longer than 30.minutes is
fine for persons who already have good
cardiorespiratory fitness and who enjoy
longer.runs. Many persons, however, find
that a jogging session of approximately
30 minutes is ideal since it involves a rela-
tively small time commitment and is suffi-
cient to maintain a good level of fitness.

Intensity
To derive the health benefits of a jogging

program, only a moderate intensity of exer-
cise is required. The appropriate level of
exertion will cause the heart rate, i.e., pulse
rate, and breathing to increase somewhat
and may cause sweating. It is important to
note that exhaustive exeroge is not required to
improve carthorespiratory fitness. With jog-
ging the intensity of exercise is directly re-
lated to the speed of movement: the faster
the jog, the higher the level of exertion.
There are several ways to determine how
fast pne needs to jog to improve his/her
fitness. All the methods involve individ-
ualization, that is, selection of a jogging
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pace w hich is right for the individual.. The
key is to find one's own best pace, which
may or may not be the same as someone
else's. Successful jogging requires that par-
ticipants do their own thing!

One of the most widely accepted tech-
niques for selecting a proper jogging pace is
to use heart rate as a guide. As was dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, a proper training heart
rate can be computed, if the individual's
resting and maximum heart r?te are known
or estimated. After determining Oap target
heart rate fOr training, it is necessary to
experiment to determine the pace of jog-
gingyv hich w ill bring one's heart rate to this
desired level. This can be accomplished by
checking the heart rate after 3-4-minutes of
walking or jogging at various paces. It is
best to begin with a slow pace and to in-
crease the pace every three or four minutes
until the proper heart rate is obtained. Note
that, after the first 2-3 minutes of jogging at
a particular pace, heart rate remains rela-
tively constant for many minutes. Thus,
once a proper pace has been identified,
there is no need to check the heart rate more
than once or twice per training session.

Another simpler method by which to
monitor intensity of exercise is to use the
"talk test." A proper jogging pace will
cause the rate and depth of breathing to
increase but should not cause such breath-
lessness as to prevent easy speech. Those
jogging faster than necessary ,will fail the
talk test, and should slow to a more corn-

. fortable pace.

Putting It All Together
Successful jogging programs involve

proper combinations of training frequency,
intensity, and duration. As summarized in
Table 1, 'joggers should exercise at least
three times per week, for at least 30 minutes
per session, and at an appropriately indi-
vidualized pace. Many combinations of

Table 1. Guidelines for designing a jogging
program.

Frequency of Training
3 or more sessions per week

Duration of Training
20 or more minutes of sustained activity

Intensity of Training
jogging pace which elevates heart rate to 70-85%
of maximum
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frequency, intensity, and duration of jog-
ging will successfully maintain a good level
of cardiorespiratory fitness. The key is to
find a jogging, routine which generally
adheres 'to the recommended guidelines
and which is practical and enjoyable.

As the fiinesJ level improves, it may be
necessary to adjust the jogging program In
particular, the pace of jogging must be in-
creased to achieve the selected training
heart rate. This is expected because one of
the effects of aerobic exercise training is a
reduction df the heart rate at any particular
level of exertion, ie., jogging pace. Also,
joggers may find they can comfortably in-
crease the duration of the jogging session,
and may wish to increase training fre-
quency. Such adjustments are fine if they
occur gradually and contribute to the en-
joyment of the activity.

BEGINNING JOGGING

The critical phase of any physical fitness
program is the first few weeks, because the
body must adjust to a significant new stres-
.sor. If that stressor, the exercise, is properly
applied, most persons can rapidly adapt to
it. If it is incorrectly used, negative effects
suctt as, injury, illress, lack of improve-
ment, 6.1 failure to adhere lo the program
can result. Thus, in starting a jogging pro-
gram it is crucial that certain basic
guidelines be followed.

First, it is very important to begin a jog-
ging program with appropriate and rea-
sonable expectations in tr.ind. Jogging can
cause important health benefits such as
weight loss and improved cardiorespira-
tory fitness. However, jogging is not a
"miracle cure" that will produce overnight
results. As with any proper form of exercise
training, the beneficial effects of jogging
occur gradcally and require several weeks
or months to mature. It must also be recog
nized that a proper jogging program in-
Volves work. The work should not be
exhaustive, but, for the beginner, jogging
does require discipline and perseverance.
For the experiented exertiser, jogging may
be "effortless:. and "exhilarating." Such
feelings, however, should not be expeLted
in the early stages of a jogging program.

There is no effortless way to build fit-
nessso it is best to begin a jogging pro-
gram knowing,that the major benefits are a
few weeks and miles "down the road."

Golden Rules
For the beginning jogger there are two

"golden rules": the program should start at
a level which is approfniate for current fit-
ness status; the training dose should prog-
ress very gradually during the first few
weeks of the program. The guidelines
provided earlier in this chapter should aid
in designing a program which Starts at an
appropriate level. Maig persons should
begin a jogging program by not jogging at
all, but, ratherrby walking. Walking is less
Intense than jogging and is less stressful for
the bones, joints, and muscles. Thus, par-
ticularly for older adults, it is often best to
start with a few weeks of walking or alter-
nate walk-jog exercise. A gradual build-up
to continuous jogging is a good way to
maximize enjoyment and to minimize the
chances of injuries. Tables 2 and 3 present
two suggested beginning jogging pro-
grams: The program outlined in Table 2 is

Table 2. Suggested jogging program for older
a nd,or previously sedentary beginners.

Week Activity Duration Intensity

(min.), (% Max HR)#

1 Walk 15 60-70
2 Walk 20 60-70
3 Walk 20 70-75
4 Walk/Jog 20 70-80
5 Walk/Jog 25 70-80
6 Walk/Jog 30 70-80
7 Walk/Jog 30 7080
8 jog 20-30 70-80
9 Jog 25-30 70-80

10 Jog 30 70-80
11 Jog 30 70-80
12 jog 30 70-80

Three sessions per week on non-consecutive days.
# See Chapter 1 for estimation of maximum heart

rate .

ret.ommLndLd for older, previously seden-
tary persons, begins at a lower level, and
progresses more gradually than the pro-
gram prescribed in Table 3, which is appro-
priate for younger and.'or already moder-
ately active persons.
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Table 3. Suggested jogging program for
younger andior previously moderately active

beginners.

Week* Activity Duration Intensity

(min.) (% Max HR) #
1 Walkgog 20 70-75
2 - Wa1k/Jog 25 70-75

_ 3 Walkgog 30 70-75
4 Walkgog 30 70-80
5 Jog 20 70-80
6 Jog 1,5 70-80
7 Jog 30 70-80
8 Jog 30 70-80
9 Jog 30 70-80

..10 Jog 30+ 70-80
11 Jog 30+ 75-85
12 Jog 30+ 75-85

Three or more sessions per week.
# See Chapter 1 for estimation of maximum heart

rate.

In beginning a jogging program it may be
helpful to exercise with a partner or group.
This helps the beginner to adhere to the
program and can make &initial stages of a
training regimen more enjoyable. Despite
thq partnership, howq. ver, it is crucial that
eaeh jogger run ara pace and for a duration
appropriate for him/her as an individual;
helshe should nbt itrive to compete or keep
up with a more highly trained person.

Shoes for Joggers
Another important tip for the beginning

jogger is to obtain appropriate footgear.
Good running shoes involve a significant
expense; however, experience indicates
that the investment is worthwhile. The key
is to obtain a pair of shoes which properly
fit and which have been designed specific-
ally for running. Good running shoes (see
Diagram 1) have several basic characteris-
tics. Among these are:

Heel Collar

Heel Counter
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1. A moderately elevated heel'consisting of
material with good shock-absorbing
qualities (the jogger should be able to
compress, with the fingers, the sole por-
tion of the heel).

2. The heel should be well-padded and
should fit so that little or no slippage of
the foot occurs during running.

3. The toe portion of the shoe should be
deep enough to avoid rubbing the
toenails and shouid fit so that the toes do
not contact the front,of the shoe during
running.

4. An arch support should be included and
should be aligned comfortably with the
arch of the foot.

5. The outer sole of the shoe should be
made of a very sturdy rubber material
which will withstand many miles of jog-
ging. Most joggers find that the heel por-
tion of the outer sole wears first and this
area should be reinforced to give longer
wear.

6. The front part of the shoe should be
snug enough so that very little lateral
foot movement occurs.

Medical Clearance for Beginners
Most persons can safely begin a jogging

program without formal medical clearance.
For persons in certain age and health status
categories, however, a physician's exami-
nation is a wise way to begin a fitness pro-
gram. In general, a doctor's clearance is
recommended for previously sedentary
persons over age thirty-five and for any-
one, regardless of age, who has a personal
history of coronary heart disease or other
diseases of the cardiovascular system, e.g.,

Aich Support

Padded Tongue

Upper

Heel Wedge

Toe &ix

Padded Lining

Diagram 1. Characteristics of a good running shoe.
, 1
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high blood pressure, rheumatic fever, heart 1.

murmur. Table 4 presents guidelines for
determining whether a person needs to see
hisher doctor before beginning a jogging.
program.

Table 4. Recommendations regarding the
need for a medical clearance before beginning

jogging.
Category Under Age 35

Normal individual, Unnecessary
physically active
at least three
days per week

Normal individual, Unnecessary
physically active
once per week

Normal individual, 'Suggested
sedentary

Individual with Highly
risk factors for recommended
coronary heart
disease*

Individual with Mandatory
known heart
condition or
symptoms of
coronary heart
disease

Over Age 35

Optional

Suggested

Highly
recommended

Mandatory

Gradual progression in training. A primary
cause of many jogging injuries is too
rapid a progression of the training dose.
Jogging is a weight-bearing activity plac-
ingconsiderable stress on the bones,
joints, and muscles of the leg. Given
adequate time, these tissuds can adapt to
the stresses of jogging. But it is crucial
that beginners progress very gradually
and that experienced joggers avoid
rapidrincreases in training intensity or
digation.

2. Proper footgear. During jogging the foot
is required to withstand the forces gen-

, erated during.each stride. In a sense, the
/foot is the boIly's "shock absorber." Be-

', cause of this, many running/jogging in-
juries occur in or around the foot, Other
injuries to the leg or back are caused by

1 anatomical and mechanical problems in

Mandatory

'Major CHD risk factors are cigarette smoking, high
blood pressure, and high levels of blood cholesterol

PREVENTING AND TREATING
RUNNING INJURIES

As mentioned previously, jogging can
contribute significantly to health enhance-
ment. However, it also must be recognized
that jogging, if improperly employed, can
cause or aggravate certain health problems.
Of particular concern to joggers are injuries
to the bones, joints, and soft tissues of the
feet and legs. 'This section presents ihfor-
mation which should help the jogger pre-
vent such injuries, or to treat them properly
if they do occur.

PREVENTION OF RUNNING INJURIES

Certainly it is preferable to prevent in-
juries rather than to attempt to treat them
after thè.,y have occurred. Experience indi-
catds thht adherence to the following
guidelines will minimize the risks of de.-
veloping orthopedic, i.e., bone and joint,
injuries while jogging.

the foot. Proper running shoes, as de-
scribed earlier in this chapter, pryvide
the foot with the support needed to
function properly during jogging. It is
highly recommended that the jogger ob-
tain running shoes. In certain instances,
special shoe inserts Or arch supports
may be needed, however, these should
be prescribed by a physician.

3. Maintenance of muscular strength and flexi-
bility. Jogging develops cardiorespiia-
tory fitness and maintains good body
composition. It will not, however, de-
velop muscular strength or flexibility.
This is unfortunate, since cerSain in-
juries to joggers are associated with poor:,
strength `and/or flexibility in the muscle
groups of the legs. Specifically, the jog-
ger should be concerned with maintain-
ing adequate strength in the muscla on
the front of the abdomen.and leg, and
should:work to maintain good flexiBility
in the muscles of the lower back and the -
rear portion of the legs. The principles of
developing strength and flexibility have
been discussed in Chapter 1. Figures 3
and 4 present sorn2 exeitises which,are
highly recommended for joggers. °
Ideally, these exercises should be per-
foxmed before and/or after each jogging
session.

4. Know your limits. Perhaps the best ad-
vice for preventing injuries is to use
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a. Low back stretc,

, b. .14amstring stretcher.

c. Calf and Achilles tendon stretcher.

Figure 3. Static stretching exercises for joggers.
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Figure 4. The sit-up (strengthening exercise for joggers)..

common sense and "listen to your
body." Each individual has a certain tol-
erance for exercise stress. If that limit is
exceeded, fatigue, muscle soreness,
minor aches, and/or injuries will occur.
The jogger should be sensitive to these
signals and should respond to them by
reducing-the training load and, possibly,
seeking proper treatment.

TREATING RUNNING INJURIES

Injuries can occur in some joggers even
when all the proper precautions have been
taken. When injuries occur, it is important
that they be promptly and appropriately
treated. With proper treatment most in-
juries will heal quickly, allowing the jogger
to return to normal activity within a few
days.

Most injuries to joggers involve pain in
the foot or leg region. A complete descrip-
tion and discussion of the various injuries
occurring to joggers is beyond the scope of
this chapter, these general procedures are
presented as appropriate responses to most
jogging injuries:
1. Recognize the injury. If injuries are recog-

nized and treated promptly, their nega-
tive effects can be minimized. The jogger
should respond to any severe pain or to

*

a moderate pain which persists for more
than a day.

2. Rest. Most injuries respond to reduced
activity or complete rest. f the injury
causes only moderate dislomfort, the
jogger can often continue ith a reduced
training .program, e.g., horter dis-
tances, fewer sessions per eek, slower
pace. If the pain is severe o if a moder-
ate pain persists for more han.a few
days, complete rest is recommended.

3. Program modification. Jogging injuries
are likely to recur unless the cause of the
injury is addressed. Thus the injured
jogger -should be prepared to modify
hislher training procedures to eliminate
the cause of the injury. Often, recur-
rence of an injury can be prevented by
reducing the training program, increas-
ing strength or flexibility, or obtaining
different footgear.

4. Physician's care. When injuries persist
for more than a few days, the treatment
of a physican should be sought. Usually
the jogger is well-advised to seek out the
services of an orthopedist or podiatrist
specializing in sports medicine.

5. Return to action. Following recovery
from an injury, joggers should return
very gradually to a normal level of activ-

A rapid return to normal activity can
aggravate an injury.
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SAFETY

Proper jogging is, a very safe activity.
However, there are two major hazards the
jogger should recognize and endeavor to
avoid: automobile traffic; stressful en-
vironmental conditions, e.g., heat and
cold.

AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC

Automobile traffic is potentially the most
lethal hazard confronting the jogger. The
safest recommendation is to simply avoid
jogging in heavy traffic areas. if this is not
possible, the jogger should take the follow-
ing precautions to ensure personal safety.
1. Jog in traffic areas only when a sidewalk

or wide shoulder is available.
2. Always jog facing ttaffic.
3. Always be prepared to give the right-

of-way to the motorist.
4. Recognize that the motorist may have

difficulty seeing the jogger and may be
unable to quickly react to an unexpected
jogger in the roadway.

5. When jogging at dusk or after dark, the
jogger should wear light-colored cloth-
ing and reflective materials. Such mate-,
rials are invaluable in. alerting the
motorist to the presence of a jogger.

6. Obey all traffic laws which apply to
pedestrians.

7. Be particularly careful when crossing a
street at an intersection since turning au-
tomobiles may approach rapidly from
the "blind side."

JOGGING IN HOT CONDITIONS

Hot aad humid environmental condi-
tions can represent a significant health
hazard for the jogger. This is particularly
true for persons who run at high intensities
andior for long periods of time. The major
risks are heat exhaustion and heat stroke.
In extreme cases, the latter can result in
death.

During heavy exercise the body gener-
ates considerable heat. This heat must be
transferred to the environment so that a
normal body temperature can be main-
tained. In hot conditions heat transfer to
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the environment is impaired. Heat transfer
is further limited by high humidity, which
restricts a necessary factor in the hody:s
primary cooling process, the evaporation of
sweat.

Heat illnesses in joggers can be pre-
vented if attention is paid to the following
recommendations:
1. In hot and/dr humid conditions the jog-

ger should reduce the intensity and,
perhaps, the duration of the training
session.

2. Jogging should be done at the coolest
times of the day.

3. Minimal clothing should be worn (no
sweatsuits or rubber suits).

4. Care should be taken to adequately re-
place the fluid lost through sweating by
drinking liberal amounts of water after
exercise. These recommendations
should be particularly followed by be-
ginning joggers and obese persons since
they are at greater risk of heat illness
than are more experienced joggers.

5. Competitive running should be avoided
when conditions are particularly hot
and/or humid.

JOGGING IN COLD CONDITIONS

Cold conditions are far less stressful and
dangerous for the jogger than are hot con-
ditions. Nonetheless, extreme cold can be a
hazard for the jogger. In particular the jog-
ger should be alert to the risks of frostbite.

Frostbite-occurs when body tissues are
exposed to subfreezing temperature§ for
long periods of time. Particularly vulnera-
ble WI frostbite are the fingers and ears,
since blood flow to these tissues is reduced
during cold exposure. Thus the winter jog-
ger should wear gloves anl a hat to protect
the ears.

When jogging in the cold the jogger
should wear sufficient clothing to maintain
comfort after the warm-up. Normally, two or
three layers of light clothing are adequate.
In the coldest conditions more layers and a
windbreaker may be needed. Clothing
should be of_a_light_material. which
"breathes," so as to avoid an accumulation
of sweat on the body surface.
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ROAD RACING

Competitive long-distance running has
become one of America's most visible and
popular recreational sports. The develop-
ment of competitive road racing has paral-
leled the rapid increase in, participation in
jogging for fitness enhancement. Indeed,
many thousands of persons have
"graduated': into the ranks of the cornpeti-
tive long-distance runners after first l*:;ecom-

ing involved in jogging strictly as a 'itness
activity. .

Most competitive long-distance running
events are conducted on roads and thus are
referred to as "road runs" or "road races."
The distance of these runs varies from a
mile or two up to the full marathon distance
(26.2 miles). Some road racing events in-
clude several races of differing distances.

Road racing has become popular .partly
because, unlike many athletic activities,
long-distance racin provides individuai
challenge. In any g ven road race, only a
small number of c mpetitors entertain a
realistic expectation of winning the race.
However, every competitor can derive
satisfaction in running his or her personal
Pest time for the distance, or can be proud
of simply completing the race. Also, most
races are truly many races in one, since
awards are usually given in many age and
sex categories.

Joggers who have not,previously partici-
pated in competitive road races are well
actvised to begin with shorter distances,
and with a_non-competitive attitude. One
should acquire experience in road racing
before striving for optimal performance.
Needless to say, a good level of cardiores-
piratory fitness should be developed before
considering entry to any competitive road
race. In addition, the beginning road run-
ner should consider the following tips.
1. The runner should enter a road race only

if confident o'f hisiher ability to run the
entire distance. Thus, it is preferable
that the competitive distance has been
previously covered in practice.

2. The race should be run at an approxi-

;-*
mately even pace. Particular care should
be taken to avoid starting a race at a pace
which 'is too fast. 0 rt) "
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3. In his/her first few races, the road runner
should disregard the other competitors
and focus on running at a proper pace.
Racmg should begin only after the run-
ner has acquired a complete understand-
ing of hislher own abilities.

4. In racing it is crucial that properly fitted
shoes be worn. Runners should not
wearnew shoes in a race.

Joggers desiring to learn more about road
racing should contact their local running
clubs or write to:

American Running & Fitness
2420 K Street, NW

Washington, DC 20037
or

Road Runners' Club of America
'do Jeff Darman

2737 Devonshire Place, NW
Washington, DC 20008

SUMMARY

This chapter has provided the informa-
tion needed to design a safe and successful
jogging program. Jogging is an enjoyable,
practical activity used by millions of Ameri-
cans to develop good cardiorespiratory fit-
ness, to control body weight, and to main-
tain a high state of vigor. Successful jogging
programs must begin at an individualized
level and progress gradually. An optimal
jogging program involves three or more
jogging sessions per week, for 30 or more
minutes per session at a moderate exercise
intensity.

Some bone and joint injuries have been
associated With jogging, however, most in-
jtines can be preL,ented by following sound
training procedures. The jogger's safety
Lan be threatened by jogging in heavy au-
tomobile traffic or by extreme weather con-
ditions. Proper preventive measures, how-
ever, can minimize these risks as well.

In summary, jogging can serve as the
cornerstone of a successful lifetime physical
fitness program., In addition, for properly
trained persons, competitive jogging/
running, e.g., road racing, can be a satisfy-
ing and enjoyable recreational sport.



TERMINOLOGY

Cardibrespiratory Fitness. The ability to sustain
moderate intensity, wilole body activity for
extended time periods.

Frostbite. Freezin"g or partial freezing of a body
part.

Heat Exhaustion. Extreme fatigue caused by
prolonged exercise in hot weather.

Heat Stroke. A failure of the body's temperature
regulating system, associated with high body
temperature, hot, dry skin, and disorientation
or unconsciousness.

Individualization. Design of an exercise pro-
gram in accordance with the characteristics of
the particular exerciser.

Progression. The rate at which the frequency-,
intensity, andlor duration of a training pro-
gram is increased.
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INTRODUCTION

Orienteering offers the thrills and ex-
citement of a track meet and a treasure hunt
all rolled into one. Orienteering adds new
purpose and interest to jogging. The jogger
who takes up orienteering will find that he
or she has substituted the highway fumes
and noises for the forest sounds and smells
and has replaced boredom with mental
stimulation. You must be mentally pre-
pared to read a map, use a compass, and be
physically able to run the course.

,Orieilteering is often called the thinking
person's sport. The fastest runner going in
the wrong direction cannot be a winner.
Successful participants must solve a Series
of problems and make a number of choices
before they can decide on the course that
they will take. Orienteering courses can be
set up for novices, intermediate, and ad-
vanced competitors.

Orienteering probably began as a
Swedish military exercise. A runner would
be given a map with several destinations
and a message to be delivered. Orienteer-
ing is considered a national sport in most
Scandinavian countries and iS a required
sport for students. With the Scandinavian
lov e of skiing, it is not surprising that
orienteering began on skis almost as,§oon
as it began on foot. Orienteering has in-
creased in popularity and spread around
the globe. Meets are now conducted on
bicycles, in canoes, at night, on cross-
country skis, and even underground.
Orienteering may be a formal, sanctioned
event, orit may be as informal as a family
outing for the day with a map, compass,
and picnic basket.

a

CHAPTER 13

Orienteering

ARTHUR HUGGLESTONE
and

JOE HOWARD,
Smith EnvironMental Education Center,

Rockville, MD

The first time'that orieWeering is experi-
enced yati wain content to complete
the course with little regard fdr the tiine it
takes. As you become more skilled in
using the compass, interpreting the map,
and observing the geological features,
you will be more sure of the best route
choice. With experience, speed and endur-
ance will increase, and confidence will be
had to tackle strange territory. The pleasure
of going around a bend on an unfamiliar
trail.and discovering a landmark only seen
on a map, or taking a cross-country
shortcut and finding the trail just where
expected is most satisfying and is all the
more exhilarating when the expected
landmark does not appear. Initially, an un-
comfortable feeling may be experienced.
There are no road signs, no buildings, no
busses, none of the aids unconsciously de-
pended upon to aid you around more famil-
iar haunts. However, a quick check of the
map and compassrcan get you anywhere
you want to go.

EQUIPMENT

The best way to learn is by doing, bilt
before venturing afield, it would be wise to
know how to use the equipment of orien-
teering. The best maps available are those
specifically designed for orienteering.
These maps cover a small area and are very
detailed. Generally, they are topographic
maps that have been enlarged and re-
worked by orienteering 9.1bs. There are
few of these maps at the pr9sent time, and
most of them cover parklands that have
special features of particular interest to the
orienteerer. Maps like these are only avail-
able yhere orienteering is a very active
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Diagram 1. Contour line exercise.
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Solutions:. 1 b.
2 e.
3 d.
4 C.
5 f.
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sport. To contact local individuals who are
active in the sport, write to: Orienteering
Services USA, Box 1604, Binghamton, NY
13904. They'll forward free information and
put you in contact with an orienteer-
ing group in your local area. The 6U.S.
Orienteering Federation, P.O. Box 1039,
Ballwin, MO 63011, can send information
about membership and local affiliations.
Most students, however, will have tb be
content with less detailed but otherwise ex-
cellent topographical maps produced by
the U.S. Geological Survey These maps,
called quadrangles or "quads," come in
two sizes, 15-minute maps and die more
detailed 71/z-minute maps. The 71/2-minute
quadrangle map covers an area bounded by
71/2 minutes of longitude and 71/2 mintits
of la itude. Ile scale on this map is
1:24,000. This means that one inch on the
map represents 24,000 inches or 2,000 feet
on the ground. The 15-minute map has a
scale of 1:62,500, which means that one
inch on the map represents approximately
one mile. Wilderness outfitters, sporting
goods stores, or camping stores often sell
these maps for local hiking areas. If a quad
cannot be located for a specific area, request
a free topographical map index circular for
that area's state, a free folder describing
topographical maps, and a free topographi-
cal map symbol sheet from,: National Car-
tographic Information Center, 507 National
Center, Reston, VA 22092. When ordering
the particular quadrangles, request a wood-
land copy. Mature forests are shown in
green on these maps.

SYMBOLS

Once the quadrangle is received, study it
and become familiar with the symbols.
Buildings are shown in black, water is blue.
If the map has been updated by aerial pho-
tography, all the reLent changes are in a
1-lum color. Centours of mountains and val-
leys are representRI by brown lines. These
lines indicate equal elevation which means
that everything on that line is the' same
number of feet above sea level. The heavy
brown lines have numbers written on them
which makes it easier to determine the ele-
vation for the,other contour lines. The con-
tour interval is the vertical distance be-

-
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tween lines and may be.anywhere from 10
to 80 feet depending upon the Map being
used. The closer the lines, the steeper the
slopes.the farther apart, the flatter the land.
If these swirling brown lines are closely ex-
amined, a pattern can be seen. The lines
connect to form an irregular shape with one
inside of another and another until the
smallest shape is reached, representing the
top of a mountain or hill. The following
exercise should help test ability to read con-
tour symbols (see Diagram 1).

Study the map..Learn as much as pOssi-
ble about the area which is going to be
traveled through. -Have fun planning dif-
ferent routes over the varied terrain. Even
in a very familiar area, things can be discov-
ered which you didn't know existed.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
In orienteering, use only' the magnetic

North as 'indicated on the lower margin of
the map. If it differs from true or grid
North, it will be seen as an arrow identified
as "MN" off to either side of the true or grid
North line which is identified by a star.

MN
GN

Diagram 2.

Find the magnetic arrow in the lower mar-
gin of the map and draw arrows that are
parallel to the magnetic North arrow, ap-
proximately one inch apart and extending
through the area of travel. If the school or
local club furnishes a xeroxed section of a
quadrangle, the parallel magnetic North ar-
rows will probably extend the length of the
map. If not, it is easy to put them there.

If a quadrangle is acquired that covers a
nearby area, some informal orienteering
may be attempted. Have a friend come
along, tell a third person the starting point,
destination, and the latest time expected to
return. Be surelo check back with that per-
son upon return.

20 I
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Listed below is a list of equipment that
you should have:
1. Mapmost recent edition possible.,

There might be new buildings and roads
and.evgn ponds, but the inountains and
valleys won't change.

2. Compassuse a cord to tie it around the
wrist or neck. Don't lose it or use it near
iron or steel objects.

3. Wristwatchmake sure this is on the
opposite hanct from the one that will
hold the compass.

4. Plastic Whistleuse the whistle to sig-
nal for help in case there isAri_irijury..
Plastic is non-magnetic and will mit af-.
fect a compass.

5. Appropriate,. Clothingwear old
clothes that will protect the orienteerer
from thoms, poison ivy, or whatever the
terrain .and time of year have to offer.
Shoes should be comfortable, support
the feet,. and give adequate traction
when needea.

yhen at the starting point, mark it on the
map as the center of a six mm triangle or
with the letter "S." The first leg of the route
should lead to an easily identified physical
feature. The end of each leg should be iden-
tified on the map by a six mm circle. Use a
red pen to mark the circles and to draw a
single line connecting them. Fold the map
scf that it is just large enough for the land-
scape to be seen surrounding the direction
of travel.

The next step, orienting the map, is an
important one and will have to be repeated
dften. Turn the map around until the fea-
tures on the map ate in the same relative
position as those o the land. if there is a
hill to the left, then the hill should be to the
left of the position on the map. If there are
several recognizable features in sight, this
can be easily done, otherwise use.the com-
pass. ;To orient the map using a compass,
simply turn the map around until the mag-
netic North arrows on the map are pointing
in the same direction as the magnetic nee-
dle on the compass. Directions on the map
and on the ground will now match.

If heading northward, read the printing
on the map. However, if the direction of
travel is southward, the prinfaig will be
upside down. This will not affect ability to

read the map, reading the map means in-
terpreting the contour lines and symbols
that repreLsent natural anti human-made
structureg7such as hills and valleys,
churches and schools, and streams and
lakes. Hold the ;nap in front of you.
Turn the map around so that the start-
ing point is closest to you and the
first destination is farthest away. Turn
around until theinap is oriented. The direc:
tion of travel is now being faced. Pick out
features along the red line that mark the
route from the starting positiQn to the first
destination. Look up and pick out a distant .
landmark that was seen on the map. As th
already identified features are passed, put
the 4humb on the spot where standing,
with the nail pointing toward the destina-
tion. Track of progress can always be kept ,
with this procedure and exact location will
be known. This technique works well as
long as the orienteerer is careful with the
thumb and orientation of the map. When
the thumb marks'the point where the first
circle was drawn, the first destination
should have been attained.

COMPETITION

If participating in an orienteering meet, a
control point would be at the center of the
circle. The control point refers to a specific
place and is not indicated by a dot. On land,
the control is indicatgd- by a flag, a

3-dimensional triangle, or a plastic gallon
milk jug and is almost always red and
white. The control is eagily visible and is
marked with a number or letter that corre
sponds to the one on the map for that
specific location. In an orienteering meet.
you have to prove that you haye
found each contiol point. Each competitor
has a control card (see Diagram 3) often
carried in a plastic envelope or bag along
with the map. The card will be the docu-
ment that proves how long it took to run the
course and that each of the control points
were located. The proof may be that each
block oti the card is marked with a different
colored pen or special stamp that was tied
to the control, or different code wora that
were on the control may be written in the
blocks.

2 01
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Name Course No.

School or
Club

-
Name

(Fold and tear along line)
Course Tio.

School or
Club.

Date . Compass -

Finish

Hours
.

MM. Sec.

Start

Time

Penalty

Place

1 A 2

-

B 3 C, 4 D 5 E

6 F 7

.
G 8 H 9 I 10 J

11 . K 12 L 13 , M 14 N 15 0

Diagram 3. ContrOl card:

You may also be furnished with a control
descriptiortsheet. This is it list of clues or
shorLdescriptions tharwill help to recog-
nize tbe control ,point. If the map that is
used is _xeroxed, the control description
sheet is often put ofi the back. Tablel is an
example of a control description sheet (also
see Diagram 4 for map).

When traveling from one control point
to another, choose the fastest route. Often
the most direct route will not be the fastest.
If there, is a, hill between you and the
next con& point, the fastest route may be
around unless you are a strong run-
ner. A good trail may be twice as fast as a
'rock strewn meadow, three times as fast as
an.open forest, and five times as fast as
thick 15aish...

If there isn'La landmark close- to a control
point, use an orienteering coinpass k navi-

gate from the nearest easily found land-
mark called an attack point. Draw a red line,
from the attack point to the control point.
Put the compass on the map with the long
side over the red line that extends from the

Table 1. Summit Lakeprientegring course.
Control -

No. Description'

1 A road crosses the buried cable
2 A high ground, edge of a clearing
3 A boulder
4 The highest ground
5 Ruins
6 Fork in stream
7 A ravine
8 A spring (good watery
9 A building

Note. There will be a. penalty for being late. If you
become completely lost and wish to drop out Of the
meet, head south to Hampton Valley road. Road will
be checked one hour after meet is overdEmergency
phone number: (301) 2719810.
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attack point, where you are, to the
control point (see Diagram 5). Make sure
that the direction )f travel arrow is pointing
in the direction parallel with the intended
course. Hold the compass base fiimly to the
map so that it will not slip as the compass
housing is turned. Turn the compass hous-
ing around until the orienteering arrow is
parallel and points in 'he same direction as
the North magnetic arrows on the map.
Remove the compass from the map. 7.old
the compass level in front.of you with the
direction of travel arrow pointing straight
ahead. Turn around until the red or
pointing end of the magnetic needle and
the orienteering arrow are pointing in the
same direction. The direction of travel
arrow is now pointing to ;he control Point.*
Assuming that the control is not in sight,
pick a distant Object that is in line with the
direction of travel and head out. If the stu-
dent begins to lose sight of that object, use
the compass again. Hold it level and in
front of you with direction of travel
arrow pointing straight ahead. Remember

Control
Point #3

444'N'.-- Red Line

Direction of
Travel Arrow

,CompasstBastc-1,.

Compass
--Musing

Magnetic
Needle

Attack Point

Diagram 5.

'The most common mistake made by the beginner is
to follow the magnetic needle. Don't follow this needle
unress you, want to go north.

Orienteering
Arrow
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to turn around until the rnagnetiC
needle and the orienteering arrow point in
the same direction. Use the direction of
travel arrow to p'ck out a precise spot in the
distance and head out again. In a thick
forest, this process will have to be repeated
often.

As long as the object or spot can be seen,
you will be on course. If you lose sight of
the object and keep on going without
checking ti.e compass, you may lose accu-
racy and time. A few extra seconds spent
being careful with the map and compass
work can save minutes of running and per-
haps be the difference between first and
second place.

If you feel that you may have passed the
control point, stay on course. Check the
map to see if there are any features you
would come across if you had passed tiv,
control point. If there are none, or if one is
found that is not good enough to use as a
new attack point, it is time to retrace the
route. Use the compass to do this. Do not
move the compass housing; simply hold
the compass in front of you with the direc-
tion of travel arrow pointing straight ahead.
Turn around until the red end of the mag-
netic-needle and the orienteering arrow are
pointing in opposite directions. The direc-
tion of travel arrow iscnow pointing to the
return route.

If a control point is located along a road, a
cliff, a stream, or' a trail, and you are ap-
proaching from a position that is at right
angles or broadside to that feature, try a
technique sailed "aiming off." Instead of
heading directly to the control pOin", aim
enough to one side so that when the feature
is reached, the other side should be turned,
to find the control.

In Diagram 6, the participant at A de-
cided to aim off to the left. When the stream
is reached, he or she will know to turn to
the right and continue wail reaching the
fork in the stream. If control point B is not in
sight, the fork in the stream can be used as
an attack point. If the orienteerer in Dia-.

gram 6,had not decided to aim off, a slight
error in navigation could result :r missing
control point B. When the stream is
reached, the orienteerer will not know

21 4
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Diagram 6.

whether to turn back or follow the stream to
the left or right. Aim off and be sure.

The following exercises should help im-
prove skill with the compass.
1. Find and face the following directions:

a. 35° c. 165° e. 2700
b, 900 d. 1800 f. 3450

2. Place a penny or other small object by the
feet.
a. Take a bearing of 600; walk 10 steps.
b. Add 120'; walk 10 steps.
c. Add 120°; walk 10 steps.
d. Look down at the feet; you should be

standing on top ofthe penny.
e. Repeat the exercise with 20 steps.
f. Repeat the exercise using the follow-

ing three be,arings at 20 paces: 80°:
200°; 320°.

g. Try f. at 30 paces.
There are many kinds of orienteering

meeV and lots of tips and tricks to learn.
Read as much as possible but, most impor-
tant, get out and do it.

TERMINOLOGY

Aiming off. A technique that may be used
when the target is located on a feature such as
a river or ridge which is at right angles to the
direction of travel. The orienteerer willairn off
to one side of the target and be certain which
way to turn when helshe reaches the feature.

Attack Point. An easy-to-find feature from
which the orienteerer will carefully navigate.

Bearing. A direction of travel measured from
North.

Contour Line. A line on a map representing an
iniaginary line on the ground that connects
areas of equal elevation. -

Control. An easily visible marker that can be
seen from any angle and has a means of prov-
ing the visit.

Control Point. A specific locationldentified on')
the map by a 6 iiiinircle 5ifea letter or a
number; on the land it is identified by a con-
trol; on the control description sheet it is iden-
tified by a description of the feature.

Elevation. The height (vertical distance) above
sea level.

Feature. A land form or structure, that is identi-
fiable on the map.

Legend. An illustrated description of symbols
used on a map. It is most often located on the
lower margin of the map.

Minute. A geographical unit of measure equal
to 1/60th of a degree.

North Grid. The vertical grid used as a zero
'-reference.

North Magnetic. The particular direction indi-
cated by the needle of the compass.

North True. The direction of the North geo-
graphical pole.

Quadrangle. A topographic map produced by
the U.S. Geological Survey.

Ravine. A depression larger than a gully and
smaller than a canyon.

Topographic Map. A map that shows physical
features in minute detail.
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back fall (p. 207)
back trip throw (p. 219)
bear hug (p. 213)
falling (p. 205)
flying mare (p. 218)
front choke hold with two hands (p. 213)
front fall (p. 207)
front wrist breaker (p. 214)
hand blows (p. 207)
heel kick (p. 210)
hip throw (p. 218)
knee kick (p. 210)
rear choke hold with two hands (p. 214)
rear choke with two arms (p. 214)
rear wrist breaker(p. 217)
side fall (p. 207)
side thrust kick (p. 210)
snap kick (p. 210)

.,
stance (p. 203)
tapping (p. 202)
two-hand wrist release (p. 211)
wrist release (p. 211)
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INTRODUCTION

Self-defense is, unfortunately, a much-
needed course. The violence that exists in
communities indicates the need for people
of all ages to be capable of defending- theM-
selves. Appropriate physical skills must
frequently be used in time of personal
danger or danger to others. However, per-
sonal physical skills alone have limited
value. Mental and psychological prepara-
tion is equally important. One must know
when to use the many defensive te.chniques
available and be able to select the best ma-
neuver for the danger situation that is en-
couptered. It is equally important to under-
stand when physical force may or should be
used.

There is a difference between skills
learned in self-defense and the skills
learned in most other physical education
courses. It is .hoped that you will never
have to use the self-defense skills. In
other courses, tffe goal is to develop skills
that will be used on a consistent basis, while
in school and throughout life. Self-defense
must therefore be approached from an en-
tirely different perspective. The skills
learned are to be used only in emergency
situations when personal safety or the
safety ot another is threatened.

Developing skills of self-defense is bene-
ficial in many ways. Confidence will, be
gained in defending oneself and satisfac-
tion achieved from knowing that danger-
ous situations can be handled. Physica:
skills such as agility, balance, and body
control will improve as techniques of self-
defense are practiced.

Techniques for defending oneself have
been used as long as history has been re-
corded. Defensive techniques were neces-

CHAPTER 14

Self-defense

KENNETH G. TILLMAN,
Trenton State College,

Trenton, NJ

sary for survival in ancient times and were
learned-by airdia at iThrly age. This
need decreased as civilization progressed
into modern times. However, there has al-
ways been a need to develop skills that can
be used in times of danger. Practicing self-
defense techniques develops physical skills
and the mental alertness which is needed
when threatened with violence by another
individual or group of people.

Violence causes many problems.in the
United States and throughout the world. A
person who is skilled in self-defense should
have a deep sense of respect for others and
work hard to decrease the amount of vio-
lence that is found,in almost every commu-
nity. It is very important for people skilled
in self-defense to do everything within
their power to avoid a situation in which
violence will result. This' is the first rule to
follow. The second rule is to walk, or run,
away from danger situations that are de-
veloping. This is the attitude toward vio-
lence that must form the foundation for
learning self-defense.

Why learn self-defense skills when one
could learn judo, karate, or some other
martial art? There are basically two advan-
tages. First of all, using a com1;ination of
techniques is better than being restricted to
one style. The other reason is that an activ-
ity such as karate requires a much higher
level of coordination, strength, and agility.
It takes years of practice to become skilled
in using karate self-defense techniques and
the high level of skill that is needed for
success requires continued practice. Re-
member that judo and karate are more than
self-defense techniques. They are excellent

h.sport activities that are fun to learn and
provide enjoyable competition.
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CAUTIONS

People have a right to defend them-
selves. Everyone should be able to live a life
free from the fear that accompanies intimi-
dation and physical abuse imposed by
others. It must be remembered that self-
defense techniques should not be used to
violate the rights of others or to injure
another peponTnile-ss personal welfare or
someone else's well-being is threatened.

Lawsgoverning the actions people may
take in defending themseFeivary from
state to state. In general terms, a victim
must believe that bodily injury is about to
occur and there must be apparent danger to
the victim, his or her property, or another
person. In these situations, all force and
means that are considered necessary to
prevent injury may be used. The same
principles apply when saving a third party
from death or injury. Deadly force may be
used only if life is in danger, not in defense
of property. Retaliation can be used only up
to the 'point necessary to stop the attack.
The intended victim is not permitted to use
excessive force for defense or for punish-
ment. Verbal abuse is not a legal cause for
physical retaliation unless an act is
threatened which justifies a defensive ac-
tion.

A person has the responsibility to avoid
violence whenever possible. Legally, how-

ever, this does not mean that one has ,to
retreat before protecting himself/herself.
The following principles should be kept in
mind:

anticipate dangerous situations and use
every possible measure to prevent them
from occurring;
walk away from dangerous locations
even if it is ego-deflating;
run from danger rather than get into a
situation where self-defense tactics are
required.

SAFETY

There are a number of safety guidelines
that must be considered when learning
self-defense. These guidelines are to be fol-
lowed at all times.
1. Work slowly when learning the tech-

niques. The skill must be learned before
movements can be controlled during
practice. Speed can be increased as con-
trol is developed.

2. Tap for safety. Tapping is the universal
signal to stop. It is not necessary to suf-'
fer extended periods of pain to become
successful in executing self-defense
techniques. Tap the rnat, a partner, or
oneself to stop the action. It is impera-
tive that participants stop instantly
when the tapping signal is given.

Figure 1. techniques.
I f
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3. Learn how to fall properly. Skill in fal-
ling is crucial for learning self-defense
techniques safely.

4. React properly to pressure that is
exerted. Go w ith the pressure when
possible.

5. Never try to injure a partner ip practice
sessions. Full scale self-defense ma-
neuvers should be used only when ac-
tually defending oneself or someone
else from bodily haim.

6. Body blows and jabs can never be prac-
. ticed at full force on a partner.
7. Do not wear jewelry or other acces-

sories.
8. Wear .comfortable physical education

clothing that does not have buckles or
other items that can cause injury to one-
self or a partner when practicing self-
defense techniques.

LEARNING PROCEDURE

Work with a partner when learning self-
defense skills. A partner should provide
feedback to give an accurate evaluation of
success in executing the skill being prac-
ticed. Start off with each partner practicing
the self-defense move that is being learned.
When both can complete the move prop-
erly, one will be the attacker and the other
will use the self-defense technique. Then
alternate roles. Start by going through the
skills slowly and gradually increase speed
until running through the maneuvers at full
speed. Remember that all dangerous skills are
acted out; they are never carried out with full
force against a partner.

After learning several self-defense skills,
develop a fight routine with a partner. Use
the skills learned in class and practice
routines as close to full speed as possible.
Naturally, most of the skills in the routine
cannot be completed because they would
cause an injury. Develop the routine so that
a different maneuver is moved to before
there is the danger of an injury. The con-
stant repetition of moving from one skill to
another develops competency with the
skills and increases ability to use self-
defense tactics as effective fighting tools.

This chapter is arranged to cover the
major categories of self-defense skills. After

SELF-DEFENSE 203.-

learning the proper stance and gaining a
basic knowledge of the vulnerable body
parts, begin practicing the basic skills found
in each section of this chapter. Hand blows,
kicks, techniques for breaking holds, wrist
breakers, and throws form the self-defense
categories. Learn skills in each category. It
is best to learn, one or two techniques in
each area rather 1 hap covering all the tech-
niques in one category before moving to th
next.

STANCE r'/
A well-balanced stance should be prac-

ticed. The feet should be about shoulder
width apart with the knees slightlyflexed.
Keep the weight over the legs.
provides a firm base for executing the basic
movements of self-defense. The arms
should be in front of the body with the
elbows flexed about 900 and the hands
slightly cupped. The feet should be
staggered with one foot slightly in frOnt of
the other. A comfortable stance should be
assumed so that one can defend himself/
herself and attack when necessary. The

Figure 2. Basic stance.
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stance should permit rapid movement and 6.
give the best possible protection to parts of 7.
the body that can be easily injured. 8.

9.
10.
11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

VULNERABLE BODY PARTS

Be aware of the vulnerable parts of the
body. This knowledge is important for de-
fensive maneuVers as well as for offensive
tactics. Applying blows to the eyes, instep,
groin, ,kneecap, kidney area, windpipe,
and the bridge of the nose can have a dis-
abling effect. Other areas of the body also
cause extensive pain.

Figure 3 illustrates the parts of the body
that are most vulnerable. Memorize each of
these vital areas and know how to best at-
tack each one.

1. temples
2. eyes
3. bridge and tip of nose
4. side of neck
5. under nose

8

11

14,

17

19

chin
Adam's apple
collarbone
arm-pit
heart
solar plexus
under last rib
stomach
groin
inside edge of thigh
kneecap
side of knee
shins
instep
ear
base of skull
back 'of neck
under shoulder blade
small of back
kidneys
elbows
tailbone
wrists

/ f

Figure 3. Vulnerable parts of the body.
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29. fingers
30. behind knees
31. Achilles tendon

Blows with the fist, heels of the hand,
and a knife-like slash with the side of the
hand can all be effectively.used on the vul-
nerable areas. Extended fingers to the eyes
or throat will also stop an assailant. Sharp,

'forceful strikes with the knee or foot are
equally'effective on the lower extremities'
and when the attacker is on the ground.
Force from a kick or bloAr to a joint can also
immobilize an attacker. Pressure should be
exerted against a joint whenever possible.

FALLING

Fall:ng techniques are important to
learn for self-defense. The ability to prop-
erly fall will prevent many injuries, will
maintain body control, and will even at-
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tain an offensive advantage after complet-
ing a controlled fall. Be able to properly
execute the forward, backward, shoulder,
and forward dive rolls before learning ad-
vanced falls. These rolls are covered in basic
tumbling classes. If uncomfortable per-
forming these rolls, practice them during -
the early part of the personal defense
course.

Always practice falling on thick mats to
protect from injury and to give confidence

' when learning falls. Develop proper form
by practicing e h fall slowly and then
speed up as prop technique is learned.
Remember that a-f4 should not be broken
by reaching out with the hand. The ob-
jective should be to spread the impact of
falling over a larger surface of the body and
to develop the ability to relax the body
rather than stiffening it.

--
Figure 4. Side fall from squat.

Figure 5. Side fall from stand.
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Side Fall
The side fall is a frequently-used fall. It is

an effective means of avoiding injury w hen
thrown to the ground or floor.

A good way to learn this fall is to start in a
squatting position with one leg crossed in
front of the other. The forward leg is moved
forward and the arm on the falling side
brought up in the air as balance is lost.
When landing, distribute the force of the
fall from the foot tb the shoulder and slap
the mat with the palm of the hand to break
the, fall. The arm should be extended and
the fingers slightly spread. Keep the head
off the mat and slap the mat vigorously.
After the side roll is mastered from a squat,
gradually start farther from the mat until
capable of falling from a standing position.
Practice rolling to the stomach by bringing
the bent leg over the straightened leg. Use
this maneuver to move away from the op-
ponent and come to the feet.

Figure 5 illustrates the side fall technique
from the feet. Standing with the weight
evenly distributed, kick the foot across the
body (see Figure 5) and fall to the side. The
right arm and leg are raised as the right
buttock hits the mat; roll back to the shoul-
der and slap the mat with the right hand.
The head stays off the mat at all times and
the legs should be raised when the fall is
completed.

Front Fall
Learn the froht fall by beginning in a

kneehng position on the mat. As the body
falls fo-rward, slap the mat with both hands
slightly cupped. The force of the fall is ab-
sorbed with the hands and forearms. Keep
the hands and forearms straight.
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When the, front fall can be performed
from the knees without jarring the body,
move to a standing position. Fall forward
smoothl),. from a relaxed position and make
contact with the mat simultaneously vith
the hands and forearms. Keep the body
straight when falling forward, only the
hands, forearms, and toes should be in con-
(act with the mat when the fall is finished.
Do not hit the mat with bent wrists.

Back Fall
Learn the back fall by beginning in a

sitting position. Have the back slightly
rounded and the head tilted forward.
Round the back and roll back with an easy
motion as the arms and legs are raised. Slap
the extended forearms and hands to the
mat as the upper back hits the mat. As with
other falls, keep the head from hitting the
mat.

The next step is to begin the back fall from
a squatting position. Roll onto the back
while tucking in the buttocks to avoid shock
to the back. The movement after making
contact with-the mat with the buttocks is
the same as when starting from a sitting
position. Finish by slapping the hands and
forearms against the mat. Keep the chin
tucked to the chest. The legs should be
raised in the air when finished.

HAND BLOWS

There are several different hand posi-
tions that should be learned. One of the
most effective positions for delivering a
blow is to hold the hand straight, with the
fingers together and extended. Then strike

Figure 7. Back fill from sitting position.
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Figure 8. Eye.jab.

a vulnerable area of the opponent's body
with the fleshy outer edge of the hand. The
bridge of the nose, the Adam's apple, the
side or back of the neck and the stomach are
good examples of body parts where this
type of blow is very effective.

A closed fist can also be used to make
contact with vital areas. When delivering a
blOw with the fist, make contact with the
second knuckles of the first and second fin-
gers. It is also possible to extend the
knuckle Of the middle finger and use this
weappn against unprotected body parts.
Remember thathe fist is used primarily on
soft body parts of the opponent. If bony
areas are hit there is a risk of breaking a bone
or bones in the hand. A backhand motion is

another way the fist can be used. This is a
particularly good way to strike the face of
an attacker.

Extension of the fingers on the hand
makes a good fingejtip jab weapon. Spread

vf

the fingers when poking the eyes and keep
them together when jabbing other vulnera-
ble body parts such as the groin or solar
plexus. Deliver blows withthe fingers by
using short, rapid jabs. This will keep the
attacker off-balance and cause a great deal
of pain.

The heel of the hand is one of the best
weapons when an attacker is getting close.
Drive the heel of the hand sharply to the
chin of the attacker. The secret is to strike
the chin as sharply and as forcefully as pos-
sible. This blow can also be used if the at-
tacker's arms are around the victim's body.
Use the heel of the hand of a free arm to rip
into the chin or nose of an attacker.

These hand blows should be practiced on
a dummy, padded wall, or some other resil-
ient material. Remember never to use full
force against a hard surface or an injury
may occur to the hand or fingers. Work on
correct form at first. Never practice these
blows on a partner.

21 3
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Figure 9. Heel of hand blow.

DFi&ure 10. Snap kick using the bottom of the foot.

214-
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Figure 11. Heebkick to tile groin.

KICKS

Self-defense situations call for different
types of kicks. The toes, heel, ball, side, and
bottem of the foot can all be used fOr kick-
ing. The shoe will protect the foot and cause
additional pain to the attacker. Do not kick
with the toes if they aren't protected with a .
hard shoe. Use the ball of the foot instead.
When the bottom of the foot (shoe) is used,
turn a side to the attacker and make a
short, powerful snap kick to the knee.

The snap kick can also be effectively used
when facing the attacker. Again, aim the
kick at the knee and use a fast action so that
the attacker cannot grab the foot or step out
of range. Do not kick higher than the knee
unless highly skilled. in using leg kicks be-
cause the attackeway grab the foot.

A side thrust kick is similar to the snap
kick. The main difference is that the oppo-
nent is smashed with the side of the foot
rather than the bottom. To properly use this

0 kick pivot so that a side is facing the as .
sailant, draw the knee of the kicking leg to
the body, and then vigorously extend the

leg and make contact with the side of the
foot.

The heel kick should be practiced to make
contact with the shin of the person who
approaches from behind. The heel should
also be used to come down forcibly on the

t
instep of an attacker who grabs from be-
hind.

The heel kick can also be an effective
weapon when vigorously propelled to the
groin of an attacker who is behind the vic-
tim. It must be carefully timed to be used
either when breaking away from an at-
tacker or stopping an assailant's charge
from behind. This must be a speedy kick so
that the kicking foot will not be grabbed by
the attacker.

The knee kick is another effective self-
defense tool. It is used when facing and in
close contact with an attacker (see Figure
12). A gap should be created between the
victim and his/her attacker. Drive the knee
sharply to the groin area. There will usually
be room to use the knee kick because most
attackers will be using their arms to try to

2 1 5



Figure 12. Knee kick to the face.

control the arms and upper body. It may be
oecessvy to force the hips away to have
enough room to tise the knee.

If the assailant is bent down or the victim
is able to deliver a blow to the back of the
head to put the attacker's face within knee
range, a vigorous knee kick to the face can
abruptly stop the attack. Attempt to drive
davn on the head at the same jime that the
knee is being kicked upward. This will in-
crease the power of the blow and will pre-
vent the head from being pulled out of
range of the knee.

As with hand blows, kicks should be
practiced on dummies, padded walls, or
some other padded surface. Work on speed
of execution after developing correcl bOdy
position and balance. Emphasis sliould be
placed on contacting the shin, knee, and
groin area.

?BREAKING HOLDS

Wrist Release
The natural reaction when someone

grabs the wrist is to pull back. This is exactly
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what the attacker wants the victim to do.
The appropriate action is to drop the elbow
forcefully and use a twisting action to exert
force against the attacker's thumb.

The same action is used when the assail-
ant haS a hand on each of the wrises. Twist
each wrist toward the attacker's thumb.
Immediately move to a good 'defensive
stance or attack if the assailant is off-
balance or in a position where the victim
can use a kick or hand blow.

Two-hand Wrist Release
If an attacker grabs one wrist with both

hands, release can be gained by grasping
the fist of the grasped arm with a free hand
and pulling it sharplyupward while lower-
jrig the elbow of the held arm. Lower the
body weight to give additional leverage and
maintain a balanced position when the arm
is freed.

Another release technique, when one of
, the wrists is controlled, is to deliver a blow

to the attacker's throat, mouth, nose, or
eyes, with the free hand. Use the extended
hand position and expend all force possible

21 6
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FiOre 13. Single wrist release.
t

Figure 14. Two-hand wrist release.



to slash into the attacker with a chopping
action. Repeat the blow rapidly if the at-
tacker remains in a vulnerable position by
maintaininghold of the wrist.

Bear Hug
Several different ways should be learned

to break free from a bear hug. The bear hug
prevents the victim from moving away
from the attacker and limitslhe blows that
can be used to overcome the attacker. It is
therefore important that one know how to
break free from a bear hug.

Several techniques were covered in the
seoion on kicks. The shin can be kicked
with the toe or scraped with the side of the
shoe. The groin can be kicked with the
knee. One can also lean back and give a
hand chop to the throat or a vigorous smash
to the chin with the heel of the hand:

If the bear hug is from behind, kicks and
blows are again effective. A kick to the shin,
stamping on the instep, or stepping to the
side and striking the groin with the hand

1
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are all effective methods. Grasping a finger
and pulling back with all possible force and
biting a hand or arm across the face should
also be considered.

Two other techniques that can be used
gainst the bear hug are to butt forcefully
Into the opponent's face and pinch tightly
on the inside of the thigh. Against a male
attackertgrab -the scrotum, squeeze, and
jerk,

Front Choke Hold with Two Hands
If the attacker grabs the neck with both

hands and begins choking, react rapidly.
The first action to release the grip is to clasp
your hands and drive the arms up between
fhe attacker's arms. This Will release the
grip. Immediately go on the offensive by
smashing the hands over the bridge of the
attacker's nose or use another striking or
kicking movement to disable the attacker.

Another technique to use is to raise your
arms above Our head outside the attacker's
arms and twist rapidly to.apply pressure on

Figure 15. Chop release forlwo-hand wrist grasp.
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Figure 16. Arm shoot to release choke hold.

Figure 17. Rear choke lift and duck release.

the attacker's wrists. This will release the
neck grasp and.pioVi'de an opening for a
counterattack.

Rear Choke Hold with Two Haas
The double arm twist also works effec-

tively to counter a rear choke hold. As soon
as you turn and free yourself look for an
escape route or strike a vulnerable part of
the attacker's body.

Rear Choke with Two Arms
When the throat is encircled from be-

hind, act rapidly , Tuck-the-chin-into-the
chest to take pressure off the throat. Grasp
the assailant's right elbow with your right
hand as shown in Figure 17. The left hand
grasps the attacker's right wrist. Lift on the
elbow, push down on the wrist, and duck
under the arm. Keep control of the arm if
possible and pull it behind the attacker's
body where it can be twisted or jerked up-
ward to control the assailant.

WRIST BREAKERS

Front Wrist Breaker
Grasp the .assailant's right hand with

your left (or the assailant's left hand with
your right). Place your thumb on the cen-
ter of the knuckles and grab the palm of the
hand near the thumb with the fingers. Pull
the attacker's hand to the inside so that the
fingers point straight up. While turning the
hand, place your right thumb on the knuck-
les next to the attacker's left thumb and
grab the pAjrn of the hand near the little
finger with the fingers on your right hand.

Note that the fingers meet in the palm of
the assailant's hand and that the little fin-
gers are near the wrist. When the hands are
in position, immediately drive the attack-

_ er's fingers straight up and push hard with
your thumbs to cock the wrist as'far as it will
go.

Keep the wrist cocked and turn the palm
of the attacker's hand to the outside. Keep
pressure on the wrist as your body Weight
is shifted forward; pivot your hips toward
the attacker's free arm and drop him/her to
the ground with the pressure being placed
on the wrist.

1 (
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Figure 18. Hand position for front wrist breaker.
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Figure 22. Rear wrist breaker.

Rear Wrist Breaker
A technique similar to the front wrist

breaker is called the rear wrist breaker.
Reach across the attacker and grasp his/her
right hand with your right hand or his/her

-left hand with youileft hand. The thumb is
again placed in the center of the knuckles
and the little finger side of the hand is
grasped with your fingers. he attacker's
hand is then twisted to the outside and the
wrist is cocked.

The other hand is then placed in a similar
position with your thumb on the knuckles
and your fingers clamped on the thumb
side of the palm. Place the second hand in
position as soon as possible. Turn the' at-
tacker's hand to the outside of his/her body;

, then move your body to a rear position (see.
Figure 22). Point the fingers of the attacker
.straight up by putting pressure with the
thumbs and pulling in vigorously with the
fingers. This is a very painful hold. The
attacker can be driven to the ground; control
can be maintained by extending your arms

rt:k

and increasing the leverage beingplaced on
the wrist. The correct leverage is being

, applied if the .knuckles are being driven
tbward the elbow.

.THROWS

Throws should not be considered a first
line of defense. To throw someone the vic-
tim must be close to that person. This leaves
the victim vulnerable to blows, choke
holds, and kicks. It is best to use a defensive
tactic whiCh will keep the victim out of
range of the assailant. Throws require skill
and an attacker can sometimes neutralize
the skill with strength and brute force.
Learn throws only after knowing how to
fall properly.

It is important to learn some basic throws
since there will be times when the victim
finds himself/herself in a position where a
throw is the best defensive technique.
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Figure 23. Hip throw.

2 .4

Throws are also good to practice since the
victim learns to fall correctly and recover
rapidly after being thrown. In many rough
and tumble fights, throWs to the gibund
will be used. The victim must know hovcrto
react.

Hip Throw
This throw is used when the victim is

close to the attacker. Grasp the attacker's
right arm with the left hand and slide the
right arm around the waist. Simultane-
ously place the right foot next to the inside
of the attacker's right foot. The victim then
pivots on the right foot and steps back so
that the attacker's body will be across the
victim's hip. To initiate the thrbw, the vic-
tim bends the knees and then springs up.
This will pull the attacher off the mat. The
victim.completes_the_throw by_bringlng the
opponent forward over the victim's hip and
follows to the mat.

Flying Mare
This is a technique to use when grabbid

from the rear with a choke hold.

2 3
Figure 24. Choke hold position.
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Reach both hands up and hold as high as
possible on the attackeis upper arm. Keep
good balance with a low center of gravity.
With the attacker's weight on the victim, an
explosive forward and downward 'motion
of the head should be used to bring the
assailant over the victim's head and onto
the mat. A vigorous downward motion
should be used while the arm is Fulled
hard.

Using the flying mare will free the victim
and-provide an opportunity to escape or
use one of the disabling techniques once
the opponent is on the ground.

Back Trip Throw
If the attacker's arms are around the

waist, drive forward to destroy hislher ba-
lance. It is important to maintain a position
above the attacker if at all possible. Shift the
-hips quickly to the sideistep the insideleg
behind both legs of the attacker, push vig-
orously at the shoulders while siinulLne-
ously kicking the attacker's leg upward.
This will drop the attacker to the ground
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with .sufficient force to provide the victim
with an opening to attack with a kick or
blow.

ADVANCED SKILLS

There are many other more advanced
skills that can be learned after developing
the ability to use the skills in this chapter.
Various types of advanced blocks, trips,
throws, and holds will provide a continu-
ing challenge.

Now that the basic self-defense tech-
niques are known, consider different types
of danger situations where each can best be
utilized. Continue to practice the skills
learnedto be Fepared for any danger situa-
tion that may be confronted.

Always remember that self-defense
techniques are used only when absolutely
necessary. Every measure is used to avoid
physccal encounters. Blows, kicks, and
other types of force are used only when

Figure 25. Flying mare being executed.

224
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Figure 26. Back trip throw.

such action is clearly indicated because life
is endangered or a hazardous situation

r exists.

2')
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CHAPTER 1

Racipetball / Handball

INTRODUCTION

Racquetball and handball are court
games that can be learned with relative
ease. As with other sports, performance
can be progressivelyimproved and enjoyed
with planned practice and play.

Early forms of handball have been
historically traced to the thermae of ancient
Rome. The present American game can be
traced back to the mid-1800s. Handball-can

------;_be.played.on_courts of one, three, and four
walls by two, three, Or four players. It
rsquires only the playing surface, ball, and
protective gloves. Protective glasses are
required in youth competition and are
strongly Tecommended for the safety of
players of all ages. The goal of the game is
for the players to alternately strike the ball
with the hand causing it to strike the front
wall and then bounce twice on the floor
before the opponent can successfully
return it to the front wall. The game is
played to twenty-one points, with only the
serving side or player eligible to score.
Handball play -is governed by the unified
rules adopted by the AAU, YMCA, USHA,
and the Jewish Welfare Board;

Racquetball is played on the same court
as handball with essentially the same rules.
The use of a paddle to replace the hand can
be traced to Earl Riskey at the University of
Michigan in the 1920s. Joe Sobek\brought
the strung racquet into the game nearly
twenty years later. The International
Racquetball Association and the Uniled
States Racquetball Association have
promoted the sport and regulated
competition since the early 1970s.
Racquetball involves the same strategies
and fitness requirements as handball, but
the use of the backhand replaced the use of
the non-dominant hand. The backhand, '

JOHN P. SMYTH, *

The Citadel,
Charleston, SC

the larger striking area, and the absence of
direct contact between the ball and the
hanc1 are differences which might lead
novice players to choose racquetball over
handball.

The added weight and velocity of the
racqueLadd a potential safety hazard to the
game, an d therefore- grea t caution
required when playing a ball near a partner
or oPponent,'

Handball and racquetball are good health
fitness activities. The simple rules, short
game duration, and enjoyable nature of the
activities have made them perhaps the
fastest growing American sports of the
1970s, with the promise of evdn greater
popularity in the future.

Four-wall court facilities are rapidly
expanding in number, but the building rate
has not matched the growth in popularity.
The use of one-and three-wall courts found
in Many parks and gyms has helped fo
provide modified opportunities to play
handball and racquetball. The game can be
fun for any age and any skill level. As with
most games, the greatest enjoyment comes
from participation with and against players
of nearly equal ability.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

1106Y POSITION
The body position fundamen tals of

handball and racquetball follow the general
rules for most racquet sports. The ready
position is a balanced position with the feet
spread shoulder width apart, the knees
comfortably bent, the back straight, and the
head held erect. When strokes are executed
ta flle side of the body, the body should be
turned perpendicular to the front wall,
permitthlg leverage of the body to assist the
primary ovement of the striking arm and
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hand. Underhand and overhand strokes
can be executed while facing the front wall
by using the basic throwing positions with
the legs functioning in opposition to the
striking action.

HAND POSITION
The gloved hand is the striking

implement in handball; therefore, it is
important to cup the hand to contact the
ball with the palm of the hand and permit it
to roll off the closed fingers.

The grip in racquetball is the
conventional handshake grip. The racquet
is held with its face perpendicular to the
floor with the grip extended toward the
body. The dominant hand "shakes hands"
with the grip. It is important to keep the
palm of the hand parallel with the face of
the racque4 by keeping the "V" formed by
the thumb and index finger slightly to the
left of the middle position, as the player
looks down at the grip. It is,equally
important to lay the racquet Op atitiss the
palm diagonally from the heel of the-palm
to the base of the index finger, permitting
the racquet to become anextension of the
arm, as opposed to a segment which joins
the arm at a right angle. The index finger
should agt as a "trigger finger" on the grip.
Beginning players have difficulty in
adjusting the grip during play; therefore, a
slightly weaker forehand grip, involving
the counterclockwise rotation of the right
hand should be used to assume a position
which is more suitable for-the backhand.
This modified grip is called the ccintinental
grip. It is employed by players who tannot
or prefer not to switch grips by rotating the
hand over the top of the grip to put the
wrist behind the backhand stroke.

STRIKING POSITION
The ready position is the best position to

assume in anticipating the shot of an
opponent; it facilitates reactive movement
in any direction with the least amount of
wasted motion. The often overlooked
ability of body position and anticipation is
in use between the ready position and the
striking position. The player must
anticipate the speed, direction, and height
of the ball to move to the most
advantageous position. Much of playing

the bounce is learned through court
experience, however, there are some
fundamental considerations. Optimal court
position is just behind the short service
line, because of its potential for court
coverage. A high bouncing or flying ball is
difficult to strike on low trajectory without
the return resulting in a high bounce. Also,
forehand shots are generally easier for
beginners to execute. Ideally then, the
beginning player should seek to play the
ball near center court froin a low position
and when possible with the forehand.
Since this position is not always possible
the player must adjust court position while
thre opponent's shot is heading toward the
front wall or as it rebounds. The feet should
be slid or shuffled, rather than using a
stride in which the legs are crossed. The last
slide step should take the body into a
position perpendicular to the front wall or
the angle of the oncoming ball. The arm and
Ilancl.mustbe_taken_backin.,the_backswing___
position in anticipation of the stroke. The
knees permit adjustments in height
corresponding to the height of the bounce.
The, high backswing arm position is
assumed before the ball bounces on the
floor. The hand and wrist are relaxed but
cocked in at high backswing position to
permit the hand or racquet to hit through
the ball as the body weight is transferred
from the back foot to the front. The elbow
should be bent and held slightly away from
the body in the backswing. The forward
swing should cornbine hip and shoulder
rotation with the weight shift and arm
swing. The ball should be contacted at
approximately three-fourths of an arm's
length and the point of contact should be at
a point even with the lead foot. The
follow-through should be level with the
swing and in the direction of the intended
line of flight.

Basic Strokes
Most of the basic strokes can be hit from

the forehand, overhead, underhand and,
in racquetball, backhand positions. The
game situation will dictate which shot is
employed. The player's court position, the
court position of the opponent,,the speed of
the ball, the court placement oithe ball, the



height of the ball, and a working
knowledge of the opponent's strengths and
weaknesses help determine proper shot
selection.

THE SERVE
The ball is put into play by a serve. The

server stands within the serving zone,
drops the ball, and strikes it on the first
bounce so that it contacts the front wall first
and rebounds past the short service line,
either before or after touching one of the
side walls. The serve may be played from
any of the hitting positions, but because of
the power and accuracy, the fotehand in

0 racquetball and the dominant hand in
handVall are frequently used most.

The Drive or Power Serve
The drive serve is the most powerful of all

serves. The serve is struck from a low
bounce and contacted well below the
knees. The path of the serve forms a "V."
The rebound from the front wall Carries the
ball toward the-backhand corner at a speed
great enough so it will get to the corner but
not sufficient for it to rebound from the
back wall. Another desirable target is the
side wall on thebackhand or nqn-dominant
hand side just beyond the short service line,
when this spot is hit near the floor ate, the
result is a short low bounce. The purpose of
the shot is to take the receiver out of

Diagram 1. Drive serve.
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offensive position an-d permit a minimum
amount of time to react to- the placement.
Speed is important, but speed without
placement is often counter-productive, as
the ball will rebound off the back wall in
good position for a high percentage
offensive return by the receiver. The server
should select a spot on the front wall as a
target-foroptimal trajectoryancLangle. The
height of the target should be three feet or
less, depending on the speed of the serve.
The target is lowered as the server learns to
generate more speed. The serving spot
should be a stationary point in the service
zone, to' add consistency to the required
angle to the deep corner. The server can
mark a target area on the floor with tape, for
practice and self-evaluation. The size and
shape of the target will vary with ability
level; for beginners a rectangular target
measuring three feet by ten feet should
represent a suitable challenge. When the
target area is hit at a seventy percent level of
accuracy, the server can,reduce the_target
area or increase the speed. The beginner
should practice bouncing the ball to
provide proper placement. If difficulty is
encountered in making contact, the student
should practice throwing the ball at a
target, using an underhand motion. The
throwing drill wjll emphasize proper
weight shift from the back to front foot, and
emphasize the need for hip and shoulder
rotation. The follow-through is a<zood
indication of the direction of force, and the
length of follow-through .indicates the
extent of force at contact. The server should
visualize a full follow-through extended
toward the line of flight. Some players find
that a step into the serving action aids in
transfer of weight and increased
momentum for the hand ancFarm.

The Cross-court Serve "

The server should stand two feet away
from the center of the court, on the same

.side as the target corner. From this
off-center position, the server can Strike the
ball against the front wall at a point three or
four feet away from the far 'Side wall,
causing the ball to carom at a sharp angle
against the side wall and bounce deep into
the diagonally opposite corner. The ball
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Diagram 2. Cross-court servelrom right or left
side.

should strike the front wall about three to
five feet above the floor with sufficient force
to carry it near the back corner after ohe
bounce. It should be noted that each
additional wall the`ball touches affects the
spin and reduces the speed of the ball.
Accuracy is important in the cross-court
serve to avoid a middle court set-up for the
receiver. If the receiver errs by striking the

..side wall first, then the serve is lost. If the
serve strikes threg.walls before striking the
floor, tht server has committed a fault and
must make a second serve. A second fault
cauks the server to lose the serve which is
called side-out. The beginner can mark the
fiont wall with an "X" to practice accurately
placing the ball in the back corner,
permitting the receiver -the lowest
percentage shot. The same serve can be hit
high off the front wall if it is struckwith the
proper amount- Of force to cause a high
bounce in mid-court and then permitting it
h. die in the corner.

The "Z" Serve
The' "Z" serve is a cross-court serve

delivered at a sharper angle than usbal,
causing it to strike the floor and-then the
side wall deep in the corner. The impact on
the third wall slows the speed of the ball
and imparts a reverse spin, causing the ball
to rebound nearly parallel with the back

wall. This unusuak spin causes beginning
players some difficulty, but when the Z
serve is used against skilled opponents it is
imperative to cause the ball to strike the
third wall near the back wall to prevent an
easy return. The serve-will bounce parallel
to the back wall if it is-struck hard and if it
strikes the front wall near the corner. This
serveneeds more than the usual amount of
practice to perfect. The server should be
cautioned not to'move too near -the side
wall to achieve the "Z" path of flight,
because of the amount of court space which
cannOt be covered to prepare for the return
shot.

Diagram 3. Z serve from right or left side.

The Lob Serve
The lob serve may be struck underhand

or bverhand. The height of the bounce
should accommodate the striking position,
that is, a shoulder high bounce- for the
overhand and a bounce belowThe waist for
the underhand stroke. Because of the high
bounce and the greater dyficulty in
achieving the desirable are` with the
overhana, the underhand is more
appropriate for the beginning ,player. The
underhand serve shogld be struck with
moderate speed to a point approximately
three-fourths of the way up the front wall.
The ball should arc near the ceiling and
bounce near the side wall with the arc of the
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bounce ending near the back wall. If the ball
brushes the side wall slightly the ball will
tend td die in the back corner. The lob serve
is easier to keep near the side wall if the
server assumes a position near the wall and
strikes the ball parallel to the side wall, but
this approach leaves much of the court
unprotected for the return shot. It is better
if the serve can be struck from the off-center
position, but the server must be careful not
to select an angle so sharp as to cause the
ball to strike the side wall early and
rebound into center court for an easy
return. The lob serve can be used to vary
the game pace and make a skilled opponent
play a high boundng ball or a corner dig
shot:-The beginner should practice the lob
with a three fooLlp six foot target box in
both back corners. The serve is executed
with the same mechanics as the underhand
throw. The overhand serve is not used in
racquetball.

A Lob setve from off-center
position.

The Change-of-pace Serve
The change-J-pace serve is executed

with mechanics similar to the lob serve. The
path of the serve should follow that of the
drive serve. The speed of the serve
determines how high oh the front %v.!! the
serve should hit, but the speed and point of
aim shyuld always be coordinated to permit
the trajectory of the bounce to end in the
corner. When the change-of-pace serve is

Diagram 4.
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executed properly the receiver does not
know if it will carry fo the' bad, watl o: fall
just shOrt of the wall. Experienced players
refer to thrs strategic serve as a hal,:speed or
garbage ser-e, but these terms should not be
nega tively interpreted. The stra tegy,
tirr'ng, anctpldcement of ashange-of-pace
serve cause it to be frequently used at all
skill levels.. The primary -..iiiantage of this
serve for the beginning playet is that it
emphasizes accurate placement rather than
speed. The de-emphasis of speed is
particularly important, sinc& beginning
players tend to overhit shots rather than
execute finesse shots.

Diagram 5. Change-of-pace serve.

Serving Fundamentals Review
Speed is limited by the ability of the

Player to use it acCurately. It is the frequent
mistake of beginners to overhit all c!.-rolces,
including the serve.

Placemeht is determined by the strengths
and weaknesses of both players. Most
players are weaker on the backhand or
r on-dominant hand side. The opportunity

hit the ball low and end the rally
diminishes in proportion to the distance
from the front wall andThe increased height
of the bounce. The prime target of the serve
is in the backhand corner close to the side
wall. It is generally undesirable to hit the
ball io hard that it bounces against the back
wall and rebounds into mid-court. It is alsQ_
undesirable to permit a serve to contacrthe

23
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an effective kill .shot. The probability df
executing a kill shot with the necessary
trajectory is related to the height of the shot
preceding the, kill. If a playerattempts to kill
a high bouncing ball at the height of its
bounce, or to kill a shot from an overhand
volley position, the probability of getting-a
low bounce from the rebound off the front
wall is much less than it would be for
playing `a forehand rebound off the back
wall arcalf-height.

The low'shot is ideally suited for a kill
return. Thus, it is crucial to hit an effective
kill shot, or the low ball resulting will be
subject to a kill shot by the opponent. The
kill shot may be hit against the front wall to
rebound al8ng the side wall. An even loWer
bounce results from contacting two walls
with the kill shot. When two walls_are
contacted the angle of Ihe bounce is very
different when the side wall is contacted
first from when it is contacted second. The
angle and sReed determine if the ball will
carry to the front.wiall after encounteritig
the resistance of th4- side wall. Corner or
"pinch" kill shots tend to rebound out to a
center court position, and must carry a low
trajectory to be effective. The kill shot
should be struck below the-knees with a
stroke parallel to the floor. The height of the
shot is more important than the speed. The
beginner should practice ,hitting
consecutive kill shots in a rebound drill
from the front court, emphasizing the bend
of the knees and the swing plane close to
the floor. The goal can be adjusted by
lowering the target line on the front wall or
by raising the target number of consecutive
hits.
Thfl Passing Shot

The passing shot is a drive shot that is
executed when the opponent is in the front
court; the angle of the shot prevents the
opponent from reaching the ball. The
passing shot can be targeted down the side
wall when t!...2 opponent is positioned near
the side wall in the opposite half of the
court. It is especially impurtant to keep the
side wall passing shot off the side wall to
,.void an easy return for the opponent. The
side wall passing shot should be struck
hard enough to carry to the back wall, but
not so hard that it rebounds back into play.

'side wall unless this contact is early and
causes the ball to rebound toward the back
diagonal corner, or is late enough to cause
the ball to take only a yeti, small bounce in
the back court.

The serve must be struck on .the first
.bounce. The stroke should be a total body
activity much like throwing. If the serve
strikes the,floor, ceiling, or side wall first, it
is a side-out. If a serve touches three walM
in the air,tarries to the back Wail in the air,
or fails to carry beyond the short service
line, it is a fault. Two consecutive faults,
constitute a side-out.

GAME SHOTS
Many of the strokes made during a rally

are executed with the same mechanids and
placeinent qs the serve. The greater
difficulty of executing the service-type

-stroke during play lies in anticipating the
speed and direction of the return.
Beginning players have difficult-hr
visualizing the rebound from the side
Walls, and often find themselves followings
the ball too near the back wall to be able to
play it off the rebound. Also, the beginning
player frequently tends to think of the sport
as a "my turn, your turn game wherein'
the ball is hit to the opponent on the
rebound, and the player moves to the side
of the court after each stroke. This
misconception should be contrasted with
the competitive strategy of hitting the ball
away from the opponent or low enough
that the opponent cannot play it, after
which the player should immediately
return to center court position.. Scoring is
greatly enhanced by a varied repertoire of
strokes and the ability to execute them in
sequences which cause the opponent to
n:ove the greatest distance between strokes
and to hit while moving.

The.Kill Shot
The kill shot is a shot of high velocity and

low trajectory. The name "kill" is derived
from the fact that the rally is ended by a shot
which hits so low on the wall that the
opponent has no chance to play it before it
bounces twice. An effective kill shot will hit
the wall less than a foot above the floor. As
the skill level improves this height from the
floor will have to diminish if the shot is to be
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Diagram 6. Cross-court passing Mot.

If the opponent is beside or in front of the
player, then the ball can be angled off the
front wall to strike the side wall adjacent to
the opponent. The carom from the
cross:court passing shot should travel to
thempposite corner but not rebound from
the back wall. If the opponent is near

ont wall, then the shot can
be angled off the front wall with a -carom

cZ7irectly to the back corner. It is important
that this type of passing shot not hit the side
wall and rebound out to the middle of the
floor.

Diagram 7. Side wall passing shot.
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Passing shots should be struck from
below the waist to produce a bounce that
will fall short of the back wall. The shot is
most effective when the opponent is hear
the front wall or a side wall. This side wall
should be avoided unless the shot is
intended to strike the side-wall-adjacent-to
the opponent while passing the opponent
on the way to the diagonal back corner.

A good drill for praeticing the side wall
pass is to set up near the Shalt k-iee line,
about three feet from the side wall, and hit
consecutive drive shots between that
position and the wall without rebounding
the ball off The side or back wall§: The drill'
should be practiced,from both sides of the
court., Tlie cross-court:passing shot is
practiced with the drive -serve drill. It is
important for the player to remember that
the opponent is generally more difficult to
pass on the forehand or dominant side, so a
greater angle may be required when
passing on that side.

Diagram 8. Passing off of side Avail.

The Drop Shot
The drop shot is a change-of-pace shot

requiring great touch and finesse. The shot
should be executed by playing the ball at a
reduced speed into the corner producing a
low, short bounce. The shot is most
effective when the player is in the front
court and the opponent is in the back court.
It can be played from either.side, and is
more accurate when played at waist level or

2,1 1.-
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lower. The drop shot is best practiced in a
consecutive volley drill from near the front
court into the corner from ten to twelve feet
away from the front and side wall. Practice
at this shot is important as a poor drop shot
is almost invariably subject to a kill or
passing-shot-by-the-opponent.

Tht eiling Shot
The ceiling shot is primarily a defensive

shot. The shot should contact the ceiling
about two or three feet from the front wall.
In the front court variation, the front wall is
hit first, then the ceiling is hit by the
upward arc. The front court variatiOn
should not be used from the back court
because of the difficulty of achieving the
desirable depth of rebound. The ceiling
shot can be struck overhand with more
accuracy than can most of the other shots.
The best target for the ceiling shot is along
the side wall, deep into the back corner.
Like most bad shots, the poor ceiling shot is

-subject lo a high percentage return shot
when it strikes the side wall. The ceiling
shot can be practiced by using the overarm
throwing drill to gain accuracy and
confidence.

is often more desirable to play the ball from
the back wall than to play it off the front
wall. The advantages of the wall shot are
the reduced height of the bounce, reduced
momentum of the ball, greater time to
achieve court and body position, and. the
.znovement-of the racquet-or-hand-in-the
same direction as the ball. Beginning
players often fail to realize that the ball will
return to them from the back wall and,
therefore follow the ball too near the back
wall to be able to take full swing. The
beginner should remember not to get closer
to the back or side wall more than one arm's
length. Unlike a tennis ball, the ball will
come back to center court, often with a
more advantageous height of bounce.

In execut:1,6 the handball strokes, the
closed fist may be substituted for the open
hand technique. The closed fist often
results ir a more powerful but less
controlled shot. The novice- player often
prefers this stroke because of the reduced
sensitivity of the fist to the impact of the
ball.

SAFETY
---Sgety precaufitais should begin before

the game ever starts. Warmup exercises
should be planned to stretch the legs, back,
arms, and shoulders before stroking the
ball. Handball players should wear padded
gloves until the hands become accustomed
to striking a hard rubber ball. If bone
bruises occur, the player must permit
sufficient time for recovery by resting. The
feet should be protected by two pairs of
socks to minimize friction caused by sliding
in the shoe. Shoes should be light to
accommodate the running, but the soles
should be substantial to protect the feet
from the constant pounding. The eyes
should be protected by eyeguards. The
guards are of great benefit in reducing
accidental contact by the handball,
racquetball, racquet, or other players.
Players should not turn to face the shot
behind them. The ability to see the ball with
peripheral vision, paired with the skill of
determining the opponent's position by the
direction of the return should enable the
player to face the front wall and'reduce the
danger of being hit in the eye by the ball.

Stroke Variations
Most shots can be struck from a variety of

positions and under a Wide variety of
conditions. Three of the more common
stroke variations are the volley, back wall
shot, and the fistball.

The volley is a stroke contacting the ball
before it bounces. Hitting the ball on the fly
this way requires quicker reflexes and often
produces a higher contact point than is
desirable, but it allows the player to
maintain a front court position instead of
retreating to play a ball from the bounce.
The volley should be executed with a short,
firm stroke for accuracy. The beginning
player tends to hit too many volleys,
especially from the overhand position. The
volley should be used to maintain court
position, or to force the opponent to react
more quickly to returns which will require
considerable court movement.

The back wall shot has much variety.
Any ball which rebounds from the back
wall before it is struck is a back wall shot4

, Air
.
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One of the greatest dangers of both
games is overLswinging at the ball. When
the player over-swings there is less
muscular control and a greater likelihood of
striking a wall, another player, and even
himself/herself. When there is the slightest
chance of striking an opponent, a "hiridef'
should be called, and the point replayed.
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4. Court. See Diagram 9 for line designa-
tions.

5. Order. The player or side first winning
the ball toss becomes the first server.

6. Serving. The server must serve from
the serlice_zone..(see_Diagram-9).--The
serve must strike the ball on a bounce
so that it hits the front wall and on the
rebound hits the floor in back of the
short line, either with or without touch-
ing one of the side walls.

7. Servite Faults. The following serves
are faults, and two in succession results

'in a hand-out:
a. Foot FaultsA foot fault results:

1. when the server leaves the ser-
vice zone before the served ball
passes the short line.

2. when the server's partner leaves
the service zone before the ball
passes the short-line.

b. Short Servea ball which rebounds
before the short line.

c. Long Servea ball which hits the
back wall without bouncing.

d. Ceilinga serve which touches the

RACQUETBALL/HANDBALL RULES
OF NECESSITY

The following rules are,the primary ones
necessary for the novice to effectively begin
to enjoy the game of racquetball or hand-
ball.
1. Points. Points are scored only by the

serving side, when it serves an ace or
wins a volley.

2. Game. A game is won by the side first
scoring 21 points.

3. Match. A match is won by the side first
winning two games.

20. '4-- --ow

Diagram 9. The court.

A = Front Court
B = Back Court
C = Servke Zone
D = Service Line
E = Short Service Line
F Service Box

e. Outany ball going out of the court.
f. Three-wall Serveany serve that hits

twoside walls on the fly.
8. Avoidable Hinder. Avoidable interfer-

ence, not necessarily intentional, by
one player with another's clear shot.
The penalty is loss of serve or point.

9. Unavoiditble Hinder. Unavoidable in-
terference by one player with.another's
clear shot. This "dead ball" (unavoid-
able) hinder causes the point to be re-

10. Volleys. Each legal return after the
serve is called a volley. Play during vol-
leys must be according to the following
rules:
a. One or Both Handsthe ball must be

hit with one or both hands. Switch-
ing hands to hit a ball is an out (rac-
quetball only).

b. One Touchin attempting returns,
the ball may be touched only once by
the player onAhe returning side.

A violation of either (a) or (b) results in a
hand-out or point.;.

2 1)
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STRATEGY

Court position is vitally important to de-
veloping and implementing a game strat-
egy. The center court position, just behind
the short serVice line, is considered best. It
is important to hit shots which move the
opponent away from the center court posi-
tion. The opponent should be moved from
front court to back court and back again, by
hitting shots in combination.

The hitting position should be funda-
mentally the same for each shot. It is impor-
tant to assume a stance facing the side wall,
and to get the hand or racquet back in a
striking position while bending the knees
to bring body force into the low swinging
action. Good strategy involves moving the
opponent to prevent his/her having time to
assume the correct hitting position, or forc-
ing the opponent to hit while moving, the
most difficult circumstance in which to exe-
cute an accurate placement.

The most effective shot selection strategy
is to force the opponent to play his/her
weakest sttoke most often. Players can also
affect tempo and shot control by playing
high percentage shots from a good low
bounce position. For instance, the time
gained by permitting a high flying ball to
pass by to the back wall will allow the
player to be set ug/in good position to play
the ball from a much lower position as it
rebounds off the back ,wall. In the three-
wall or one-wall game, the passing shot can
be used more frequentlytkithout fear of
bringing the ball back to cater court, since
there is no back Wall rebound.

EQUIPMENT

CLOTHING

The handball or racquetball player
should wear comfortable and cool clothing.
A short-sleeved shirt or blo use, gym
shorts, cotton socks, and thick-soled gym
shoes are best. The uniform should provide
for easy movement and the absorption of
perspiration. The shoes should be light, but
of sufficient thickness to prevent blisters on
the bottom of the fooi.

Gloves
The racquetball player may select a glove

for the racquet hand for the purposes of
improved grip and, protection. The rac-
quetball glove should be thin and well-
tailored for fit. If a wristband is used in
conjunction with the glove, the player
shoula find perspiration in the glove less of
a problem.

The handball player must wear a glove
on each hand. The handball glove is thicker
than the racquetball glove for protection.
Beginning players often choose a padded
palm model to reduce bruising of the tissue
of the palms.

Protective Glasses
Protective eyeguards are required for

junior players and strongly recommended
for adult players. While racquetball hai'the
greater danger of racquet injuries, both
sports generate sufficient ball speed to
cause serious eye damage from impact di-
rectly on the eye or even on the side of the
face beside the eye. Several types of
eyeggards are on the market. All of these at
least slightly reduce the player's ability to
see, but the resulting protection may per-
mit the player life-long good vision that
might otherwise beimpaired by an errant
shot.

RACQUET
The racquetball racquet should be

selected for grip size, grip material, overall
length,, head shape, overall weight, and
construction material. The grip size relates
to hand size, but generally a smaller grip is
preferred to facilitate hand and wrist action
in the sftoke. The grip should provide for
functional control even when heavy perspi-
ration soaks the material. The overall
length is generally from 171/2 to 19 inches.
Greater racquet length increases power,
12ut redtices control. The weight of the rac-
quet depends on the material used in the
frame. Select a racquet that is heavy
enough to generate power but light enough
to be swunequickly. The plastic racquets
are the lightest, followed closely by alumi-
num. Lightweight steel is of medium
weight, the heaviest rackets are those of
wood.
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BALL

The ball manufacturing industries have
greatly improved the quality otboth hand-
balls and racquetballs. A lighter-colored
ball has largely replaced the traditional
black ball in botli games because of the
Ida WEB marks creatalArrtlietlatic-ball.

Controversy has arisen concerning thetwo,
hemisphere ball v the seamless ball, a§ to
which has the liveliest bounce. Both models
have had some difficulty with early break-
age.
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Hinder. An accidental or unavoidable interfer-
ence with the opponent in the play.

Kill.Shot. A low trajectory shot with no playable
reboInid

Lob Shot. A higkarching shot that bounces high
to the back

Long Serve. A serve thdrcarries to the back wall
on-the_fly.

TERMINOLOGY

Ace. A-legal serve not touched-by-the-rece:ver
Back Court. The portion of the court behind the

short service line.
Backhand. Opposite of forehand side in rac-

quetball.
Backswing. The preparatory movement to po-

sition the player for the down swing.
Back Wall Shot. Any shot made on a ball re-

bounding off the back wall.
Ceiling Shot. A shot which strikes the ceiling.
Center Court. The position directly behind the

short line and between the side walls.
.Crotch Ball. A ball which contacts the crack be-

tween two playing suffaces.
Cut-throat. A three-player game wherein the

two receivers compete against the server.
Doubles. A four-player game wherein two-man

teams compete,
Drive. A powerful stioike agal st the front wall

between the knee and shoulder.
Fault. An infraction of the rules. Two service

faults result in a side-out.
Fist Ball. Striking the ball with the fist in hand-

ball.
Front Court. The portion of the court in front of

the short service line.
Game. The ganie is played to 21 points.
Hand-out. The loss of servp by one partner for

his/her doubles team.

Overhead. A shot struck at or abe-the shoul-
der level.

Passing Shot. A shot out of the reach of th-e
opponent.

Rally. A series of shots by the players.
Service Box. The 5: x 11/2' area at the side of the 4

service zone wher-e-the_non-serving doubles
partner stands during the-serve.

Service Line. The front line of the'tervice zone.
Service Zone. That portion of the court between

the service line and the short service line.
Short Ball. A serve landing in front of the short

service line.
Short Service Line. The back line of the service

zone.
Side-out. The loss of service to the opponent(s).
Singles. A game of one player versus one other

player.
Straddle Ball. A ball passing through a player's

legs.
Volley. Striking the ball on the fly, before it

bOunces.
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INTKODUCTION

Sdccer is the world's most popular sport.
It is a simple, inexpensive, and safe activity
which can-'be enjoyed by both boys and
girls regardless of-size or age. 'This team
sport can be played leisurely at a slow de-
liberate pace as recreational soccer or at a
very fast pace as professional or World Cup
competition. At all levels eye=foot coordi-
nation is a basic part of the game since the
ball is kicked up and down the field. Fitness
components .such as strength and endur-
ance must also be developed along with
agility, quickludgment, tactics, and strat-
egy.

In earlier times fitness ma have been
stressed in playing soccer,.but due to the
riumber of players on a team, other skills
remained undeveloped. For example, in
Japan a game called Kemari was played
where a leather-filled ball would be kicked
from one end ofia village to the other with-
as many as a few hundred players on a
team. However the modern version of soc-
cer originated in England with the forma-
tion of Association Football, later shortened
to "Assoc" which became the word "soc-
cer." In 1863, the English Football Associa-
Hal was organized giving soccer unified
rules for the fiist time. F.I.F.A. (Federal
Internationale Football Association), estab-
lished in 1904, has become the governing
body of world soccer and under its leader-
ship the U.S.S.F. (United States Soccer
Federation), founded in 1913, oversees soc-
cer 'organizations in our country.

One of these organizations is the
'U.S.Y.S.A. (United States Youth Soccer

CHAPTER 16

Soccer

JOHN F. FELLENBAUM, JR.,
Lincoln Junior High School

and
Franklin and-Marshall allege,

Lancaster, PA

Association) wjtich, 'since its formation in
1974, already represents over two million
youth soccer players. Soccer is the fastest
growing team sport in the United Statc.1.

-,SKILLS AND TECHNIQUM

DRIBBLING

Dribbling is the use of soft touches of the
feet to control the ball on the ground with-
out the help of a teammate. Three different
types of dribbling are inside of the foot,
outside of the foot, and with the,sole of the
foot.

With the inside of the foot, the ball is
gen tly-touched-at-the-base-ofithcRater toe
and pushed along the ground with control.
Using the outside of the foot, the ball is
caressed at the base of the small toe and
using the sole of the foot, the ball can be
rolled forward and backward and in a right
and left direction. In soccer both feet should
be used, the ball should be kept close to the
feet, short strides should be taken, and the
weight should be carried on the. support
foot.

Dribbling Exercises
1. Dribble in a restricted area, changing di-

rections and speed.
2. Dribble around cones or pylons.
3. Dribble against a passive defender.
4. Dribble against an active defender.

-
Self-testing

Place six cones, three yards apart and time
how long it takes to weave around the
cones and back again.

4

2'):J
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Figure 1. Dribbhng with the inside of the foot.

PASSING

Figure 2. Dribbling with the outside of tke foot.

The outside-of-the-foot pass is done by

Passing is the art of playing the ball from
onc piaxer to another..If is the fastest way to
advance the ball on the field and:therefore,
is one of the most important skills to be
developed.

To have success, proper coordination be-
tween the server receiver is necessary.
Timing of the pass, proper pace on the ball,
and correct contact with the ball are essen-
tial elements in good sassing.

Passing Witii the inside of the foot is the
most accurate type of short-pass. This is
made with the inside of the loot just below
the ankle bone between the big toe and the
heel. Points to remember using the inside-
of-the-foot pass:

when striking the ball, lock the ankle with
the toes pointed upward;
concentrate' on the ball;
follow straight through the target with
the kicking foot;
contact the ball from the center to the top
with the support foot pointed toward the
target.

2 u

striking theValhvittrthe-outside-part.of-the
instep. The ball is contacted on the outside
part of the shoelaces with the support foot
placed away from the ball to give the kick-
ing leg room to properly kick the ball. This
type of kicking motion comes from the knee
and is a flicking action of the leg.

A player saves time with this pass since
the lead foot can be used and it is not neces-
sary to set up as for.the inside of the foot. In
soccer, which is a game of time and space, it
is important to be able to use this type of
pass. Points to remember using the out-
side-of-the-foot pass: .1

keep the ankle ,locked and ate toes
pointed downward on the kicking foot;
concentrate on the ball and follow
through with the kicking foot to the
target;
strike the center to the top half of the ball
to keep it low.
The instep pass which is executed with

the hardest part of the foot is used for
power irfpassing or shooting. It is geneTally



utilized for long passes downfield or by
defenders to get the ball out ofidanger in
front of the goal. Points to remember with
the instep pass are:
4 concentrate on the ball;

lock the ankle;
follow through to the target;

4 the support foot should be beside the ball
6-8" away and pointing toward the
target,:

Passing Exercises
1. TwO playferkpass the ball back and forth

down the fiela using the inside and out-
side of the foot.

2. Several pla'Yiers in a cikle 'pass to each
other and follow the pass.

Self-testing
Pass ten times with each foot through

two cones three y ards apart from a distance
of ten to fifteen yards.

COLLECTING

Trapping or "collecting" is the ability to
control the ball on the ground or in the air
and stop it close to the body before it is put

SOCCER 237

into play. When a ball is not properly col-
lected, possession can easily be lost and
taken by the opponent.

One must be able to collect balls that are
on the ground or in the air. With ground
balls the sole of the foot, the inside of_the
foot, and the outside of the foot, can be

_used-Aid/as can be collected with various
surfaces such as the inside and outside of
the foot, the thighs, and the chest.

Ground Balls
The sole of thd collecting foot is raised

about four_inches.off the, ground with the
knee slightly bent. The toes are higher than
the heel so the rolling ball is wedged in the
"V" formed between the sole of the foot
and the ground. The inside of the foot trap
can be performed the same way as the in-
side of the foot pass except the foot is drawn
back on contact to cushion the ball. The
ankle, instead of being locked, should be
relaxed for ball control. The outside of the
foot trap is similar to the outside of the foot
pass except the foot is relaxed tt; cushion
the ball.

Figure.3. Inside-of-foot pass.

{:
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a. Put the balance foot ahead
and away from the ball so
that there is room to swing
the kicking foot.

Air Balls

b. Point the toes of the kicking
foot down and hold the ankle
firm. Kick.with the outside of
the foot through the center of
the ball.

Figure 4. Outside-of-foot pass.

In the thigh trap coiled-frig fs done by
getting in. the path of the ball and moving
toward it. Just before the ball arrives, raise
the thigh andmake contact with the inside
of the thigh drawing it back and allowing
the ball to drop to the ground.

With the chest trap, once again it isjm-
portant to position the body.in the path of
the ball. Lean back with the chest and, on
contact with the ball, relax the chest and
straighten the body to bring the ball under
controL Using the instep, get in the ball's
path, relax the instep on contact, and-draw
the ball tosthe ground. Collecting air balls
with the inside and outside of the foot is the
5Ame..procedure as when collecting ground
balls with the inside and outside of the foot
Points to remember in collecting.

body in path of the ball;
relax body surface on contact;
concentrate on ball;
deaden balls on ground as quickly as pos-
sible.

2,1r)

,

c. Keep the eyes on the ball and
follow through wiih the
kicking foot.

Collecting Exercises
1. Two players pass the ball back and forth

while practicing collecting.
2. In a circle, practice passing and collect-

ing.
3. Two players stand 8 yards apart and

throw the ball underhanded to practice
collecting air balls.

Self-testing
One player throws the ball to the other

receiver who is awarded a point for each
good trap.

SHOOTING
In today's game of "t,..tal" soccer, the ob-

jective is for all players to play both offense
and defense. Fullbacks have opportunities
to score goals and every player, except the
goalkeeper, must learn to shoot withipower
and accuracy. Unless shooting is learned,
one cannot be a complete player.

The most powerful type ofshot in soCCer
is the instep shot. Contact is made on the
hardest part of the foot at the shoelaces.
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Afri;ok

a. Bring The kicking foot back
and keep the eyes on the ball.

b. Hold the ankle of the kicking
foot firm and point the toes,
down so that the ball is hit by
the top of the instep.

Figure 5. Instep pass.

.
c. Kick through the center of the

ball and follow through with
the toes pointed down.

d. Move the leg foneard and
meet the ball with the inside
of the foot.

e. Move the foot back as contact
is made to slowthe ball
down.

f. Bring the ball far back to
control it and stop it dead.

Figure 6. Collecting low balls with the inside of the foot.

2.1 3
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a. Meet tile ball in midair with
the thigh.

b. Let the ball land midway
between the knee and the top
of the thigh.

Figure 7. Collecting high balls with the thigh.

d. Prepare to meet the ball with
the center of the chest. Arch
the body backward to
cushion the ball.

c. Withdraw the thigh on
contact so that the ball drops
to the groimd.

e. Bend the knees to aid in
cushioning the ball.

Figurt 8. Collecting high balls with the chest.

2 1

f. When contact is made,
straighten the chest
immediately so that the ball
drops directly down.
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The instep shot is done the same way as the
instep pass, only the ball sl,ould be kicked
on the top half to keer ti-4 shot low.

One of the most dit.icult shots to do
proi--,elly is the volley became of the re-

a. To prepare to kick the approaching ball Le it and
point the balance foot toward it.

SOCCER 241

quired timing.,The ball has to be struck i;ut
of the air with the st ?port foot pointed
toward the target; the kicking foot is held
rigid and must hit through the center of the
ball straight toward the goal.

b. Point the foes down and keep the ankle rigid, as
in instep passing. Strike through the center of the
ball. Put plenty of weight behind the shot by
lifting ttw heel of the balance foot at the moment
of impatl.

Figure 9. Volley shot using the instep:

c. Prepare to kick the
approaching ball by facing it

:and pointing the balance.foot
towahl it

t4444

d. Keeping the toes down and e. Pivot on the balance foot in
the ankle rigid, strike through the direction the shot is to go.
the center of the ball. ., Put weight behind the shot by

. .e .
lifting the heel of the Valance

d foot at the moment of impact.

Figure 10. Siciew;lys volley shot using the instep.

2 5"
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Shooting Exercises
1. Two lines, one from the left and one

from the right, alternately dribble and
shoot at goal from 15 to 18 yards.

2. Two or three players passing the ball
between them down the field and one
player takes a shot at goal from 15 to 18
yards.

Self-testing
Ten balls are placed on the ground in a

semicircle about 15 yards from the goal and
. a shooter tries to score using first the right

foot, then the left foot. Continue alternat-
ing feet ontil all balls have been kicked.

HEADING

Heading is the ability to control,.pass, or
direct the ball with the head. A complete
soccer player needs .to perform heading

, skills to score a goal, collect theball, pass to
a teammate, or, as a defender, head theball
Out of danger. ,

When heading from a stationary, or
standing position, the feet should be placed
shoulder width apart while bending at the
knees and waist and arching the back. The
chin should be touching the chest as the

a. Keep the feet shoulder width
apart. Bend the knees and
arch the back from the hips.

ittotio

ir

cP.ow

b. Tuck the chin into the chest
and whip the body forward
so that the ball is hit with the
forehead.

body is whipped forward striking the ball
with the head. On contact, the chin is re-
leased from the chest and the bill, hit
straight through to the goal.

In a jumping header, or jumping to hedd
the ball, the skill is performed the same as
in standing heading, only contact with the
bOl is made at the top of the jump. The
take-off is usually on one foot and the head
is snapped through the ball to the target.

Heading Tips
1. Got in the path of the ball.
2. Concentrate on the ball, keeping the

eyes.open and the mouth closed.
3. Strike the top half of the bail to pass oi

shoot, and the bottom half to clear the
ball out of danger.

4. begin to move the head when the ball i;
about 12 inches away and contact the
ball on the forehead.

Headhlg Exercises
1. Practice headirig tc another player 8

yards away. Pass the ball back and forth
across a circle of players.

2. Count the number of times the ball is
headed without touching the ground.

40-4

Figure 11. Stationary heading.

2 1 )

C. As contact is made, release
the chin and follow through
with the forehead.
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a. Keep the eyes on the b.Ml
while jumping up to meet it.
Slightly arch the back.

jI
NAPWA/444-4 Ja.44.441.44..

b. At the high point of the c. Follow through with the head
jump, meet the ball with the and upper body in the
upper part of the forehead, direction the ball is to go.

Figure 12. Jump heading.

Self-testing
Count the number of times a thrown ball

can be accurately headed to a teammate's
feet.

TACKLING

Tackling is Zhe act of taking the ball away
from the opponent. By making good tackles
and winning the ball all over the field, a
team is ensured of greater success Points to
remember on the front tackle:

square up on the opponent;
bend the knees and keep a low center of
gravity;
block the ball with the tackling foot;
keep the weight on the support leg;
push the ball through with the tackling
foot.

Tackling Exercises
1. Two players stand 15 yards apart. One

player passes to a teammate who traps
and dribbles the ball while the first
player makes the tackle.

2. Two players start in a tackling stance at a
stationary ball and, on a given signal,
each player tries to gain possession of
the ball.

Self-testing
Play one against one in a small area (10

y ards- bx 10 yards) for two minutes and
whoever has possession of the ball for the
longest time is the winner.

THROW-INS

A throw-in is the method used to put the
ball into play from the sideline or touchline.
For the standing throw-in, the player faces
the field with two hands equidistant on the
ball. The ball is thrown from back over the
head with a follow-through and both feet in
contact with the ground. A running throw-
in is done the same as a standing throw-in
except the thrower runs to gain distance on
the throw.

Throw-in Exercises
1. Two players practice throws back and

forth.
2. One player runs and the other player

attempts to throw to the moving player's
feet.

Self-testing
1. Mark five targets at various places on the

field.. Attempt one standing throw-in
and one running throw-in at each target.
Score two points for each direct hit and

2147
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:

a. Block ball with tackling foot. b. Weight on non-tackling leg.

C. Knees are bent. d. Push ball through with tackling foot.

Figure 13. Tackling techniques.

. L.,
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a. Use staggered stance with b. Lean trunk backward. Knees c. Bend elbows with ball behind head'
feet approximately12 inches are bent.
apart.

1

d. Drive trunk forward and straighten arms.

i

e. Follow through to target.

Figure 14. Throw-in techniques. 2 4 9..
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one for each near miss (within three
feet).

2. Repeat the same exercise using a moving
player as a target. A two-point throw
will land just in front of his`her feet. A
one-point throw may be up to four feet
in front of the player.

GOALKEEPING

The goalkeeper is the only player on the
field allowed to use the hands and, being
the last line of defense, serves a very impor-
tant function. Not only does the keeper try
to prevent goal-scoring by the opponents,
but is also in a position to begin the team's
attack with a quick outlet pass to an un-
guarded teammate. Because of their impor-
tant team function, "goalies" must learn to
use both feet and hands.

Catching Ground Balls
When catching ground balls, face the ball

with the body directly facing the line of

Figure 15: Positioning and grip.

flight. Bend at the waist allowing the arms
to drop with the Palms facing the ball and
the fingers spread. Hands and elbows
should be held close together. On contact
with the ball give with the hands and bring
the ball up to the chest. The procedure for
catching low air balls is the same as catching
ground balls. With the high air balls, an
atteinpt should be made to get the chest in
back of the ball. Hands should be held close
together with the fingers spread and the
thumbs touching each other.

SAFETY"

Players can protect themselves from in:-
jury in soccer by keeping physically fit, by
developing proper skills, and bTusing bddy
protectors. Soccer is a vigorous game for
which the body should be gradually con-
ditioned. Warm up completely every day
before practice or playing a game. Take care
of early season blisters and muscle pulls.
Alternate tennis shoes with soccer shoes
the first week to help prevent blisters. Kick-
ing too haid at the beginning of the season
often results in.serious strains in the legs

,and groin.
Injury can be prevented by using shin-

guards and guards for glasses (the latter a
"must" for the player who has to play with
glasses). Shinguards are worn inside knee-
length socks.

Shoes are the most important part of the
player's equipment. Regulation shoes are
cleated with rubber to protect the player
against slipping.

It is recommended that the goalie wear a
distinguishing color to enable forwards to
recognize him/her easily as they attack. The
privileges of a goalie may result in danger-
ous maneuvers if he/she is not knoWn dur-
ing an aggressive play.

Never kick a ball that is above the hips
and never head a ball 'that is below the
head.

The playing fields or areas should be
checked for holes and cleaned of dangerous
objects*such as rocks and glass.

Shinguards can be worn as optional
equipment to protect the legs from injuries.

25u



RULES

The soccer field is rectangular (110-120
yards in length and 55-75 yards in width).
The official ball is made of leather or a syn-
thetic material. It is 27-28" in circumfer-
ence and weighs between 14 and 16 ounces.
A soccer team consists of eleven players,
divided'among the following positions:

6oalie the person w ho defends the goal
against scoring attempts. Tbe goalie is the
only play er whc is allowed to touch the ball
w ith his:her hands. This privilege is only
alloW'ed, however, when they are within
the penalty area.

Corner Area
1 Yd. Radius

0.1

Corner Flags
Not Less than

5' High

SOCCER 247

Defenders field players whose task is to
help defend the goal. They are frequently
referred to as wings, the stopper, and the-
sweeper.
Midfielders players who provide a link be-
tween the offense and the defense. They
are frequently called on to assist both the
defenders and the forwards and must be
able to assume either role with equal skill.
Midfielders are often referred to as
halfbacks.
Forwardsthe scorers on the team. Often
referred to as strikers or wings, they align
themselves in positions to gain_the advan-
tage over the defense and score on the goal:

Goal
Goal Area /8 Ft. High

r--1

18 Yds.

-- 65-75 Yds. ---)/

Center Circle
10 Yd. Radius

Goal
Area

Goal
Line

Halfway
Line

Penalty Kickmark

20 Yds.

24,J

---- 36 Yds.--- )

Diagram 1. Regulation soccer field.

6 Yds.

252,
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The game of soccer consists of two 30-
minute halves and is begun with a kickoff in
the center of the field. Every player must be
in his/her own half of the field and the initial
kick must be forward and move at least one
full revolution before being touched by
another player. Kickoffs occur at the start of
each half And after each goal. A goal may
not be scored from the kickoff.

After the kickoff, play continues until the
ball passes out-of-bounds, a penalty occurs,
or a goal is sgored. A goal is worth one point
and is credited only when the entire ball
passes over the goalline and into the goal. A
ball which is on or only partially over the
goalline will not be considered a score. A
goal will not count if an Offensive player is
offsides. Offsides occurs when an offen-

, sive player is nearer the opponent's
goalline than the ball unless: the player is in
his/her own half of the field; two defensive
players are between The offensive player
and the goalline; the ball was last played by
the other team.

If, during the course of play, the ball pas-
ses out-of-bounds on the sidelines, it is
awarded to the-team opposite that which
last touched it. The team awarded posses-
sion will then restart play with a throw-in.
If the ball passes out-of-bounds at the end-
lines, the game is restarted with either a
goal kick or a corner kick depending on
which team last touched the ball. If the of-
fense last touched it, then a goal kick is
awarded. If the defense last touched the
ball, the game is restarted with a corner
kick.

When, during the course of play, it be-
comes necessary for an official to stop play
due to a rule infraction, either a minor or
major infraction may be called. A minor
rule infraction is penalized by awarding an
indirect free kick to the team which was
fouled. If the official views the infraction as
a major penalty, a direct free kick may be
awarded. A direct free kick, unlike an indi-
rect free kick, may go directly into the goal
without being touched by another player. If
a major defensive infraction occurs within
the penalty area, a penalty kick will be
awarded. This is a free kick from the
twelve-yard line with no defenders except

r)252

the goalie between the ball And the goal.
For a further explanation of the rules of

soccer and the judgment involved in asses-
sing penalties, the reader is referred to the
various soccer rulebooks, particularly the
National Federation edition.

STRATEGY

Currently popular soccer alignments are
the 4-2-4, 4-3-3, and 4-4-2 (see Diagrams
2-4, respectively).

1 1

Goalie
Sweeper

Wingback Wingback
Stopper

Halfback Halfback
Wing Striker Striker Wing

Diagram 2. The 4-2-4 alignment.

Goalkeeper
Sweeper

Right Back Left Back

Midfielder
Forward

Stopper
-Midfielder

Forward

Midfielder
Forward

Diagram 3. The 4-3-3 alignment.

Goalkeeper

Right Back Sweeper Left Back

Stopper

Midfielder Midfielder Midfielder Midfielder

Forward Forward

Diagram 4. The 4-4-2 alignment.

The 4-2-4 formation lends itself well to the
modern concept of complete soccer where
all players are able to play offense and de-
fense. A lot of movement and interchange
of offensive players is one way to confuse
the defense and create scoring chances. If
the offense can force the defense to spread



out then there is more space available for
scoring opportunities. Defensively, a team
wants to stay compact and support each
other on the ball, rather than spreading out
'to the point that the players are unable to
help each other.

TERMINOLOGY

Backs. Halfbacks and fullbacks.
Center Circle. A circle with a 10-yard radius at

the center of the field.
Centerline. A line connecting the two sidelines

at midfield, dividing the field into two equal
parts.

Clear. A defensive play moving the ball away
from scoring range.

Corner Kick. A direct free kick taken by the
offensive team from within a one-yard arc at
the corner of the field.

Direct. Free Kick. An .unobstructed place kick
which may go directly into goal.

bispossessing. Taking the ball away from an
opponent. Tackling.

Dribble. The act of running with the ball under
control using a series of pushes or taps of the
feet.

Feed. To pass the ball to a teammate in position
for a shot on goal.

Goal Area. A marked area immediately in front
of the goal twenty-four yards wide and six
yards deep.

Goal Kick. An indirect frJe kick taken by the
defense after the ball has passed over the end-
line.

Goalline iEndline). The bounjary line marking
the end of the field.

Head. To play the ball with the head.
Holding. To restrict an opponent's movement

with the arms or hands.

SOCCER 249

Indirect Free Kick. An unobstructed place kick
which must be'touched by another player be-
fore it can enter the goal.

Instep. The inside portion of the foot from the
toes to the ankle.

Interchanging. Offensive players moving out
of regular positions to confuse the defense.

Offside. A ,player who is nearer the oppo-
nent's goalline than the ball at the moment the
ball is played except as provided by the rules.

Pass. To kick or head the ball to a teammate.
Penally Area. A marked area in front of the

goal, 44 yards wide and 18 yards deep.
Penalty Kick. A direct free kick taken by the

offensive team in response to a foul occurring
in the penalty area.

Save. To prevent the ball from entering the
goal.

Striking. The act of kicking or contacting the
ball.

Tackle. A maneuver used to cause an opponent
to lose possession of the ball.

Throw-in. A method of restarting the game
after the ball has gone out-of-bounds over the
sideline.

Trap. A method of bringing the ball under a
player's control.
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INTRODUCTION

The game of softball is nearly one
hundred years old. It has undergone
numerous changes since its first appear-
ance on Thanksgiving Day in 188. George
Hancock of Chicago, is credited with
originating the game. Hancock made the
first ball out of a boxing glove and wrote the
firskset of rules which were modified as the
game spread throughout the United States
and Canada. Some of softball's variations
were known as Kitten Ball, Mush Ball Fast
Ball, Big Ball, and Diamond Ball.

It soon became apparent that there was a
need to standardize the rules and equip-
ment used for the game. The first set of
unified softball rules was established in
1933. The Amateur Softball Association
was created in 1934 and still remains the
governing body for softball in the United
States. This organization has done much to
encourage expanded programs for partici-
pants of all ages and competitive interests.
Leagues are sanctioned under the sponsor-
ship of ASA as well as state, regional, and
national tournaments.

The twelve-inch slow pitch game
emerged in the mid-1950s. This game per-
mits a team to be successful without pos-
sessing a pitcher who is a fast-ball, strike-
out artist. Rules require that the ball be
pitched with an arc of anywhere from three
to twelve feet. Slow pitch was first played
primarily by older players, but this empha-
sis has. changed. The fact that there arsg
many hits and runs indicates that the game
is filled with plenty of actiOn.

The ASA has developed a broad youth
program foliboth fast and slow pifch. Most
local communities sponsor summer softball
leagues on different competitive levels and
for various'ages. Coed teams are popular
for school intramurals as well as for city

CHAPTER 17

Softball
BECKY L.SISLEY,

University of Oregon,
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league play. There are plenty of opportuni-
ties to enjoy the ekiting and challenging
game of softball.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

The following basic skills are essential in
playing softball: throwing; catching; field-
ing; batting; running. The first three are
considered defensive skills while batting
and baserunning are offensive skills.

THROWING

There are three basic ways of throwing:
overhand, underhand, sidearm. Regard-
less of which type of throw is used, these
fundamentals should be observed:
1. Stand in a stride position with the foot

opposite the throwing hand in front.
2. Grip the ball' with the first and second

fingers on top of the ball and with the
'thumb under the ball (three fingers may
be used with a small hand). The ball
rests only on the finger pads and is away
from the palm of the hand.

3. On, the wina-up, rotate the body by
turning the glove side toward the direc-
tion of the throw. Keep the eyes on the
target as the body weight is rotated ontik
the rear foot.

4. The elbow should lead the forward arm
motion with the hand following.

5. As the throwing arm moves forward, let
the body rotate forward so that the
weight is transferred from the rear foot
to the front foot.

6. Release the ball with the fingers pointing
toward the target.

7. Follow through with the arm in the di-
rection of the target.

Each of the throws differ in regard to the
position of the palm of the hand as the ball
is released. In the overhand throw the palm
faces down; in the underhand throw the

ri
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Figure:1. Overhead throwing pattern:
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palm faces up; in the sidearm throw the
palm faces the body.

Since the ball can be thrown farther with
the overhand throw, it should be used by
catchers and outfielders; however, all
players can use this more easily controlled
and accurate throw when they have suffi-
cient time to make a play. The sidearm
throw is generally used by infielders when
they need to throw in a hurry. When tos-
sing the bill a short distance to a teammate,
use an underhand throw.

The overhand throw is one of the most
used skills in softball. Figure 1 shows the
body action of a skillful thrower. Notice
that the rear leg is under the body, support-
ing the body weight, at the beginning of the
movement pattern. The weight is trans-
ferred to the front foot as the body starts to
rotate toward the target. It is important that
the elbow of the throwing arm be held up
and away from the body and that the arm is
directed forward in a whip-like action. The
wrist is snapped just as the ball is released.
The greater the distance and the faster the
movement of the arm, the greater the force
that can be transferred to the ball.

The following activities can be used to
evaluate ability in the overhand throw. .

Throw to a Wall Target
Place a target consisting of three concen-

tric circles on the wall. The center circle
should measure two feet in diameter, the
middle circle four feet, and the outencircle
should be six feet in diameter. Stand be-
hind a line 40 feet from the wall for girls and
65 feet for boys. Attempt to throw the ball to
the center of the target. Score five points for
hitting within the smallest circle, three
points for hitting within the middle circle,
and one point for hitting within the outer
circle. Ten 'rials may be attempted. Score
the total of all trials.

Velocity Throw
Stand in the shortstop position. Field a

ground ball which is thrown by a teammate
fiom home plate and throw to first base.
The ball must be picked up after it has
crrossed a line between second and third
base.
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Throw for Distance
Measure ,the distance the ball can be

thrown in the air. Make sure that the arm is
properly warmed up before throwing as
hard as possible.

CATCHING AND FIELDING

A large part of catching and fielding is
being in a "ready" position, able to move
quickly to react to a hit. In this position the
body is crouched with the knees and hips
flexed. The feet should be comfortably
apart in a parallel position. The hands
should rest on the knees, or the arms
should hang lo,osely toward the ground as
the pitcher begins the delivery. The.eyes
should focus on the pitcher. As the ball is
pitched, the weight is evenly distributed on
the balls of the feet, the body leans forward,
and the arms are slightly raised, putting the
body in a complete state of alertness. This is
particularly true of outfielders. Infielders
usually have their gloves close to the
ground as they anticipate the hit.

Fielding Ground Balls
Learning how to properly field ground

balls requires much practice. Figure 2
shows the position for fielding a ground
ball. The following cues describe the me-
chanics of this skill.

Fipirta;_fielding a ground ball.j
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1. The eyes need to watch the batter's
swing and remain in contact with the
ball throughout the fielding action.

2. The body is moved to center behind the
ball.

3. The feet should be in a stride position
with the knees bent and the glove side
foot forward.

4. The body should be bent at the waist
with the hiPs low to the ground.

5. The arms should be outstretched, and
the fingers pointed 'downward with the
'little fingers together. Contact sbould be
made with the ball opposite the g:ove
side foot.

6..The arms should "give" as the bM1 is
-caught.
The following drills can be done to de-

elop ground ball fielding ability:
1. Wall rebound fieldingthrow a rubber

ball or tennis ball against a wall. React to
the rebound off the wall to field the ball.
The ball' can be thrown slightly to the
right or to the left so that the player will
have to move to get behind the ball
wrien fielding.

2. Fielding thrown ballshave a partner
throw ground balls to the right and left. .

Have the balls thrown softly at first and
then thrown harderas fielding ability
improves.

3. Fielding hit ballshave a batter hit
ground balls to be fielded. See if ten balls'
in a row can be successfully fielded and
returned to a catcher.

Fielding Fly Balls
When catching fly balls players should

position themselves so that the ball is
caught on the throwing side of the body in
front of the throwing shoulder. These cues
emphasize the mechanics of catching a fly
ball:
1. Hustle to where the ball is to be caught.
2. Get the body behind the ball and move

forward to catch.
3. Have the arms outstretched and make

the catch with two hands at head height.
Hands are held with thUmbs together
and fingers pointed upward.

4. The catching motion blends into the
backswing for the throw as the body
weight shifts onto the thrdwing side leg.

5. Grasp the ball securely before throwing
and make sure the body weight is bal-
anced.

Playen- -.lust learn to get a quick start
when fielding fly balls and also to call for
the ball if rhore than one player is likely to
try to make the catch. It is best to clearly and
loudly yell "mine" or "I have it."

The following drills will belp to improve
skill in fielding fly balls.
1. Cotching thrown ballsstand about

twehty feet from a partner. Have the'
partner throw the ball, so that it can 13',
caught with a forward, backward, or
srdeward movement of tbe body.

2. Turn and catchstand approximately
ten feet from a partner with the back

. turned. Have the. partner toss the ball
. high into the air and yell "turn" as they

do so. When the partner yells, turn, lo-
cate the ball, move into position, and
make the catch before the ball hits the
ground.

3. Catch thrown ballsstand?lye feet from a
partner who will be the thrower. Run
toward the thrower, tos's him or ber a
ball, then circle away. The thrower
should toss the ball high into the air as if
throwing a long forward pass. Run out
and away, keeping an eye on the ball.
Move into position and make the catch.

PITCHING

Another major defensive skill in softball
is pitching. As a pitcher, know how.to grip
the ball, release the ball, control the pitch,
pitch the ball so that it hits the corners of the
plate, and be ready to field a batted ball.
The style of pitching will vary depending
on whether fast or slow pitch ball is being
played. The pitching rules describe what
makes a pitch legal. The mechanics pre-
sented here will be for fast pitch. Rule dif-
ferences which relate to slow pitch are dis-
cussed later ;.. il.e chapter.

In m.fung a legal pitch assume a starting
position with the ball held in both hands in
front of the body and with both feet touch-
ing the pitcher's plate. Tale only one step
toward the batter as the ball is released. A
second step is necessary to follow through
to regain balance and get the body in a good
fielding position. The quicker thp arm and



ha ndare moving anhe time of- release, the
faster the ball can be thrown. The pitching
motion can be divided into three distinct
phases: the backswing; the forward swing
and release; the follow-through.

Backswing
Swing the pitching arm backward as far

as possible. try to get the hand up higher
than the shouldel. Let the shoulders and
hips rotate toward third base (left-hatided
pitchers toward first base) while cocking,
the, wrist. Thrp.ughout this motion the
weight should be placed on the hack foot.

Forward Swing and Release
The Weight begins to shift forward as a

step ferward on the,foot opposite the pitch-
ing arm is.taken. The shoulders'and hips
rotate back tO their original position so that
they face the batter. As the pitching hand
swings past the thigh the wrist snaps fOr-
ward and the hand releases the ball.

Follow-through
The pitching arm continues up and

across the body while the rest of the body
continues to face the batter in the ready
position so that the ball can be fielded if
necessary.

. A good pitcher must practice many hours
to develop speed and control. The follow-
ing drills may be of help
1. Wall target pitchingplace a target the

size of a normal strike zone on the wall.
Boys take their pitching stance 46 feet
from the wall while girls stand 40 feet
from the wall. Practice pitching to the
target using a legal pitching motion.

2. Four cornersfor this drill pitching may
be done to a catcher or a wall target.
Practice throwing at the extreme corners
of the normal strike zone Tor the purpose

developing control and accuracy.
Sin4 is iJprtant to concentrate on
the catc s target, ifprn to wait off the

d until the catcher is ready. Once
the catcher is in position step on the
mound and begin the motion.

3, Calling balls and strikespitch a desig-
nated number of innings to a catcher
who is calling balls and strikes. This drill
permits different count situations and
game-like pressure to be experienced.
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BAITING

Batting is a striking activity that involves
hitting one moving object with another.
The most important factor in hitting a ball is
to provide force with the bat. A firm grip is
neces3ary to transfer power,and to control
the bat. In latfing, praeces and drills are
essential for developing timing, a level
swing, and a "batting eye." It is selthim that
two players IN use identical batting tech-
niques.

The follbwing fundamentals lead to good
batting skills:
1. Use a harwhich feels comfortable to

swing and is easy to control. Make sure
that the weight and length of the bat and
the size of the grip in relation to thesize
of the hands is right. Avoid 'he tendency
to use a bat which is too heavy or too
long.

2. While waiting for the pitcher to deliver
the ball, hold the bat with a firm but
relaxed grip. Hands are together at the
neck of the bat. The arin closest to the
pitcher should be extended parallel to
the ground. Hold the bat back #nd off
the right shoulder (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Batting stance.

9 e-J
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3. Stand in a comfortable position facing
the home plate. Turn the head toward
the pitcher so that the oncoming ball is
being viewed directly. Remember to
watch the ball as it is released by the
pitcher and step into the swing with the
left foot.

4. The bat should be swung forward in a
smooth motion to make contact with the
ball in front of home plate. (Note: There
is a tendency for the inexperienced bat-
ter to jerk the bat forward then backward
and then forwari again.)

5. Finish the swing with a follow-through
past the left hip.

6. The feet should provide a solid base of
support with the back foot planted.

As progress is made in the ability to bat
and as skill becomes more refined these
cues for efficient performance should be
emphasized: swiag the bat level; have the
arms straight and snap the wrists at thd
point of contact; keep the body level during
the swing (no dipping); keep, the step 10-
ward the pitcher short and consistent, keep
the head position still. \

There are a number of wpys to work on
batting skill. Some suggestfOns are below.

Mirror Swing
Stand in front of a mirror and take a nor-

mal swing. Concentrate on the mechanics
of a good swing. The bat can also be swung
wipe a partner evaluates form.

Toss Ball
Stand about tcn feet from a net, fence, or

othei impact-absorbing surface A partner
kneels in a facing position so that he/she is
opposite the rear foot and well out of swing-
ing range. When in position, the partner
tosses the ball to the strike zone (see Dia-
gram 1). Execute a normal swing at the ball

Baiter
4.1'

Tosser

Diagram 1. The toss ball drill.

2 6

It will be helpful to concentrate on one ele-
ment of the swing at a time.

Batting Tee Hitting
Hitting a stayonary ball placed at a vari-

ety of heights can be pracyced with the use
rer.f a batting tee. Practice hitting line drives

\ in all directions as well as distance hitting to
all fields. This is also a good opportunity for
other players to practice fielding. It is best
to have a catcher nearby to retrieve the balls
thrown in from the field. It is also possible
to work independently with a batting tee by
hitting into a screen or backstop.

BUNTING

Fast pitch rules allow the batter to bunt
the ball. A bunt is a legally hit ball, not
swung at, but purposely met with the bat
and tapped slowly within the infield. In
most cases the bunt is used to advance a
baserunner from ong base to the next while
the batter is put out. This i called a sacrifice
bunt. Some batters can have such accurate
placement on a bunt that they can beat the
ball to first and thus get a base hit. In addi-
tion to the sacrifice bunt my:1.0e bunt for a
hit there is the drag btalr'alicl swinging
bunt. Foot placement varies with the type
of bunt being executed.

Bunting is an intermediate level skill that
can add to the strategy used in the game.
When performing a sacrifice bunt, the bat
shouid be held parallel to the ground at
shoulder level in front of the body with the
arms slightly extended. The batter can
pivot into this position with the feet square
to the pitcher when the pitcher starts the
arm action. Figure 4 illustrates the batting
stance for the bunt. If the ball is low, bend
the knees so that the bat is kept level. It is
good advice to bunt only pitches which are
within the strike zone. Diagram 2 shows
the best area in which to,place a bunt.

BASERUNNING

Running speed and the ability to use
sound offensive judgment are _essential
qualities of a good baserunner. Quickly get-
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Diagram 2. Bunt placement.

Figure 4. Bunting stance.

s., 261
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ting mit of the batter's box is very impor-

tant. A common fault made by batters upon
hitting the ball is waiting to se. where the
ball soes before running. To correct this
fault concentrate on finishing the swing
and practicing the pushoff start toward
first base. The batter should run out every
hit because a field error could occur and
he/she may reach first base safely. The.fol-
lowing suggestions will help improve

baserunning:
1. Keep an eye on the ball and advance

additional bases whenever possible,
i.e., when,four. balls are called on the
batter, on a wild throwback from catcher
to pitcher, a wild pitch, and on any
poorly thrown ball.

2. Avoid wide turns when rounding the
bases.

3. Run on any hit ball when there are two
otfts.

4. Lead off after each pitch and advance if
possible (differs in slow-pitch). .

5. When running out an infield hit stay
within the running lane in foul territory
which is designated by a while line to
the right side of the baseline about mid-
way between home and first base.

6. Run along the foul territory side of the
line from third base to home to avoid
being hit by a fairly batted ball.

7. Know the numbet of outs, innings,
score, and count on the bat:en

8. Avoid interfering with a player or the
ball while it is being fielded.

9. Listen to and watch the bace coaches for

assistance.
To work on baserunning skills the follow-

ing drills can be practiced:
1. Getting out of the boxpraclice taking a

swing at Pi imaginary pitch then drop-
ping the bat, getting quickly out of the
box, and running straight through first

base.
2. Around the basesrun all the way around

the bases making narrow turns and
touching the inside.corner of each base.
Have someone time running speed with

a stopwatch.
3. Stealing a basepractice leaving the base

when the ball leaves the pitcher's hand
and advancing to the next base before
the catcher can make the play.

SAFETY

There is much that can be done to ensure
that the game is played under safe condi-
tions and that precautions are taken to pre-
ven einjury. Proper equipment which com-
plies with the rules is mandatory. The
citcher's mask and chest protector should
fit properly. The catcher must be wearing
this equipment when a batter is involved in
practice situations as well as in gam,! play.

Bats shculd have grips which help to pre-
vent them from slipping out of the batter's
hands. Check to be sure that all aluminum
bats are of single unit construction. An
aluminum bat with a handle that is separate
froiri the barrel is dangerous because ihese
elements can separate from one another on

. impact. There must always be a place to put
equipment when it is not being used so that
it is not a hazard during game, play or prac-
tice.

The softball diamond should be located
where there are no protruding hazards
such as goalposts, tdephone :poles, or
sprinkler heads. The surface must be
smooth. Rules state there must be 25 feet of

unobstructed area beyond ach foulline
and behind home plate, 'and that the
pitcher's plate must be securely fastened

down.
It is each player's responsibility.Kwarm

up properly in order to avoid potential in-
jury to muscles, joints, and tendons. Warm-

up dniis which include stretching, easy
throwing, and running are an essential part
of any softball class or team practice. When
drills are performed it is important to have
groups working in the same direction and
with adequate space. It is also important to

be alert to the direction of the sun, which

can be very blinding at certain times of the

day.
Everyone must do his/her part to ensure

their own safety and that of fellow players.
Always keep an eye on the ball to be aware
of what play is.developing and so that the
appropriate reaction can be given. Be alert

for the actions of teammates and opponents
to avoid unnecessary collisions and in-
juries. Remember, safe play means fun play

for all.



SCORING, RULES, AND ETIQUETTE

ME GAME

A game of softball is played between two
teams of nine players (fast pitch) or ten
players (slow pitch) on a softball diamond.
Diagram 3 shows the layout for a softball
diamond and placement of the defensive
team. The extra player in slow pitch usually
plays in a short field position. The object of
the game is to score more runs than the
opponent in a regulatioti game which con-
sists of seven innings. An inning is that part
of a game within which the teams alternate
on_offense (up to bat) and defense (in the
field) and in which there are three outs for
each team. A run is scored each time a
basertinner crosses home plate having le-
gally touched all bases before the third out
of an inning is made. The home team takes
the field first. For class and intramural
games the team first in the field can be
determined by the toss of a coin.

Fast Pitch and Slow Pitch Rule Dilferences
There are several major rule differences

between fast pitch and slow pitch. Most of

CF

4tie.
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these differences relate to pitching 'regu-
lations. Listed below are some of the most
important rules which differ.
1. In slow pitch the ball shall be released at

a moderate speed and must have an arc
of at least. three feet and go no higher
than 12 feet from the ground.

2. The pitching distance for men's and
women's slow pitch is 46 feet, while the
fast pitchdistance is 46 feet for men and
40 feet for women. ----

3. At the beginning of the--plia-the
pitch pitcher need only have one foot in
contact with the pitcher's plate while in
fast pitch both feet must touch the plate.

4. Slow pitch does not allow any base steal-
ing and the baserunner may not leave '

the base until the ball crosses home plate
or has been hit by the batter. In fast pitch
the baserunner can take a lead-off when
the ball leaves the pitcher's hand.

5. While bunting is a major part of fast
pitch, the batter is out in slow pitch if
he/she chops downward on the ball or
attempts to bunt the pitch.

6. In slow pitch if a swing is made and a
third strike missed, the batter is out

Diagram 3. Softball diamond and players.

2 6 3

PPitcher
CCatcher
1BFirst Baseman
28Second Baseman
3BThird Baseman
SSShortstop
LFLeft Fielder
CFCenter Fielder
RFRight Fielder

I "4
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whethe; the catcher catches the ball or
not. In fast pitch, if the catcher drops the

third.strtke the batter may run to first
base With*-tfitr Iiabily to be.put out if
there are less than twdütsaiidtIibase
is unoccupied. If there are two o
he/she may run whether or not the base
is occupied

7. If a batter htts a foul ball with a tWo strike
count in slow pitch, the batter is out.

Pitching Rules
A few of the major rules are listed below.

1. The pitcher must take a stance on the
pitcher's plate and present the ball in
front of the body before beginning the
delivery.

2. The ball must be thrown with an under-
hand motion and the wrist can be no

_farther away from the body than the
eltOw-when_te wrist passes below the
hip:-

3. The pitcher's delivery motion-ina_Lnot
involve more than one arm rotation, o
include _a change of forward motion or
rocker motion where both hands return
to the ball.

4. The pitch is co'mpleted when one step is
taken toward the batter as the ball. is
released. In slow pitch a step is not re-
quired.

Batting Rules
Listed below are some of the basic rules

for batting.
1. If the batter swings at a pitched ball and

misses, a strike is called.
2. If the batter gets three strikes, he/she is

called out. The batter is awarded first
base if he/she gets four balls.

3. A foul ball is called if a hit ball lands
outside the lines defining the playing
field.

4. The batter may reaeh first base by one of
the following methods. by hitting the
ball in fair territory and getting to first
be se ball, by being hit with a
pitched ball, by tting a walk when four
"balls" have been thrownsby-theitcher;
by an error by a fielder, by the catcheThr
catcher's equipment interfering with
him/her.

5. The batter is out under these conditions.
when a fielder catches his/her fly ball;

When a third strike is caught by the
catcher, or on a third strike when first
base is occupied and there are less than
two outs; when a bunt goes foul on a
third strike; when the batted ball is
thrown to first before he/she arrives;
when_a_p_ "infield fly" is hit, if first and
second baarenccupied and there are
less than two outs; when he/she inter-
feres With players attempting to make a
put-out; when batting out of order;
when hitting the ball while standing out
of the batter's box.

Baserunning Rules
The batter becomes a baserunner as soon

as he/she hits the ball in fair territory. here
are some important rules which govern
baserunning:
1. A baserunner may leave the base as soon

as the ball leaves the pitcher's hand (fast
pitch).

2. A baserunner is out if he/she interferes
with a player fielding a batted ball.

. -baserunner must run the bases in
order an-drnay-notleave the imaginary
three-foot base pathifiorder712,..a.y.fid

being tagged out.
4. A baserunner is out if touched with the

ball While off a base.
5. A baserunner may attempt to advance a

base after a legally caught fly ball (fair or
foul) is first touched.

6. Two baserunners may not occupy the
same base'.

ETIQUETTE

Good sportsmanship helps to make the
game of softball fun to play. There are many
things teammates cgn do to display good
sportmanship. It is important to respect the
'umpires and to graciously accept their deci-
sions. Be sure to give positive encourage-
ment to teammates and acknowledge the
good plays of opponents. Pick up the
catcher's mask at the beginning of the in-
ning. Remove the bat from home plate area
when up to bat. Make every attempt to
avoid unnecessary collisions. As a

--faaserunner or as a fielder learn how to exe-
cute Skills in a safe manner which will help

' to prevent injuries. Congratulate the oppo-
site team after the game. Play hard and be a
good sport.

2 4



STRATEGY

The game of softball becomes more chal-
lenging as basic skills improve and atten-
tion is turned to offensive and defensive
tactics. Probably one of the most important
elements of strategy is to place the players
in the field in the positions which best
match their defensive skills.

In intermediate and advanced level play,
much strategy is used in determining the
order in which the players will bat. The
game situation takes into account the
number of outs, location of baserunners,
and the score Of the game. The inning as
well as the specific skills of fielders and
batters determine the particular strategy to
be employed.

Many of the elements of strategy used in
baseball can be applied to softball. The fol-
lowing hints on strategy which relate to
defensive play, batting, and baserunning
will be helpful as softball playing ability is
developed.

DEFENSIVE PLAY

Defensive strategy results largely from
anticipation, i.e., knowing what to do with
the ball when it comes. Keep these hints in
mind when concentrating on the defensive
elements of the game.
1. Recognize that the primary task is to

field the ball first and then to make an
accurate throw. Get behind the ball and
use two hands when fielding.

2. Before the ball is pitched, know the play
to be made. Mental preparation is im-
portant.

3. Always play for one sure out.
4. Talk to teammates to build strong team

unity. Remind them of the number of
outs, where the batter hit the last time

,up to bat, and give positive encourage-
ment to the pitcher.

5. Know teammates' defensive skills, es-
pecially those playing nearby. Be sure to
know how to share responsibilities such
as covering a base or backing up a play.
(To back up a play means to be posi-
tioned behind a player who is fielding a
hit or thrown ball so to be in position to
get the ball if it is missed by the first
fielder.)
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6. As a baseman, do not stand on base
unless involved.in a play, because the
positioning could block a baserunner,

7. Learn how to cover a base properly for a
tag play or a force out.

8. As an outfielder, know the responsibili-
ties for backing up hit balls and thrown
balls. Effectively communicate with
other fielders to avoid collisions. The
basic rule is to threw the ball one base
ahead of the runner un fly balls and two
bases ahead on ground balls.

9. Hold up the throw if it will be too late to
make a play. Having good judgment
about when not to throw is just as im-
portant as knowing where to throw.

10. As a pitcher, concentrate on the target
given by the catcher. It is best to work
on getting the ball over the plate rather
than trying to strike out opponents.

11. Fielders must be ready to anticipate the
play and react to the action of the of-
fense. Intermediate level strategy may
involve bunting and stealing.

12. In more advanced play the pitcher will
attempt to pitch to each batter's weak-
ness and the fielders will adjust their
positions depending on the batter's
strengths and the game situation.

BATTING STRATEGY

Some elements of batting can be prac-
ticed by performing drills, however, the
real test of offensive power is how well a
player can produce in a game. Here are
some suggestions:
1. Once in the batter's box, be ready, but

relaxed, and concentrate on the pitcher.
2. A batter's primary task is to hit the ball.

Be ready to swing at every pitch. Hold
up the swing if the ball is not in the strike
zone. Know the strike zone.

3. It is best not to swing when there is a
three-ball and no-strike count.

4. Be prepared to bunt the ball if there is a
runner on first base with one or no outs.

5. If a skillful batter, survey the defensive
positioning of opponents to see an open
space where a bunt or hit may be placed.

6. If playing with base coaches, look for a
signal from the coach prior to moving
into the batter's box. In addition to call-
ing, for a bunt, other offensive plays sig-
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naled by the coach in the more advanced
game might be. hit and run (the batter
must hit the pitch no matter where it is
pitched and the baserunner "Steals"
when the ball leaves the pitcher's hand),
steal (the batter does not want to hit the
pitch because a teammate is stealing a
base and the batter must protect the
baserunner); bunt for a base hit (the bat-
ter executes a short bunt when the de-
fense is playing back).

BASERUNMNG STitATEGY

Aggressive baserunning is an exciting
part of softball. Although the baserunner
may not leave the base prior to the ball
leaving the pitcher's hand, which is legal in
baseball, there are many offensive tactics
which challenge each baserunner's ability.
To be a good baserunner be aggressive and
confident. Below are some suggestions for
developing baserunning skills.
1. Be sure to touch each base in order. Re-

member that second or third base can-
not be oVerrun.

2. Take a lead-off with each pitch and be
ready to advance a base if the ball gets
away from the catcher.

3. Always know the number of outs. If
there are two outs, run with the hit. On a
fly ball hit to the outfield if there is one or
no outs, stay near the base, and return to
the base after the ball is caughtaRun to
the next base after the ball is caught if
time permits. A runner on third should
stay on the base and run home after the
catch. On ground balls with one or no
outs, advance to the next base with the
hit.

4. Avoid an unnecessary collision with de-.,
fensive players covering a base.

5. If on first base in the early part of the
game try to steal second base to deter-
mine the throwing ability and alertness
of the catcher.

6. On a bunt play, be sure the ball is hit to
the ground before advancing to the next
base.

7. In more advanced level play, when
coaches are used to guiding the offen-
sive strategy, be ready to follow the sig-
nals of the coaches who might call for a

steal, hit-and-Ain, or squeeze play. At
this leel of play the coaches analyze the
defensive strengths of their opponents
and then call for certain offensive plays
depending on the game situation.

8. It is the responsibility of the base coach
to tell the baserunners to slide, stand up,
stop at the base, or continue to the next
base. Verbal and/or visual signals may
be received to indicate what it is that
needs to be done.

The offensive and defensive strategy
employed in slow pitch is somewhat differ-

.ent from. that described above because of
rule variations. The pitching method con-
tributes to more hits and more baserunners;
however, some of the more advanced as-
pects of batting and baserunning tactics re-
lated to stealing and bunting cannot be
used in slow pitch. Both games create a
challenge to the players as the players at-
tempt to apply strategy to beat their oppo-
nents within the spirit and requirements9f
the rules.

EQUIPMENT/

The quality of softball equipment used
and its care can have a definite effect on skill
performance. Experience has shown that it
is best to buy equipment which is made by a
well-known manufacturer and which
meets the official standards specified by the
rules. Equipment will last longer if it is of
good quality.

BALLS

There are numerous brands and kinds of
softballs. Those which meet ASA approval
are so marked and have "official softball"
stamped on them. The covet of the ball is
made of tanned horse or cowhide. Balls
with a whiter cover are designed for both
day and night use. These often have a
slicker surface. Restricted flight balls have
red seams. These balls are used for the
slow pitch game. It is important that balls
be kept dry. Once they become wet and
dry out, they get heavier and cotild cause
injury to the throwing arm. It is good to
have a supply of rubber-covered balls for
poor weather.



BATS

Bats come in various shapes and sizes. In
recent years there 11s been more use of
aluminum bats because they last longer
than wooden bats. Bats which meet rule
specifications are marked "official softball"
by the manufacturer. It is good to have a
variety of bats.

GLOVES

One key to success in playing softball is
to have a top quality glove. Rules allow only
the catcher and first baseman to use mitts.
Purchase a glove which has a good pocket
and one that can be egSily manipulated in
the hand. Glove oil may be used to loosen
up the leather of a new glove. Saddle soap
can be used to clean dirt from the leather.
Let a wet glove dry naturally; then oil it and
use saddle soap on it. It is helpful to store a
ball in the glove with a band to hold it in
place to create and retain the shape of the
pocket. Treat a glove with care and it will
last a long time.

CATCHER'S EQUIPMENT

Acquiring the appropriate catcher's gear
is a must. The mask needs to be adjustable
so that it can snuggly fit the head. There are
both lightweight wire masks and heavier
bar-style models. Chest protectors can be
purchased in different moaels and sizes.
Here again, it is necessary that the protector
fit properly. For fast-pitch softball, it may

advisable for the catcher to wear shin-
gua 1/4. These should be securely fastened
and fit t iJngth of the lower leg. When
equijiment ixoperly cared for and stored
in the a ppropria manner, it will last
longer.

UNIFORMS

Sharp-looking uniforms can add spice to
any team. The better the quality of the uni-
form, the longer it will last. Long-sleeved
undershirts are an essential part of the uni-
form in cooler weather: Sun visors or hats
may be a necessity. Sliding pads can help to
prevent abrasions, especially if players are
wearing shorts. Cleated shoes help to en-
sure good. footing for baserunning and
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fielding. Both rubber and metal cleats are
available. Take pride in a uniform and care
for equipment.

TERMINOLOGY

Advance. To run from one base to the next.
Backing up. A fielder moving behind another

fielder to stop the ball if an error occurs.
Bag. A base.
Ball. A pitch which is not within the strike zone

of a batter.
Batter's Box. The area on either side of home

plate where the batter must stand when bat-
ting.

Battery. The pitcher and the catcher.
Bunt. A legally hit ball, not swung at, but pur-

posely tapped with the bat and directed near
the foullines in the infield.

Cleanup. The fourth hitter in the batting order.
Diamond. The area formed by the four bases

(the entire playing field is also considered the
diamond).

Double Play. Defensive action which results in
two outs.

Error. A defensive misplay.
Fair Ball. A batted ball which is touched or

stops between the foullines in the infield or
which first lands between the foulline beyond
the bases.

Force Out. A putout on a baserunner who was
forced to advance due to the batter becoming a
baserunner.

Foul Ball. A ball hit outside of fair territory.
Full Count. Three balls and two strikes on the

batter.
Infield Fly. A fair hit ball within the infield area

which can be easily caught by an infielder.
With one or no outs and with runners on first
and second or all three bases, the infield fly
rule is in effect.

Inning. That portion of a game within which
the teams alternate on offense and defense
and in which there are three outs for each
team.

Lead-off. A quick move off the base by a runner
once the ball leaves the pitcher's hand (fast
pitch).

On Deck. The next batter to come to bat.
Pitcher's Plate. The rubber form, two feet by six

inches, from which the pitcher must pitch.
Sacrifice. A batted ball which intentionally ad-

vances the runner, but results in the batter
being 'put out.

Shut out. A game in which one team does not
score.

Squeeze. To advance a runner home from third
base on a bunt.

Steal. To advance from one base to the next
from the time the ball leaves the pitcher's
hand until helshe is ready to pitch again.
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Strike Zone. That area above home plate be-
tween the batter's knees and armpits (fast
pitch) when the batter is in his/her normal
batting stance. The batter's highest shoulder
is the top of the area for slow pitch.

Umpire. The official who calls balls and strikes,
makes Judgments as to whether a runner is
safe cr out, and assures that play complies
with the rules of the game.

Wild Pitch. A pitched ball which is so high, so
low, or so wide that the catcher has no chance
of controlling it.
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INTRODUCTION

Swimming is an important skill for
everyone to learn. In order to become'a good
swimmer,.one must work hard and practice
often. It is, however, relatively easy to learn
enough of the basics so that the water can
be safely enjoyed.

As in most sports, your learning should
proceed step by step, especially at the
beginning. ereathing is a more important
factor in swimming than in any other sport
because one cannot breathe water. One
must, therefore, learn when and how to
breathe while in the water. Although this
need to regulate breathing may seem
strange and troublesome at first, it soon
becomes natural and occurs without
thinking.

To move through the water, one must
push in a steady continuous motion. You
push your hands toward your feet to move
forward, or push down toward the bottom
if you want to remain in one place.
"Recovery" is important as well, since you
can push only so far before the arm or leg
must return to a satisfactory pushing
position. Breathing must be regulated as
naturally as possible within these
propulsive movements. Additional and
important skills include: getting into the
water by jumping or diving, ability to hold a
steady position by treading water or
floating, ability to get underwater quickly
and swim a short distance underwater.
When these things can be done smoothly,
comfortably, and effectively by combining
movements into various strokes, you are a
swimmer, and titere are worlds of new
experiences open in many aquatic areas.

CHAPTER 18

Swimmin

ANNE ROSS FAIRBANKS,
Skidmore College,

Saratoga Springs, NY

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

IIEGINNING TO SWIM

First Steps
The first part of learning tc; swim is

getting acquainted with the feeling of being
in water, finding out what happens while
moving in the water. Walk into water up to
the waist. Notice how difficult it is to move
the feet quickly, how heavy it feels to walk.
Push with the hands against the water in
any direction and notice the pressure
against the skin. Then go a little deeper, or
bend the knees to bring the ivater chest
deep, and let the arms float relaxed on the
surface, feeling their lightness. This is the
support the water giveg, called buoyancy.

BREATHING

Take an easy breath through the mouth,
hold it, and place the face in the water.
Concentrate on just holding the breath, and
let the head rest easily so that the water
covers the face but the back of the head is
still out. Hold for a few seconds, then lift
the head again, blowing the air out through
the mouth as the head is lifted. Practice this
while holding onto the side of the pool or a
friend's hands until able to stay under for
about ten seconds at a time. A little more
energy to blow out must be usd than usual
since the water is being blown against,
creating bubbles. Try to time it so that
blowing out occurs as the face breaks
through the surface. This will blow away
much of the water which otherwise runs
down the face.

Try opening the eyes while underwater.
Everything will be a little fuzzy., but
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recognizable. To clear the eyes, blink a fela
times after back in the air; do not rub the
eyes hard.

When fairly comfortable with the breath
holding and submerging, try the same
procedure while lying flat on the water.
First, hold onto the pool edge or someone's
hands. Bend the knees and place the head
forward into the water. Keep leaning
forward until the feet can leave the bottom
and allow the legs to stretch out easily
behind the body, then lift the head and
stand up. It is important to get the feet
under the body before lifting the head so
that balance can be maintained.

When working on breath control, never
stay underwater until air is desperately
needed. This forces the body to rise too
quickly which can throw it off-balance. A
better plan is to move slowly to recover
footing just as another breath is needed. If
your breath can be held in the water only
for a very short time, practice holding it
while standing completely in the air. This
can be done for quite a long time.The more
rapid need felt for air when the head is
underwater is really the fear of the new
environment. The breath can soon be field
underwater as long as it can be on hnd.

FORWARD GLIDE

The next step is to practice the two things
learned: taking a breath; putting the facein
the water, followed by stretching out with
the face submerged. Can this position be
glided into? If near a wall, back away a foot
or so and glide to the wall while leaning
forward. With a friend, it's even better,
because a friend can give a hand if ability is
misjudged. Keep increasing the distance,
and soon the face can be put in; glide
forward, `and stand up again without
holding onto anything. Move slowly and
deliberately, and enjoy the supportive
feeling of the water.

BOBBING

The breathing process can be further
improved if "bobbing" is practiced. This
means moving up and down while
standing or holding onto the wall, blowing
out underwater, and catching a breath
again while in the air. Concentrate on
breathing in.and out continuougly and
maintaining a steady, , relaxt.d pattern. If this
'can be comfortably done ten times in
succession, a habit will be eventually
established which will make breathing with
strokes much easier to learn.

'""/ il,1/1, **1

Figure 1.



KICKING

Even before learning to float, hang onto
the wall and kick the feet up and Jown. As
a friend pulls, with the face in, begin to
move the legs up and down, one at a time,
making a little but nut tuu muLh splash. This
is the start of a flutter kick. When able to
glide forward alone (prune glide), try
kicking a little too,Jetting the legs pass each
other with relaxed knees..

FLOATING

Floating means achieving balance in the
water without movement. It does not
always mean lying on the back with the toes
out of the water. Floating can be done on
the face, rolled up in a ball (tuck float),
hanging forward (jellyfish), as well as in a
semi-vertical position, forward or
backward. One does not have to be able to'
float to be a good swimmer, but it helps,
and it is nice to feel that one can
without effort. Almost everyone can leari*
to float in some position although some
people may need to move just a little to
maintain this position.

The forward position can be
experimented with, having the present
knowledge of breath holding and position
recovery. To try it on the back, stand low in
the water (up to the chin), set the head back
gently as on a pillow, and lean back flat
until the feet can leave the bottom. Do not
lift the feet up; let them find the place
where they balance. This is likely to be
somewhere between horizontal and
vertical, Meanwhile keep the shoulders
back, chest up, arms in a "Y" positron in the
water overhead. Holding the breath will
help in floating at first. It is best to
experiment with a friend standing by, or at
the corner of a pool, for initial support.

Next see ira back glide can be done. Do
everything as would be done in a back float,
except keep the arms at the sides and push
off from the bottom a little with the feet.
When at a stop, sit down, letting the arms
reach forward and moving the face forward
in the water. When the feet are under the
body, stand up.
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BEGINNING FREESTYLE

The front crawl or freestyle stroke can
pow be begun. In the forward glide
position, take one arm at a time and push
down and back under the middle of the
body. When the arm can go no further,
sneak it back close to the body until it is
forward again. The arins move one after the
other as the legs do when walking. One
pushes back as the other sneaks forward. In
the push, 'do what is natural; let the elbow
bend as it wants to and just push against
the palm of the hand. This is a "clog
paddle" and is ,much like the underwater
part of 'freestyle swimming.

Along with the arm movements of the
dog paddle, kick the legs up and down
easily. Try to use the whole leg from the ,
hips, letting atknees relax a little ana the
feet flap. The feet should just break the
surface behind the body, passing each
other so that there is approximately a foot of
distance between them at the most (up and

,down distance).
It is best to work on this while holding the

brnth with the head in the water all the
(ire, stopping *hen air is deeded.
Eventually try breathing while swimming,
as would occur in bobbing: 'blow out
steadily underwater; lift the head just
enough to take in a quick breath and put it
right in again and blow out. Be sure to place
it into the water only to the hairline, and not
down so far that the bottom con be seen
below.

Now try taking the arms out of the water
at the end of each push-back. Bend the
elbow first, and swing thern arm forward
easily to place it in front of the shoulder as
shown in Figure 3. The head can be turned a
to the side to catch the breath each'time the
arm on that side is back. As that same arm
swings forward, turn the head into- the
water and exhale. Keep the kick going
easily behind the body. The basic
combination of arms, legs, and breathing for
the freestyle.hps been completed.

P.

KICKING-AND FINNING

To move while on the back/ add Jo .the
back glide an easy up and down movement.

a
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Vi4r/
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a. Horizontalabove average buoyancy.

b. Balancedaverage buoyancy.

c. Balancedlow buoyancy.

d. Verticalminimal buoyancy.
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e. *0buoyantusing scull apd or kick for support.

Figuret,Buoyuncy.
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Figure 3. Begin ning freestyle.
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with the feet. Let the knees and ankles re-
lax, and kick so that the surface of the water
is broken. Always try to stay as flat as pos-
sible with the back of the head in the water.
Resist the temptation to sit down. Hands
and arms can help by pushing water to-
ward the feet. Start with the arms at the
sides; bend the elbows and slide the hands
up close to the body for a short way, fingers
pointing toward the feet. Point the fingers
outward, teach out and push the arms
straight back and down to the sides. This
should be a small movement, with the kick
going on all the time, arms pausing for a
short rest at the sides. Make a difference
between the slide up (recovery) and the
press out and back down (propulsion). The
arm movement being done is called finning
(see Figure 4).

SCULLING

A more advanced form of hand-arm
propulsi n is called sculling. Here, instead
of slidin the hands up close to the body,
leave t e arms fairly straight along the
sides. turn the hands over so that the
thumb are toward the bottom; then push
out slthtly away from the body. Turn the
han46 over so that the thumbs face upward'
and' pull back to the sides. During this the
wAsts are extended and firm, fingers to-
gether so that the hand is flat; the elbows
are not stiff, but give easily with the move-
ment. Thr movement should be almost
continuous, a ieeling of equal push in each
direction without slowing down. Sculling
is stronger than finning because there is
really no recovery stage other than quickly
turning the hands over.

With the beginning freestyle, and finning
or sculling with kicking on the back, a lot of
distance can be covered. However, be sure
to stay in th ?. water not over the head. Try
combining these beginning strokes: start
out swimming freestyle; after a few strokes,
get a rest by turning onto the back and
finning or sculling. See if this can be done
back and forth without touching bottom in
between.

7
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Figure 4. Finning.

ELEMENTARY BACKSTROKE

The elemei.tary backstroke is an excellent
next step from finning and sculling This is
a stroke on the back with an extended glide.
The arms and legs move at the same dine,
all under the water's surface. Strokes
should be long and easy, and there is no
special breathing to learn as the face is out
of the water at all times.

Arms
The arms move as in finning except that

the movement is much longer. Moving
close to the body, both hands move up to
the shoulders, then reach out with the
fingertips and sweep just under the surface
back to the sides. This may be done by
pushing down with the forearms fairly
close to the body, or by straightening the
arms a little over the head and i....eeping
out and down. The first movement going
up close to the body is slow and easy (re-
covery); the push or sweep toward the feet
is stronger, and a glide is held in the finish
stretch for a second or two.

Kick
The leg kick should be carefully learned

since it sets the pattern for the breast stroke
kick later. From the back lying position,
bend the knees, dropping the feet below
the knees. There should be no turnivilAwL

4N/1///b

(pointing the knees to the sides) though the
knees should be three or four inches apart
and parallel to each other. Keep the hips up
to avoid a sitting position; ifierely relax the
knees. Then lift the toes, press the soles of
the feet a little to the side in a circling mo-
tion with the knees spreading apart a little
more. Continue pressing with the feet as
the legs are straightened and pressed to-
gether. Timing is important: ONEeasy,
slow knee bend; TWOquicker, stronger
pres3 out with the feet through to finish
extension. Hold glide at finish.

Together, arms and legs bend and move
easily in their first actions; then both push
in the direction of the feet, and end as in the
beginning in the extended glide position.
As the stroke is improved, start the arm
recovery slightly before the leg recovery,
then push at the same time with both arms
and legs into the glide. Figure 5 illustrates
the movement pattern and sequence of the
elementary backstroke.

TREADING WATER

This skill is needed to stay in one place in
water which is over the head. Movement
through water in a horizontal position has
already been learned. When at a stop, float-
ing can be on the back, or a vertical position
may be preferred so that people can be seen
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Figure 5. The elementary backstroke.
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Figure 5. (Continued).
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and conversation made. Slow arm and leg
movements will support the body in this
position.

Arms
A flat scull is done with the arms, that is,

with the hands fiat and fingers together,
move the hands back and forth to the front
and to the side, turning the hands over at
each change of direction so that the palms
always push against the water. Keep the
hands slanted so that a pushing down
occurs slightly at the same time. It is like
smoothing down two piles of sand, one
with each hand. As in all sculling, the
movements should be continuous, and
constant pressure should be felt againstthe
palms of the hands.

Legs
The leg action in treading water starts

with big slow movements as though riding
a very large bicycle. The legs are under the
body, standing, so that one knee is bent up
and the bicycle riding is begun, making
large circles and pressing forward-under-
back each time. Keep the pushes even so
that balance can be maintained. The flat
scull with the hands a little under the wa-
ter's surface and the slow bicycle with the
legs should hold the position of the body.
The idea is to stay here with as little effort
as pos'sible, enough Jo hold Oosition and
keep the chin just above water, no more.

Figure 6. Treading water.

,
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There are other ways to tread water, Lat-
er, when other types of kicks have been
learned, a breast stroke kick or scissors kick
combination may be used, rather than the
bicycle kick.

In learning to tread, experiment with the
hand scull in shallow water. See !f the feet
can be taken off the bottom one at a time,
and support the body with the sculling
alone. Go under the water and scull back
up. Then try the same in water shoulder
deep. Experiment with the legs by holding
onto a pool wall in deep water, one hand at
a time, close to the side in water that is just
over the head.

If at any time it is felt that the side cannot
quite be reached again, hold the breath,
drop to the bottom and push to the side.
The bottom will be only a few inches away.
Let the knees bend after the feet touch, lean
forward, and push to a front glide position.
This is useful to do at any time when water
is unintentionally over the head.

0

SWIMMING IN DEEP WATER

Having learned to move short distances
through the water on the face and back,
keep practicing until two or three laps can
be swum across the shallow end of a pool.
If swimming at a beach, try to do ap-
proxiiiiately twenty strokes (counting
arm pulls) with the freestyle or finning,
without stopping to rest. Work on the
treading in chin-deep water until easily
done for ten seconds.

Learning the swimming skills in shallow
water, the feet can now leave the bottoni
and move through the water well. When
beginners first realize that they are "over
their heads," they sometimes suddenly
panic. Their muscles tense and their
movements become fast and jerky because
they are afraid. Always maintain control
and move deliberately. Remember that if a
certain distance can be swum over shallow
water, the same can be done over any
depth. Also remember sinking will not
occur. Almost everyone balances at the
surface, but sudden jerky movements will
make one bob up and down in the water.

When trying to swim in deep water for
the first time, swim freestyle from deep to
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shallow water along the side of the pool,
then ha!!ow to deep. If possible, try
not to stop and rest along the way. If tired,
try turning over to float, or change to
finning and kicking to catch the breath.
Sometimes people find that swimming on
their backs is easier, others like it better on
the face. You should do whichever is easier
the first time an attempt to move in deep
water is made. When relaxed and at ease
with swimming one length of the pool,
begin to slow down halfway, and try tread-
ing water for a short time before resuming
the swim. This will give practice in control-
ling the body's position, will strengthen
treading, and develop the skill of leveling
off to swim again, all without touching the
side.

If outdoors, at a lake or bay, find
something nearby which can be swum to
for a first deep water swimming. There may
be life lines around the area, or someone
who swims well or who knows safety skills
can swim along side. When it is known that
someone is right there, it gives confidence
to try it for the first time even though help
probably won't be necessary.

GETTING INTO THE WATER

Learning to jump or dive into the water is
a sepaiate part of learning to swim. It is a
qukk, explive way to get into water.
Jumping

Jumping in is the easiest way to start
since the body does not turn over on the
way to the water. If starting above water
where the bottom can just be touched, step
off the side, reaching out with one foot, and
keep the head erect so the eyes can look
straight ahead. Try to put the feet together
quickly, keep the arms close to the sides,
and hold the breath. While going through
the water, be ready to have the feet touch
the bottom. Relax the knees a little, just as if
jumping down from a bench on land. This
will make the head go underwater entirely;
then straighten the knees and the body will
be standing with the head above water.
When accustomed to this, try leaning for-
ward after the bottom has been touched,
pushing forward with the arms ahead. This
will permit a glide forward to the surface
just as when beginning to swim. It is called

2-7!)

"leveling off," and means that in
shoulder-deep water, it is easy to jump in
and proceed to swim.

It is very important to jump into deep
water. Jumping into waist-deep water or
less means landing too hard or failing to
bend the knees soon enough, the impact on
the bottom may injure the ankles, knees, or
back. Jumping into water over the head is
safer. The bottom can still be reached and a
push off to the top can still be attained in
water which is slightly over the head. In
water several feet over the head, kicking a
little Ate; a downward momentum has
been lost or the use of arms to push toward
the top may be desired. If the body easily
floats it will easily float to the top.

Diving
Diving, or getting into the water head

first, comes next. This skill is important for
gaining more distance if swimming for
speed later, for learning to go deeper into
the water, or for spring board diving.

To dive, turn yourself over halfway when
pushing from the side, so that the body
goes into the water hands first. When com-
pletely under, lifting the head and arms will
bring the body to the surface. To learn to
turn over easily, start sitting on the side, or
kneeling on one knee. Bend forward as far
as possible without falling in, with the arms
in front and together', the ears between the
arms. The ..ead should be down, the chin
up enough to see the water below and to
:..ee the fingertips aiming a foot or two away
from the side (see Figure 7). From this posi-

Figure 7. A beginning di,e.
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b. Step 2one knee.

c. Step 3tip-in.

..

e. 'Step 5small spring.

,

d. Step 4fall-in.

...----

..---.-----"'""---
----"'

f . Step 6spring, arm coordination.

jigure 8. Learning to dive.
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nun, roll in, try ing to keep the hands aimed
just where they are, follow the line into the
water, unrolling the body as it falls.

It will be discovered that it is natural to
hold the breath while going in. If water is
felt going "up the nose," try blowing out a
little as the body rises toward the surface.
Pressure may also be felt around the head
as the body goes deeper, perhaps against
the ears or nose. This is a normal occur-
rence as one goes below the surface of water.
Blowing out when underwater relieves the
pressure, but most people get used to the
feeling and realize that it creates no harm. If
actual pain is felt, check with the instructor
for procedures which help alleviate the
pain for pressure-sensitive people.

liVhen the rolling-in dive is comfortable
and successful, do the same thing from
higher positions with one foot back, knees
partially bent, knees straight, body bent
over, and finally, standing up with a push
from the feet into a forward arc (see Figure
8). Always follow the first instructions
concerning keeping the head right between
the arms, arms straight with hands
together, and aiming for the entry.
Experiment w oh how hard to make the
push, where to look fur the entry point, and
the place at which to be straight and
holding for a nice entry.

Some people find it very unsettling to be
upside down, so here are some things to try
beforehand. Learn to do a handstand on
the grass, or in a gym. Possibly with a
buddy, try this in shallow water, with the
hands on the bottom. See if a little distan_e
can be swum, then take a breath, duck the
head, bend in the middle and try to touch
bottom right below the body. This is the
beginning of learning the "surface dive,"
which is the same as a dive from the side
only it starts on the surface of the water.
The surface dive is the way to get
underwater quickly, for swimming
underwater, or for finding something
dropped on the bottom. Figure 9 illustrates
the sequence of movements involved in a
surface dive.

INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING

As an intermediate swimmer five basic
strokes ahould be performed reasonably

w ell. These are the elementary backstroke,
freestyle, backstroke, breast stroke, and
sidestroke. The swimmer should be
completely at home in deep water, both
above and below the surface of the water,
and should be able to swim longer
distances.

Backstroke (Back Crawl)

The simplest of the three new strokes is
the backstroke, sometimes called back
crawl. It is similar tothe freestyle only it is
done while lying on the back. The body is
flat on the water and the legs move up and
down in a flutter kick. Arms alternate in
pushing the water from overhead to the
sides of the body and.recovering over the
water to push again from overhead. Figure
10 shows the sequence of movements
involved in the backstroke.

Kick
The legs move up and down past each

other so that there is about 12 inches be-
tween the foot breaking the surface and the
one below. In the movement of each leg the
knees bend a little to finish the downward
movement of the foot, then straighten on
the way to the surface. The feet are relaxed
on the down phase, extended on the up-
ward phase. This extension of the feet is
mostly a pass-ive action--it just happens
due to the Pressure on the instep. The
knees should not break the surface, the hips
should stay as close to the surface as possi-
ble throughout. Kick timing is steady and
continuous, with more force in the upward
direction than the downward.

Arms
As in the freestyle, the arms move in

opposition to each other. One pushes water
from the overhead position to the side
while the other recovers above the water to
return to the overhead position. Taking the
action of one arm alone, the arm is placed
overhead on the water with the little finger
contacting the water first (palm turned
outward). This straight arm drops beneath
the surface as the hand is pressed against to
begin a push. Allow the arm to drop under
a few inches, then direct the push toward
the feet. The hand, as it passes the shoul-
der, should move strongly. Ideally the

...i1111111111
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a. Pike position.

b. Tuck position.

Figure 9. Surface dives.
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elbow bends as the hand pushes its
strongest. This bend is not a collapse;but a
firm position against which the forearm can
move rapidly to the finish at the side with
the arm straight again. Let the body roll
slightly toward the side of the pushing arm.
This will make the push stronger, and help
the recovering arm clear the water on the
other side. The recovery of the arm is an
easy lift of the whole arm, straight but not
tense, up and back to drop easily into the
water again.
Together

Arm actions are continuous, one arm al-
ways exactly opposite the other. Attention
to this oppositional timing, that is, never
letting one arm begin to "catch up" with the
other, makes a cross-balance of power from
one arm to the other and makes a smooth
backstroke. The rapidity of kicking de-
pends upon the individual swimmer. Most
swimmers do about three kicks per arm
push.

Intermediate Freestyle

As the freestyle learned'as a beginner is
worked on, begin to learn these more ad-
vanced details.

Arms
At the start of the stroke, let the arm drop

undgrwater a little. Then by pressing with
the palm and bending the elbow a little and
holding the bend firmly, push the water
down the center of the body toward the
feet. As the hand passes under the body it
will finish pushing at the thigh. At this
point lift the shoulder and elbow, and
swing the arm forward out of the water to
drop forward for he next stroke. On this
swing forward lit the elbow fairly higb,
relax the forearn and hand underneath.
This arm recovery should be as easy as pos-
sible, not tense and tight. Hands are firm
and flat on the push underwater (not
"cupped"), and completely relaxed on the
recovery.

One arm is pushing underwater while
the other is recovering over the water. Tim-
ing is best if one arm is exactly opposite the
other in a continuous motion, just as in the
backstroke. One arm pushing helps the
other to recover. An easy body roll toward
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the underwater arm helps in the strength
and balance of the stroke.

Breathing and Arms
For breathing the head rolls to one side

with the chin up a little and the ear under-
water. The intake is quick, through the
mouth. The head is then turned back into
the Water and air is blown from the mouth.
If possible, allow the head to return a little
past the midpoint. Keep the chin up
slightly so the water contacts the head at
the hairline.

To synchronize the breathing with the
arms, turn and breathe in on the "open
side"; that is, when the arm on that side is
back, ready to come forward, then the head
will be moving back into the water as that
same aan finishes moving forward. Prac-
tice putting the breathing together with the
arms for every stroke. Find what 'seems to
be a natural side for breathing and practice
this until it is easy. Then try the other side,
and ability to breathe alternately (every
third arm pull) should eventually be de-
veloped.

Tips and Cautions
The head position is very important. If

the chin is too.low discomfort will result
from water getting up the nose. To clieck
this, be sure to keep a generous open space
between the chin and the neck.at all times.
Do not look at the bottom when the face is
in the water, but see the hands as they enter
the water ahead of the body. A big breath is
not necessary. A swimmer can become
quite breathless by taking in too much air
and then not having time to blow it all out.
Take a small breaththe face will be above
water again very soonthen blow out
firmly just the amount taken in. If swim-
ming is kept easy and 't9irly slow, the
swimmer can "pay as he goes" and will not
be out of breath as the strength to cover
more distance is developed.

Kick
The kicking movement is a total leg ac-

tion all the way from the hips in the up-
and-dbwn flutter kick. The knees bend
dowriWard slightly at the start and
straighten on the upbeat. The ankles re-
main relaxed ,att the time, they will move

20 4
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because the water pushes against them and
should just flap. The relaxed feel should

:> just break the slirface of the watere This
steady alternating kick is best at about three.
kicks per arm push, bUt there is no rule. It is
good to practice at about threeper arm to
develop a 'steAly- kick at about the right
depth Then what seems ro p-rovide the best
balance in the stroke can be determined.
,See,Figure 12 for the sequence of move-
jments involved in thd fiont crawL

Breast Stioke

In the breashstroke a swhfaer moves in
the. prone position alternating arm pulls
with leg kicks and holdinga glide at the end
of each whole stroke.

Arms
, From a frent lying position with arms

forward in the water and head in the water,
press the arms in a sideward-down ard

idirection n a small stroke. Before the rms
reach halfway to the sides (still in a fward

position), the head lifts and a breath
taken in; the elbows drop down, and the
hands slide together under the chin. Then
the head is returned to the water; the arms
straighten ahead and together and are held,t.
forward for the glide.,Breath is blown out
during the glide and the first part of the
pull.

Legs
. The legs are straight and together at the
beginning. The kidk pa ttem is the same as
for the elementary Nickstroke. First the
knees bend easily with the legs -slightly
apart. Do not "turn out" the knees, hut
point them down to the bottom and bring
the heels close the body. This is a slow easy
action. The feet and ankles, relaxed to this
point, make a quick movement to a flat-foot
position (dorsal flexion), then immediately
press slightly outward and backward in a
small moving circle, straightening and
stretching the knees together at the finish
and pointing the toes. In the kick as a
whole, the knee bending is a sneaking up;
the dorsal flexion action of the feet is short
and quick; lhe leg press into the stretched
position,is strong. The first part, then, is
recovefy; the second part ig a power phase,

-
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or propulsion. Th iming of the kick is
ONF÷-bending knees followed by picking
up..,the feet; TWOpress around and back
and' together:

4

Togettler
Ailms start by presOng; arms and legs

recover at the same time, legs press as arms
reach into the stretch position. Hold the
glide a second before starting the next
stroke (see Figure 12).

Tips

There are refine
swimmer progresses
stroke. The palms of.t
soon as possible wit
sideward. The elbows are held in a slightly
bent position on the press, and should be
under the shoulders. The intake of air
should' be briefly done toward the end of
the arm pull but before the forward reach.
The timing of the kick in relation to the arms
shOuld give a feeling of kicking into the
stretched position of the .whole,body.-

In the kick, the action ,of, the ankles is
extremely important. The flat feet Must be
pushing into extension thrdughout -the
power phase of the kick, ending in the
pointed toe position. If it is being done well,
water will press on the palms and on the-
soles of the feet. Be sure that both feet are
doing the same thing at the same time. The
stroke will feel like ARMS . . . . LEGS . . . .
GLIDE . . . . (holding both steady). .

The breast stroke is thus intermittent
with a rest after each stroke. It can be seen
that this can be a good stroke for resting,
even though it can be accelerated foi racing.

nts made as the
n learning the breast
e hands press back as

n the arm stroke, not

Sidestroke
This, along with thebreast stroke, is one

'of the oldest -swimming stroke
though it may seem old-fashione
tremely useful as a resting st
strengthening the kick for water

and al-
, it is ex-
oke, for
treading,

for lifesaving carries, and for synchronized
swimming.

The starting position is lying on the side
with legs stretched and together. The arm
on the lower side reaches straight overhead
on .the surface, and the other is straight
along the side of the body. The head is lying
on the water s9thaf one ear is underwater.
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Turn the head slightly toward the back so
that the face is clear. In the process of the
stroke the body should remain on the side
and in a straight line.

Legs
The kick provides the power in this

stroke, as it does in the breast stroke. The
arms contribute, but more to balance than
to power, and the 'timing of the two with
each other is important.

From the extended position, bend the
knees together, pulling them up into a
half-tucked position. Then reach forward
with orie foot and backward with the other,
keeping both just under the surface. This is
done in a sweeping rounded action, keep-
ing the backward foot pointed and the for-
ward foot flat (dorgal flexion), at the start of
the push. and both feet pointed at the end.
The Strong circular sweep is parallel to the
surface in a scissor action (hence called a
scissors kick), and finishes as the legs meet
again in a stretched position. The leg mov-
ing forward should be the one nearest the
surface of the water. The swimmer may feel
as though he/she is reaching in a big step
forward with one leg, and at the same time
reaching back with the other one. TheJim-
ing' of the kick is: ONEeasy tucking
up of legs togethef; TWOreach up-
out-around in one big motion to finish
back in the stretched position; THREE
hold this stretch for a second (glide).

Arms
The arm which is stretched overhead

pushes diagonally down toward the body,
pushing the water toward the feet. Then it
bends and slips back to the overhead
stretch. At the same time, the arm at the
side sneaks up close to the body to a posi-
tion in front of tho face, then pushes out
and down to return a) the side. The timing
of the arms with each other is like the dog
paddle, one and then the other, each push-
ing in.turn toward the feet and then holding
the stretch for a glide.

Together (see Figure 13)
First push diagonally down with the

overhead arm. Bend knees and sneak up
with the arm at the side as the first arm
begins its.recovery. Reach out and push
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with the kick as the second arm pushes
back to the side.

This means that the arms and the legs
finish in the glideposition at the same time
and then return to the starting position.
The total stroke timing is really the same as-
in the breast stroke. The sidestroke can be
thought of as an adaptation of the breast
stroke, now lurned onto the side.

GOING ON ...
Skill in swimming develops as it is done

for longer periods of time over longer
distances. Long-distance swimming means
doing strokes over and over many times. A
swimmer will tire easily if there are faults in

-d the strokes. Try to.analyze the stroke as it is
performed. Hav'e someone,wa tch arid
examine the stroke as it is being performed.

The method of breathing is very
important, especially in the freestyle and
breast strokes. In all strokes, use little
energy in the recovery parts of the strokes.
Try to relax muscles on the recovering body
parts, and add strength to those pushing
against the water. Pushes must be smooth
and steady, remembering the nature of
water, directed always toward the feet with
little force to the side or up and down. Keep
the main part of the body flat in the water.

iks longer distances are attempted,
budget strength evenly over the distance.
Don't swim too hard and fast the first part
of the swim. Whatever the distance, finish
breathing easily, not out of breath. This is
learning "pace,"Ahe ability to distribute

. strength and energy steadily and evenly for
the distance swum.

All information needed to continue into
specialized aquatics has been previously
disaissed. There are many interesting
choices, opening a world of interesting
experiences.

Safety Training and Certification: training
in personal safety, lifesaving, and rescue.

Competitive Swimming: adding butterfly
stroke, racing starts and turns, work on
stroke mechanics ancl strength for speed
and endurance.

Spring Board Diving. learning control of a
spring board in combination with turns in
the air in various directions.
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Figuile 13. The sidestroke.
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Synchronized Swimming: co mbi n i fig
swimming skills with music including
stunts and figures on and underwater.

SCUBA: learning to sake use of
underwater breathing apparatus for
underwater sport, exploration, and salvage.

Water Polo: swimming skills put into a
ball handling team sport.
There are also many related activities to
choose from_ around water such as
canoeing, sailing; rowing, water skiing,
and motor boating.

SAFETY

Swimming is not dangerous in itself, and
following common sense 'rules keeps it

, safe. Disregarding safety rules, however,
can cause accidents. One has to respect the
power of wind, waves, and weather.

COMMON SENSE
1. Always swim with someone-else, riever

alone.
2. Swim in a safe place, ideally with

lifeguards present.
3. Before entering the Water, find out how

deep the water is, what sort of bottom
there is, and how much space can be
used before the depth is over the head.

4. Be careful if it is quite cold. You can tire
more easily in cold water.

5. Note if there are any special rules
posted, and follow them.

6. For diving, be sure the water is over the
head (or twice the height if diving from a
lpw board).

7. Never dive without kriowing the nature
and depth of the bottom.

8. In open water (lakes, oceans, bays)
swim parallel to shore for practice," not
away from shore.
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TERMINOLOGY

Buoyancy. The amount of floating possibility
each person has. Actually it is the amount of
water volume that wilLhold the swimmer up:
your "floatabiity." -

Propulsion. In swimming strokes, the part of
the movement of arms or tegs which makes
the body move through water; the push
against the water.

Recoveiy. In swimming strokes, the part of the
movement of arms or legs back to a good
pushing position again. The recovery is the
movement from the end of one push back to
where push can begin again.

Resistance. The pressure of water against the
body when moving. This is felt against arms
or legs when' pushing or kicking against water
(propulsive phase of movement), and holds
one back when feeling this pressure in the
recovery parts of strokes. A streamlined body
position creates the least resistance to move-
ment as a whole. Well-directed stroke move-
ments with as little resistance as possible in
the recovery parts make for theincist effortless
swimming.
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INTRODUCTION
r

Team handball is a new sport imerging
on the American scene that involves con-
tinuous play, high scoring, body contact
and graceful, skilled movements by the
players. It is a permanent Olympic event
for both men and women. The game has
been described as ice hockey without the
ice and sticks, and as water polo without
the water. It also combines skills, rules, and
strategy that are common to basketball and
soccer. Yet, in spite of this seeriiing blend of
many different sports:team handball re-
tains, a unique nature that makes it attrac-
tive to players and spectators of all ages.

In Europe, where team handball began,
the game is referred to only as "handball."
'However, for most of America the name
"handball" brings to mind a game using a
little black ball played within a small en-
closed, four-walled toom. Thus: in
America, we use the name team handball to
distinguish a game InvolVing 14 players,
including two goalies, ,who, on a court
larger than a basketball court, attempt to
score by throwing a ball into a goal.

Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Pen-..

mark claim responsibility for the develop-
ment of games that closely resemble team
handball. The game originally was played
during the early 1900s, on a large outdoor
field, and involyed as many as 22 players
(11 per team) at one time. Gradually, 'team
handball evolved into its present-day a.c-
cepted form of 7 players per side, predomi-
nantly played on an indoor court, the size
of which resembles a court somewhat
larger than a basketball court. In 1946 the
International Handball Federation (IHF)
was formed and.the rules of team handball
were formalized. Today there are over 65
nations affiliated with the IHF. The United

CHAPTER 19

Team Handball
MIKE tAVANkUGH,

United States Team Handball Federation,
Short Hills, NY

States Team Handball Federation (USTHF)
was formed in 1959 marking the beginning
of modern team handball in the U.S.

In 1972, team handball for men was in-
cluded in the Munich Olympic Games.

'Four years later in 1976, the Montreal .

Olympic Games saw the addition of wom-
en's team handbell. The U.S.Men's Na-
tional Team qualified and competed in both
the 1972 and 1976 Olympic Games. Team
handball is now a permanent Olympic
event for both men and women. There are
ongoing team handball programs at
numerous high schols, junior high
schools, and elementary schools through-
Out the United States. Our success in future
Olympic competition will depend upon the
success and exposure team handball will
enjoy through these various grassroot pro-
grams.

While on offense the idea of team hand-
ball is to throw a ball ilast a defense and a
goalie, into a goal. While on defense, the
idea is to defend one's own goal from the
attack of the opponent. There are markings
on the court that restrict play in the goal
Area and therefore influence offensive and
defensive movement. Offensively, the ball
is moved priniarily by passing, though a
player is allowed to dribble freely, run three
steps with the ball, and may hold the ball
for three seconds. While defensive "check-
ing and the use of the body to obstruct an
opponent are permitted, there are rules re-
stricting contact and unnecessary rough
play, making the game sensible and safe for
players.

-

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

PASSING, CATCHING, DRIBBLING

Team handball is primarily a passing
game. A variety of passes can be used effec-
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tively depending on the game situation.
The.primaiy pass is.the shoulder pass with
either an -overhand or sidearm delivery.
Bounce passes, wrist passes, lob passes,
and shovel passes are all effective team
handball passes. Timing, accuracy, and de-
ception are all elements of a good pass. To
catch a team handball, two hands are used
to both secure possession and cushion the
arrival of the ball. To ensure proper han-
dling of the ball it should be caught away
from the body. Dribbling is a necessary skill
.but, again, should not be emphasized in
play. Players should practise dribbling at
full running speed to simillate fast break
situations. Normal offensive movements
require infrequent dribbling but during fast
breaks the dribbling skill becomes very im-
portant.,
SHOOTING

, The basic concept of the game is to throw
or shoot the ball 'into the goal. The most

-effective shots are taken while moving to-
ward the goal. To become an effective
shooter one must develop a quick release,
accuracy with corners of the goal, and the
ability to know when to shoot. By knowing
when to shoot, a player will know.not to
shoot with a defender directly in front of
him/her when he/she is too far away, or at*
an extreme angle from the goal. Remember
that the defensive opponent mtuft first be
beaten and then you must also la,at the
goalie. The true essence of the game is a
shooter waiting until the last possible sec-
ond, reading the goalie's position, before
taling the shot; the goalie must then react
to the shot that has been taken.
Types of Shots
Set Shot

Form for a set shot is 6imilar to a baseball
throw. It may be taken overhand or
sidearm; it is bounced or shot directly at the
goal.
Jump Shot

0
In this shot the player attempts to jump

in the air and throw over the defensive
players. The ball is thrown' while in the air
and usually involves the use of three full
steps to execute. Jump shooters land on the
same leg from which they initiated the
jump.

2 3

Figure 1. The overhand set shot.

Figure 2. The sidearm set shot.
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Figure 3. The jump shot.
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Figure 4. The circle, dive, or fall shot.
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Circle, give or Fall Shot
This is a spedalty shot usually taken from

the 6-meter line. Upon receiving the ball
the player attempts to dive or fell into the
circl (goal area) and shoots while in the zir.
Upon completing the shot, players nor-
mally break their fall with their hands and a
chest slide or by a modified shoulder roll.
Wing Shot

Taken from the wing position this spe-
cialty shot is actually a combination jump
shot and dive shot. Because of the extreme
angle that the wing player is in in relation to
the goal, an atteinpt must be made to jump
into the goal area and improve the shooting

angle. Recovery for the wing shooter is
similar to the recovery for thc dive shot.
Penalty Shot

Taken at the, 7-meter mark, this specialty
shot is actually a comt3ination set shot and
dive shot.

BASIC RULES

Diagrams 1 and 2 are examples of a team
handball court. Diagram 1 supplies the mea-
surements of the court, while Diagram 2
shows the names of the various lines on the
court. It is important to note that in Diagram 2
the area enclosed by the 6-meter line, or
goal area line, has been shaded. Only the,

Diagram 1.

N \ \\
\
\

Centerline
1.

Free Tlitow Line /
9m /

/
/

1

1

/
I

Goalline'

I

1

Pen'altyline +PI
7m

1
I "

/ 1

/ Goal Area \
/ . \

/ \
Goal Area Line

6m

Sideline
Diagram 2.
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Diagram 3. Regulation goal.

gaalie is allowed to stand inside the goal
ar-ea. However, both offensive and defen-
si-ve players have "air space rights" '.nside
ti-z..e goal area. While trying to throw the ball
irxto the goal, offensive players may jump
imto the goal ea, as long as their take-off
w-ms from outside the goal area and they
r-lease the ball before landing in the goal
ar-ea. Likewise, the defensive player may
ji.xnp into the goal arca in an attempt to
bLiock a s,hot on goal, but may not touch the
bat.31 while in zontact with the goal area.
O x-ice play is completed in the goal area,
pLayers entering must exit by the shortest
pv.ssible route. The goal arca is usually re .
fe x-red to as the circle or circle area. The
9- xnetei Hne, or free throw line, is used
w 1-len minor penalities are given in the
game. The 7-meter line, or penalty line, is
us.ed when major penalties are given. It is
irr-Lportant,)to note that a team handball
cc:399urt can be adapted to a smaller area other
thLzul the regulation 20 x 40 meters, but that
thLie width of the court is more important
thLan the length.

Diagram 3 is an example of a regulation
gc:9-aL Goals are 2 x 3 meters in measure-
n-Lent, painted in contrasting colors, and
pz-lovided with a net. They are usually made
oE wood or metal tubing.

BLL
-the ball used in team handball looks like

a small soccer ball. Men use a ball that

TEAM HANDBALL 293

Side View

weighs 15 to 17 ounces and mea.sures
nearly 24 inches in circumference. Women
and youth use a smaller ball that is lighter
(12 to 14 ounces) and smaller (nearly 22
Inches in circumference). There is an even
smaller ball used for elementary children in
a game called mini-handball. While com-
mon playground balls are used to play team
handball the size and dribbling nature of a
rubber bladder, leather-covered regulation
team handball is recommended for play

DURATION OF THE GAME

There are no time-outs in team handball.
Men play two 30-minute halves with a 10-
minute intermission, while women and
juniors play two 25-minute halves. For
tournaments and for youth teams, playing
time is often modified to meet the needs of
participants.

PLAYERS

internationally, a team is allowed a total
of twelve members. A playing team con-
sists of seven players, six court players, and
one goalie; there are five substitute players
who may enter the game at any time from
an area called the substitution area, located
usually between the bench and 'the
timekeeper. Diagram 4 illustrates a com-
monly-used offensive formation with the
names of each position 'played.

It is helpful if both the right wing and
right batkcourt throw with the left hand,

296
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i Left
\ Wing\

N. /
../

' -... Circle Runner ...-

A
Left

Backcourt

A-
Playmaker

Of

Center

A
Right

Backcourt

Diagram 4.

and if both left wing and left backcourt
throw with the right hand, so that they may

_ have the best possible throwing angle on
the goal.

......

STARTING ME GAME

Diagram 5 shows the *formation used to
begin a game. A coin flip determines who

, will first have possession of the ball. The
game starts with the official's whistle and
throw-on. A throw-on consistof a simple
pass to a teammate at the centerline. This
procedure is .repeated after each "goal is
scored. Diagram 5 shows a throw -on, A
starts the game with a pass to B.

GOAL AREA

The arca inside the 6-meter line is called
the goal arca. We have said that only the
goalie is allowed tci stand inside this area.
If, while scoring a goal, the offensive player
steps inside the goal arca or steps on any
part of the 6meter line, the goal does not
count and a line violation occurs. The
player may, however, land within the goal
arca after.a dive shot as long as the take-off
occurred outside of the goal area. If the
defense likewisesteps in the goal areato oh
the 6-meter line and gains an advantage by
doing so, a penalty thromis-awarded. A
ball or player is not considered to be tri the
goal area if it is in the air.

PLAYING ME RAU.

We have mentioned that Players may
dribble the ball, and there is not a limit to

the amount of dribbles to be taken. How-
ever, double dribbling or touching the ball
with two hands while dribbling, is not al-
lowed and the opponents are given a free
throw. It should be noted.that while drib-
bling is riermitted it should be discouraged
among new players. ThiCis because team
handball is a passing game and dribbling
slows the tempo and should be ysed only
when necessary. Players may not play the
ball with their legs below the knee. Diving
on thoflpor for a loose ball is not allowed.

-

lit
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MAY MUST

Player
receives the ball.

Take 3
.

step, .

Dribble -
tis many times

as desires).

Take 3
more steps.

pass or shoot
*Rhin 3 secs.

Diagram 6.

Diagram 6 depicts the possible sequence of
movement a play er may take upon gaining
control of a ball.

CONTACT WITH THE OPPONENT

Players are allowed to use: their bodies to
obstruct an opponent with or without the
ball. A player is not allowed to use the arms
or legs to push, hold, trip, or hit an oppo-
nent in any manner. Proper checking tech-
niques will be covered in elements of de-
fense. It is important to note that offensive
players are not allowed to charge into a
defensive player who is in proper position.
In instances of an offensive or defensive
violation to these contact rules, a free throw
is awarded.

THROW-IN

If a ball goes out-of-bounds on the side-
line a throw-in is taken. The defense must
be 3 meters away from where the ball is
passed in-bounds. The player taking the
throw-in stands near the spot u here the
ball %tent out-of-bounds anti throws the
ball into play with one or to hands t% ith
one or both feet on the ground.

CORNER THROW

A corner throw occurs when any defen-
sive player (excluding the goalie) is the last
one to touch the ball as it goes out-of-
bounds over hischer own goalline. The ball
is awarded to the offensive team, and the
corner throw is executed in the manner
shown in Diagram 7. Player A executes the
corner throw by passing to any other team
member, in this case player B.

GOAL THROW

A goal throw otuirs _tt. hen a goalie de
Elects a ball over the goalline. The goalie

a
s

puts the ball back into play by throw ing it
from the goal arca into the playing area.

Diagram 7.

PENALTIES

Wheal n. mr rule violations occur, a free
throw is awarded. The free throw is taken
from the place st. here the tiolaQn occurred
and without Ihe inter% ention of the referee.
The defense must remain three meters
away from the player taking a free throw.
The thrower may pass to any teammate
within three seconds while maintaining
one foot in contact with the-court. The
thrower may score directly from a free
throw. The majority of minor fouls or
common fouls occur in the area between
the goal area line (6-meter line) and the free
throw line (9-meter line). When this occurs
the free throw is taken from the free throw
line at a spot directly opposite from where
the violation cFcarred, as in Diagram 8.

&penalty throw is aivarded for, more
serious or major violations of the rules.
.Pcnalty throws are usually awarded when
an offensii:e player is in &good shooting

2 9 8
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Coal Area Lint
(6m Line) X Foul

Free Throw Line
(9m Line) X Execution

Diagram 8.

position and has an almost sure chance of
scorint, when fouled. To distinguish be-
tween v, hether the foul that occurred
should be given a penalty throw or a free
throw the referee must carefully consider
the position of the offensive play e. that is,
whether a dear scaring position had been
established and v. hether the foul took that
scoring chance away. If, during a shooting
dove by an offensive play er, a minor foul
occurs, w hich does not interfere with the
advantage the shooter may be gaining. the
referee will let play continue. To execi-te
the penalty throw one toot must remain in
contaa with the court behind the 7 meter
line until the ball is released. All other
players must stand behind the 9 meter line
when the penalty throw is taken. The pen
alty throw may be taken by any player on
the team that is fouled. Internationally,
penalty throws result in a goal nearly eighty
percent of the time.

SUSPENSION

If a player is involved in repeated per-
sonal fouls the referee will interrupt play
and by displaying a yellow card to the re--
sponsible player will be issuing a wanint
to that player. If that player or any other
player becomes inLIlted with un-
sportsmanlike ...gland. unnecei-,sary rough
play. or continued intentional fouls, the re
feree will issue a 2-minute suspension from
the game. If a player receives a third
2-minute suspension or is invoKed in an

29)

unusual rule violation he/she `will be dis-
qualified from the' game. When a player
receives a.2-minute penalty the team must
play "shoal' (suspended player on the
bench) until the penalty time has been
served.

The preceding pages include information
concerning the basic rules of team hand-
ball. To ensure a, complete and thorough
understanding of the rules of team hand-
ball you are,urgedlo obtain an official copy
of the rulebook issued to the USTHE: by the
IHF.

REFEREES

Two referees are used in team handball.
They control th egame solely by whistleand
hand signals. The referees rarely touch a
ball, as players retrieve balls to be put back
into play .The referee has a difficult task
because of the fag pace of the game and the
body contact that is allowed. While hold-
ing. pushing, and hitting are technical vio-
lations and result in free throws, individu-
als do not carry a limit to the number of
these violations they can commit. How-
er er, repeated intentional violations or
dangerous play can lead to a 2 minute sus-
pension. A certain to el of contact, holding.
hand chaking and, pushing occurs
throughout the game and w ill not draw the
referee's w histle,depending on the level of
the play and operience of the teams in-
v olv ed and the degree of the violations oc-
cumng. Referees are charged with the con-
trol of the game and safety of the players.
and must enforce the rules to allow both
players and the game to develop.

PRINCIPLES OF OFFENSE

OFFENSIVE STRATEGY FAST RREAK

Offenshe attack is generated by a strong
defense. This is because the defense is in a
position to steal a pass, block a shot, or take
advantage of an offensive mistake to ini-
tiate a fast break attack before a defense can
do clop. If the fast break is successful, the
eventual shooter should face the goalio
from dos( range uncontested by a defen-
sive player. The goalie is a major factor in
the fast break attack as not only must a shot



be blocked in order to gain possession of
the ball, but then the ball must be quickly
recovered before an accurate pass can be
made to breaking players. Wing.play ers are
usually the faster players on the court and
they are also usually the players who lead
the fast break.

If the initial fast break does not result in a
score, team strategy then shifts to the re-
maining players following the initial break.
These trailing players constitute a secon-
dary wave of attack and they attempt to
attack the defense before they fully recover
to their organized defensive positions.

OFFENSIVE STRATEGY
ORGANIZED ATTACK

If the primaryrand secondary fast breaks
do not yield a clear shot, the offensive team
assumes their basic positions and begins a
systematic attack. Movement and play can
be organized around complex team plays,
2- and 3-player combination patterns, to an
individual's free attack. A team handball
organized attack resembles a basketball of-
fense in that it incorporates a variety of
screens or blocks and pick and roll, give,
and go movements.

a. 3.3 Attack-wing switi.h. Wings exchange positions
randomly looking for an opening in the defense for a
pass and shot.

TEAM HANDBALL 297

A good, organized offensive attack
comes from coordinated movements be-
tween backcourt, circle, and wing players.
Coupled with this coordinated movement,
the team must have quick, accurate pass-
ing. Passing enables the offense to force the
defense to shift irito imbalance and thus
create openings. The key elements in offen-
sive attack are passing, movement (with
and without the ball), and patience. It is
interesting to note that effective wing and
circle play serves to take defensive pressure
off backcourt players and permits them, in
turn, to become more effective in attack.
Likewise, effective backcourt play serves to
open up offensive play for the wings and
circle player. A balanced scoring attack is
the ideal situation in team-handball.

PRINCIPLES ay DEFENSE

It has been stated that the basis fora good
offense begins with a good defense: the
defense in transition becomes a fast break-
ing offense. Therefore, tile first responsibil-
ity of a defensive team is to stop the fast
break before becOming organized into their
defensive formation. The defensive team

b. 2.4 Attack-arcle runner pick for wing. Circle run-
ner picks ® . Left backcourt attacks while left
wing cuts off drcle runner pick, and looks for pass
from left backcourt for a shot.

3 0
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mes.k remember that they are basically de-
fending the 6-meter or goal area line.
Therefore, they should be careful not to let
an offensive player get between them and
the 6-meter line unnoticed. If they must
leave the 6-meter to check against a jump or
set shooter they need not venture beyond
the 9-meter line, depending upon the
shooting ability of the opponent. Once the
check has been completed the defensive
player must immediately return to the
6-meter line to once again fill the area left
open by the checking movement.

Individual defense is played on the balls
of the feet with the knees slightly bent.
Hands and arms are held at the sides in
such a manner as to block possible set or
jump shots and block any passes to an of-
fensive circle runner. Individuals shift la-
terally along the 6-meter line to balance any
attack of the offensive players. Defensive
players should always assume responsibil-
ity for one offensive player and be ready to
help the players on their sides with their
offensive opponent. It is easiest tcr think of
team handball defense as being a zone de-
fense until an offensive player with the ball
threatens to shoot. Once a player is in a
threatening shooting position, defense be-
copies one on one and contaqt should be
made. Proper checking technique is vital to
playing good defense and to the safety of all
players. Remember, unnecessary rough
play may and should always result in a
2-minute suspension. On the other hand, a
too passive defense will allow offensive
players to penetrate their line and score
easily. It is important when checking an-
other player tharyou impress the referee
that you are using your body to obstruct an
opponent and reaching for the ball with a
free hand. Actually, with good body posi-
tion, a defensive player can stop the offen-
sive player's progress and reach to control
the shooter's throwing arm or shoulder.
While this is technically against the rules
and results in a free throw , it is also consid-
ered good defense, because a priority is to
not let the offensive player even attempt a
shot.'

Figure 5 depicts three defensive move-
ments. In a. we have a demonstration of a
defensive player blocking a jump shot

3 u

using both arms and a slight jump to
counter the offensive player's jump. In b.
we have a classic body check of an offensive
player who may be in a set shooting posi-
tion, note that both players remain on the
floor. Checking a jump shooter is shown in
c., note that both players have left the floor
and while the offensive player has jumped
higher, the defensive player can counter
this advantage by controlling the shooting
arm To control the offensive circle runner
the defense usually relies on hand checking
(t9,know the circle runner's position, while

,watching the ball) and then by blocking any
attempt to pass the ball to the circle runner
by using their arms or body to deny, posi-
tion or the ball. While checking is a part of
team handball for beginning players it is
suggt5ted that strict basketball defense be
played. Gradually, as experience is gained,
hand checking can be introduced and fi-
nally limited arm and body checking can be
added.

Diagram 10.

The 6-0 is the basic defensive formation.
Diagram 10 iliustrates'the positions of the
defensive players and the paths of theii
checking and shifting responsibilities.
Remember, team handball defense is a basic
combination zone that becomes player to
player as the situatiop requires. Defensive
players talk to one another repeatedly to as-
sure that each player knows his/her re-
sponsibility and to keep close watch on the
ever-changing position of the offensive cir-
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b.

Figure 5. Three defensive movements.

3 0 2
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de runner. Defensive phiyers shift along
the goal area line as the strength of the
offensive team shifts. Again, each defen-
sive player must actively assume and an-
nounce responsibility of an offensive
player. Defensive players should hot ex-
change positions in providing defensive
coverage. As the offensive team shifts posi-
tions in their movement, the defensive
players just shift player responsibility.
Team defense is a series of shifting, helping
out, and recovery of _position for the next
threat. Playing defense in team handball
requires full effort by each individual. Once
control of the ball is obtained and the de-
fensive team goes on offense, the team can
pace their attack and dictale the intensity of
play and in doing so, recover from the effort
expended on defense.

GOALIE

The goalie has a major function on both
offense and defense. On offense the goalie
will initiate the fast break while on defense
the goalie's prime function is to block shots.
Quickness, both in thought and physical
reaction, and courage are two major com-
ponents needed to play the goal success-
;ully. Figure 6 shows three common posi-
tions of a goalie. In a. we see the goalie in
the ready position. In b. we see the goalie
Illocking a low shot to the corner, while in c.
the goalie is blocking a shot to the high
corner.

TEM:I HANDBALL 301

the ball from the goal area into the playing
area,: If a goalie deflects.the ball out-of-
bounds across the sideline, the opponents
put the ball back into play by a throW-in In
Diagram 11 we see when a shot becomes a
goal.
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Diagram 11.

Goal

No Goal

TIPS FOR BEGINNING PLAYERS

1. Court may be modified to suit available
area indoors or out, width is more im-
portant than length. Regulation goals,
net, and balls are recommended, but
can also be modified to include avail-

There are several rules that apply to the able equipment.
goalie wily. The goalies may touch the ball 2. Do not allow body contact for beginning
with any part of their bodies and can move players.
about the goal area without restriction. 3. As team handball is a passing game,
However, the goalie cannut leave the goal discourage dribbling for beginning
area with the ball under control. While a players. A leadup game of keep-away
goalie can enter the phiying area to obtain a,, with no dribbling allowed is ideal tor
ball he/she cannot reenter the goal area with beginners.
the ball under controL While in the playing
area with the ball in possession, goalies
must observe step, dribbling, and 3-second
rules as they apply to court players. A court
player cannot throw a ball to his/her own
goalie standing in the goal area; this viola-
tion results in a penalty throw. If a goalie
deflects a bait over the goalline the goalie
puts the ball back into play by a goal throw.
To execute a goal throw the goalie throws when on offense.

t'

4. Do not allow defensive players to pres-
sure the offense. As offensive skills are
acquired allow hand checking, limited
contact, and finally arm and body
checking.

5. Have every player touch the ball at least
once before a shot is attempted each
time on, offensei;

6. It is recommended to substitute only

3 4
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7. Referees should be verbal with begin-
ning players, as well as giving the whis-
tle and hand signals.

8. Beginning players have a tendency to
shoot at the middle of the goal, right
where the goalie stands! Put targets in
the high and low corners of the goal for
players to shoot at in practice and
warmup situations.

9. Beginning players should be instructed
to shout "corner," prior to shooting, as
a supplementary reminder of where to
shoot.

10. A gym mat draped over the front of a
goll will leave only the 'high and low
corners exposed for beginning players
in practice situations.

11. Have everyone play'the goal for an al-
loted time to gain an appreciation of the
difficulty in playing the position.

TERMINOLOGY

Attack. Team attacks when they are in posses-
sion of the ball.

Centerline. Divides the court in the center, game
begins at the centerlii e.

Charging. An offensive player runs into or over
a stationary defensive player who is in proper
position.

Checking. Obstructing an opponent from tak-
ing a shot or establishing position on offense
by using the arms and body.

Circle. Area described by the 6-meter lme, re-
fthed to as the goal area.

Corner Throw. When a ball is last touched by
defending players before passing over the
goalline, it is put into play at the point of
intergection between the sideline and goalline
by a throw

Free Throw. Play continues after a minor rule
violation, opponents maintain 3 meters from
the player taking the free throw.

Free Throw Line. Dashed line at 9 meters used
for taking free throws following minor fouls
'that occur between the 6- and 9-meter lines.
Ball 1S put into play at a point on the free throw
line directly opposite from the foul, while the
defense must remain 3 meters from the ball.

Goal'Area Line. 6-meter line or circle.
Goal Throw. Throw taken by.goalie from goal

area after the goalie deflects the ball over the
goalline out-of-bounds.

Penalty Line. A line one meter in length, 7 me-
. ters from the center of the goal. Penalty

throws are taken from this line.
Referee's Throw. When players from both

teams infringe the rules at the same time or
gain simultaneous possession of a loose ball,
the referee will throw the ball to the floor at the
spot where the incident occurred; no player
can-be closer than 3 meters to the. referee.

Substitution Area. Substitutes must enter and
leave the game from an area 4.5 meters on
either side of the centerline. This designated
area is located between the substitutibn bench
and the timekeeper.

Throw-in. When a ball goes out-of-bounds
across the sideline, it is put back into play from
the spot where it went out-of-bounds.

Throw-on. The throW-on is taken after the re-
feree's whi§tle and is a pass to a teammate at
the centerline to start the game and after each
scored goal.
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advantage (p. 313)
approach shots (p. 315)
backhand (p. 308)
Continental' grip (p. 310)
drop shots (p. 315)
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INTRODUCTION

Before you decide that you are going to
play tennis regularly, there are several
things you should know. The benefits of
playing tennis are obvious to most people,
but the problems of learning to play are not
as easily recognized.

Tennis can be fun to play, relatively inex-
pensive, good for your health, an indi-
vidual or team sport, and one that can be
playedior a lifetime. It can be an activity for
an afternoon of recreation with your family
or friends, or a sport played competitively
for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Whatever your reasons for playing, be
sure you know what you are getting into
before you get serious about it. Tennis is a
physically demanding game at most levels.
It requires a wide range of physical skills
and mental alertness, and can be difficult
for some people to learn. The game looks
easier to play than it is, so it will require
your utmost attention. You do not have to
be a great athlete to enjoy tennis, but physi-
cal skills and mastering techniques can add
to your enjoyment. If you decide to play
seriously, play often and decide that you
are going to run, work hard, perspire, and
enjoy doing it.

When Walter Wingfield received a British
patent for lawn tennis in 1874, he could not
have imagined what the game would be
like today. During The past twenty years
there have been some dramatic changes.
These include a change from tennis primar-
ily being played by a few men in private
dubs to millions of men and women on
public courts aS well. The ages of players

*Portions of this chapter have been reprinted from
Brown, Jim. TENNIS: Strokes, Strakgy, and Program, ©
1980, pp, Chapters 1,2,3. Reprinted by permission of
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
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have extended downward to six and
seven year-olds and upward to the seven-
ties and eighties. The United States Tennis
Association estimatesthat about thir.ty mil-
lion Americans regularly play tennis. Other
recent changes in the game include more
variety in the stxle of play, open competi-
tion between amateurs .and professionals,
an increase in televised tenhis, and
technological advances that have produced
space age materials for rackets, balls,
strings, courts, and other tennis-related
products.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

THE READY POSITION

The ready position is the stance to be
assumed while waiting for return shots.
Hold the racket out in front of the.body with
the racket pointing toward the opponent or
slightly toward the backhand side (a right-
hander's left side). Use the non-racket
hand to suPport the racket at the throat or
on the shaft (the parts between the head
and the handle or grip). The racket should
be far enough in front of you so that your
weight is thrown slightly forward. This po-
sition will force you to put your weight on
your toes instead of your heels, a position
that should help you react faster to any shot
(see Figure 1).

FOREHAND

The Eastern forehand grip is -used by
most players for this shot. Shake hicls
with the base of the racket so that your palm
is slightly behind the racket handle, the
wrist is a little to the right of the top of the
handle, and the "V" formed by the thamb
and index finger is above, but slightly to-
ward the back part of the grip (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1. In the ready position, the weight is
forward, the racket points to the opponent, and

the knees are flexed.

tz

Figure 2. The Eastern forehand grip. As the
. player I .00ks down on the racket, the wrist
i$ slightly Co the right of the top of the handle.

As soon as you know the ball is going to
'your forehand side, begin the backswing.
The backswing is made by b.ringing the rac-
ket back either in a straight line parallel to
the court or in a slight up, then down loop
to a position where thetacket is a bit lower
than waist high and pointing to the wall or
fence behind your baseline (see Figure 3).

As the ball comes to the forehand, move
into a position so that the left shoulder
points to the "oall and the feet form a line
approximately parael to the sideline. Push
off with the foot farther away from the net
and transfer your weight forward as you
begin to swing at the ball.

Swing in a slightly upward motion. This
upward Nnd forward action bf the racket
permits a hit with a little topspin, which is
good for control and for making the ball
bounce high on the other side. Make con-
tact with the ball just before it reaches a
point even with the midsection of your
body. Keep your wrist firmly in place
throughout the stroke (see Figure 4).

Foll Ow through in the direction of the
net, across the front of your body, and high

Figuie 3. Turning your side to the net and
taking the racket back to the fence for the

forehand backswing.



Figure 4. Making contact with the
kali for the forehand.

a

Figure 6. The Eastern backhand.
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Figure 5. The forehand follow-through.

Figure 7. Taking the racket back so that it,points
to a wall or fence behind you for the backhand.

r 3/19
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Figure 8. Making contact with the ball for the
backhand.

on the opposite side from which you
started the swing (see Figure 5).

BACKHAND

There are three acceptable ways to hold
the racket for a backhand shot (one that a
right-hander hits on the left side of the
body). The most common grip is the East-
ern backhand, in which the right-hander's
wrist should be to the left of the top of the
racket handle as you look down on the rac-
ket (see Figure 6). In this grip the inside part

'of the thumb is in contact with the back, flat
part of the racket handle. The thumb may
be extended or bent to provide support.
Players with strong forearms might use the
Continental grip. Here the wrist is directly
on top of the racket handle. The thumb has
to provide more sup'poKt from the rear since
the wrist is not positioned to provide as
much. Some players use the_Continental
grip for the backhartd and forehand so they
do not have to change grips between shots.
The two-handed backhand is used at all
levels of the game. It provides more sup-
port, but it may be difficult to reach some
shots, and the racket is hard to manipulate

31 u

Figure 9. The backhand follow-through.

on shots aimed directly at the body. There
are players who use two forehand grips to
attain a two-handed backhand, while
others change to an Eastern backhandmith
the strong hand and add a forehand grip
with thee other.

However you decide to hold the racket,
start taking it back as soon as'you see the
ball coming. Use the non-racket hand to
cradle the racket along the shaft and to help
turn the racRet as you change to the back-
hand grip. Take the racket back to a posi-
tion pointing to the fence at about waist
height (see Figure 7).

Turn before you hit so that your shoulder
is pointing in-the direction you want the
ball to go. Bend your knees slightly. Lean
forward as you swing. You might even take
a small step forward with the foot closest to
the net.

Swing in a motion approximately parallel
to the court. Keep your wrist firmly in place
as you swing., Make contact with the ball
before it gets even with the middle of your
body .(see Figure 8). Follow through out
toward the net, across the front of your
body, and up to the other side (see Figure
9).



Groundstroke Tests
Most skill tests are based on the number

of successful attempts in hitting balls into a
target area. This type of test-can be used
with any stroke in .tennis. Here are some
examples:
1. Drop and Elit. Standing .at the baseline

near the center mark, drop and put into
play asmao,y balls as you can out of ten
attempts. Shots that fall into the
forecourt area count for one point; shots
landing in the sin les backcourt count
for two points.

2. Toss to Forehand. Standing at the baseline
near the' center mark, rettirn as many

-balls as you can out of tert balls thrown
on one bounce to your forehand. Shots
into the forecourt count one point; shots
into the backcourt count two points.

3. Toss to Backhand. Same as the previous
drill, except that balls are tossed on...one
bounce, waist high to the backhand.

4. Wall Test. Standing behind a line
twenty-five feet from a rebound wall,
drop the ball and put it into play. Con-
tinue hitting groundstrokes against the
wall for thirty seconds. Every shot must
be hit from behind the line, but shots do
not have to be played on one bounce. If a
shot does not come back behind the line,
the player can retrieve the ball and return
to the starting position before hitting the
next shot. Each hit during the thirty sec-i
onds counts for one point.

BEGINNER'S SERVE

The serve is used to begin a point and
must be delivered from behind the
baseline. Beginnerg should hold the racket
with the Eastern forehand grip described
earlier and start with the racket behind the
back or head. Stand at about a 45° angle to
the baseline with your weight on the foot
away from the net (see Figure 10).

Toss the ball a little higher than you can
reach and about a foot in front of you. Try to
lift the ball without spin so that when you
swing at.it your arm will be fully extended.
Remember to reach high to hit (see Figure

0 11). Follow through out toward the net,
across the front of your body, and down on
the ot4r side (see Figure 12).
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Figure 10. Starting the beginner's serve with the
racket up and back, and the ball out in front.

Figure 11. Extending the arm upward to hit for
the beginner's serve.

to

ts.
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Figure 12. The follow-through for the
beginner's serve.

Toss the ball a bit higher than you can
reach. Reach high to hit and Make contact
in front of your body so that your.weight
will move forward with the swing. The 'foot
that started out.away frotn the net should
move forward and touch down inside the
baseline after you have hit the ball. This
happens almost naturally to keep your ba-
lance after you have reached up and for-
ward:to hit. Follow through out, across,
and down to the other side, in that order
(see Figure 13).

Beginners' Serving Test
Standing at the baseline, start with the

racket in the back scratch position and at-
tempt to serve ten balls into the service
court diagonally:opposite from where you
are positioned. Count one point for each
ball that -lands in the proper service court.
Use the beginners' serving motion and try
only for accuracy, not power.

INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED SERVE

Players with advanced serves usually
hold the racket with a Continental grip.
Some even move their eists a bit toward
the backhand side of the grip. These grips
enable the server to hit with control, pace,
and spin, while the Eastern forehand grip is
mainly for control.

Stand nt an angle to the baseline de-
scribed for beginners, but begin motion
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with the ball against the strings out in front
of your body about chest high. Drop the
racket in a pendulum motion by the side of
your leg and at the same time drop the
tossing hand prior toAhe toss. As the racket
inoves.up behind you to back scratching
position, the othertarm begins, to move up
to hit the ball for the toss. Move the hands
down at the same time, then up together.

Intermediate/Advanced Serving Test
Draw a line across the service court four

feet from and parallel to the service line.
Standing behind the baseline and using the
full swing motion, attempt to serve ten balls
into the proper court. Shots that land in
front of the line drawn count one point;
shots flitting between the four-foot line and
the-service line count two points.

VOELEY

A volley is d shot hit before the ball
boUnces. It is usually hit from a spot in the
forecourt. Beginners will be more comfort:
able holding a forehand grip ror forehand

olleys and a backhand grip for backhand
volleys. The advantage is comfort in hit-
ting, the disadvantage is that there may not
be enough time to change grips between
shots. Intermediate and advanced players
pse the Continental grip. They sacrifice
comfort in order not to have to change grips
from the fordiand to the backhand. The
other fundamentals are the same.

Take a short baskswing. There is riot
enough time for a big one. Block or punch
the ball in front of and to the'side of where
you are on the court. Since you will not
have time for a big backswing to provide
power, it is important to make contact in-
front so that moving your body weight for-
ward will helpmake up for the power loss.
Step forward if you have time. If you aT)
right-handed, step in the direction you
want to hit with your left foot oh forehand
volleys. Step forward with the right foot on
backhand volleys. If you do not have time
to take a step, turn your shoulders before
reaching forward to hit. Keep your eyes
level With the ball. If it goes low, get down
with it. Finally, ry to hit the ball while it is
rising. If you let it drop, you will have to
volley up and hit a defensive shot.



a.

C. d.

Figure 13. Intermediates and advanced players begin the serve with
both hands in front. They then go down together and up together.

Extend your arm to a hit, and follow through, out, acrosS, and down.
.0,1
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Figure 14. Shift your weight forward and reach
high to hit the overhead smash.

Volley Test
Standing approximately ten feet from the

net, attempt to return as many balls as you
can out of. ten shots fed from the baseline.
The feeder should mix forehand and back-
hand shots. Volleys that fall into the fore-
cotirt count one point, and shots that hit the
backcourt area cdunt two points:

f

OVERHEAD SMASH

Beginners seidoM hit overhead smashes,
but when they do they usually hold in
Eastern, forehandizrip. As with the serve,
this grip allows for control but does not
provid9 controlled power. Intermediates
and advanced players hold a Continental
grip for control and power. Take lots of
steps to prepare for a smash. If you get set
too soon, you may misjudge the ball andbe
in a poor position to hit. As you get ready to
hit, your feet should be staggeredoso that

the-right foot is back and the left foot for-
ward. Again, this position allows you to
shift your weight forward as you swing.
Take an abbreviated backswing. Bring the .
racket straight up in front of your body to a
position behind your head.'A full wind-up
does not giie you as much control as this
short one will. Keep the ball in front of you
as.you swing and Teach high to hit, Your
arm should be fullyextended-agyou hit-(see
Figure 14).

SAFETY

Since there is nobody contact in tennis,
there is less of a chance for injury thSn in
some other spits. There are, however,
ways to get hurt 4nd ways to avoid injuries.
In practice, stepping on balls scattered
around the court and getting hit by stray ,

tennis balls is always a problem. Clearing
the couit of extra,balls and being alert can
reduce the possibility of getting hurt that
way. Many_players are now using eye-
guards to protect themselves againSt balls
that glance off rackets and strike the eyes.

Blisters, sprains, strains, cramps, shin
splints, and tennis elbow are the most ,
common injuries. Gradually increasing the
amount of playing time and using the cor-
red grip size can cpt down on blisters. o

Sprains are difficult to prevent, but playing
within your capabilitieS and working'to irn-

prove flexibility may help. Stretching and
otheryarmup activities can prevenrpulled
muscIest Good conditioning and maintain-
ing a proper balance of potassium, sodium,
and water might help you avoid getting
cramps. Shin splints can be cauffied by run-
ning on hdrd surfaces; poor conditioning,
and poor running techniques, so correcting
those problems might heIR solve the shin
splint problem. Proper hitting technique,,
strong muscles, and using tile right racket
can reduce the.possibility of getting tennisk-
elbow.

- RULES

STARTING ME GAME

The players or teamsspin a racICet or fliPa
coin to decide who serves first. The winner, ,
of the spin or flip can choose to serve first,



receive first, to begin the match on either
side, or to let the opponent make the
choice.

The first serve is made from behind the
right side of the baseline between the center
service mark and the singles sideline. The
serve for the second point is made from
behind the left side of the baseline, and the
server continues alternately serving from
the righi and left sides of the basefine until
the first game is completed.

The serve is a "fault" if the server steps
on or beyond the baseline before the ball is
hit or if the ball does not go over the net and
into the service court diagonally opposite
the server. If the first serve is a fault, the
server gets mother chance. If the second
serve is a fault, the server loses the point.

The serve is a "let" if the ball touches the
top of the net and goes into the proper
service court or if the receiver is not ready.
If a serve is a let, that serve is repeated.

The players alternate serving complete
games. After the first game, the server be-
comes the receiver 'and the receiver of the
first game becomes the server. Change
ends of the court (with a 90-second rest)
when the total number of games in a set
equals an odd number.

A player loses a point if:
"0 the ball bouncestwice before it is hit;

the server serves two faults in a row; .
a ball is returned so that it hits outside the
boundary lines (balls that hit lines are
good);
a ball does not go over the net;
the ball is hit more than once during a
stroke or swing;
a player touches the net while the ball is in
play;
the ball is hit by a player reaching over the
net (unless the wind or spin has carried
the ball back across the net); ,
a player throws the racket and hits the
ball.
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decided at the beginning of each set and
maintained until that set is completed.

SCORING

The server's score is always given
first. The first point won by a player is
fifteen; the second is 30; the third is 40; the
fourth-issame-unless the score-is tied...Each
player has zero points or "love" at the start
of the game. If the score is tied at 40 - 40,
the score is deuce and the game continues
until one player gets ahead by two points.
After the score is deuce, the player who
wins the next point has the "advantage."
The score can be called "ad in" if the server
is winning and "ad our if the receiver is
ahead. "My ad" and "your ad" are also
common expressions. If the playeewho has
the advantage wins the next point, that
game isOver. If not, the score goes back to
deuce.

No-ad scoring is simpler and used fre-
quently-at-all-levels of-the-games-Instead of
calling the points love, 15, 30, 40, and
game, the points are called 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The first player to win four points wins the
game.-When the score is tied at 3 - 3, the
player who wins the next point, wins that
game. At 3 - 3, the receiver chooses the
side from which he/she will return the
serve.

In both regular scoring and no-ad scor-
ing, play continues until a player wins at

cated, but details can be obtained by writ-

in a set. There are two widely used tie
breakers, one consisting of the best of nine
points and the other the best of twelve
points. Both systems are rather compli-

ing the United States Tennis Association
Education and Research Center, 729 Alex-
ander Road, Princeton, NJ 08540.

.8- 6, 9 - 7). A match usually consists of
two out of three sets.

pleted. If the score is tied at 5 - 5, the
players continue to play until one gbes
ahead by two games (for example, 7 - 5,

In most matches and tournaments, "tie-
breakers" are used when the score.is 6 - 6

..

least six games and is ahead by at least two
(for example, 6 - 0, 6 - 2, 6 - 4).games .

When that happens, a set has been corn-

In doubles, the players on each team take
1, turns serving. The order of serving can be

changed at the end of each set. The re-
ceivers take turns receiving the serve in
each game. The order of receiving must be

3 '"r.

9-,t)
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ME COURT

A tennis court is seventy-eight feet long
and twenty-seven feet wide for singles
play. A doubles court is seventy-eight by
thirty-six.11e:netis three feet at the center
and three feet, six inChes at the net posts.
Lines should be two inches Wide. A dia-
gram of a singles and doubles court is
shown in Diagram 1.

ETIQUETIE

There are some unwritten rules which
make the game more enjoyable. Here dre
some of them:
1. Each player calls shots on his/her side

of the net.
2. When al3all is so.close to the fine that

you cqn-not tell whether it is in ur out, it
should be played as good. Give the
other player the benefit of the tlqubt.

3. Make verbal calls only when a shot is
out. If a shot is close but in, play the ball
without saying anything.

4. The server should call out the scare fol-
lowing each point.

5. Do not Walk behind a court when a
point is in progress.

6. Do not return a ball to another court
during play.

7. Wait until players are changing sides to
ask about the score.

8. If there is an unusual delay between the
first and second serves because of out-
side interference, allow the server to
take two serves.

9. Do not distract serious rlayers with
loud talk or other noise from the side of
the court. Tennis players react to .
sound, and sounds from the side of the
court might be mistakenly interpreted
as calls related to the match.

JO. Do not umpire or coach during a match
unless you are there to act in that capac-
ity.

SINGLES STRATEGY

THE SERVE

Stand, near the center of the baseline to
serve.

2. Do not waste energy and time trying to
serve aces (serves which the receiver
cannot touch with the racquet).

3. Place serves to your opponents' weakest
sides or to an open area in the service
court.

4. Serve directly at players who take big
backswings on their groundstrokes.

5. Do not follow your serve to the net un-
less your serve is very good and unlep
you can-volley well.

6. Use more spin and lessTace on second
served.'

7. Use a variety of serves during a match.

1.
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Returning Serves

1. Stand so that you are in the middle of
the two extreme sides to which the ball
can be served (usually on orbehind the
baseline one to two steps from where
the baseline and singles sideline meet).

2. Move in a step or two on second serves.
3. Learn to anticipate your opponent's

second serves.
4.. Return fast serves with a short back-

swing and a blocking motion. Do not
try to return a hard sefve with a hard
return.

5. ,Return the ball deep to the corners
when possible.

GROUNDSTROKES

1. Stand on or just behind the center of
the baseline between groundstrokes.
2Ns soon as you hit one shot, move back
to that position unless you a're in the
forecourt.

2. Hit most groundstrokes cross-court,
deeply to the backcourt, and high over
the net. That will make your opponent
run to hit shots and to stay in his/her
backcourt. It will also give you more
distance with which to work.

3. to open spots on the court when
you can.

4. Do not try to put shots awar from a
position behind your baseline.

5. Keep the ball low and wide onpassing
shots.

6. Use your best stroke on all set-ups,
everi if you have to run around the ball
to hit it.

7. Develop a "pattern during a rally; then
break it.

APPROACH SHOTS
1. Use approach shots on balls that

bouna near or inside the service
courts.

2. Take a shorter backswing oi approach
shots.

3. Use a backspin on most approach shots.
4. Hit most approaches down the line to

which you are clowst.
5. Do not try to win the point with an

approach shot. Set your opponent up.;
then win with a volley.

,
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, VOLLEYS

1. Play volleys from a position about ten
feet from the net near the center of the
court.

2. Move closer to the net following a good
volley.

3. Volley to the open part of the court.
4. When you volley a low shot, volley it

deep and down the middle of the court.
5. When you volley a high shot, volley at

an angle and go for a winner.
6. Cover the open court on your side after

you hit a volley.
7. Get set to hit volleys. Do not hit on the

run uriless you have to.

LOBS

1. When you run wide to retrieve a deep
shot, lob cross-court.

2. Make defensive lobs go deep and high
into your opponent's court.

3. Use lobs more often when the other
player has to look into the sun.

4. Follow offensive lobs to the net.

SMASHES

1. Change the direction of two smashes in
a row.

2. Try to put smashes away when you are
close to the net.

3. Do not attempt put-aways from the
backcourt area.

4. Hit 'smashes flat (without spin) when
you are near the net. Use some spin
when hitting smashes farther from the
net.

DROP SHOTS

Do not try drop shots from the
baseline, when the wind is at your
back, or against players who can run
fast.

2. Use drop shots when your opponent
expects you to hit a deep shot.

1.

DOUBLES STRATEGY

Stand about halfway between the cen-
ter mark and the doubles sideline to
serve (see Diagram 2).

.4 2. Serve to the backhand or to 'the open
part of the service court.
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Diagram 2. Positions for starting a point in doubles. The
receiver's partner (R1) may want to begin the point on the

baseline instead of on the service line.

31 Let the strongest server begin serving
each set.

4. Receive the serve at a...point where the
baseline meets the singles sideline
(see Diagram 2).

5. If the server stays back after the serve,
return the ball deep and cross-court.

6. If the server comes to the net following
a serve, return the ball short and
cross-court.

7. If the server's partner plays too close to
the net, try lobbing.

8. Occasionally try to pass the server's
partner at the net just so he/she will
have something to thinic about. -

9. When your partner is receiving the
serve, stand either even with him or
her on the baseline or move up to the
middle o. the service line on your side
of the court (see Diagram 2).

10When your partner is serving, sOnd
about eight to ten feet from the net and
two steps inside the singles sideline
toward the center of the court (see Dia,
gram 2).

11. If_your partnet_has to move off to the
side of-the court to retrieve a shot, shift
in that direction to cover the open
court.

12. When your partner is serving, protect
your side of the court, take weak shots
down the middle, and smash any lobs
hit to your side.

13. When you are playing at the net and a
lob goes over your head, cross to the

Server

other side and fall back to cover the
open cour'. while your partner retrieves
the lob.

14. When volleying, hit for the open part of
the court or at the closest opPonent if
you are in an offensive position.

15. Volley to the opponent farther away
from you if you are hitting a defensive
volley.

16. When both opponents me at tll\net
and you are on the baseline, hit most
shots low and down the middle.

17. Hit most smashes down the middle of
the cour$.

18. Play with a partner you like and can get
along with on and off the court.

19. Talk.to your partner during the match.
20. Let the player with the strongest back-

hand play the left side of the court
when receiving serves.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3 1 8

GENERAL STRATEGY
0

Change tactics if you are losing.
Hit toward a general target area instead
of going for lines and corners.
Play the ball instead of your opponent,
especially in pressure situations.
Do not try risky shots on points 'You
cannot afford to lose.
Learn what percentage sho6. are and
use them during a match.
Concentrate on winning the first point
of evety game and the first game of
-every set.



7. Try to be consistent rather than power-
ful. Most points are lost with poor
shots, not won by great ones.

8. Do not fight power with power.
9. Start getting ready for the,next shot as

soon as you have hit the last one.
10. Find out what your opponent's

weakest shot is and take advantage of
that weakness.

EQUIPMENT

RACKETS

Tennis rackets range in price from a
few dollars to hundreds of dollars. It is
best not to spend a lot of money on your
first racket, but to buy an inexpensive one
until you have decided to regularly play the
game. There are several ways to determine
if you are getting a godd racket. One way is

if) look on the side of the racket for mark-
ings indicating the racket's grip size and
weight. Most good rackets will have those
numbers, but there are other ways to look
for quality. The general workmanship can
tell you a lot About a racket, that is, the
quality of the grip, the trim, the markings, .

and the welding or rivets on metal rackets.
Getting opinions of other players can help
you decide if a racket is of good quality.

Rackets are made of wood, steel, alumi-
num, carbon, graphite, fiberglass, and
other products. Composite rackets are
made of two or more products. There are
many differences in these products, but
generally, w ooden rackets and rackets with
oversized heads give you more .control
while rackets made from other products
supply more power.

You will have to decide on the weight
and grip size before buying a racket. Tennis
rackets range in weight from twelve to fif-
teen ounces, and most players use light or
medium weight raclsets (indicated by an L
or M on the side of the shaft). Grip sizes
range from four to five inches. Players with
small hands would probably use a racket
with a grip size between four and four and
one half inches, while those persons with
larger hands might prefer a four and five-
eighths grip. If the grip is-too small or too
large, the racket will slip when contact is
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made with the ball. One way to decide
which size is best for you is to hold a
forehand grip. The end of your thumb
should touch the first joint in the middle
finger if the grip is the right size.

Strings

Racket strings are either made from
nylon or from beef or sheep muscle tissue.
Almost all recreational players and many
advanced players use nyloh. Nylon strings
,are reasonably priced and durable. Begin-
ners and intermediates should have their
rackets strung between fifty-one anc1fifty-
five pounds of pressure. Mid-sized and.
oversized rackets require more pressure,
but get the advice of a stringer if you are not
sure about what to do.

You can extend the life of your racket and
strings by not storing rackets in extremely
hot or cold places (like a car trunk or attic),
by using racket coyers between matches, by
not spinning the racket on the court, by
keeping thesrip clean, and by not throwing
or dropping your racket when you are
angered.

BALLS

It is important that even beginners,play
with good tennis balls. Brand names can
be deceiving, but Penn, Wilson, Spald-
ing, Dunlop, and Slazenger are some of the
companies that make quality balls. Tennis
balls cost from $2.00 to $5.00 for a can of
three,but you can save money by watching
for sales, shopping at discount stores, and
buying a dozen or more balls at a time. Ask
for heavy duty balls if you are going to play
on hard surfaces like concrete. You cannot
play with one can of balls forever. Three
balls may last three or four outings for be-
ginners and some intermediates, but after a
while they will begin to lose pressure and
bounce, or the fuzz will wear off. Advanced
players use new balls almost every time
they play. Keeping tennis balls stored in a
can and out of the heat will make them last
longer.

TERMINOLOGY

Ace. A serve which the receiver cannot touch
with the racket.
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Ad-in. The score when the player serving has
won the point after the score-was deuce.

Ad-out. The score when the player receiving the
serve has won the point after the score was
deuce.

Alley. The lane or area on each side of the sin-
gles court. The alleys can be used fob)] shots
after the serve in doubles.

Approach Shot. A shot which the hitter follows
to the net. It is usually.hit from the forecourt
area.

Backcourt. The part of the court between the
service line and the baseline.

Baseline. The boundary line at the back of the
court that runs parallel to the net.

Chip. A groundstroke hit with a short back-
swing, with backspin on the ball, and one that
usually falls into the opponent's forecourt.

Choke up. To hold the racket at a point away
from the base of the grip.

Chop. A shot hit with backspin to any part of the
court.

Continental Grip. A way to hold the racket so
that the player does not have to change grips
between the forehand and backhand. Holding
the racket so that one edg'e points down; the
wrist is directly over the top of the racket han-
dle.

Cron-court. A shot hit diagonally from one
corner of the court to the opposite corner.

Deuce. A tie score at 40 - 40 and each tie after
that in the same game.

Double Fault. When the server does not hit
either of his or her two attempts info the
proper court.

Drive. A groundstroke hit with power deeply
into the opponent's backcourt.

Fault. When the server dbes not serve the ball
into the proper court. -=--;

Flat. A shot hit with little or no spin.
Follow-through. That part of the swinging mo-

tion after the ball has been hit.
Groundstroke. A shot which is hit after the ball

has bounced.
Hilf Volley. A shot hit immediately after the

ball has bounced on the court.
Let. A serve that hits the top of the net and

bounces in the proper service court. Let also
means that a point should be replayed for a
number of reasons.

Lob. A high, arching shot.
Love. A word used meaning zero points.
Match. A contest between two players, two

doubles teams, or two teams representing
schools, clubs, or other groups.
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No-ad. A scoring system in which the first
player to win four points wins a game. The
score is counted 1 - 2 - 3 - 4, instead of 15 -
30 - 40 - game.

Passing Shot. A groundstroke hit out of the
reach of an opponent at the net.

Percentage Shot. The safest, most effective shot
hit in a particular situation.

Poach. Movement of a player at the net in front..
of his or her partner to hit a volley.

Pro Set. A match which is completed when one
player or team has won at least eight games
and is ahead by at least two games.

Rally. An exchange of shots.
Receiver. The player who returns the serve.
Service Line. The line that is parallel to and

twenty-one feet from the net.
Set. That part of a match when one player or

team has won at least six games and i,ahead
by at least two games. The set may continues
until one player is ahead by two gam"r a tie
breal<er may be played When each player, has
won six times.

Sideline. The boundary line that runs from the
net to the baseline. The singles sideltnes are
closer to the center of the court dim the dou-
bles sidelines.

Tie Breaker, A method of completing a set when
both players or teams !rye won six games.
Nine-point (best of nine) Snd twelve-point
(best of twelve) tie breakersr.are the most
commonly used.

Topspin. The spin put on a ball by a racket when
the ball spins or rolls forward like a car wheel
going forward.

Umpire. The official for a singles or doubles
match.

Volley. A shot hit before the ball bounces on the
court.
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INTRODUCTION

"Citius, Aldus, Fortius"
Swifter, Higher, Stronger

the Olympic Motto

The first Olympic Games took place in
776 B.C. in Ancient Greece. Male athletes
participated in running events and throw-
ing of the discus and javelin. Winners were
awarded.an olive wreath. Women partici-
pated in their own festival, the Ilerea,
which was held once every five years and
featured a 100-foot race.

With the emeigence of the Romans, the
Olympic Games withered and eventually
became a farce in 66 A.D. In 394 A.D., after
291 Olympic Games, Emperor Theodosius
of Rome, a Christian opposed to pagan
spectacles, fornially abolished the Olympic
Games.

The Modern Olympic Games were re-
vived in 1896 by Baron de Coubertin, who
authored the Olympic creed, "The impor-
tant thing in the Olympic Games is not
winning- but taking part The essential
thing in life is not conquering but fighting
well." His plan wai simple: Amateur

'athletes from all nations would gather
every four years and compete in various
sports. The champions of the First Olym-
piad received a gold medal and an alive
branch.

Baron de Coubertin wished the Modern
Games to be similar to the Ancient Games
where the exclusion of women, as in the
past, was a basic ingredient. Against the
wishes of Baron de Coubertin, women's

CHAPTER 21

Track and Field

LeROY T. WALKER,
North Carolina Central University,

Durhatn, NC
and

t SUZI D'ANNOLFO,
West Hartford Public Schools,

West Hartford, CT

track and field waS initially included in the
Olympic Games of 1928. The events in-
cluded the400 meters, high jump, discus,
400-meter relay, and 800-meter run. In
1932, the 80-nneter hurdles and javelin were
added, but the 800-meter run was deleted
because it was "too strenuous" for women.
The 800-meter run was not reinstated until
1960. While the 3,000, 5,000, and 10,000-
meter races are collegiate events for
women, the 1500-meter race was the
longest event for women in the 1980 Olym-
pic Games. The 1984 Olympic Games in Los
Angeles. will see the birth of the women's
marathon.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

THE START

Success in sprinting dvents depends
upon natural speed as well as reaction time.
An efficient start can make the difference in
any sprint event. The fundamentals of the
start involve three commands: (1) runners
take your marks; (2) set; (3) go (the gun).

Runners Take Your Marks (See Figure 1h)
The runner should stand in front of the

blocks with the left foot about 12 to 18 inches
behind the starting line and the right foot
slightly behind the heel oT the left foot. The
right knee should be lowered to the ground
next to the left foot; toes should be in con-
tact with the ground. From this position,
place the hands behind the starting line; the
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a. Take your mark.
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b. Set.



Inside of the left elbow barely touches the
left knee. The hands are spread shoulder

width apart with thb thumb and index
finger placed behind the starting line and
the remaining fingers bunched in back of
the inde4 finger. The fingers ancl.thumb
form a supporting arch. Body weight
should be to the rear.

Set (See Figure 11?)
The runner shifts his/her weight forward

over the hands. The hips are raised to
shoulder height as the back leg is parallel
with the ground. The eyes are focused 8 to
10 yards ahead. Concentrate on the sound
of the gun.

PO (See Figure 1c)
React as quickly as possible to the sound

of the gun. The rear leg and opposite arm
explode forward as the other arm drives to
the rear to hip height. The fiont leg drives
off the block into full extension. The body
angle is low and forward for a6out 10 to 15
yards. Emphasize force against the pedals
of the-block. Continue to drive the arms
vigorously to aid in balance and power.
Once a natural upright running position is
achieved, elongate.your strides.

Drills
1. One on one, coach and athlete with the

coach analyzing the start, from the front,
back, side, watches the position of the
head, iegs, shoulders,: and arms.

2. To self-analyze foot placement and
stride length; the starter uses chalk on
the feet and works on the start, then by
looking at his/her tracks, analyzes foot
placenient and stride length for effi-
ciency.

Sprinting consists of two basic principles:
stride length; stride frequency or rate of
stride. Sprinting ranges from the short
sprint (100 meters) to the long sprint (400
meters).

There are three basic parts of effective
sprinting: the start, efficient running form,
the finish. Each of these basic parts of the
total sprint effort has essential demands
which the sprinter must execute.
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SpritIting form is a very individual matter
because of different body builds; however
fundamental running movements can be
described in general terms of correct foot
placement, arm action, shoulder 4nd head
angles, body alipment, and leg and knee
action.

Foot-Placement__
' Emphasize the toes pointing striight
ahead as oppbsed to in or out. To illiistrate
the importance of this, have the runner
stand toeing mit, arid make a mark on the
track; now have the runner rock back on the
heels, rotaie the toes straight ahead, and
mark the track. The runner will see a differ-
ence of 1-4 inches between the marks. Effi-_
cient running Saves steps.

Arm Action
Arms are used for balance. As the right

leg strides forward, the left arm comes
forward, while the right arm moves back.
The sequenceis reversed when the left leg
strides fOTV;."-a-FailvliiKtaiiia constant angle
of the 1Rwer arm to the upper arm with
thumbsb-p and the mist and hand relaxed.
The arm moves, driving the elbow forward
and back, never passing higher than the
armpit on the forward swing and. never
.further back than 6 inches beyond the hips.
Arms never cross the midline of the body.

Shoulders
The shoulders shoulii be relaxed. There

should be little or no/otation.

Head
The head should be straight ahead with

the eyes focusing on the finish line. The
face should be relaxed withihe jaw hanging
loose.

Body Alignment
Have the runner raise up on the toes and

___leaniorw_g_diust to where a loss of balance
is not being maintained:This is the correct
body lean. Forward lean is greatest when
accelerating.

Leg-ActionKnee-Lift
Knees should come up close to parallel

and straight ahead (don't permit the knees
to rotate out or in). The sprinter should run
on the ball of the foot, using a pushing
action to get drive against the surface of the

3 9
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track. Mpintain stride length regardless of
fatigue. Run relaxed. The faster ale run, the
longer the stride. When finishing the sprint
race, run through and lean into the finish
line.

Fundamental Drills
1. Arm pumping standing still, accelerat-

ing tempoconcentrate on angle and
importance of arm action.

2. Foot placementrun on chalk lines or
on a dirt track. Analyze foot placement
for running efficiency.

3. Knee liftslean against thelvall and do
high knee lifts for improving leg reflex.

4. Do 40-yard sprints concentrating on
high,knee lift and drive from the track.

5. Quick kneesusing the length of a
football field, pump arms and knees as
fast as possible for 5-10 yards; ease or
slow to a stop and then repeat drill Until
lengdi of football field is covered.

Sprinting Drills and Workouts
1. Praclice rblays working in groups of 5 at
\ 100-meter intervals. Runners #1 and #5

are at the first station. Runner #1 runs a
relay to Runner #2, Runner #2 to #3,
Runner #3 to #4, Runner #4 to #5,
Runner #5 to #1, and so on. Run relay
continually over a given distance.

2. Roll-outs or Trains (see explanation in
distance running training drills section).

3. Pole Progression or Ladders (see expla-
nation in distance runningtraining drills
section).

4. Work from the blocis, accelerate 30
yards,:sand lean into the tape.

5. Run gradual downhills.
6. Run tall with proper body position.

Sprinting-is-a-coordination-of-the-sta;t;
proper running form and all its facets, as
well as the finish: Each must be taught
individually and built upon- to develop
proper running form to further efficiency of
stride length and stride frequency.

-
Sprint Relay

The sprint relay is an event in itself. It
involves four runners, each running ap-
proximately 100 irceters. It is importantfor
the four runners v!ho make up a relay team
to realize it is the,relay baton which is get-
ting timed around the track, not the sum of '

the four runners. The relay team members
must-possess a-positiveraggressive attitude-
toward this race. All four runners need to/
understand baton handling, border posi-i
tions, stride speed, zone awareness, and
.the finish.

Handling the Baton , /

So that the runner knows how the baton
should feel in the hand, have;the runner
pick up, the baton naturally from,: the
ground, using the fatty part of the hand.

a. Palm up.

Figure 2. Exchanging the baton.

b. Palm down.

4 3 9Nilimmm=momm
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Figure 3.

The two basic methods of exchanging the
baton are with the palm up;or with the palm
down (see Figure 2). Use the method that
works bestior the team. ;

In handling the baton, the following two
facts should be rememberetcl at all times: the
baton, is an extension of the arm (re-
meMber, the baton is being timed around,
the track, not the runners; by using the
haton as an eSdension of; the arm', many
steps can be saved by the incoming and

,outgoing runners); the incoming runner
should always "look" the baton into the
next runner's hand(by keeping the eyes on
the receiving hand of the hext runner un-
til the baton is placed firmly into the outgo-
ing runner's handdlis Will prevent any
missed handoffs.) --Border Positions

The shortest distance around the track
for the baton exchange in the sprint.relay is
right-left-right-left. Numb4s 1 and 3 run--
ners hold the baton in the right hands and
numbers 2 and 4 runners hold the baton in

4

... a

the left hands. Thdre is not a change of
hands by any individhal runner; the hand
used to receive thee baton is the saihe one
that a partccular runner will use tolnd off.

All four runners run borders of the lane
(see Diagram 1). Numbers 1 and 3 runners
run the curves, and thus, run the inside
border of the lane, as this is tl?e shortes1
distance around the track. Numbers 2 and 4
runners, who run the straightaways, run,
the outside border of the lane. Using border
running, the baton is the only thing in the
middle of the lane during the sprinf relay.

. 32 6
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Stride Speed (Acceleration and Transition)
The incoming and outgoing runners

must adjust their speeds so that a smooth
baton exchange takes place. The incoming
runner must keep up a consistent pace
when approaching the outgoing runner. At
the same time, the outgoing runner-mu-Ft
deyelop the stride transition from a
sfandstill to near maximum speed so that
the' baton exchange does not interrupt the
running (stride) pattern of either the in com--
ing or outgoing runner.

Zone Awareness
Each rela).; zone is 22 yards long. The

Wtot) exchange mustbe made,within these
22 yar4. _However, the outgOing runner
may begin a running pa:temnyards before
the official passing zone. This area is
known as the international zone. The baton
exthange should be made% as close to the
critical-zone-a sTossible(see-Diagranr2).

Seleciion of Personnel
Solecting the four fastest runners won't

always produce the fastest relay team;
rather, it is how well the four runners work
together. Some will have a natural feel for
the batpn exchange. The following general
points should be kept in mind when select-
ing and placing relay personnel:
#1 Runnerbest starterholds ,baton

weil. in a pod Startegood. curve runneronly in-,
volved in one handoff;

#2 Runnergood straightaway runner
good competitorhandles
baton twice;

#3 Rr nergoodcurverunner handles
bat4Tt,wice;

R-Unnerreliab ecan hold a lead or
come front behindknows
the importance of running

- throligh the linish line.

Remember to incorporate the most
workable combinations of runners and
treat the sprintrelay as a separate event.

Drills
1. Two students position theniselves in

border positions in a lane. #1 stands on
the inside border; #2 stands on the
outside border], 21 In a stationary
position, piactice handoffs with two
people. The #1 runner uses a verbal
command, i.e., "Red," to alert the #2
runner ta position the hand for the
baton exchange.

2. Repeat. the above drill 'using four
runners. 3 421 Runners 1, 2, and 3 use
verbal comrnands to alert the next rtin-
ner to position the hand for the baton
exchange.

3. In a. stationary position, all four
runners synchronize arro_p_umpin
action; then kiegin the baton handoff
from the'#1 runner, using a verbal cue.

4. Repeat the above drill but jog around
the track in close formation.

5. All four runners position themselves in
their zones 'dround the track. Jog
through a complete relay concentrating
on running borders, using the baton as
an extension of ale arm, and looking
the baton into the next runner's and.

6. Set up in relay zones and jog through a
complete .relay concentrating on the
baton exchange being ifiade within.the
passing zone. The incoming runner
should give a verbal sigbal, "Go," for
the outgoing runner to begin the stride
and a second verbal signal, "Red," to
prepare the runner 'for the baton ex-
change.

7. Repeat the above with increased speed
until a smooth ba tón exchange is'
achieved within the passing zone.

Critical Zone
2 Yds.

Intemstional Zone

16 Yds. 4

Passing Zone

Diagram 2.
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8. Practice inall lanes so that runners mill
be familiak, with zones and runners'
positions in relationship to their own.

9'. Practice with people on either side of
the lane to emphasize the importance
of concentration and focus to the relay
team.

10. Practice Sprint-drills with a baton.

Coaching Hints
The teacher/coach can minimize errors by

observing the relay personnel from all
angles. From the front and back angles
observe:
1. border positions;-
2. baton exposure (make sure the baton

is the only thing in the middle of the
lane);

3. body alignment (make sure the runner is
runnirig straight ahead, watch for body
rotation);

4. position cf incoming and outgoing
runners;

5. hand position at exchange (the out-
going runner must keep a steady hand
as the incoming runner plants the baton
firmly in his/her hand);

6. front angle (the eyes of the incoming
runner should be on the baton as it
extends into the outgoing runner's
hand. The teacher should not be able to
see the whites of the incoming runner's
eyes);

From the side angle oFserve:
1. the stride acceleration and deceleration

of the runners;
2. extension of the arm on the baton

exchange;
3. timing of the exchange;
4. body position.

-HURDLES

Hurdling is a sprint event with seven or
more obstacles. The hurdle race ranges
from 80 to 400 meters/Regardless of a hur-
dler's build, the following three objectives
apply to all hurdlers. to raise the center of
mass as little as possible, to spend as little
time in the air as possible, to return to the
ground in a position to continue running as
quickly as-possible. Remember, it's speed
along the ground that counts, not speed in
the air!
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Determine a Lead Leg
Using a low training hurdle, attempt to

go over one hurdle to see which leg leads
naturally. If there is no preference, use the
left leg as it will serve as a definite advan-
tage when running hurdles on the curve in
the longer races.

Beginner's Drills -

t Walk over a hnrdle; straddle it to see that
the body fits over it.

2. Walk tall, on the toes with the knees
high. This_willfermitthe_hurdler-to-im-

prove posture and by doing so naturally
raise the center of mass; when the hur-
dle needs to be cleared, the movement
will be accomplished with greater ease.

3. Wall drills(place tape on the wall,
hurdle height). The following drills
work on specific segments of the com-
plete hurdling skill:

Lead Legthe hurdler thrusts the lead
leg toivard the wall with the heel of.the
lead leg placed above the line. 'tmphasis
should be on speed and aggressiveness
(see Figure 4a).

Arm Actionadd, arm aCtion to the
above drill. The arms are kept fairly close
to the body and involve a quick move-
ment. The drive or lead arm is opposite
the lead leg. The lead ap is brought
slightly across the body as the lead log
thrust forward. As the hurd!c clears the

--leallrthe read arm
exerts a quick movement as if opening a
door. Keep the shoulders square as not
to cause rotation of the body.

Trail Legp)ace your hands on the
wall for support. Draw the trail leg up
with the knee driving up toward the
chest, ahead of the thigh. The toes
should be up to avoid hitting the hurdle
on the follow-through (see Figures 4b
and c).

Trail Leg Drills (work on side of hurdle)
Step in front of the kurdle with the lead

leg (see Figures 41 and g). Then drive the
trail leg up toward the chest and snap it
down. Progression of this series of trail leg
drills is:
1. walk tall with .the knees high-7-

exaggerate a marching motion over the
side of the three hurdles;

3
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a. b. C.

e. lot

f. g.

Figure 4.
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2. add arm action over the side of the three
hurdles;

3. jog over the side of the three hurdles;
4. run over the side of the three hurdles;
5. gradually add more hurdles as the hur-

dler progresses.

Lead Leg Drills (work on side of the
hurdle)
1. With the lead leg, kick out and step past

the side of the hurdle. Emphasize ag-
gressiveness and speed (see Figures 4h

2. Add the arm action.
3. Add more hurdles as the hurdler pro-

gresses.

Body Lean
When running over low hurdles, there is

little or no body lean. Adjustments are
made according to the length of the hur-
dler's legs.

Complete Hurdle Action
After working on the breakdown

segments of tile hurdling event, the
student is now ready to attempt the
complete hurdle action. Set up three
hurdles at the correct racing distance on the
track. Emphasize three steps between
hurdles. The body midline should be in the
middle of the hurdle so that the lead leg is to
the right or left of the middle of the hurdle.
This keeps the hurdler well within his/her
own lane and avoids possible contact with
the hurdler on either side. Emphasize
acceleration and aggressiveness in the
hurdle action. Add additional hurdles as
the hurdler progresses. ,

Coaching Hints
1: Work on the start and getting to the firSt

hurdle in control.
2. Snap the lead leg down and emphasize a

quick step down with the trail leg to
avoid floating or gliding over the hurdle.

3.- Keep the shoulders square to avoid
upper body rotation.

4. Throughout- the hurdle race, focus
attention on the top of the next hurdle.

5. Do flexibility exercises to increase the
efficiency of the trail leg.

6. Remember that hurdling is a sprint
event.
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DISTANCE RUNNING

Distance running ranges from 800 meters
to the marathon. In track and field classes,
the 800-meter run (twice around the track)
and the 1500-meter run (33/4 times around
the track) are generally included.

All distance running programs are based
on adapting to graduated stress on the
b6dy. Runners should start by building a
broad base through slow intervals with
short recovery periods and great quantities
of ri mnin g_a Lin u c h_shawer_tha n_r_a cing
pace. Distance runners silould run relaxed,
concentrating on a steady, even-paced
rhythm.

The basic essentials of efficient running
involve:
1. Foot Placementthe feet should be point-

ing straight ahead, not in or out. The
sequence of the foot striking action is
"Ball (outer edge), Heel, Ball."

2. Arm Actionthe arms play a balancing
role in running. The arms should be kept
at about a 90° angle with the thumbs up.
As the arms move forward and back in
opposition, they should never pacs
higher than the chest on the forward
move and never further back than the
hip. The arms should never cross the
midline of the body.

3. Body Alignmentonce running speed is
achieved, the body angle tends toward
the perpendicular. The body is held
almost erect with the shoulders and face
relaxed. There should be little or no
rotation in the upper,body.

4. Stride Lengththe slower the speed of
the run, the shorter. the stride.
Conversely, the faster the run, the
longer the stride. Longer strides requiie
more energy.In distance running where
economy of energy is important,
runners should take natural strides.

5. Breathingthe runner should keep the
jaw relaxed and breathe through the
nose and mouth simultaneously.

Training Drills
1. Train workrunners form a line with

the leader being responsible for the
pace. At stipulated intervals, the last
person in line sprints to the front and
settles into a pace as the leader. The train
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continues until _everyofie has been a
leader a specifionumber of times or until
a specific distance is covered. s

2. Variation of trainssee how many
times each person can be the leader
within a certain distance.

3. Ladders or Poie progressions(a) select
a partner of equal ability and alternate
running the Wowing distances-100,
200, 300, 400, sop; 600, 700, 800, 900 me-
ters and reverse beginning with 800 me-
ters and Working down to 100 meters (on
reverse ladder, change directions). (b)
same as "a" but select three other run-
ners of equal ability and run in pairs. The
pairs alternate distances witli one pair
doing a 100; as 'soon as they finish, the

' other pair runs it, etc. The rest time for
alternating pairs is the distance just
completed. (c) group all runners by abil-
ity (usually three groups) and run ladder
distances one group at a time as fast as
possible. This permits a greater recovery
period.

4. Lông sprintsgroup all runners by abil-
ity (3 groups). Run 400 meters, one
group at a time. Repeat 5 times.

(3)
Phnt and
Take-off

'(2)
Inside 4v \
Mark NA \

-1
(1) IR

(Start) .4c

Diagram 3.

Coaching,Hints
1. Although aware of other runners

around, concentrate on maintaining in-
dividual rhythm.

2. Pumping the arms will take Considerable
stress off the legs and make running
more efficient.

3. Run relaxed, maintaining stride length
and stride frequency.

HIGH IUMP

The'Fosbury Flop has quickly become the
most popular form of high jumping and

3 3 4

Figure 5. The high jump approach.

,
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involves four major areas: approach; foot
plant; take-off; bar clearance.

The high jump basically involves trans-
fering horizontal velocity to vertical veloc-
ity. The essential movement is upward
rather than forward. Speed and rhythm
must be maintained throughout the entire
technique.

Approach
The approach to the high jump follows a

"J"-shaped curve inv,olving 7-11 steps from
the take-off (see Diagram 3). Three parks
should be established by the high jumper:
start, inside mark; foot plant; take-off.

Approximately five steps from the start,
the jumper should lean left as curving in
begins, thus bringing the body almost par-
allel to the cross bar (see Figure 5). The
jumper should initiate the curve of the ap-
proach with the right footso that cross-over
steps on the curve do not have to be used.
The next to the last step should be long to
lower the center of gravity, and the arms
should be gathering for the double arm lift.
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Foot Plant
Only one foot may be used for the flop

take-off. Most right-handed people push
off with the left foot. The left foot should be
planted heel first between the near pole and
the middle of the bar; the foot should be
pointed toward the far pole.

Diagram 4.

Take-off
The take-off involves converting forward

momentum to upward momentum. At the
time of the take-off, the arms drive up to
shoulder height and the bent lead knee
(right) drives upward until it is parallel to
the ground. This raises the center of
mass and rotates the body so that the back
is to the bar (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. The high jump takeoff. 33 ()
fv.
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Figure 7. Clearing the bar in the high jump.

Bar Clearance
The jumper arches the back to clear the

bar, going over head first. The )mper
should not reach out over the bar with the
hands. As the torso clears, the knees and
feet should be whipped up. When the hips
are clear, it is often helpful to raise the arms,
which in turn help to raise the feet. Again,
maintain speed and rhythm throughout the
entire technique (see Figure 7).

Coaching Hints and Drills
1. Raising the centq of mass as high as

possible over the bar is the most
'Important factor in the flop. Thus, the
techniques of the approach, plant, and
take-off should be practiced much more
than the technique of bar clearance.
(Work on leg and arm lift and bounding
drills on thegrass.)

2. If the jumper is hitting the bar on the
way up (caused by reaching maximum
height too soon, hershe is taking off too
close to`the bar).

33 -)

3. Conversely, if the bar is being hit on the
way down, the jumper is taking off too
far from the bar.

4. To eliminate leaning into the bar, the
jumper should press the inside shoulder
up.

ME HORIZEMTAL JUMPS:
The Long and Triple Jumps

The long and triple jumps are quite
similar to one another, yet the two are in
some aspects quite different. Both have
four phases: the approach run; the take-off;
in-flight; the landing. However, the triple
jump.has three take-off phases, one each in
the hop, step, and jump phases and also
three in-flight phases.

The Approach
In both horizontal jumps, the approach

run is most critical. A "succes'sful,
well-executed jump cannot be done
without a smooth, relgxed, and controlled
approach run.



The approach run length varies from 100
to 140 feet (with an average of about 120
feet). The length of the approach run is
influenced by the basic speed and
quickness of the jumper. The speed of the
approach run is usually about 75-80% of
the full speed of the jumper with a gradual
acceleration from the starting check mark.
It is necessary to retain the speed until the
take-off.

Most jumpers in their speedy, relaxed,
controlled appeoach run tend to shorten the
last three strides before take-off to avoid a
stretching action for the board. The stretch
action at the board will place the body
weight too far behind the take-off foot. This
will tend to act as a breaking force to the
good forwarcl speed and will also limit the
lift from the take-off boald.

Determining the check mark to guaran-
' tee sUccessful striking of the take-off board

requires special attention to detail. One
check mark at the beginning of the ay-
proath is preferred so that thejumper can
concentFate on.the relaxed sprint effort. To
achieve the end of using only one mark, six
steps should be followed in determining
the start of the approach run.
1. Measure on the track the number of feet

from a take-off point which according to
the speed of the jumper would be
required for effective jumping. Mark
that point on the track.

2. Beginning at the designated point,
sprint with gradual acceleration toward
the line which represents the take-off
board. Do this approach a dozen or more
times, with occasional rest periods to
permit time for recovery. Check each
approach run for relaxation and gradual
acceleration at nearly full effort.

3. Mark the strike point near the edge of
the runwiy nearest to the take-off line.

4. Draw a line where the cluster of marks
are made. If the cluster is not in line with
the board, measure the distance from
the line to the imaginary board.

5. Move the tentative starting check mark
forward or backward the same distance
measured from the duster of marks to
the take-off board.

6. Measure the exact distance from the
newly established check mark to the
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take-off point. This is now the distance
which should be established on the
runway.

The Take-off
The jumi5er must attempt to get sufficient

height at take-off to allow time in ithe
in-flight phase to execute leg extension.
However, height alone is not enough. The
action at take-off is a forward-upwardlift.

Four essential points must be
emphasized in executing the take-off:
1. The shorter list stride permits a slight

bend of the take-off leg. A powerful
extension of the bent leg provides a
forward-upward lift from the take-off
board. .

2 The foot should strike the board firmly
in a "flat foot" position. In this action,
the heel Lands first, but there is no
attempt to execute a heel-ball-toe
rock-up action.

3. The body weight should bedirectly over
the board as the take-off foot strikes it,
but it should be very slightly in advance
of the take-off foot as the jumper leaves
the board.

4. The final thrust into the air results from
running off the board.

The jumper should stride off the board in
a sprint action. The body weight must be'
moved slightly forward with the head high
and with the eyes focused on some
imaginary spot high and beyond the pit.
The chest should be elevated. The knee
opfiosite,the take-off leg is thrust forward
and high as the arms move vigorously in a
counterbalancing action.

Flight
The two styles most frequently used by

jumpers are the hitch-kick (running-in-
the-air) and the hang.

Hitch-kick (Running-in-the-air)(See Fig-
ure 8)

Running in the air is a reaction fight
against the downward pull of gravity.
There is no gain in the momentum, but the
style does reduce the difficulty of holding
the legs up and helps to bring the body to
the correct position at the right time.

The running-in-the-air technique or
hitch-kick requi

,
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Figure 8. The hitch-kick.

1. Driving the knee of the free leg high as
the take-off leg stretches down.

2. Stretching theiree leg straight forward,.
down, and then bending it as it passes
back under the body.

3. Snapping the take-off leg quickly
forward in the sarae manner as the free
leg was-moved in the take-off action.

4. Bringing the heel of the leg which began
the running action (free leg at take-off)
adjacent to the heel of the take-off leg,
holding the head up with the eyes
focused straight forward.

The arms must be 'kept high and moving
as they do in sprinting action. The chest
must be elevated. The upper body must be

kept erect and the head high:

4

The'llang (See.Figure 9)
The hang style is used mainly by jumpers

with great lift. The hang style requires
excellent timing.

The flight action in the hang is as follows:

1. The free leg is stretched straight forward
and then dropped beneath the body.

2. The take-off leg is thrust forward from
the board to a position next to the free

leg.
3. The arms drop back to th'e side.
4. The trunk is held erect, the head high,

and the chest is lifted.
5. The legs whip forward and upward in a

vigorous stretching action.
6. The arms press forward and downward

in the landing position.

Figure 9. The hang.
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Landing
It is important that the jumper,not bend

the trunk toward the thigh until the last
moment before the legs are extended for
landing. When thew jumper hits the pit, the
chest should be thrust forward as the knees
are flexed.
. At the moment of contact with the
landing surface, the feet must be extended
as far as possible in front of the body. The
arms should be pres'sed forward and
downward.

ME TRIPLE JUMP

There are some major differences be-
tween the long jump arid the triple jump
(see figure 10). In'secondary schools, the
long jumper will usually be expected to
double in the triple jump. Therefore, the

'jumper must understand the basic differ-
ences in the performance of the long and
triple jump. These differences rust be care-
fully practiced after the appro h, take-off,
flight, and landing phases of e long jump
have been thoroughly learned.

The developing jumper should carefully
consider seven basic differences in 'the
technique of the long and triple jumps.
1. The body lean at take-off is more

pronounced in the triple jump.
2. The take-off (for the hop) is executed

low with minimum elevation. The head
up, and eyes focused forward, are
common to both.

3. The body position and elevation,
changes in each flight of the triple jump

'in contrast to the single flight of the long
jump. The changes in the triple jumpare
from a very slight forward lean at
take-off in the hop to a nearly erect
position in the jump. With each increase
in ,height, careful attention must be
given to sustaiqing. the forward
momentum.

4. The triple jumper must master a
coordinated, synchronized bending and
unbending of the knees in the three
flights es compared to the single action
of the long jump.

5. The distance factor in the triple jump is
influenced by the execution of three
distinct flights instead of one. The step
flight is the one that most often requires

.1
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lengthening. The complete patterh must
be considered when adjusting any flight
distance.

6. The stronger (best) jumping leg shOuld
be used in the third phase of the jump.
Arrange the three phases to place the
jumper in position for a strong final
jump.

7. The triple jumper must establish a
pattern of distance for each phase of the
jump. The established ratio for the
phases will provide a measuring rod to
determine which phase is inadequate.

SHOT PUT

A good shot put performance demands
an appropriate blend of speed andquick-
ness, a high degree of explosive power,
great strength, good height, and motiva-
tion. Effective shot putting involves a sim-
ple and natural movement coupled with a
coordinated drive of the legs and thrust of
the back with arm delivery.

The logical order of progression in prac-
tice of the shot put should be. developing
the proper grip; developing the correct
stance and making the delivery; practicing
the glide across the circle; injegrating the
putting technique.

The Grip -

The shot is held in the hand so that it
presses against the base of the fingers re-
ducing tension and permitting the full
range of the fingers in the snap release. The
fingers may be placed together or slightly
spread. The shot may be gripped byplacirig
the first three fingers together and using
the small finger and thumb to hold it in
position. The wide finger spread is recom-
mended for putters with small hands. The
spread should not be exaggerated to the
point that the fingers cannot be used to give
impetus to the shot. Beginners should carry
the shot lower down in the palm of the
hahd until greater strength is developed.

The Delivery
Early practice of the delivery should be

done in a correct stance at the front of the
Circle. The delivery is a sequence of coordi-
nated movements from the foot to the tip of
the fingers.
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Figure-mThe-shot-put-delivery.

The right foot is placed in the middle of
the circle at approximately a 450 angle to the
flight of the shot. The knee is slightly flexed
with the body weight over the right leg,
which is well under the body. The center of
gravity is far enough over the right leg for
maximum drive (see Figure 11a). The right
leg is vigorously extended to begin the force
which moves up the leg, to the hips, to the
trunk, and to the arm for the final delivery
with a snap of the wrist (see Figures 11b-d),

The left leg serves as a brace against
which the force is exerted. The foot of the
left leg is against the toe board. The right
foot remains on the surface and continues
to deliveryower in the delivery.

The G_Iide
The glide is used to travel from the rear of

the circle to the correct position for deliv-
ery. The glide begins by standing at the rear
of the circle with the back tekhe,direction of.`
the put. The glide must begin with the
athletein_goodkalance

From the erect, relaxed, balanced posi-
tion at the rear of the circle (see Figure 12),
the athlete lowers the head and shoulders
by flexing the hips toa position in which the
back is nearly horizontal. The eyes are fo-
cused on a ipot directly behind fhe circle;
the right knee is bent to a poini which will
give the greateSt lifting power, and rocks
forward unjil the weight is over the ball of
the right foot (see Figure 13a).

d.

Momentum is generated by moving the
weight of the body toward the toe board.
Additional momentum is gained by driving
off the right leg and ball of the foot as the

Figure 12,

3 3 8
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a. b.

Figure 13.

left leg engages in a piston-like motidn. The
piston-like motion is achieved .by first
bringing the knee forward, then vigorously
extending-it straight back and down toward
the toe board (see Figure 13b). The hips
should remain low. The entire action
should, be made with the legs rather than
withthupper body. The, left leg, as indi-
cated, lands against the toe board to the left

Figure 14. The shot put reverse.

C.

center of the circle (see Figure 13c). At the
end of the slide and turn in position
delivery, the stance should be the same as
the one assumectat the front of the circle
during earlier practice sessions without the
glide (see Figures 11b-d).'

The Reverse (See Figure 14)
The purpose of the reverse is to prevent a

foul after completion of a powerful deliv-
eV. The reverse is completed by switching
the feet. The rear foot replaces the,frontloot
by placing the outer edge of the rear foot at
the inner edge of the toe board. The body
weightds shifted back after the landing, but
not until all power is deliVered.

DISCUS

The logical order of progression in learn-
ing how to throw the discus is: developing
the proper grip; developing the correct
stance and release; practicing the-spin
across the circle; integrating the throwing
technique. Throwing the discus is a combi-

_nation_of balance, p.ow_Fx,speed, control,
,and timing.

The Grip
.Have the athlete place the discus in the

non-throwing hand. Place the palm of the
throwing hand on top of and in the middle
of the discus. Only the first joints of each
finger should come over the edge of the
discus. The thumb is placed at the edge of
the discus but does not come over the dis-
cus rim. The thumb in this position is
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Figure 15. The discus grip.

pressed against the discus. Basically there
are two ways that the fingers can be posi-
tioned 'on the discus. the fingers and
thumbs are spread out, the index finger and
middle finger are placed next to each other
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with the other two fingers and thumb
spread out on the d.ocus (see Figure 15).

Release from the nand
Primarily the discus is released off of the

index finger and the discus rotates in a
clockwise mAnner.

Drill. Rolling the discus (using the lines
on a football field or any lines on the gym
.floor). To do this the athlete takes 4-5 steps
carrying the discus extended down at the
side, swings, and releases the discus down
the line. (The action is similar to a bowling
movement.) The discus'should travel in a
straight line. This movement is essentially
the_same as a release -from-the throwing
position in that it comes off the index finger
last.

Back of Ring (See Diagram 5 and Figure,16)
Both feet are at the back of the circle. The

left foot is placed on the center line instead
of having to straddle the line. Starting off in
this position allows the athlete Jo use more
Qf the circle and more of a circular motion,
creafing a greatel velocity of the discus.

0

a.
Figure 16.

1

b.
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pointing at about 1Ci o'clock. Weight is bal-

.; anced on the flexed right leg. Th'e loft foot
should lana in the pocket. The toe of the left
foot shoukL be ;ust about even with the
right heel if not back a little, with the leg
slightly fiexed and relaxed. The feet are a
little more than sh`ohlder width ap0 (see
Figure 17a). This is done so that when the
athlete rotates the hips, he/she will be open
to the throwing area. The hips constitute
tke direction of-the discus (see Figure 17b).

,
Moving, through the Circle

As the athlete mgves througl; the circle,..,
.thätight should be "slow, ther fast with'
increasing speed/7 or just"quick.".Be care-

: ful not to decelerate. .;

Spin
Always.stay on the toes and rotate. The

Coaches should note that 76-80% of all athlete must be active with the lower body
mistakes in qv: circle occur in the back of
the circle.

and passive with the upper.body.
4. Swing 'the right leg and foot around,

Power Position keeping the leg ahead of the shoulders.
Place the right foot on the middle of the 2. Relax muscles to get 'the right leg

circle. Rotate the foot so that the toe is arourid, keeping the spreatl betWeen the

Back of Ring

'Front of Ring

Diagram 5. ,

Figure 17. The power position for throwing the discus.



right leg and left leg on the first turn
(pretend there is a bar between the two
letS like a sprinter's running formsee
Figures 18a and b). (a) legs and hipslead
the movement to the key torqued posi-
tion (see Figure 17a), (b) from the bal-
ance position, the body is accelerated
across the ring by driving across the ring
with the left leg.

3. The right foot is put down ora,the center
of the circle. The right foot is turned
upward prior to landing to ensure an
early pivot and to keep the hips ahead of
upper body for torque. (Stay on the toes
and rotate.1

4. The hips must remain ahead of the
shoulders and the discus, creating
torque. (Torque: the difference between
the hips and the shoulders which build
up or make up an "X.") (See Figure 17a.)

5. Go into the power position. The upper
body and discus are turned toward me
right with the discus over the left heel (a
torqued position).

6. Then release (see Figures 18c-e).

Finish (See Figure 180
1. Finish in a 3600 rotation, facing the front

of the ring with the knees flexed and feet
apart.

2. Replacing the left foot with the right foot
and lowering the center of gravity com-
pletes the release.

CONDITIONING

Effective phtsreal-d mental condition-
ing provides a solid foundation for success
in track and field performance. Three gen-
eral areas make np physical conditioning.
flexibility; strength; endurance.

FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility or stretching exercises should
be done bef2re and after daily activity. Flex-
ibility exercises increase the blood supply to
the muscles making them more pliable and
resistant to injury. Begin with the head and
work down to the feet, rotating each joint
and gradually stretching each large muscle
group.
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All flexibility exercises should be gradual
movements to the point of resistance (slight
tightness) and then held at that point for a
minimum of 10 geconds. This is known as
static stretching. Avoid jerky, rapid move-
men ts during warming up and cooling
down. Stretching exercises are based on
principles of progression, from gentle to
strenuous exercises, large muscle areas to
smaller areas, back area before legs. Each
exercise should not be rushed; go through
the full range of motion. Focus on "feeling"
the stretch of each muscle group. The im-
portance of stretching during the cooling
down period at the end of activity is to
reduce the lactic acid level in the body and
to avoid stiffness the following day.

STRENGTH

One of the-major contributing factors in
any sports performance is strength. Gains
in strength are-the result of three factors:
the amount of stress or work that is applied
to the muscle; the amount of time the mus-
cle is under stress; the frequency (number
of times) that stress is applied to the mus-
cle. The muscle attempts to build up an
immunity to stress or work by becoming
stronger.

Weight-training is one of the most popu-
lar forms of strength-training. Three results
can be achieved through weight-training:
increase in muscular strength by performing a
low number of repetitions with a high
Weight; increase in muscular endurance by
using a lighter weight and increasing the
number of repetitions; improvement in
power using a high weight and low repeti-
tion, the lifting movement is explosive. This
result is a combination of force and speed
and training for it is especially helpful when
jumping or throwing.

Each activity in track and field involves
different levels of streni,:h. Some require
more upper body strength (throwing) and
some more lower body strength (jumping).
However, overall strength-training will
contribute to general sports performance.

ENDURANCE

Endurance can be increased by overload-
ing the cardiovascular system (heart) by

3'4 2
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doing an activity longer than usual and rais-
ing the pulse level. Examples of endurance
work would include distance running.

Each activity in track and field involves
different levels of flexibility, strength, and
endurance. Overall conditioning should be
done by all students with specific addi-
tional conditioning for particular events.

MENTAL CONDMONING

, The track and field participant should
practice blocking out what is occurring in
the environment and learn to focus on the
particular task or event at hand. He/she
should learn to "listen" to the body and
should practice visualizing each complete
event prioK to attempting it. At all times,
"think positively and try to do your best."

SAFETY

The key to safety in track and field is to
look before you move.
1. Before walking onto the track, look to see

that you are not walking into the path of
a runner or hurdler.
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2. Before walking into the throwing area,
look to see that someone isn't in the shot
or discus circle.

3. Before going into the jumping area,, look
to see that you are not walking into the
path of a jumper.

4. If preparing to throw an implement, look
first to see that the area -is clear. After
throwing the discus or putting the shot,
do not stay out in the field and throw the
implements hack to the next participant.

5. If walking during a recovery phase of a
workout, move either to the outside lane
or completely off the track.

6. If sprinting or being timed in the inside
lanes and approaching someone either
walking or jogging in the same lane,
yell, "track," to signal that person to
move to a middle or outside lane.

7. Look before walking between hurdles to
be sure that the hurdler's run is not
being interrupted.

8. Do not lea ve implements (shot, discus,
hurdles, tape measures, or other obsta-
cles) on the track or field where someone
could trip on them.
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INTRODUCTION

The sport of volleyball was invented in
the United States in 1895 by William G.
Morgan while working in' a YMCA in
Holyoke, Massachusetts. Morgan needed a
less strenuous game to meet the needs of
some businessmen who would not play
basketball. After experimenting with vari-
ous balls including the bladder of a basket-
ball, Morgan decided no ball then available
satisfied the needs of the new game, which
he called mintonette. The Spalding Com-
pany eventually provided the first official
ball which was made of soft calfskin. In
1896 during a demonstration mintonette
game in a'n old gymnasium at the School of
Christian Workers (now Springfield Col-
lege) a faculty member, Alfred T. Halstead,
suggested that because the volleying action
was such a characteristic of game play, the
name of the activity should be changed to
volleyball. Morgan accepted this change
and the game of volleyball evolved to its
present form.

Volleyball can be enjoyed by players of all
ages. It is one of the few sports in the
United States that has competitions in vari-
ous age groups from elementary to the mas-
ters' level. It is also adaptable to many
settingsfrom the informal to the highly
competitive. Volleyball is the only team
sport which has been professionally played
on> a coed basis. Although Morgan de-
signed the game to be less arduous than
basketball it has developed into a highly
strenuous sport. When played by two
teams dosely matched in ability a five-
game match can last for as long as 21/2-3
hours. During this time players are con-
stantly moving, changing direction, jump-
ing, hitting the floor for defensive saves.

CHAPTER 22

Volleyball

BARBARA L. VIERA, 6

University of Delaware,
Newark, DE

The addition of volleyball to the Olym-
pics by the Japanese in 1964 helped increase
its popularity. Volleyball is high on the list
of participation sports in countries
throughout the world. Over 25 countries
currently list volleyball as their number one
sport.

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

To be a successful volleyball coripetitor
one must be able to perform the five basic
skills of the game at an efficient level of
control. These five basic skills are the
underhand pass, the overhand pass or set,
the serve, the spike or attack, and the block.
The block is only essential when playing
against a team with strong spiking. Other
advanced skills including the dive and roll
are only essential at higher levels of compe-
tition. The soft attack or dink is an excellent
change of pace and can also be mastered at
beginning levels of play.

UNDERHAND PASS

The underhand pass is used to receive
the serve, to play any ball arriving low and
with force, to receive spikes, and to play
any ball below chest level. It is an extremely
important skill because it is usually the first
contact made by the team receiving the
serve from the opponent. The skill is quite
different from any that exist in other sports
because the ball is contacted on the fleshy
part of the forearms. The hands are gripped
together and can be joined in a number of
acceptable ways. The two best positions
are. placing one hand across the palm of the
other, then cupping both hands so that the
thumbs are together and facing up toward

3 6
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a. Cupped h'and grip with thumbs or, top. b. Interlocking hand grip with thumbs on top.

Figure 1. The volleyball grip.

the ceiling (see Figure la), for more ad-
vanced players, joining both hands by
lightly interlocking the fingers with the
thumbs side by side and on top (see Figure
1).

It is important that the thumbs do not
overlap, as this creates an uneven surface,
causing an uncontrolled hit if the ball is
accidently received on the hands. The el-
bows are rotated in, so that the widest por-

, tion of the forearm faces upward. The el-
bows may be bent or locked as the ball
approaches but must be loticed at contact.
The ball is contacted between the wrists
and the elbows. The arms should be held
away from the body and parallel to the
thighs. The back should be erect and lean-
ing slightly forward. The knees are bent at
approximately a 900 angle, the feet are
shoulder width apart and in a stride posi-
tion with the foot which is fartha from the
target forward. The shoulders should face
the intended direction of the pass. This po-
sition of the body in relation to the target is

essential if the player is to successfully di-
rect the pass. The player should always es-
tablish a set body position bcfore contacting
the ball, rather than passing the bali while
still moving. As the ball approaches, the
player gets behind it, so that the ball is
played between the legs and the player is in
a low position. The player's eyes should be
kept on the ball until it contacts the arms.
The ball should be contacted low between
the waist and the knees. As contact is made
the knees are extended and the arms are
raised slightly making a punching motion
at the ball. The arms should not rise above
shoulder level on the follow-through. At the
same time the weight is transferred forward
in the direction of the pass. The three most
common faults by beginners are too much
arm swing, bending at the waist instead of
the knees, and a transfer of weight away
from the intended direction of the pass.
Figure 2 shows the underhand pass in a
series of pictures. Check the following
points of emphasis:
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Figure 2. The underhand pass.
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the position of the body at contact,
the point at which the ball contacts the
arms;
the locked elbows on coptact;
the transfer of weight from the back to the
forward foot;
the extension of the legs and arms,
the height of the arms on the follow-
through .

Players may not always be able to posi-
tion themselves squarely behind an oncom-
ing ball. In this situation the ball should be,
played outside the body andlor with one
arm or hand. If the ball is played with one
arm the hand should be held perpendicular
to the arm, so that contact is made with the
flat surface of the arm at the wrist. If the ball

, is contacted on the hand the player should
break the wrist to help direct the ball. If the
ball is played to the left or right of the body
with' two arms the shoulder closest to the
ball should be dropped or dipped, so that
the ball will rebound back in the same direc-
tion from whence it came. If this is not done
the direction of the ball will not change and
it will continue past the player and out-
of-bounds.

When any hard-driven ball is received it is
referred to as a dig. A one-armed reception
is also called a dig. The underhand pass is
often referred to as a forearm bounce pass,
a bump, or just a forearm pass. These terms
can be used interOangeably.

A player should have enough control
over his/her passing to perform the follow-
ing tasks:

self pass the ball 15 consecutive times;
pass the ball against the wall, to a height
greater than 8 feet, 15 consecutive times;
pass the ball with a partner 10 consecutive
times;
receive 5 out of 10 serves that come di-
rectly to the player by passing them to the
target area with enough height so that
they can easily be handled by the setter.
The target area is the center one-third of
the court and close to the net.

OVERHAND PASS OR SET

The overhand pass is the most accurate
method of playing the ball. It is used to
receive any ball chest high or higher and

traveling very ilowly. It is also used as the
second contact by a team as it sets up its

.offense. When used in this manner, to de-
:liver the ball to a slAker, the overhand pass
is'also referred to as a set.

In executing the overhand pass a 'player
must first move into the correct position. As
in the underhand pass it is extremely im-
portant that the player.establish a set body
positron before playing the ball. When
executing an overhead pass the player's
shoulders' must be square to the desired.
direction of the pass. Once in position the
player should watch the ball closely until
contact. The hands are raised to a position
just in front of the forehead, and the player
continues to look at the ball through the
window formed by the hands. The ball is
contacted 6 to 8 inches above the forehead.
The hands are cupped around the ball, on
the sides of the ball more than directly be-
hind it. The thumbs should be closer to
each other than the first fingers. The con-
tact points on the fingers are the upper two
joints. The greatest force comes from the
thumbs and the first two fingers of each
hand but all fingers do contact the ball. The
action of the set is a very quick catch-and-
throw motion. The angle of the elbows
should not decrease as the ball is contacted
and the fingers should be firmly held
throughout. The wrists are hyperextended
and the hands and wrists are both relaxed.

The body Should be in an upright Rosi-
tion and leaning slightly forward, knees
bent, and back straight. The feet should be
in an easy stride position with the foot
closest to the net always forward. This pre-
vents the ball from going over the net into
the opponents' court.

On contact the wrists flick the ball for-
ward as the elbows and knees extend and
the weight is transferred toward the direc-
tion of the pass. The arms are fully ex-
tended on the follow-through and the
hands point in flip direction of the pass. The
ball should be directed with good height.
Figure 3 shows the overhand pass in a
series of pictures.

Check for the following points of empha-

the position of th hands and arms before
contact;
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Figure 3. The overhand pass.
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the bent position of the knees and elbows
before contact;
the position of the hands and arms before
contact;
the bent position of the knees and elbows
before contact;
the fully extended arms on the follow-
through.
Tlie player can increase the complexity of

sets by varying the height and speed with
which they are delivered to the spiker. At
beginning levels of play a high set is rec-
ommended almost exclusively.

The set can also be sent backward over
the player's own head to a teammate be-
hind the setter. This is called a back set.
Everything is the same as with the front set
until the point of contact. The player arches
his/her back and pushes the ball straight up
toward the ceiling, extending his/her arms
and knees. The weight transfer will be back
in the direction of the pass. The back Set is
very effective, as it often catches. the oppo-
nents off-guard.

All pla yers should be more accurate
when using the overhand pass than when
using any other volleyball skill. The setter is
the player who will set the spikers the
greatest percentage of the time, and should
be excellent in performing this skill. All
other players must be able to set 'effectively
when the setter cannot make the second
contact. Players should be able to complete
each of the following tasks:

overhand pass the ball successfully to
themselves 20 times;
overhand pass the ball to a height of 11
feet against a wall consecutively 20 times;
complete 20 overhand passes while re-
ceiving a tossed ball from a partner with
10 tosses made to the passer's right and 10
made to the passer's left on an alternating
basis.

E SERVE

The serve can be one of the most impor-
tant skills of the game. If a team is lucky
enough to win the first serve and is a good
serving team it could get a good lead or
even win the game before the opponents
are able to serve. There are many varieties
of serves which can be mastered and a

server who has mastered more than one
serve can be extremely effective. Beginners
should concentrate on performing one
serve until they have 90 percent accuracy.
That is, they are capable of making nine
good serves in every ten attempts. The
easiest serve to master is the underhand
serve. Many players feel that the under-
hand serve is not effective. This is not
necessarily true. If it is the only serve a
player can perform with 90 percent accu-
racy then the player should use this serve
entirely until he/she masters other styles.
The underhand serve is hit with less force
and on a higher trajectory than the over-
hand or rougdhouse serves, but if hit as a
floater it can have a lot of "action" on it and
_be highly effective. The floater action is
similar to that of a knuckleball pitch in
baseball. Hit without spin, the ball reacts
unpredictably to the air currents, either
cuiving, dipping, or rising.

The underhand serve is hit with an open
hand, the major point of contact being on
the heel of the hand. The ball should be hit
with a locked wrist. The body should be
facing the net with the feet in a stride posi-
tion and about shoulder width apart. The
forward foot should be placed so that the
toe is pointing to the direction of the serve.
The foot on the opposite side of the serving
hand should be the forward foot. The ball is
held at waist level or lower in the non-
hitting hand. The holding hand must re-
lease the ball before it is contacted or the
serve is illegal. The hitting arm swings back "
as the weight is transferred onto the back
foot. As the arm swings forward to contact
the ball the weight is transferred onto the
forward foot. The ball should be contacted
in a low position and as the handlollows
through the player moves forward onto the
court into a position of readiness to receive
the return.

Far, beginners, it is n9t necessary to dis-
guise the direction of the serve. The oppo-
nent who knows that there will be a serve to
his/her position feels more pressure than
one who does not expect the ball This often
causes a reception error.

The overhand floater serve is similar to
the underhand serve as the player agsumes
the same initial positionbody facing the
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Figure 4. The serve.
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net, feet in a shoulder width stride position,
non-serving hand "holding the ball, and
eyes on the intended target. The holding
hand begins with the ball at chest level or
higher, and tosses the ball in the air slightly
in front of the shoulder of the hitting hand,
and 2 to 3 feet higher than head height. The
ball is contacted with an open hand, the
heel of the hand again being the major area
of contact. The wrist is locked. There
should be little to no follow-through. The
hitting action is somewhat like a punching
motion, and the ball is contacted on the
center back. The server looks it the ball as
soon as the serving motion begins, and
should keep the eyes on the ball until con-
tact. As the ball is tossed the weight is trans-
ferred onto the back foot. The striking arm
is cocked back into a throwing position. As
the arm swings forward toward contact it is
extended, reaching full extension at con-
tact. The entire action is similar to throwing
a baseball. Once the ball is contacted the
server moves onto the court and into his/
her playing position. Figure 4 shows the
serve in a series of pictures. Note the fol-
lowing points of emphasis:

the position of the tossed ball with re-
spect to the body;
the cocked position of the arm before
contact;
the height of the ball above the shoulder
at contact;
the full extension of the arm at contact,
the server's concentration on the ball,
the limited amount of follow-through of
the arm.

,Servers should have three ptiorities
serving. First, they must be consistent.
They must be able to get the ball legally into
the opponent& court on nearly every serve.
Secondly, the server should be able to serve
to any spot which might be advantageous
to hisiher team. Thirdly, the server should
try to "put something on" the ball, such as a
spin or greater force. Servers should not try
for the second priority until the first is met.

The most effective serves are directed to
the deep cornersof the opponents' court, to
the seams (the area between two oppo-

-.....ments), or to a weak receiver. Once players
have mastered the first two priorities above
with one serve they can begin working on

Net

4 3 2

5 6 1

Diagram 1. The volleyball court divided into the
six court areas.

another type of serve. Each player should
be able to master each of the following
tasks:

serve 20 consecutive legal serves without
a miss;
serve to each of the six court positions in
order for two full rotations;
serve to any court positions called out by
the teacher on twelve consecutive serves.

The court positions in volleyball are illus-
trated in Diagram 1.

THE ATTACK OR SPIKE,

The spike is the most exciting skill of the
game and at the same time one of the most
difficult skills to perform. In making a spike
the player must jump into the air and hit a
moving object (the ball) over an obstacle
(the net) into a bounded area (the court).
This task is not easy. Timing is the most
important element of the spike. Spiking can
be done on a variety of sets. For discussion
here only the high set will be considered.
This set is 7-10 feet above the top of the net.

The approach for the spike begins at the
attack line, 10 feet from the net. Moving
toward the net can be accomplished with
any number of steps but better volleyball
players limit themselves to two or three
The spiker must wait until the ball is set by
the setter before beginning the approach, in
order to go to the spot where the ball will
arrive. Once the spiker has reached the cor-
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rect spot hosshe brings both feet together by
planting one heelfirst and closing with the
other. All spiking is done with a two-foot
take-off. Planting the heels changes for-
ward momentum into upward momentum.
As the heels are planted the arms swing.
down and back to about shoulder height;
the :,nees are bent as deeply as they can go
and get maximum thrust and control on the
jump. As the spiker extends the knees to
jump, the aims are swung forcibly, forward
and up. The swing of the arms is very im-
portant to increase height on the jump. The
spiker concentrates on the ball as the jump
is made. 'The hitting arm and hand are .

taken back behind the head into a throwing
positioh. At the highest point in the jump
the spiker swings the arm forward lo hit the
ball. The arm action is the same as that used
to throw a baseball. The ball is contacted
with force, with an opehhand. As soon as
contact is made there is a snap ofdhe wrist.

. The wrist snap.is very important because it
puts topspin,on the bdll, causing it to dip
severely in flight. The hand should be open
wide and fairly relaxed at conlact. As with
the serve, the heel of the hand is the most
important hitting surface. The ball should
be contacted two to six. inches in front of the
hitter's ghoulder on the hitting side of the
body. As the ann4 swing is made the non-
hit ting arm is dropped forcibly, to the
player's side. This gives the player greater
reach. The ball should be contacted at the
spikes greatest reach. As contact is made r:
with the heel of the hand, the hand is
snapped forward over the top of the ball to
impart a forward spin on the ball, thus dir*
recting it downward. It is extremely impor-
tant that the jump is straight up and down.
The planting of the heels effectively stops
forward momentum so that no net foul is -

committed.
During the follow-through the player's

hIttinghand drops back to the player's side,
and the spiker returning to the floor should
land slrnultaneously on both feet. It is im-
portant-that immediately afterJanding the
spiker prepare for the next play. Figure 5
dernonstrites a spiking sequence. Look for
'the following points of emphasis:

the plant of the heels and the two-foot
take-off;

355

the high backswing of the player's arms;
the forward swing of both ,...rms on the
jump;
the full extension of the arm on contact;
the position of the ball in relation to the
spiker's body (it is in fzont of the hitting
arm's shoulder.at contact);
the snap of the wriSt on contact;
the landing of the4spikeisimultaneously
on both feet.
Oncc the player has mastered the.basic

elements of the spike, the angle and direc-
tion of the spike shoukt be practiced. The
two main directions of the spike are cross-
court and down-the-line. A cross-court
spike is hit from the spiker to the opposite
corner of the opponent's court (see Dia-
gram 2). The down-the-line spike is hit

Net X Spiker

Diagram, 2. hree different- angles for cross-
. court.spiking.

Net

4.

Diagram 3. Path traveled by a down-the-line
spike.

4



along the sideline from the spiker to the
corner of the opponent's court on the same
side (see Diagram 3).

Spikes are divided into two main
categories: on-hand spikes; off-hand
spikes. An on-hand-spike is one in which
the spiker's hitting arm is on the same side
of the body as the approaching set. This
occurs in the right forward position for a
left-handed player and in the left forward
position for a right-handed player. It is the
spike that a player should be best at execut-
ing. The ball dr,es not cross in front of the
player's body before it is hit. An off-hand
spikels one in which the spiker's hitting
arm is on the opposite side of the player's
body from the approaching set. The ball
must cross in front of the player before
being hit. This style is employed when a
left-handed player is in the left forward po-
,sition, or a right-handed player is in the
right.forward position. The on-land spike
is the preferable spike for most players, but
in any case, the spiker should always hit the
ball with the dominant hand.

All players should be able to master each
of the following tasks:

Spike the balt against the wall at least ten
times. To spike, a player stands 6 to 10
feet from a smooth wall, tosses up the
ball, and spikes it onto the floor close to
the wall. The ball rebounds from the floor
and wall and is caught. The spiker then
repeats the process.
Spike five out of ten high sets to the on-
hand side into the opponent's court.
Spike five out of ten high sets to the off-
hand side into the opponent's court.

ME DINK

Another form of attack is the dink. The
dirt< i3 a change of pace play and can be
used aa offensive move, to catch the
opp.m.nts off-guard, or as an alternative
when aspike is not possible because of poor
timing or a bad set. The dink is most effec-
tive when used as an offensive play.

The approach for the dink is exactly the
same as the approach for the spike. In fact,
this is essential to disguise the intent of the
attacker. At the last minute the spiker holds
back on a powerful swing, reaches as high

VOLLEYBALL 355

Net

Diagram 4. The weak areas of the opponen for
the dink. The left and right areas change de--
pending on which side the dink originates. The

center area is the same for both sides.

as possible and with a soft fingertip touch
from a positicin on the lower back of the
ball, drops the ball over or by the block so
that it falls quickly to the floor. The dink
must be high enough to clear the opposing
block but low enough so that it hits the floor
befOre.the opponent's backcourt defensive
players can move in to "dig it up." It is
essential in dinking that the wrist be held
straight to avoid the possibility of a carry.'

There are two areas on the court most
vulnerable to a dink: over the bloek and
down the line but in front of the attack line;
by the block and to the center of the-court
but close to the net (see Diagram 4).

All players should be able to master each
of the following tasks: dink five out of ten
sets so that they clear the block ard land in
front of the attack line; dink five out of ten
sets by the block so they hit the floor near
the net in the center of the court.

SERVE RECEPTION

Receiving the serve is extremely iriapor-
tent. If a team cannot successfully receive
the serve they will never gain the opportu-
nity to serve and score theinselves. Serve
reception is a team effort.

The W-formation is the most common
and most efficient formation for receiving
the serve. In this formation five players are
ready to receive and one player, the setter,
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Net

Diagram 5. The W-formation used for serve re-
ception.

avoids receiving unaer any circumstances
and "hides" at the net. Diagram 5 shows
this formation using H's to indicate the
spikers and S's to indicate the F.etters. No
player should stand directly behind a
teammate and all players must have a clear
view of the opposing server. Each player on
the court has certain responsibilities on
serve reception. First, after the serve is hit,
the players must determine who w9l re-
ceive .kt. The person receiving should call for
the ball; then all the remaining players
should turn _and face _the receiver. :This ac-
tion is calfid "opening up." Players should
also help each other by calling bad serves
out-of-bounds. The RF and RB work as a
team calling the right sideline. If the ball is
being played by one, the other player
judges the ball's position and calls it out if
necessary. The LF and LB call the left
sideline. The LB and RB are a team for cal-
ling the endline. The CF and CB should.
alert their teammates if a serveis short, i.e.,
is going to fall in front of the attack line.

In the waiting position for serve recep-
tion all players on the left side of the court
should have the left foot forward in a slight
stride, while all players on the right side of
the court should have the right foot for-
ward. The setter standing near the net
should not receive the serve under any cir-
cumstances. Any bail shoulder height or
higher as it approaches the forward line
should be received by a back row player.
Any serve shoulder height or higherAs it

Net

-41111---RF

LF CB CF

LB RB

Diagram 6. W-formation when the RF is the
setter. At ball contact by the server, the setter

moves to the center of the court.

approaches a back row player should be
allowed to go out-of-bounds. The setter
shbuld always face the left sideline .with
his/her right side toward the net.

The sequence of action in receiving the
serve should be as follows. The receiving
player passes the ball to the setter at the net,
who is facing the LF position. The setter
than sets,one of two hitters, either forward
to the LF or backward to the RF. As soon as
the set is made the whole team moves into
spike coverage.

When-the tdain rótates the setter moves
to the RF position. The setter must switch to
the center of the court as soon as the ball is
contacted on the serve. Diagram 6 shows
the W-formation when the setter is the RF.

-Net

LE AN.

CF RF

CB

LB RB

Diagram 7. W-formarion when the LF is the
setter. The CF must be ahead of the CB.



The setter hides at the net and the CF
moves toward the right sideline. The
players who switch maintai their new po-
sitions until the next serve.

The next rotation finds the setter in the
LF position. Diagram 7 shows the
W-forrnation and the switch when the set-
ter is in the LF position. Once the ball is
contacted playerl-may switch to any spot
on the court. They should be careful, how-
ever, not to change positions with team-
mates until the ball has been served. When
the setter switches to the center of the court
the center forward stays near the sideline
and.plays as an outside forward.

SPIKE COVERAGE

The purpose of ,covering the spike is to
be ready to play the ball off the opponent's
block if that block is suEcessful. If a block is
successful the ball comes right back at the
spiker, usually falling behind him/her.
Thus, the area behind the spiker is the one
to be covered. Three players move to form a
semi-circle around the spiker and the other
two players move to fill the remaining
spaces. All players must crouch low to have
more time to react to the ball. Diagram 8
shows the 'mov ement of ',jay ers when the
LF is the spiker.

Net
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Diagram 8. Spike coverage for the LF spiker.

Diagram 9 shows the movemenf of players
when the RF is spiking.
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Diagram 9. Movement to spike coverage when
the RF is spiking.

The cenrel<rward is customarily the setter
and will only be called on to spike if there is
a broken play.

THE BLOCK

The block is a team's first line of defense.
The best way to stop an opponent's attack is
to block it at the net and not allow the ball to
cotne onto the side of the court. A single
block is executed by one player. In a double
block the center forward joins the outside
forward on the side of the opponent's spike
and they block together. The purpose of the
block is to lessen the net area available to
the spiker. A double block is of course more
effective than a single block.

The ready position for a blocker is six to
twelve inches from the net, with arms bent
at the elbow so that the hands are at shoul-
der height and fakly close to the bddy. The
blocker must concentrate on the oppo-
nent's play until the ball is set to the oppos-
ing spiker. Then the blocker stops watching
the ball and concentrates on that spiker.
The blocker gets into position 4o that one-
half of the body overlaps one-half of the
spiker's body on the side of the spiker's
hitting arm (see Figure 6). The blocker at-
tempts to put one hand on each side of the
spiker's hand. The blocker times the block
by jumping a split second after the spiker.
The blocker reaches as high as possible over
the top of the net and into the opponent's
court. The shoulders are close to the ears.

3 5 8
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Figure 6. The position of the blocker in
relationship to the spiker.

The body pikes slightly to prevent net
fouls. The blockees hands are wide open
and turned so that the thumbs are up (see
Figure 7). This positioning of the hands
covers the maximum amount of space.
When the ball contacts the blockees hand
the blocker snaps the wrists, causing the
ball to drop quickly onto the opposing
court. The blocker must quickly withdraw
the hands so that no net foul will be com-
mitted in returning to the floor. After the
block the player should be immediately
ready for the next play:

Figure 8 illustrates the block sequentially.
Look for the following points of emphasis.

the starting position of the blocker;
the position of the blocker's arms in rela-

tionship to the head;
the wide position of the blocker's fingers;

the penetration the blocker makes over
the net;
ihe piking position of the body.
When blocking in the,outside Tosition

the blocker must be sure to turn the ball into

the Opponent's court. The hand closest to
the sideline should be turned in, so that the
ball will not rebound out-of-bounds after
hitting the block. Successful blocking in-
volves a great deal of practice emphasizing
timing. Many beginning blockers have a
tendency to rush the block, jump too soon,
and miss the ball completely. Each player
should be able to master each of the follow-
ing tasks:

block three out of eight spikes off high
sets;
jump and reach so that both hands are
completely over the top of the net;
watch the spiker rather than the ball on
every spike.

OFFENSE

With the 15asic skills of volleyball mas-
tered, the offensive and defensive systems
can be learned. The lea-st complicated of-
fensive system is the 4-2. Four players pre-
dominantly serve as spikers, and two as
setters. The setters are directly opposite-.
each other in the lineup, so that there is

always one setter in the forward line. The
setter in the forward line performs the set-
ting task. The other setter plays as a defen-
sive player in the back row until rotating to
the forward line and becoming the working
setter.

There are three different fotma dons used
on offense. They are serve reception, spike
coverage, and free ball. In all of these for-

mations the team is either receiving the ball
from the opponent or playing it on their
own side. Each of these situations will be
covered In -detail when discussing the 4-2
offense.

FREE BALL

When the opposing team is unable to set
up for a spike they will usually return the
ball in a manner that makes it easy to han-
dle. This is called free ball. When it ap-
pears that the opponents are in trouble,
imdiediately assume the free ball ferma-
tion. The free ball formation is the same as
the W-formation used for serve reception,
except tliat the setter does not have to go to
his/her correct rotational position and may

V.
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a. The incorrect hand position on the block 6. The correct thumbs up position. Note the wider
area that it covers .

Figure 7.

remain in the center of the court. The team
then proceeds as in the serve reception,
try ing to get a three-hit Lumbination pass,
set, and spike.

DEFENSE

The best- defensive system to use in be-
ginning levels of play is the 2-1-4 defense.
This is also called the middle-in defense.
This defense is especially strong against a
team with weak hitters, or one that dinks a,
good deal.

BASE DEFENSE

When the opponents are play ing the ball
the team should be waiting in a base defen-
sive formation. s the opponents attempt
to set up a spike, ai the tgam sees that its
first action will probab e a b k, all three

forwards place themselves at the net in a
blocking position. The center back stays in
the center of the court, and the other backs
stay deep. Diagram 10 illustrates the proper
team alignment during base defense. From
the base defensive formation the team
moves either into free ball formation if the
opponents do not spike, or into position to
block.

THE BLOCK DEFENSE

In this defense two players form the
block, one player plays c:ose behind the
block providing dink coverage, and the re-
maining three players remain deep to dig
spikes. As soon as the team knows from
which side the opponents will spike, the CF
moves to that side to form a double block
with the outside forward. Tbe CB moves
behind the block and gets into a low posi-

3 6
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Figure 8. The block.

hon. The remaining three players cover the
rest of the court. The back on the same side
as the block plays close to the line, and is
ready to dig a down-the-line spike. The
forward, not involved in the block, moves
off the net to the attack line, and is ready to
dig sharply angled spikes, play dinks to the

Net
LF CF RF

CB

LB RB

Diagram 10. Base defense when using
2-1-3 defensive system.

the

center of the court, and pick up any spikes
which roll along the net and fall into the
court. The back opposite the block plays in
the power alley. This is the part of the court
where most spikes are likely to come. This
player lines up off the center forward's in-
side shoulder so that the player sees the
spiker's hand and the ball. Diagrams 11 and
12. show the proper court positions for all
players when the opposing right forward
and left forward are spiking. The shaded
area indicates the power alley. The area
deep behind the block tends to be the weak
area in this offense. .'

In the beginning levels of play few teams
will spike from the CF position.

SAFETY

Volleyball is a relatively safe game to
play. The only protective measure
suggested is the use of knee pads. As in any
sport, a sufficient warm-up bejore begin-
ning activity is the best way to decrease

361



x Net

Diagram 11. The proper court coverage when
using the 2-1-3 defense and the opposing right

forward is spiking.

muscle pulls. The legs and arms are used
extensively, and should be thoroughly
warmed up before play. The best way to
prevent collisions on the court is to com-
municate with teammates at all times, cal-
ling for the ball immediately upon deciding
to play it.

RULES

The court has several markings with
which all players should be familiar. Dia-
gram 13 shows a legal voyeyball court and
its markings.

The correct height of the net for women is
74 1/8" (2.24m), and for. men 7'11 5/8"

Net .X

LF

CFRF
CB

RB

Diagram 12. The proper court coverage when
using the 2-1-3 defense and the opposing left,

forward is spiking.

It '

59' ig

1:g
1 41
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29'6"

Net

I 910"

Attack Line

Endline 141e 21"1
Serving

Area

Diagram13. A legal volleyball court
with its markings aitd measurements.

(2.43m). The court is 59' (18m) long and
29'6" (9m) wide. The attack lines are 9'10"
(3m) from the net.

The game is started with a coin toss be-
tween the teams' captains. One captain
calls the toss. The captain who wins the toss
selects either to serve first or to play on the
preferred side of the court. The other cap-
tain gets the remaining choice.

Matches consist of either best of three or
best of five games. Each game is 15 points
and the winnirig team must win by two
points. The first serve alternates with each
game. A second toss is made for the third
game or fifth game which will decide a
match.

A playing team is made up of six players.
A squad can have no more than twelve
players. Once the order of service is estab-
lished for a game it cannot change until that

362
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game is t.ornpleted. Players must be in their
correct rotational position until the ball is
contacted on any serve. At any other time
in the game players may play anywhere on
their court or off it provided they remain on
their own side of the net.

There are several ball handling rules:
1. No player may hit the ball twice in a row

unless the first contact is a block.
2. Each team may contact the ball three

times on its side. if the first contact is a
block it doesn't count as a hit, and three
additional contacts are allowed.

3. Part of the ball must be on a team's side
of the net before that team may spike;
but the team may block a ball attacked by
the opposing spiker before it crosses the
net.

4. Each con tact must give the ball im-
mediate impetus. The ball may not be
held, thrown, or carried.

5. The ball may be contacted with any part
of .the body above and including the
waist.

Players must be on the court during the
service (the line is part of the court) Players
may step on or over the centerline, as long
as part of the foot remains on or above that
line. It is a fa uit if any other part of the body
contacts the floor on the opponent's court.

The ball is put in play from the serving
area. It must go over the legal portion of the
net without touching it, and land within the
boundaries of the opponent's court. The
lines are considered in-bourtds. The serve
must be contacted with one hand or arm It
must be cleanly hit after it has been released
or thrown from the hand or hands of the
server.

A team only scores when serving. If the
serving team faults, the receiving team gets
to serve and no point is made. This action is
called a side-out. Points are made by the
serving team anytime the receiving team
commits a fault.

A player may not touch the net at any
time during play. . Any ball other than the
serve which contacts the net is still in play.
If a ball is hit into the net with force causing
the net to hit a player, it is not a net fault. If
two opposing players hit the net or cross
the centerline simultaneously, it is a double
fault, and the point is replayed.

Only forwards may block. Backs may not
spike from a position in front of the attack
line. Players may leave the court in order to
play the ball, but the ball must pass over the
legal portion of the net to be a good return

EQUIPMENT

The best volleyball is made of leather
with molded seams. It is softer to the touch
and does not hurt the arms when played. A
good volleyball will cost at least $20.00.

TERMINOLOGY

Attack. The actof sending the ball to an oppo-
nent in a forceful manner. Often used
synonymously with spike.

Attack Line. The line on the court which is
9'10" (3m) from the centerline.

Back Set. A set in which the setter faces away
from the intended direction of the ball and sets
overhead to a waiting spiker.

Base Formation. The position of a team while
their opponents play the ball and the team
waits to decide their counter move.

Block. When a player jumps close to the net
extending both arms over the top of the net
with the hands in a wide position with fingers
spread to prevent an opponent's spike from
crossing over the net.

Bump. The underhand passing action in which
the ball rebounds off the forearms and is di-
rected to a teammate.

Centerline. The court marking directly under
the net which divides the large court into two
equal sides.

Cross-court Spike. A spike directed diagonally
to the longest part of the opponent's court.

Dig. A one- t,r two-armed defensive save in'
which a player has difficulty getting to the ball
and just passes ft high so that a teammate can
play it.

Dink. A soft off-speed change of pace play in
which a sinker attempts to catch the oppo-
nents off-guard. The ball is hit with the finger-
tips of one or two hands so that it just clears
the block and drops quickly to the floor.

Double Fault. A play in which faults are com-
milted by players on both teams at the same
time. The point is replayed.

Down-the-line Spike. A spike directed along
the sideline closest to the spiker.

Floater. A serve which is hit without spin caus-
ing it to move up, down, andlor side to side as
it responds to air currents.

Forearm Pass. Same as, bump.
Free Ball. Any ball coming from the opponents

which is not a spike or attack.



Heel of the Hand. The solid part of the hand
which is close to the wrist.

Middle-in. A defensive formation in which the
center back plays directly behind the block to
cover against the dink.

Off-hand. A spike in which the ball must cross
in fain', of the spiker's body before being con-
tacted by the spiker's dominant hand. The set
comes from the spiker's non-dominant side.

On-hand. A spike in w hich the ball is set from
the same side of the spiker's body as the dom-
inant hand.

Opening up. The action of all players during
serlve reception w ho are not going to receive
the serve. They all turn and face their team-
mate who is receiving.

Overhand Pass. A pass in which the play er
plays the ball with open hands in a position six
to eight inches above the forehead.

Power Alley. That portion of the court where
most spikes are aimed. It is the diagonal from
the spiker's hand to the opposite corner of the
opponent's court:

Seam. The space between two recew ers dunng
serve reception.

Serve. The act of putting the balr in play. The
ball is hit from behind the endline and in the
serving area so that it clears the net and enters
the opponent's court.

Serving Area. The right one-third of the end
line and behind or outside of the court. The
place from which players Serve.

Set. The placement of the ball to enable the
spiker to attack it to hit it into the opponent's
court.

Side-out. When the ben ing team makes a fault
and the receiving team gains the serve.

Spike. A ball w hich is hit w ith great force from a
position higher than the top of the net so that
it drops at a sharp angle to the opponents.

Target Area. The area to w hich the players pass
the ball When receiving serve andlor another
ball from their opponents. The setter is usu-
ally in the target area. In a 4-2 offense this area
is the center one-third of the court close to the
net.

Topspin. A ball which is hit by a player using a
wnst snap which causes it to rotate away from
the hitter causing it to drop quickly.
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Underhand Pass. The act of directing the ball by
bouncing it,off the forearms to a teamMate.
Same as bump.
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INTRODUCTION

Weight-training is one of the most popu-
lar forms of conditioning today. A major,
reason for this popularity is that weight-
training can produce positive changes in
the structure and function of the body of
the participant. Properly developed, a pro-
gram of weight-training can help himber to
look better physically and perform more
effectively in daily life. .

A CHANGING VIEW ON WEIGHT-TRAINING

The present prominence of weight-
training has taken many years to achieve. A
great many teachers of physical education,
as well as coaches, did not approve of
weight-training as part of their programs
during the 1940s and 1950s. In this period
teachers and coaches often even discour-
aged weight-training. The reasons these
educators gave usually related to the sup-
posed negative influences that weight-
training had on skilled performance. Since
many of those negative effects were based
soley on opinion, not scientific investiga-
tion, studies were conducted to investigate
some of the important questions involved
in this issue. The positive results of these
scientific investigations 'have led to an in-
creasing use of weight-training as part of
the physical education curriculum in many
schools. It appears at this point that
weight-training is becoming firmly
grounded in the American thought of con-
ditioning. Signs today indicate that an even
greater emphasis may be developing in the
future.

CHAPTER 23

Weight-training

BOB WARD,
Dallas Cowboys Football Club,

Dallas, TX

THE TOTAL CONDITIONING
PROCESS,AND WEIGHT-TRAINING

It is important to u0erstand what is to
be accomplished through the conditioning
program before a systematic program can
be developed to achieve these eng. It is
very important to understand how
weight-training serves as an effective con-
ditioning tool. The following qualities be-
come highly developed through weight-
training:
1. Muscular powerthe ability to do heavy

-workloads in very short periods of time.
The Clean is a commonly used measure
of this quality.

2. Muscular straigth the ability to develop
maximum force or tension in an exer-
cise. This quality is usually measured by
doing a one repetition maXimum (1RM)
for an exercise. The dead lift is an excel-
lent example of total body muscular
strength. .

3. Muscular endurancethe ability to do an
exercise, or series of exercises (circuit
training), with below maximum weight,
for a prolonged period of time. Various
exercises can be done for repetitions
with a percentage of the 1RM or a per-
centage of body weight.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH

WEIGHT-TRAINING PROGRAM

PURPOSE OF ME PROGRAM

The first principle in program develop-
ment concerns philosophy or purpose

, o 0 r, .
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the reasons for action. Participants must
recognize their present condiioning posi-
tion and desrired destination before an intel-
ligent program can be developed. Once the
goal is iastablished, it is possible to set in-
termediate objectives that are progressively
attainable and capable of being measured
relative to the time spent in the program.

ELEMENTS OF A FUNCTIONAL STRENGTH-
TRAINING PROGRAM

Studies and coaching experience in
weight-lifting and weight-training exer-
cises hrwe shown certain elements to be
important in the development of a total
weight-training program. Several of the
recommended elements are given in the
following figures, along with the normal
time ranges to be devoted to them. It is
recognized that each individual has differ.-,
ent training needs and time available.
Therefore, use the information given below
as a guide for constructing an indi-
vidualized program.

Element

1. Warm-up
1 Flexibility
3. Leg and back strength
4. Arm and shoulder

pushing strength
5. Arm and shoulder

pulling strength
6. Muscle endurance

Integrated into each
exercise and/or
one day per week
circuit training.

7. Trunk and abdominal strength
8. Warm-down

Recommended %
Time

5-10 minutes
10-20 minutes
10-20 minutes

7-15 minutes

7-15 minutes

5-8 minutes
5-10 minutes

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON
BREATHING, SPOTTING, AND THE GRIP

It is very important that the weight
trainer have a good understanding of
proper breathing, spotting, and gripping
techniques before starting a program; con-
sequently, it is fitting that these be dis-
cussed prior to getting into the actual lifting
program.

Breathing
Proper breathing is one of the most im-

portant requirements iniveight-training.

.1

Many weight trainers do not practice cor-
rect breathing techniques and limit perfor-
mance by so doing. Here are some essen-
tials of breathing technique:
1. If the exercise weights are light to

medium, br.athing can easily follow the
pattern of out on exertion 'dna in as the
action returns the bar to the starting po-
sition.

2. The light to medium breathing tech-
nique keeps the internal body pressure
at a comfortable exercise level.

3. The.lifting of heayy weights, however,
demands that the lifter stabilize the
trunk to provide a firm foundation for
the execution of the exercise. Therefore,
the air is taken in prior to the lift and held
during the exertion. However, a forceful
exhalation does help in making close
lifts, and also reduces the possibility of
passing out.

Spotting
Spotting is a preventive safety Measure.

Many hazardous situations can be easily
avoided by following proper training pro-
grams as well as sound spotting principles.
Spotters are persons who stand by the lifter
to provide assistance when needed. They
may help position a heavy weight fof the
start of an exercise, or help remove it after-
ward. Their primary function, however, is
to prevent injuries by controlling the
weight in the event of a slip, or when the
lifter cannot complete a lift. Some helpful
principles of spotting are given below:
1. Follow intelligent training programs.
2. Properly use and inspect equipment.
3. Pay attention when spotting.
4. Use at least two spotters when working

with extremely heavy.,weights.
5. Use appropriate lifting racks when lift-

ing extremely heavy weights.

The Grip
The grip depends primarily on the type

of exercise or ,ariation being done. There
are six major grips used in weight-training.
These grips are: overhand; underhand; al-
ternate; false; hooked, strapped. Some of
these are shown in the accompanying il-
lustrations.
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a. The feet are flat on the floor.

b. The arms are fully extended when taking the bar-
bell from the spotters.

Figure 1. Spotting for the bench pressl p
V kJ 0
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a. Overhand grip. ' b. Underhand gr,ip.

-1

c. Alternate grip.

d. False grip.

Figure 2. Th'e-R.

e. Hooked grip.

t

,



LEG AND BACK STRENGTI:

This is a supportive orfoun&tional qual-
- ity. The major objective of these leg and
back exercises is to develop tissue strength
in the large muscle gi:Nttr..., of the body. This
strength improves the ability to maintain
proper body positions in other exercises
and sporting skills. Barbell, dumbbell, and
machine exercises such as knee berids of all
kinds are included in programs for the de-
velopment of leg and back strength.

Exercise: Front
Equipment: Barb
Major Purpose:

Ssuat
ell/dumbbell/machine.
To develop supportive
strength in the legs and
back. Notice that the ver-
tical position of the trunk
forces the legs to do more
work. This exercise also
deveiops arm and shoul-
der girdle strength as a
secondary objective.

Steps:
1. Assume a stance allowing for a comfort-

able squat to be assumed through the
desired range of motion.

2. Rest the weight on the shoulders by
bringing the elbows up.

3. The fingerssnay be looseneho that the
bar will primarily rest on the shoulders.

4. The back.should remain tight ard in as
vertical a position as possible through-
out the squat.

5. A deep breath at the start will assist in
stabilizing the rrunk and help maintain a
good bar position on the wfy down.

6. The depth of the squat shogld be a posi-
tion at which the tops of the thighs are
parallel to the floor.

7. Force the breath out to help finish the
squat and to avoid passing out.

Back Squat
Equipment: Barbell/dumbbell/machine.
Major
Purpose. To develop supporting

strength in ihe legs and back.
Noticeihat in the back squat,
the trunk can move further
forward without losing the
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weight. This greater forward
lean shifts the emphasis to the
buttOcks.

Steps:
1. The stance should allow for a comfort-

able squat to be assumed through the
desired range of motion.

2. Rest the weight on the muscle portion of
the back. It is highly recommended that
the bar, or back, be padded for comfort
and protection.

3. The back should remain tight and kept
as straight as possible.

4. A slight turn of tile bar in a downward
direction makes the squat much easier.

5. A deep breath at the start of thcgift helps
stabilize the trunk and maintain a goo
bar position on the Way down.

6. The depth of the squat should be t a
position at which the tops of the thi hs
are parallel to the floor.

7. Force the breath out to help finis, the
squat and avoid passindout.

SHOULDER AND ARM EXERCISES

There are two basic kinds of sho der and
arm exercises: pushing; pulling. T ey com-
plement one another when- the shoulder
and arm muscle groups are wo ed in op-
posite directions, that is, the p hing exer-
cises actively extend the aim , While the
pulling exercise's actively flex nem. A bal-
ance in development i's intained by
spehding an equal amount f training time
in each of these areas.

Pushing exercises work e shoulder gir-
dle and arms with actior that extend the
arms, together, or indivi ually, away from
the body. Jerking motiojis that use the legs
are included in this ca gory. Some other
commonly used exere es are the military
press, bench press, in lineipress, and dip.

The amount of th funttional strength
time recommended far pushing exercises is
7-10% of the total wchout time.

Mil itary Press
Equipment:
Major
Purpose:

Barbelllclumbbelllmachine.

To develop strength and
muscular endurancein the
arms and shoulder Ordie.
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G. A

Figure 3. The front squaQ
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Figure 4. The back squat.
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Figure 5. The military press..
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Steps:"
1. The stance should 'be at a comfbrtabld

distance.
2. The grip on the bar is slightly wider than

shoulder width.
3. Take a deep breath and hold the trunk

tight.
4. .Press the bar vertically with the shoulder

and arms.
5. Avoid leaning back too far (use a lifting

belt).
6. Lock out the arms directly over the

shoulders.
7. Force air out to help finish the lift.

Incline Press
Equipment.

Major
Purpose:

Barbell/dumbbell/machine/
incline bench.

To develop strength and
muscular endurance in the
arms and shoulder girdle.

Sfeps:
1. The position for this exercise is from a

seateCI or standing incline.bench.
2. The grip on the bar is slightly wider than

shoulder width; however, this may vary
depending on the objective of the exer-
cise.

5. Take a deep breath and hold the trunk
tight.

4. Bring the bar down with elbows out
This action places the bar in the proper
position, high on the chest.

5. Tap the chest and press the bar up and
back over the shoulders.

6. Lock out the arms directly ove4 the
shoplders.

7. Force the air out to help the finish df the
lift.

Bench Press
Equipmen t: Ba rbellId umbbell/machine/

bench.

.0 Major Purpose: To develop strength and
muscular endurance in the
arms and shoulder girdle.

Steps:
1. Position for doing this exercise is from a

bench with the back on the bench.
2. The grip on the bar is slightly wider than

'shoulder width; however, this may vary
,
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depending on the objective of the eier=
'cise.

3., Take a deep breath and hold the trunk
tight.

4. Bringthebar down and touch the chest.
5. Press the bar up and back over the

shoulders.
6. Lock out the arms directly over the

shoulders, or slightly back toward the
head:

7. Force the air out to help the finish of the
lift.

Dip
Equipment: Parallel bar/machine.
Major Purpose: To develop the streligth and

muscular endurance of the
arms and shoulder girdle.

Steps:
1. The width between the bars can be var-

ied) to work different parts of the arms
and shoulder girdle.

2. Variouc gripping positions may be used
to'focus on certain Sreas of the ai-ms and
shoulder girdle.

3. Additional weight can be added by
using a belt and strap or using a dip
machine.

4. Breathe in going down and out coming
up.

S Establish an even rhythm while doing
the exercise.

6. Exercise through the full range of mo-
tion.

PULLING EXERCISES

Pulling exercises work the shoulder gir-
dle and arms with movemehts toward-the
body rather than away from it, and thus can
be recognized by active flexion of the arms.
Chinning, lat pulldown, pullovers, and
curls are examples of pulling exercises.
Seven to ten percent of the functional
strength time is recommended for pulling
exercises.

Chin Pullup and Lat Pulldown
Equipment: Horizontal bar/any hanging

device/lat machine.
Major Purpose: To develop strength and fit-

, ness of the chest, back,
shoulders, and arms.
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Figure 7. The bench press.
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a. Starting positions for the clip on the Nautilus
multiexercise machine.

Figure 8. The dip.

Steps:
1. The chin is an excellent exercise to de-

vglop total upper body pulling fitness.
2. It is recommended that the chin be done

in front, back, and on the side of the
head with various grips for all-around
strength and muscular endurance de-
velopment.

3. The use of any horizontal or vertical bar,
or any device that can be gripped, will
also provide variety in muscular de-
velopment, and also in the training pro-
gram.

Pullover-straight Arm
Equipment: BarbellIdumbbellImachine
Major Purpose: To develop the strength,

muscular endurance, and
flexibility of the shoulders,
chest, back, and arms.

1. This exercise can be done on the ground
for beginners,,or on a bench for the in-
termediate or advanced weight trainer.

2. Grasp the bar with a normal overhand or
false grip, slightly wider from hand to
hand than shoulder width.

b. Execution of the dip on the Nautilus
multi-exercise machine.

3. Breathe in deeply while moving the bar
back to the ground. Exhale as the bar is
returned to the starting position.

4. Use light starting weights when first
learning this exercise. After the scill and
strength begins to develop, it is surpris-
ing how strong this action can become.

Curls (Regular and Reverse)
Equipment. Barbell/dumbbell/machine.
Major Purpose. To develop the strength and

muscular endurance of the
arms.

Steps:
1. Take a comfortable stance about shoul-

der width.
2. Grip the bar about shoulder width.
3. Palms are up for the regular curl, and

down for the reverse curl.
4. Elbows are positioned at or near the

sides with the arms straight.
5. Breathe in just before raising the bar.

Breathe out as the bar is lowered.
6. The culling action begins by flexing the

arms, thus bringing the bar to the shoul-

.44
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Figure 10. The curl (regular).

,
-,ders with the elbows raised. The arms
are then extended, returning the bar to
the completely straightened starting
arm position.

7: Body movement will reduce the focus on
the biceps.

- 8. Establish a good rhy thm during the curl.
9. Work the biceps both on the way 4own

as well as up, `by letting the bar down
slowly. ,

MUSCULAR ENDURANCE

The exercise prescription for, muscle
endurance can take many forms. The major
objective to be achieved by this training is to
increase overall body stamina. It is best to do
a series of exercises that work all body mo-
tiqns for a balanced program.

There are six principles in establishing a
muscle endurance program. These are.

1 Stations or exercises (10-15) that make
up a circuit.

2. Percent of 1RM is usually 50-60%; ho;v-
ever, it may be higher or lower, depend-
ing on the objective

epetitions should range from 12 -50
PIUS, depending on the time assigned
q
Ind the percentage of 1RM used.'

4. Tinie can be related to energy systems
being trained, or to specific time frames
in the participant's sport, e.g., length of

,contest. A 15-60 minute period covers
most sporting activities.

3.

5. Interval is the time taken between sta-
tions or exercises. Normally, a 10--20
second workbout is folloWed by a 30-60
second interval. It is.tesually good to
train for the specific demands of one's
sport. In sportnike football featuring
ilterruptions in play, it is appropriate to

for the times of work and rest. In
sports that are conitnuous 'in nature,
careful study should determine appro-
priate work-rest time intervals.

6. Sets refer to the number of times the
exercise, series of exercises, or circuit, is
repeated.

TRUNK AND ABDOMEN EXERCISES

The trunk is the largest segment of the
body. It is the crossroad for all sporting skill
actions. Therefore, adequate time must be
allotted for improving the strength and skill
of the many movements it is called upon to
do. The recomtriended percentage of the
total functional strength time is 3-5%.

Sit-ups, Variations, and Horizontal Bar
Swing
Major Purpose. To develop the strength and

muscle endurance of the
trunk.

Steps:
1. Begin sit-up exercises by doing partial

sit-ups with legs straight or bent.
2. Force air out a:. the sit-up is being done

to work the total trunk.

3



3. Twisting can be added to all forms of
si.t-ups to work all sides of the trunk.

4. Advanced trunk training may require
that the hip flexors be used in the action.
Therefore, make sure that sound tech-
niques are used, and assure proper con-
ditioning before beginning.

5. Keep the low back rounded when doing
any sit-up with the feet held down.

6. Return to the upright position as soon as
the ramded low back touches the
ground.

Medicine Ball Trunk Training
Equipment: Medicine ball/sand bags/

. weights.
Major Purpose: To develop all aspects of

trunk movement.

DEVELOPING A WEIGHT-TRAINING
PROGRAM

F . .

FREQUENCY

For most beginning programs, three or
four tithes a week with a day off after each
exercise session is ideal. Since resistance
training tends to break down muscle tissue,
the rest period is essential to its proper re-
placement. Time and experience enable the
participant to establish the best individual
tr'aining schedule.

REPETITIONS

The number of repetitions of each exer-
cise ranges from as few as -3 to as many as
50. The specific number selected for any
given lift should be bas d on the present
level of training and con itioning, the type
of exercise, and the training goal sought. In
general, strength-training is accomplished
with fewer repetitions (3-8) of a heavier
weighf, while endurance work and general
conditioning calls for more repetitions. A
good general guide for beginners is to do
three sets of 3-5 repetitions. When ten rep-
etitions can be consistently done at that
weight, it is time to increase the resistance.

<1.
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GUIDELINES FOR A SAFE, EFFECTIVE

WORKOUT

1. Lift with a partner. This will permit rest
periods, provide a spotter, and allow the
partners to provide information for one
another regarding proper form and
technique.

2. Warm up gradually. Prepare the body
for the stresses involved in a vigorous
weight-training workout.

3. Perform all exercises throughout the full
range of motion. Atexercises should be
done to the maximum limits of the
movement of the joint involved. Re-
peated exercise at less tnan a normal
range of motion can result in a restriction
of mobility.

4. Don't cheat. Exercises should always be
performed in the prescribed manner:
Cheating or bringing other muscle
groups into play in an exercise results in
less exercise for the target muscles, and
introduces the possibility of postural
and performance problems.

5. Keep records. An exercise record is an
important -component -of any training
program. It will help progress to be
analyzed and goals to be set. A
suggested format would be:

Dates

Lilt _1

1

1_
3

1._
5

1

8

1_
10

Curl lb. 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

reps. 5 5 3 6 5 4 8 5 5 9 7 7 10 10 9

Press 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 85 85 85..

8 7 7 10 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 lb 5 4 4

6. Iion't get over-confident. More injuries
occur because a lifter gets careless with a
weight that, has been successfully han-
dled before than because of attempting
an unusually heavy lift. Remember, ac-
cidents are usually a result of careless-
ness. Always stay alert. Use spotters on
the lighter weights, as well as those ap-
proaching the maximum potential.
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Figure 11. Medicine ball trunk training.
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INTRODUCTION
\ 4

Today's youth possess a desire to be cre-
ative; to do something different from
others. Wrestling provides such an oppor-
tunity. It:is a sport in which an individual
can not only excel, but one which provides
many psychologicaladvantages as well. )

Wrestling began during what- has beed
called the "formakion of the world cul-

--1Thre-§7n7b-iittrOrnatrolis711-iiidslie-re:thaF
- _ in dividua list ic outlets provided a means of

self-defense as well as a means of recre-
.*.ational satisfaction. It was a form of military

combat during medieval conflicks, a means
by which individuals demonstrated the, ,
superiority of their strength, stamina, and
skill. .

The great thing about wrestling is that it
affords 41dividuals of varied physical qual-
ities the opportunity to compete. It is not
necessarily a sport jn which4trength is a .f
prerequisite for success. Scientific studies
on leverage, balance, and quickness have
cldarly illustrated their importance in the
success of wrytling.

The creation of a National LesCommih. '
tee in 1927 resulted in a clarification and
modification of the then-existing ryes, and 4

greatly stimulated the grow th of
as a major spectator sport. Wrestli g in this
country is primarily freestyle, t at is, it .

permits a contestant to trip and to ise holds
either aboye or below the waist. e objec-
tive is topin or hold an opponen 's shoul-
ders to the mat, thus terminating the bout.
The rules cdhimittee has developed a point
system which ,is used to determine winners
in tTouts where no fall occurs as well as a
weight classification systep to.. guarantee
evenly matched contests. High scliool
wrestling Iniitches 4re conducted in the fol-
low ing,v, eight classes. 98 lb., 105 lb., 112 lb.,

'10

e?

090

119 lb., 126 lb., 132 lb., 138 lb., 145 lb., 155 lb.,
167 lb., 185 lb., and unlimited.

CHAPTER 24

Wrestling

IRWIN HESS,
Kutztown State College,

Kutztown, PA

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
...

MiIC STARTING POSITIONS

- There-are. three-basiewrestling .posi tk_ans
with which you should be thoroughly
familiar.

The Upright Position
There are two basic upright stances.' In

one the wrestler has more of a closed
stance but is well-balanced over the knees
and has the arms extended so that he/she is
prepared for an offensive move as well as a
defensive move. The left foot is slightly in
front; thus he/she is able to defend one or
both legs. It is easier to defend one leg than
it is to defend two. The head should be up
and the eyes should never be taken off the
opponent. The best area to focus on is the
pr a directly below the waistline; this is the
bri area of the body incapable of bein
ra idly Moved.

In the other upright stance, the wrestler
lids an operivtance with one foot back. This
stance permits rapid movement in either
direction without changing pogitions first
and thus giving away hisiher intentions.

The "Tie-up" Position
This teginique is used by wrestler at-

tempting to work at a closer range (gener-
ally used by individuals who do not possess
the speed to work from the outside).

The Referee's Position
The bpttom wrestler b down on all fours

with the palms of the hands 12 inches from
the knees..The offensive wrestler then as-

- 3 Q 3(...1
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a. Tie-up position.

b. heferee's position.

Figure 1. Basic starting positions.

sumes a position on one side of the oppo-
nent. One arm must be loosely placed
around the opponent's waist and the other
arm should be placed at the bend in the
elbow of the opponent. The offensive wres-
tler may have either the front knee or the
back knee off the mat if the foot stays out-
side the nearest plane of the defensive
wrestler. That is, the foot may not cross an
imaginary perpendicular line from the
nearest edge of the opponent's body to the
floor. -

TAKEDOWN SKILLS

There are several ways of taking an op-
ponent down to the mat. As skill is gained
you will want to supplement the skills de-
scribed here. As in all wrestling maneuv-
ers, takedowns are effective only when you
move rapidly and catch the opponent off-
guard_Practiceis required in all these
movements. Repetition of movements will

create a pattern which will, if done often
enough, create a reflex within the body;
thus the human instinct will take over

when performing a movement. When
learning and practicing, have the opponent
offer almost no opposition. As you becoine
more skilled helshe should increase the
amount of opposition.

With the exception of a pinning combina-
tion, the takedown is probably the most
important "maneuver in wrestling. More
practice time should be allowed for this
phase of wrestling than many of the other
techniques.

Single Leg Dive
The single leg dive is attainable from

either an upright position or a tie-up posi-
tion.
1. From the upright position make a quick

thrust toward the knees of the opponent
and grab behind the opponent's knee
joint. The same technique can be used
from the tie-up position. Remember, on
all be-up techniques- 'you- -mustshrug
your arra free of the oppcinent before
attempting to get at his/her leg and body
area.

3''')
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2. Drop(on both knees with your head on
the same side as the leg you grasp. At
the same time bring your outside leg
forward and pivot on your knee to move
behind your opponent.

3. Move the left arm up around his/her
waist and straddle his/her right leg as
he/she goes forward to the mat.

Double Ann Drag
1. From the tie-up position; slide your left

arm over the opponent's right arm and
grasp_him/her just above the elbow.

2. Bring your right hand across and gra§p
the opponent just below the right
armpit. At the sdme time slide your left
hand down to the opponent's right
wrist.

3. Pull his/her right arm to your side, ap-
plying most of the power with your right
hand. At the same time move to his/her
right side and hook your right leg
around his/her right foot.

4. Release your left hand and grasp his/her
right leg at the knee. .0

5. Pull forward and down with your right
hand while swinging your left leg over
his/her right leg. You must throw your-
self into this maneuwr because your
weight will initiate the opponent's fall
toward. the mat to complete the
takedown.

Heel Pick-up
1. Grasp the opponent's neck with your

light hand, and .at the same time, slide
your left hand to the inside of his/her
right arm and grasp his/her upper arm.

2. Drop to your right knee while grasping
the opponent's left heel with your left
hand.

3. Pull his/her left heel to your left, and, at
the same time, snap down hard with
your right hand on the opponent's neck.

4. As your_opponent touches the mat, re-
lease your hold and secure an inside
crotch position or other advantage hold
depending on what he/she does. Main-
tain leg control over the,opponent, thus
preventing_him/herfrorri regaining hi&
her balance and possibly breaking.your
hold.

3

Head Drag or Duck under
1. From a tie7up position reach for the op-

ponent's neck with your right hand. At
the same time slide your left hand to the
inside of his/her right arm and grasp
his/her upper arm.

2. Holding his/her right arm in place with
your left hand, duck quickly under his/
her right arm so that his/her elbow is
resting on your neck. You must practice
the ducking phase of this move because
it enables you to get behind the oppo-
nent much easier. Don't try to go
through his/her arm; go under:

3. At the same time throw your head back,
pull down on his/her neck with your
right hand, and swing arouna behind. If
you pull hard enough on the opponent's
neck with your right thand, he/she will .
go forward to the mat.

Bear Hug
This maneuver has recently become very

popular. It is best performed from a tie-up
position.
1. The important thing to remember is to

keep the opponent's arms above yours.
You must penetrate and grasp your
hands together around the waist if pos-
sible; then move your arms as high as
possible without breaking your grip.

2. At this point you can trip your opponent
or lift himlher and force him/her to the
mat.

BREAKDOWNS

From a referee's position on the mat the
man with a position of advantage muSt con-
trol the defensive wrestler. The objective of
the bottom wrestler is to rpverse his/her
position and gain control of the opponent.
Therefore, it is important to learn basic
breakdowns to bring your opponent under
control if you are to obtain a fall. This is the
preliminary step to securing a fall. Your
first objective should be to flatten the op-
ponent out in a prone position. This pre-
vents escaping and puts him/her in a posi-
tion which permits you to maneuver for a
fall. When on top you must remember the
wrestler underneath has four points of
support. The object is to -destroy one or
more of these supports and get the oppo-
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Figure 4. Far ankle and near waist.

nent off-balance. Use your weight and
leverage on the breakdown and constrve
your strength and energy when possible.
Keep your body weight over the oppo-
nent's hips to tire him/her.

Far Arm and Double-Bar
1. From the top position of the referee's

mat position, hook your left leg around
the opponent's right ankle. (Remember,
always attempt to control the legs of
your opponent.)

2. Throw your right arm under his/her
right armpit and grasp his/her left arm
ju`st below the elbow with your right
hand.

3. Pull his/her left arm toward you. At the
same time push him/her forward toward
his/her lefl.shoulder where the support
has been removed and grasp both hands
around his/her left wrist. Be careful not
to roll him/her too far or he/she will roll
you-over.

Far Ankle and Near Waist
1. 1each across with your left hand and

grasp the opponent's ankle while plac-
ing your right arm around his/her waist.

2. Pull his left ankle forward. This will
either break the ppponent down or keep
him/her under control.

Far Ankle and Far Arm
1. Hook your left leg around the oppo-

nent's right ankle; shoot your right hand
across under the opponent's right
armpit and grasp his/her left arm just
above the elbow.

2. Pull his/her left arm toward you, grasp-
ing his/her left wrist in both hands.

3. Bring your left arm back and grasp the
opponent's left ankle, forcing his/her left
shoulder to the mat.

Stretcher
1. Hook your left leg around the oppo-

nent's right ankle; put your right leg to
the inside of his/her right leg.
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2. Step over his)her back and shove your
left leg inside his/her left leg. Both your
legs are now inside of his/hers.

3. Pull his/her elbows forward with your
hands as you drive all of your weight
forward to flatten him/her: As you lift
your hands, put pressure on the small of
histher back; he/she will move forward'
into a prone position on-the mat.

REWRSES AND ESCAPES

The real test of wrestling aouity is how
well you can perform an underneath es-
cape. Escapes are accomplished by luring
the opponent through a series of rapid
maneuvers.

Since an escape counts one point and a
reversal counts two, it is always important
to combine a reversal or takedown with the
escape. Often whenia reverse is secured,
the opponent is placed in a situation that
will result in a fall or near fall. Four basic
escapes with teir respective reverses are
discussed below. Additional ones may be
learned after the simple ones are mastered.

Switch
1. Knock the opponent's left hand off your

leftarm with your right hand.
2. Bring your left hand across to your right

side to counter for loss of support.
3. Shift all your weight to your left hand

and right foot, raising your right knee off
the mat at the same time.

4. Pivot on your right foot and bring your
left leg through to your right. At the
same time, throw your right arm over
the opponent's right arm, gnsping the
inside of hislher. right thigh.

5. Lean back or. the opponent's right arm
and swing your body out from under the
opponent.

6. Take your left hand and reach for a 'rear
crotch hold, pulling the opponent for-
ward as you come on top.

Sit-out
1. Bring your right foot forward and shift

your weight to your right foot and left
hand.

2. Throw your left foot forward as far as
possible and drop on your left elbow.

3 u

3. Pivot on your left knee and elbow and
turn to face the opponent.

4. Thibw your arms out forward ready for
action.

Standing Escape
1. Jump to both feet while keeping both

hands on the mat.
2. Grasp the opponent's right hand with

your right hand, being sure to grasp all
four fingers.

3. Stand up on both feet and grasp the
opponent's left hand with your left
hand. At the same time hook your right
foot over his/her right lelso that he/she
can't lift you.

4. Pull the hands apart and face him/her.
Immediately take an alert upright
stance.

Hiplock Escape
1.. Hook your left arm over the opponent's

right arm.
2. Pull him/her forward and down while

snapping his/her right knee eff the mat
and throwing him/her with your left hip.

3. Pivot on your right knee while the op-
ponent is still off-balance and dome even
with himlher.

Hiplock and Whizzei
1. Hook your left arm over the opponent's

right arm.
2. Pull him/her forward and downward as

in the hiplock escape.
3. Pivot on your left knee, putting your

right arm across and under the oppo-
nent's head and left armpit. The right leg
is straightened out and ready to drive

'off.
4. Throw your left leg out from under. At

the same time push with the right lea,
forcing the opponent backward and to
the left.

5. As the opponent falls on his/her back,
you can hold him/her down with the
weight of your body.

PINNING COMBINATIONS

After you have developed a fair degree of
skill in takedowns, reverses, escapes, rides,
and breakdowns, you are ready to begin
work on pin holds. It is very important that
you have control over your opponent be-
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fore attempting to pin him;her. Failure to
do so may result in a reversal or a wild
tumble which will result in you being
pinned. Four of the fundamental pinning
combinations are described here.

Bar Arm and Half Nelson
1. From the top referee's position hook

your left leg around the opponent's right
ankle.

2. Take the far arm and double bar position
described under breakdowns.

3. Take your right hand off the opponent's
!eft wrist and apply a near half nelson to
force the oppondit on hislher side.

4. As you start to turn the opponent on
his/her left side, unhook his/her right
ankle from your left leg.

5. Increase the hold to a full half nelson and
apply pressure ta force the opponent
his/her left side. The pit of your elbow
should now be at the back of the oppo-
nent's neck.

6. Novi grasp his;her left wrist with your
right hand. Both hands are now on his/
her leftwrist. Keep driving until both of
his/her shoulders are on the mat. Keep
your body perpendicular to the oppo-
nent and your legs spread. This will pre-
vent himlher feom hooking your legs
with his/hers.

Crotch and Half Nelson
1. From the top referee's position, hook

your left leg around the opponent's right
ankle.

2. Pass your right arm across under the
opponent's right armpit, grasping his/
her left arm just above the elbow.

3. Pull his/her left arm toward you as you
reach with your left hand for a rear
crotch hold near the opponent's ri3ht
knee.

4. Pick the opponent up and put himlher
on his/her left side.

5. Use your right arm to place a half nelson,
sliding it around the neck uniil you can
grasp his/her left arm with your right
hand. At the same time change your left
hand from a rear crotch to an inside
crctch hold.

6. Keep your body perpendicular to the
opponent's and your feet well spread. If
he1she turns toward you, drive his/her

WRESTLING 393

shoulders back to the mat. If he/she
turns away from you, Oatten himlher
out.

Three-quarter Nelson
1. From the top referee's position hook

your left leg around theopponent's right
ankle.

2. Bring your left arm from around the op-
ponent's waist and put it through from
under his/her right side-so that it comes
out on the left side of his/her neck.

3. Grasp your own left with your right
hand.

4. Clamp down on the opponent's neck,
keeping your left leg hooked around
his/her right ankle and at the same time
pulling-his/her right foot forward.

5. Keep pulling his/her head downward
and backward and his/her legs forward
until his/her head is almost between
higher legs.

6. As the opponent's shoulder touches the
mat, shift your own weight backward to
prevent himlher from kicking you over.

COUNTERS FOR TAKEDOWNS

Counter to Leg Dives
1. As soon as the opponent drops under

you on both knees, fall on himlher with
your legs straight out and well spread,
making himlher carry all of your weight.

2. Grasp his/her farther ankle with both
hands.

3. After he/she is under control, cross
her face with your right hand, grasping
his/her left arm above the elbow.

4. Free your leg by pulling on his/her arm
and leg.

5. Swing behind and straddle to a riding
position with your right arm across his/
her face and your left hand grasping the
farther ankle.

Counter to Double Arm Drag
After the opponent has pulled you for-

ward, step across his/her body with your
right leg, followed by your left leg. This will
put your body perpendicular to his/hers.

Counter to Heel Pick-up
1. As the opponent ducks higher head

under your right arm to go for your foot,
grasp higher right arm.

3 9 3
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2. As he/she reaches for your left foot with
his/her left hand, pflup on his/her right
arm and grasp hisiher left arm just above
the elboy with your right hand.

3. Throw, your legs backward with your
weight, causing the opponent to fall on
hislher. back.

Counter to Head Drag
1. As the opponent ducks his/her head

under ,our right arm to go behind, hook
ypur right arm around his/her right arm

2. jerk down tabring his/her right shoulaer*
5nd hip to the mat. At the same time
throw your.own right leg high over your
opponent: followed by your left leg.
This is a. good*pinning position iryour
body is perpendicular to the opponent.

Counter to Switches
1.
a. As the opponent pivots out to switch,

catch hislher near arm at the elbow with
your rigfit hand.

b. As you pull hisTher arm out from under
himlher, throw your left shoulder and
left arm into himiher, "forcing him/her
down on hisfher right side. This is an
excellent position to ride.

2.
a. When the opponent pivots out to a posi-

tion where he/she is sitting on hisiher
buttocks, keep your left knee against
histher left hip, at the same time shifting
all of your weight to your left foot and
right hand.

b. As he/she turns to come on top, apply
the same pressure to hisIher left arm by
prying up on it.

c. Keep your left knee against hisiher hip
and off the mat.

d. Start to pivot on your left foot.
c. Move your right leg through, putting

pressure on hisiher left shoulder. All of
your weight is now on your left foot and
right hand.

I. As you put pressure on himiher, swing
away from hirmher to Keep him;her from
recountering. You must put enough
leverage on the opponent's left shoulder
to force it to the mat, then swing away
wide and come up on top.

RULES

Scholastic wrestling matches are divided
- into three 2-minute periods, the objective

being to secure a fall (or pin)-by.holding the
shoulder area of xour opponeni-to the mat
for two complete seconds. The first period
starts from a standing (or neutral) position,
with the objective being to get the oppo-
nent down on the mat. lf;no fall occurs
during the first Period, the second period
then starts from the "referee's position"
which has both wrestlers on the marin a
kneeling position. If there is no fall in the
second period, the third period again starts
with the referee's position.

The point system used in scoring an indi-
vidual bout is as follows:

Two pohits takedown -

Two points reversal front ihe bottom to
the toRposition, called the .
position of advantage
escape, in wliich the -

bottom wrestler either
breaks away from histhei
oppopent or obtains at
neutral posit:on
near-fall in which the '
wrestler in the position of
advantage is able to hold
hislher opponent's
shoulders to the mat, but is t.
;unable to hold them foe the -
complete two secthlds

One point

Three points
or
two points

Tem scoring is determined by the out-
comc of the individual bouts. Team points
are awarded the following way:

Six points Fall (pin)
Six points Forfeit
Six points Default
Six points Disqualification
Decision
Five points 12 or more points
Four points 8 toll points
Three points 8 or less
Two points Draw

The Rules Committee has established
%arious precautions that help prevent seri-
ous injuries. These are found in the Na-
tional Wrestling Rules Manual under in-
fractions and technical rule violations.-
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STRATEGY

Te make wrestling satisfying and appeal-
ing you should learn lust what to do during
a match. First you should be in good physi-
cal condition and should master basic skills.
An effective conditioning program can be
aLLomplished b)T La:isthenks, running,,and
wresling. Wrestling must be learned
through drills. Holds, riding, and pinning
combinations should become a matter of
reflex to the individual v% rustler. Prat. tiLe
the maneuvers with which you Ted confi-
dent and learn them well. Some techniques
will work well for one person and not as
well for another,

Learn the takedowns well, this phase of
wrestlmg will giw you control over the op-
ponent. Many wrestling matches are won
by the wrestler who has mastered one or
tw takedow n tbniqut.. Do not attempt
q lot of different takedowns at the begin-
ning; rather, two or three will enabk you to
get an opponent to The mat and will in-
crease ypur confide:la:in your own ability.
Afts:r oil master tlwse feu, )ou Lan add to
your knowledge of takedmvn techniques.
When you get control over your opponent

' use your best holds and rides. If .ou karn
to control an opponent, you have the op:
portunik lu ietax imd Lonserv v .v our en
ergy for later in the makh w hen it is

.inesded .

working on various moves and de-
veloping these moves into an automatic re-
flex vou will develop the oftensive tech-

.4
nip:es that will help you win matches.
Main wrestling involves the putting to
gether of a series of moves thaAvill keep the
opponent off-guard. Good wreMing is the
ability to keep the opponent off-balance. By
karninga-series ofichainseactionsyou_can
become_ a more effectiv e restler t hether
,v Liu are attempting an estApe. rev eNal, Or
contrtg of the opponent. By working lust
one maneuver it easy for the opponent to
counteryou and stop you; the more move-
ment given hinvher the harder it is to slop
you.
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TERMINOLOGY

Arm Bai. A lock oh the 3 rm of an opponent
obtained by circling higher arm with yours
and holding you? hand against higher body.

Arm Drag. A quick pull on an opponent's arm,
usually above the &tow, in an attempt lb pull
himiher to the mat. -

Breakdown. The top wrestler forcing higher
opponent to the mat by taking away his/her'
supporting points.

Bridge. Elevating the body by use of the neck.
Sometimes calied a wrestler's bridge.

Crotch Hold. Holding an opponent by the upper
leg near the crotch.

Drag. A pulling motion on the upper arm in an
attempt to either pull the opponen1 to the mat
or go behind him/her.

Drill. Working on a series of maneuvers.
Escape. An action by which the wrestler on the

bottom breaks free of the top wrestler.
Fall. Occurs when a wrestler is held in contact

with the mat for an "appreciabk _time (twO
seconds in scholastic wrestling).

Half Nelson. A pinning hold that occurs when
one arm is placed under an opponent's armpit
and comes out over the top of hisher neck.

Helmet. Pmtedive covering used to protect a
wreMler's ears from being rubbed, thus
eliminating the .'cauliflower can"-

Hold. The technique of grasping an opponent.
The grip on an arm or kg which will keep an
opponent from moving.

Neutral Position. Both wrestlers are either
standing or are locked in the same hold.

Pin. Occurs when both slwulders of a contestant
are held to the mat.

Pinning Combination. The technique of secur-
ing A "hold" which will result in pin or fall.

Referee's Position. The down position on the
mat, in whkh the bottom wrestler is on Iligher
knees with the palms of the hands 12 inches
from th-.! knees. The offensive wrestler is on
top with one knee up or both kneeson the mat
and one arm around the opponent's waist and
hit.her other hand at :he bend of the elbow of
the opponent.

Reversal. Occurs when the bottom wrestler
_ maneu% ers himseltherself to the top position.
or the position tlf advantage.

Ride. An action in whkh the offensive wrestkr
effectively counters the moves of the dekn-
sive-wrestkr.

Sit-out. A maneuver in whiai the defensive
wrestler assumes a sitting position to escape
or reverse theopponent, the beginning of a
chain maneuver.

Takedown. A situation where one wrestler gets
the opponent down to the mat and gains con-
trol over hinvher.

Tie-up. Obtaining a hold or graving an oppo-
nent to work for a takedown.
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athletic coach (p. 400)
athletic trainer (p. 406)
physical education andlor athletic administrator (p. 407)

physical education teacher (p. 406)
physical therapist (p. 400)
professional athlete (p. 402)
recreation leader (p. 400)
sporting goods dealer (p. 404)
sports journalist or photographer (p. 403)
sports official (p. 402)
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CHAPTER 25

. A Career in
Physical Education and Sport

INTRODUCTION

"What will you do after high school?"
You are continually being asked this ques-
tion by parents, friends, brothers, and sis-
terseveryone! While a large percentage
of high school graduates go on to college,
almost all of the remaining find the need for
some type of additional training or educa-
tion to obtain a career of their choice. There-
fore, it is not too early to begin considera:
tion of possible career choices, and the
preparation necessary for success. At this
point, you probably believe that becoming
a physical education teacher, coach, or a
professional player, are the only careers in

_

ROBERT D. and JOYCE A. CLAYTON,
Ft7e-ollins7CO

%

physical education and sport. Such is not
the case! Table 2 outlines seven different
categories of positions related to physical
education and sport. Some categories re-
quire more training than others; some are
more rewarding financially; some have
more opportunities. Regardless, your cur-
rent interest in physical education and
sport is a beginning toward a meaningful
search for a career in this field.

Following Table 2 there are seven tables,
each one offering a general description of
careers in this category, in addition to
summaries of selected jobs. Look at all the
tables, you may be amazed at the number of
jobs described.
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TABLE I. TEN CAREER CHOICES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT

OCCUPATION BRIEF JOS DESCIVIMON

RECOMUENOf 0
EDUCADONAL
PREPARATION

*COMPENSATION
RANGE

OCCUPADOOML
OUTLOOK

ATHLETIC TRAINER
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WI Crodlow TYKI C.* of 'W."
aaaacalead "" a'aaaaaa" at"
leim,

co...9. ..,
509r0,.., W. 1055040
Tray*, Acomban "xi natoral
Crobtosson Exonnason.

School* TSMODIS.000 ,

Aretacsolal Tomo
St2.000.25 000

.

Goad

SPORTS OFFICIAL

Employed by sctocts, colegos.
Hot Mite SAO rsatoon dom.
mints lo condtot lahlesc =Mots
cal sports litoso mill outtlan1
evi *Nary may be NOW lot as.

soormontlo protomonal consols,

Training SAO 0.4141ng mamas.
bon in each spot Mast hold
rnsmbenn0 c OSSIW Manus-
lors kr each god.

-

Clito, schools rocromM1 Mots t
SIOSO per comost

Protemocal
$50-500 po eeriest

Excellent Part.TIme
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ATHLETE
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ponniouGencos

HO 10001 corysk kw most
Rots Simms coached srd
Voiotia

SZSOO-I00 000*
Very tow ooportunItfes, Nary
conoeUtton,

RECREATION
LEADER

Orhowits SAO directs Roos sc.
Mot . ;MSc pence.. P.M
end vostobons (O. YMCA.
Sosteco, churches, cc) 814oaf.
potations , Woks loth psi Imo
SAO 'mesh,* volumes ard swop
von lbw Vaelec All 41100044$

2-4 year cape Owes si moos-
,.., wdle, 004,11.5 00, SIL000.20.000 For

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
TEACHER

Prparell team pram and tests,
works will serients *oilcans
VOA, sportvronehp, MCI MO
partopabon

Posdicc roulade ort, prwmmol
Ihrough orIA hroki.

01.000-23.000 FarCCAq Moon rid
tUturg ockoreals

ATHLETIC
COACH

Ccoches loam OrrOv10Ilk.l
WI $0.01 .1 94 WWI Or on*
Aspect ot a Rod , Pot, ppm,
oracbc IlessOns arid *Wm
May WO P E., MLR or cRor
suldects, mikes business sr
oopments, sn ;wen .44m.
VWL

Copporlooms eost In Rho*
caves commonly a '4 miss.
sovlicorts

Conoco, dhow PM cmots c
physicist oluabcc. eRicabon and
cosavg 1.(1.4un

SU, (Peary* to S75 OM.
EXPN*11 /Of Pan kno, For lore*
One

sionrs JOIARIAUST
on PHOTOGRAPHER

Works *RI al mode c curemeng
th 10045 world lo Re otoc
pro* wrinen.cral or stsuK coo.
rnufaCatat

CTCaataslaa UM at t44/ aa b.0
cry 5os5950101.7 V, ref* slit,
bons. mounts. or se sorts in-
501011101 515(101 al cOodes or
ornromms

cope pg., om coop c
COmfruncac.

Sports *venom. totrot

Phobos" excemnCe

SP.500.30.000 4 Good

SPORTING GOODS

DEALER

Sole sported coods °roomy's a
dimadment or ROO Fi A Chvg
c purchung ard marking,
stoormos Moe e:ockyyries and
TaaTT DoGonneT ,AK/ MORRO a
rrivoiscIdoe
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PHYSSCAL

'THERAPIST
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Me physicogicat Scams and
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1 Wont
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ANOIOR ATHLETIC
ADMINISTRATOR
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.
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TABLE 2. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT.

Performance Communication
(Table 3)* (Table 4)*

Performer Writer
Baseball Newspaper
Basketball Magazine
Bowling Book Author

ance SPO-rts Information
Football College
Golf Professional Teams
Ice Hockey

Sports Official Artist

Baseball Illustrator
Basketball Photographer
FieldHockey Artist
Football

imnastics Broadcaster
--ke Hockey Radio

Soccer TV
Softball
Volleyball

Sales
(Table 5)*

Sporting Goods
Retail,S tores
Wholesalers

General
Specialty

Sport Clothing
Retail Stores
Wholesalers

General
Specialty

Books
Publishers

General
Specialtr

Management
(Table 6)*

Administrator
College Athletic
Departments,
Professional:reams_

Athle tic Director
Ticket Manager
Business Manager
Equipment Manager
Fund Raiser
Special Promotions

Agency

YMCA, YWCA
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts

Owner-Operator-Manager

Athletic Club
Bowling Lanes
Dance Studio
Fitness Center
Golf Course
Gymnastics School
Health Club
Swimming Pool
Tennis School

Teaching & Coaching
(Table 7)*

Preschool and Elementary
Physical.Education
Adapted Physical Education

Middleljunior High School
Physical Education
Adapted Physical Education
Coach

High School and College

All jobs above
Researcher
Physical Education

Administrator.
Athletic Director

Private Sport Clubs

Bowling
Dance
Golf
Gymnastics
Swimming
Tennis

*See table indicated for h general description of careers in this category, in addition to a discussion of specific job titles.

4 LW

Fitness &
Rehabilitation Therapy
(Table 8)* (Table 9)*

Physical Fitness Corrective
Therapy

Private
Health-Spa
Corporation
Athletic Club

Physical
Therapy

Dance
Agency Therapy

YMCA, YWCA
City

Recreation
Department

Cardiac
-Rehabilitation-

Hospital
Clinic
College or

University

Research

Exercise
Physiology

Laboratory

Recreation >
Therapist

Athledc
Trainer

Adapted
Physical
Education (I)
Teacher n

a

0

i`)

g
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TABLE 3. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AS A SPORT PERFORMER.

While the goal of many might be to become a well-paid andlor famous sport star, very few

achieve it, and of those who do, very few spend their entire lives in sports. Thus the wise
person prepares for a second career at the same time he/she is hoping to be'come a
professional player or official. Even though the need for new players is great, jobs are

limited.

Job Title Description, Employers; and Sources of Information

Performer

Sports Official

Those sports regularly on TV (basketball, baseball, football, soccer,
golf, bowling)- provide the greatest opportunity for employment, al-
though the odds are several thousand to one that you will make a living

as a performer. While most professional playing careers are short (3-6
years), this varies greatly with the sport. Most professional athletes
have at least two years of college. A business background is highly
desirable, as high salaries in the few years of competition create a need
for sound financial planning. Further information can be obtained by

contacting:
National Basketball Association,645 Fifth Avenue, New-York,

New York 10022
Association of Professional Baseball Players of America, 337

East San Antonio Drive, Suite 203, Long Beach, Califoniia
90807

National Football League, 4J0 Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10022

International Volleyball Association, 1901 Avenue of the
Stars, Suite 610, Los Angeles, California 90067

United States Soccer Federation, 350 Fifth Avenue, New
York, New York 10001

Women's Professional Bowler's Assodation, 204 West Wacker
Drive, Suite 300, Chicago, Illinois 60606

Professional Bowlers Association of America, 1720 Merriman
Road, Akron, Ohio 44313

Ladies Professional Golf Association, 919 Third Avenue, New
York, New York 10022

Professiorial GOlfers' Association of America, 804 Federal
Highway, Lake Park, Florida 33403

American Hockey League, 31 Elm Street, Suite 533,
Springfield, Massachusetts 01103

Association of Tennis Professionals, World Center, Box 58144,
Dallas, Texas 75258

AlmOst all officials were once players. Thorough knowledge of rules
plus the ability to be fair, firm, and consistent are essential characteris-
tics. Officials in the "major leagues" are well paid, but since most
seasons are only 5-8 months long having additional employment is
common. Every community needs officbls at the local level. Further
information can be obtained by contacting:

International Association of Approved Basketball Officials,
1620 Dual Highway East, Hagerstown, Maryland 21740

National Association-of League Umpires and Scorers
(Baseball), Box.1420, Nichita,-Kansas.67201-

National Intercollegiate Soccer OfficialsAssociation, 131 Mof-
fitt Boulevard, fslip, New York 11751

U. S. Volleyball Association, P.O. Box 77065, San Francisco,
California 94107
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TABLE 4. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN SPORTS COMMUNICATION (JOUR-
NALISM).

Physical education careers in journalism encompass print (writers, book authors), visual
(photographers, artists), and audio (radio, TV) aspects. Most sport media positions require
training beyond high school. Talent and natural ability are as important as education The
demand for persons in this field w ill remain steady for the foreseeable future. There are
numerous opportunities for gaining experience, e.g., school and local newspapers, local
adio_stationsttc,,before-beginning-formal-training.

job.Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Writer A writer about sports gives the reader a vivid word picture of:au activity
Book Author or event. Jobs are found with newspapers, magazines (many of them

specialized, such as Sports Illustrated, Swintnting World, or bliqe),
publishing companies (as book authors), and sports information de-
partments of colleges or professional teams. There are many more
sports writing jobs than in the other areas given below. Further infor-
mation can be obtained by contacting:

American Council on Education for Journalism, 563 Essex
Court, Deerfield, Illinois 60015

Photographer, Using camera or physical skill, the visual media specialist enables
Artist, viewers to see what is taking place during physical activity or perfor-
Illustrator mance. Jobs are available with publishing companies (magazines,

books, newspapers, and TV stations). Further information can be ob-
tained by contacting:

American Council on Education for Journalism, 563 Essex
Court, Deerfield, Illinois 60015

Broadcaster Sportscasters are found on every radio and TV station in the U.S. Their
role is to accurately describe the action so that listeners or viewers can
easily follow the event. Full-time sports broadcasting is possible only in
bigger stations. Broadcasters must be knowledgeable about a wide
variety of sport activities. Further information can be obtained by
contacting:

National_ Association of Broadcasters, 1771 North Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20056

4 rt
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YABLE 5.. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN SPORT SALES.

Salespeople are found in every aspect of modern life. Successful salespeople have a
thorough knowledge of their product(s) in addition to an eagerness to meet and talk with
people. There will always be a steady demand for salespersons, with great financial
rewards to those at the top. Opportunities for part-time work are great, and strongly
recommended. While college training is not essential, managers and owners have a busi-
ngialAskgro_und

Job Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Sporting Goods Sporting goods salespeople are-found-botlr in retail stores (selling
Salesperson directly to the public), and with wholesalers (traveling salespeople who

call on store owners, buyers, and`coaches in an attempt to convince
Sporting Clothing them Of their products' merits). Some companies specialize, e.g., racket

Salesperson sports, warm-ups, team uniforms, gymnastics, dance supplies, etc.,
while others offer a full line of equipment (archery, camping, clothing,

Retail Stores wrestling, etc.). Stores are found in almost every city, while wholesale
dealers are most often headquartered in large cities. Further informa-

Wholesalers tion may be obtained by contacting:
National Sporting Goods Association, 717 North Michigan

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611
Sporting Goods' Agents Association, P.O. Box A, Morton

Grove, Illinois 60053

Book Salesperson The traveling salesperson visits stores, college and universit
bookstores, physical education departments, and sometimes specific
sport gioups, e..g., gymnastic schools, to show and to discuss bojiks
with prospective buyers. The travel may include a large sales territbry,
e.g., part or all of one state or regiOn. Traveling salespeople are/often
paid on a commission basis only, having a sales quota to meet. Further
information can be obtained by contacting:

Association of American Publishers, One Park Avenue,,New
York, New York 10016
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TABLE 6. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN SPORT MANAGEMENT.

Sport managers are well-trained and experienced business people first, and sports persons
second. Job security is not great, as profitability is the key element to success. A strong
business background is more important than an athletic background, a combination of the

o is best. Formal training (at least a college degree) in one of the business areas (account-
ing, personnel management, law, public relations) is necessary to reach the top. Managers
almost always work their way up, beginning with part-time employment. Numerous spott
facilities exist, e.g., dance studios, tennis centers, swimming pools, etc., thus providing
opportunity for beginning workers.

Job Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Administrator Since Most businesses exist to make a profit, administrators are hired
College Athletic for their business skill. General managers, athletic directors, business

Departments managers, etc., are all dependent upon the team's performance in
. Professional Teams attracting paying customers. Promotions and public relations experts

are essential. Persons seldom enter the top .management positions
without experience. Further information can be obtained by contacting:

General manager or athletic director of a high school, college,
or professional sports group.

Agency Executive directors of agencies almost always began as physical or
YMCA youth directors and were promoted because of personality and busi-
YWCA ness ability. They must be skillful in promotions and public relations.
Boys' Club Further information can be obtained by contacting:
Girls' Club YMCA, 110 N. Wacker, Chicago, Illinois 60606

YWCA, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York, NeW York 10022

Owner-Operator-Manager Sport specialists (SCUBA, gymnastics, dance, etc.) often begin their
Private Sport own schools where they can focus their whole attention on a specific

Facilities activity. Virtually all towns have at least a dance studio, while numer-
ous "sport schools" exist in big cities. The majority Of such schools are
only marginally profitable, thus requi:ing a sound business approach.
Further information can be obtained by contacting:

Owner/operator/manager of any local sport or dance school.
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TABLE 7. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHING
AND SPORT COACHING.

Teaching sports is the career of thousands of physical educators, whether in elementary or
secondary schools, or in private sport schools. Unfortunately, at the present time, there are
more school physical education teachers than there are jobs, this situation will remain for
(ceseran_years., Homver, versatile teachers ones who can teach man activities to various
age groups) will find employment, as will aquatic, gymnastic, tennis, and dance specialists.
Job security is great, once a probationary period is passed. Payment for coaching isadded to
the basic-teaching-salary. Muchphysical_stamina is_required.

Job Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Physical Education Teacher Teachers instruct persons (mostly ages 5-18) in Various types of
sportslmovement activities. School facilities vary greatly in quality and
quantity, as does student enthusiasm. Young children and adults are
sometimes more motiyated to learn and to'participate than students in
grades 7-12. Large classes of mixed ability make for difficult teaching
situations. Further information can be obtained by contacting:

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

Adapted Physical Education Adapted physical education teachers work specifically with persons
Teacher who have physical, social, emotional, or mental problems. The strategy

is to adapt games and activities to whatever the person can do, thus
permitting him to remain with the peer group whenever possible.
Small groups and enthusiastic students are common. Further informa-
tion (ran be obtained by contacting:

Consultant, Adapted Physical Education, American Alliance
for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, 1900
Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

Coach A coach develops sport skill and understanding in players. A thorough
Team Sports background in the sport, plus the ability to teach and motivate, is
Individual Sports highly desirable. Coaching requires an extensive time commitment for

practice, travel, and games, which is the reason why few persons coach
more than 10 years. Further information can be obtained by contacting:

American Alliance for Flealth, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

Athletic Trainer A trainer supervises the preventive and rehabilitative programs of
athletes, acting as a liaison between the coach, player, and physician.
Special training while in ceilege followed by a national examination, is
required to become certified. The demand for trainers is great, espe-
cially for females. Further information can be obtained by contacting:

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

National Athletic Trainer's Association, 112 South Pitt Street,
P.O. Drawer 1865, Greenville, North Carolina 27834

Intramural Director The intramural director organizes and adipinisters a wide variety of
competitive and recreational activities in schools. These are held before
school, during lunch, after school, or in the evening. This is an extra job
for extra pay for elementary, junior high, and high school teachers,
while it may be a half- or full-time job in colleges and universities.
Further information can be obtained by contacting

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

National Intramural Recreational Sports'Association, Dixon
Recreation Center, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon 97331
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Teacher.Researkber.Sholar A person w ho prefer§ to teachresearch in college physical education
(Colleges and departments should possess a Ph.D. or equivalent. He or she often
Universities) has a background as a physical education teacher/coach in grades K-12

or in college, but wishes to become an expert in one particular aspect,
e.g., sport sociology, sport psychology, motor learning, exercise
physiology. The alzility and desire to do research and write is essential.
There will be small but steady demand for such persons in the future.
Further information can be obtained by contacting:

The-Phy"sical-Education-Department-at-any-larger-college-or----
university, or public school system

College Administrator The administrator (chairperson, department head, dean) of a physical
educa lion Orgiiiiz.atidiciiivarlably-has-had-experienceln-teaching7He
or she is organized, detail-orienised, and likes to work with people.
Administrators are found, in every organization and are the highest
paid members of the faculty. Further information can be obtained by
contacting:

The Physical Education Department at any larger college or
university, or public school that requires an administrator

Athletic DirectOr The athletic director administers the policies and budget of the entire
high school or college athletic program. Almost always, extensive
experience in athletics is required. This is a part-time job in most
schools, but full-time in large cities, colleges, and universities. Further
information can be obtained by contacting:

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation
nd Dance, 1900 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091

Private Sport Club A teaching position at a private sport facility, e.g., SCUBA, dance
Teacher studios, swim school, tennis center, etc., permits a person to specialize

in one activity. Excellent teaching and personal relation skills are essen-
tial, with playing skill being desirable. Salary and fringe benefits are
often lower than in the public schools, unless one is teaching at a very
exclusive sports club. Further information can be obtained by, contact-
ing:

Any sport school or dance studio in your area

Physical Education Each school with a staff of two or more has a need for a physical
Public School ed,ucation department chairperson. Often times this pdsition is not

Administrator compensated, however, good.administrative experience can be gained.
Further information can be obtained by contacting:

Your school's department chairperson
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TABLE 8. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES iN FITNESS AND REHABILITATION.

The increased emphasis on physical fitness has created a demand for trained fitness
specialists. A college degree with specialization in exercise physiology, adult fitness, or
cardiac rehabilitation is a necessity. An outgoing personality is desirable, as exercise
specialists must convince their clients that exercise (work) is beneficial. In the foreseeable
future_theremilLcontime to be many opportunities in this4area.

Job Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Physical Fitness Specialist
Private Group

Agency Groups

,Cardiac Rehabilitation
Specialist

These specialists-AvorLin-fitness_programs.in health-clubs, -athletic
clubs, or hospitals. Fitness specialists are also salespersons, as their
jobs depend upon members continuing to pay for the program. The
facilities tend to be very goodnew equipment, carpeted exercise
areas, music, etc. The programs emphasize fun, enjoyment, And the
benefits of exerdse.

YMCAs, college physical education departments, andgy recreation
departments alsoemploy fitness specialists. The duties are the same as
in other situations, but there is usually less p'ressure to sell member-
ships and more emphasis on voluntary participation. Further informa-
tion can be obtained by contacting:

YMCA, MIN. Wacker, Chicago, Illinois 60606
American Association of Fitness Directors in Business And

Industry, Room 3030, 400 6th Street, S.W., Washington,
D.C. 20201

Director, Exercise Physiology Laboratory of college or univer-
sity

This person works specifically with patients of all ages who have
survived a heart attack, or who suffer from heart disease. College or
medical technician training is required, preferably earning a certificate
from a recognized health-related group. Employment is found in hos-
pitals, clinics, and physical education departments of colleges and
universities. Further information can be obtained by confacting:

American College of Sports Medicine, 1440 Monroe Street,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Researcher This person combines talent for research, and ability to advise and
Consultant teach with a keen interest in cardiorespiratory matters. He or she
Scholar attempts to discover new methods of improving the physical condition

of athletes and non-athletes of all ages. A Ph.D. or M.D. degree is
required. Employment opportunities are found in hospitals, research
laboratories in college and university physical or athletic training cen-
ters. Usually, limited teaching responsibilitiqs are assigned. Consulting
with professional athletes or medical groups is quite common. Further
information can be obtained by contacting:

Director, Exercise Physiology Laboratory of the larger colleges
and universities-in the U. S.

American College of Sports Medicine, 1440 Monroe Street,
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

American Physiological Society (Education Office), 9650
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

4' I ~I
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TABLE 9. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THERAPY.

Therapy 'te alleviation of illhess or injury' using one or more accepted means of treat-
ment. Tht iy positions rgquire a college degree, in addition to 3:24 months of specialized
training, resulting in a certificate. Licensing by a state or national group is sometimes
essential, and available only to certified therapists,

job Title Description, Employers, and Sources of Information

Corrective Therapist

Dance Therapist

Recreational Therapist

Athletic Trainer

Adaptive Phyiical Educator

A correctly e therapist assists either physically or mentally disabled
patients in overcoming or alleviating their handicaps by using
medically-oriented physical education techniques. Jobs may be found
in hospitals and clinics, governmental agencies, rehabilitation centers,
camps, and schools and colleges. Further information can be obtained
by contacting:

American Corrective Therapy Association, 6622 Spring Hol-
low, San Antonio, Texas 78249

p.

Using movement and dance a dance therapist helps patients solve
emotipnal, social, and physical problems. The purpose of such therapy
is to use movenient and dance as a psychotherapeutic means of physi-
cal and emotional expression. Jobs may be found in rehabilitation
centers, geriatric centers, psychiatric centers and hospitals, `correc-
tional facilities, and mental retardation and developmental centers.
Further information can be obtained by contacting:

Dance Therapy Association,Suite 230, 2000 Century Plaza,
Columbia, Maryland 21044

Drama, sports, nature, games, arts, and crafts are employed by the
recreation therapist to assist persons in developing desirable behav-
ioral changes and to promote individual growth and development
through the use of social and physical recreational activities. Positions
are found in child and day-care centers, nursing homes, retirement
homes, city recreation departments, YMCAs, YJVCAs, hospitals and
clinics, camps, and agencies. Further information can be obtained by
contacting:

National Therapeutic Recreation Society, 1601 North Kent Street,
Arlington, Virginb 22209

See Table 7.

See Table 7.

EXPLORING POSSIBLE CAREERS IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT

There are at least four steps which should
be taken when beginning your search for a
meaningful carper in physical education
and sport. Reading about a career and talk-
ing to someone in that particular field are
loga.al. You also need to look at yourself,
merely because a job sounds glamorous (or
high salaried!) does not mean it is for you.
On-the job experience is surely important,
while reading, conversing, and self-
examination are esspntial steps in career
exploration, experience is even more im-
portant.

Reading
The tables presented earlier contain

sources of information of at least one or-
ganization in each job title. Write to the
group, they usually have information
available about careers in theil. fields. Addi-
tional sources of information are your
school counselor, who maintains an exten-_
sive library of career materials, pr a local
worker in that career, who often has info--
mation from his/her association or group.
Finally, your school or public library has a
variety of matgrials under such topic head-
ings as vocations, careers, jobs, and sport
jobs.
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Talking .

Regardless of your so' urce, reading avail-
Ate material will provide you with infor-
mation to be used as the basis for a discus:
sion with somcone who is actually em-
ployed in that career. The obvious answers
(how-much-ed mation-is-requ ired2rwha
'the salary?, what do you db?) may be found
in your reading. You need to personally ask
if the person likes the job, if there are seri-
ous problems, what the future is fa new
workers, and would he or she select the
same job again. These are highly pertonal
questions, ,but you need sdme guidance
from the best possible source, a pgofes-
sional in your potentialeareer.

If there is no local person in your career
category, consider sending a letter to a
nearby source, e.g., Sportcaster, Radio Sta-
tion, WXYZ, Nearby, AK boob:). Often yon
will receive all the information you seek.

Self-examination
Sometime during the exploration ,stage

of reading and talkitig, you should look
carefully at yourself. What do you want
from a career? Would your preferred jab be
indoors or out? Would you rather work by
yourself, or as a memLer of a group? Would
it be in a large city or small town, etc.?
Answers to these and similSr questions are
importan:..

Often, as part of a career exploration unit
in grades 7-10, you are asked to take a vo-
cational inventory test. This is usually a
series of questions, in which you make a
best choice among two, three, or four items,
e.g., would you rather read a book or re-
pair a machine? teach someone how to
dance or dance on the stage? There are no
right or wrong answers to these situations,
and your results are not graded or com-
pared to your classmates. In most cases
your school counselor administers and in-
terprets it. You should take a vocational
inventory questionnaire at least once, and
preferably twice, during grades 7-11. Inter-
ests change, ancl new career possibilities
arise.

Such an inventory is onty an indication of
your interest and!or aptitude for a spedfic
career. Actually, it may tell you more what

ydu do not want to do, and narrows your
possible (lacationakchoices co 3-5, any one
of which might be appealing. Use it as a
general guide, rather than as an exact map,
to follow.

Experience
V-Cdilitrie rag ha-g gran-ploy, e-r-t

say, "no experience, no job." The young
m'an in the commerfial then asks, "where
will I get experience?" This age-old prob-
lem has not been solved, but there is.a way
in whiat you might -help yourself. Seek
someone who is now employed in the field,
and offer to assist them% It would be great if
you-could gel paid, but that is not as impor-
tant as the experience gained. Afteiall, you
intend to spend Years in a careerwould it
not make-sense to try it out before you
spend your money and time in prepara
tion? DePentling upon, the particular job,
assisting could range from simple observa-
tion for a period of time, to -acivally per-
forating part of the job. Regardless, experi-
ence will bengfit you in two ways:

give you a chance to find out if the career
still has appeal;
peovide experience for future entploy-
ment.

REVERENCES

Either your physical education teadier, coun-
elor, or the Khoo! or public library should have

these books ancitor pamphlets. The titles will
dye you a general idea of their contgrits.

Each of the below pamphlets discusses the
topic indicated.

Amencan Alliance for Health, Physlcal Educa-
tion, Recreation and Dance. Careers in Leisure
hnd Recreation. Washington, DC American Al-
liance for Health, Physical Eckation, Recrea-
tion and Dance, V79.

Careers in Activity and. Therapy Fields.
Washington, DC. American Alliance for
Health, Physkal Education, Recreation and
Dance, 1976. .

Careers in Physical Education and Ssport.
Washington, DC: American Altiance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance, 1977.

Dancea Career for You. Reston, VAz
American Alliance for Health, Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Dance, 1981.

Opportunities in Recreation and Leisure.
Washington, DC: American Alliance -for
Health, Physical Edtkation, Recreation and
Dance, 1978.

.
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Professional Preparation in Adapted Phys-
ical Education, Therapeuht. Recreation, and Cor-
rective Therapy. Washington, DC: American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, 1976.

Your Future as a Teacher of ElFiTiintary
School Physical Education. Washington, DC.
American Alliance for Health, Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Dance, 1976.

Each of these directories lists colleges and
universities that offer programs in the areas in-
dicated.

Dance Directory. Reston, VA: American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Rec-
reation and Dance.

Directory of Graduate Physical Education
Programs. Reston, VA: American Alliance for
Health, Physical4Education, Recreation and
Dance.

Directory of Professional Preparation in
Recreation, Pcirks, aiiKe1ated Areas. Washing-

ton, DC: American Alliance for Health, Physi-
cal Education and Recreation, 1973.

. Directory of Undergraduate PhysicatEdu-
cation Programs. Reston, VA: American Al-
liance for Health, Physical Education, Recrea-
tion mid Dance.

Professional Preparation Directory,, for
Elementary Sctool Physical Education. Washing-
ton, DC: American Alliance for Health, Physi-
cal Education and Recreationt 1978.

-Each of these AA,HPERD publications relates
ferpreparationifor teachrng careers.

Alte4tive Professional Preparation in
Physical Education. Washington, DC: Ameri-
can Alliance for ,Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance, 1979,

Clayton, Joyce A., and Clayton, Robertt. Con-
, cepts and Gareers in Physical Education. Min-

neapolis, MN. Burgess:Publishing ComRany,
1977.
Chapters 11-13 discuss school;school-rela ted,
and non-teaching careers in sports and dance.

Coleman, Ken. So You Want to Be a Sports Broad-
.. caster. New York: Hawthorne Books, Inc,

1973.
Cornell, Richard, and Hansen, Mary Lewis.

Exploting Dance Cariins. a Student Guidebook.
. Cambridge. Technical Education Research

Center, 1976.
Information on specific jobs in both dance per-
formance and dance education.

Cratty, Bryant. Career Potentials in Physical Actw-
ity. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:.Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Sport careers related to teaching, research,
coaching, therapy, recreation, and dance are
discussed. ,

Denis, _Paul. Opportunities in the Dance. Skokie,
IL. VGM Career Horizons (National Te:Abook
Company), 1980.
Discusses aspects of many can.2rs in this area.

Fordham, Sheldon L. and Leaf, Carol Ann.
Physical Education and Sports. an Infr-oduCtion to
Alternative Careers. New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1978.
For students interested in a physical educa-
tion career other than teaching.

Fenten, Barbara. Careers in the Sports Industry.
New York: Franklin Watts Company, 1977.
Career opportunities for non-athletes in
sports-related fields.

Heitzmann, William. Opportunities in Sports and
Athletics. Skokie, IL: VGM Career Horizons
(National Textbook Compiny), 1980.
Discusses aspects of many careers in these
areas.

Horton, Louise. Careers in Theatre, Music and
Dance. New York: Franklin Watts Company,
1976.
Careeropportunities-in-the-performing-arts.

Humphrey, James H. Physical Education as a
Career. Springfield, IL: C. C. Thomas Com-
pany.
Sport and dance teaching, and non-teaching
cargers are discuSsed, 1978.

Infusing, Career Education into Physicat.
Education and Sport . Washington, DC: Ameri-
can Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance, 1979.

Jensen, Crayne R. Recreation and Leisure Time
Careers. Louisville: Data Courier, Inc.
Jobs, trends, professional training, and educa-

* tion requirements of many leisure-time
careers, 1976..

McCall, .Joseph R., and McCall, Virginia. Your
Career in Parks and Recreation. New York:Itilian
Messner (Simon and Schuster), 1970.

Opportunities in Recreation and Leisure.
Washington, DC: American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and

- Dance, 1978.
Professional Preparation in Adapted Phys-

*kat Education, Therapeutic Recreation, and Cor-
rective Therapy. Washington, DC: American
Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, 1976.

Professional 12reparci lion of, the
Intramural/Recreational Sports Specialist. iVash-
ington, DC: American Alliance for Health,
Physical gducation and Recreation, 1977.

Wearfing Career Education Into Physical
Education and Sport: A Haudbook. Reston.
American Alliance for Health, Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and Dance, 1980.

Toure, Holima. Careers in Physical Rehabilitation,
New York: Franklin Watts Company, 1977.
Job desqiptions, educational requirements,
and sources of information in the field of re-
habilitation Therapy.
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'Neil Dougherty, editor of Physical Education and Sport for the Secondary School
Student, is a full professor and Direttor of the School of Applied Health Sciences at
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Directories of Professional
Preparation Programs in

Physical Education
Two up-to-date directories containing information

about United States' colleges and universities which Offer
degrees in phOcal education and related fields. Information
about each institution Includes, degrees offered, course re -

quirements, program emphasis, special program options,
faculty, degree requirements, financial assistance, and ac-
creditation. General information on each institution is also
offered, including tuition, enrollment data, student housing
admission requirements, and whom to contact for further
information. Additional informatioh on research facilities is
provided for each institution listed in the graduate directory.

For price and order inionnadon:
AAHPERD Publication Sales

1900 &sedation Wye
Reston, VA 22091

(703) 476-3481
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Available
NOW . . .

Three volumes-of the

Encyclopedia of
Physical Education,
Fitness, -and Spoils

An invaluable reference collection, the most
complete ever published in the field. The Encyclo-
pedia represents a ten year effort by more than 800
experts in every area of physical education.

These beautiful hardcover volumes are fully 9-
lustrated with.hundreds of photographs, charts qid
diagrams, and are completely indexed:The t Tee
volume set is now available including:

Sports, Dance and
Related Activities

Edited, by
Reuben B. Frost (1977)

Training, En
Nutrition

Edited
G. Alan St I (1980)

Philoeophy, PrOgrems
and History

Edited by
Janei S. Bosco

and
Mary Ann Turner

For information write: AAHPER Puoiitzoion Sales
1900 Association Drive, R ton, VA 220i11

(703)476- 81
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